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Information to readers

This volume can be read as an introduction to the edition of Johan Gabriel

Sparwenfeld's LEXICON SLAVONICUM or as a separate study on 17th cen¬

tury Slavonic lexicography.

[ ] deletion
( ) the text cannot be deciphered with absolute certainty
-* a changed version follows
MD Main Dictionary, i.e. Slav 37-40
M Micalia's dictionary
В Berynda's dictionary
С Calepinus' dictionary
Slav 11m in the margin of Slav 11, i.e. an added version

When dictionary entries are quoted the following applies:
Cyrillic text added in a different hand is printed in italics.
Superscript letters are printed in the line, in bold type.
Headwords are followed by a colon; synonyms and explanations are separated by a

comma; consecutive entries are separated by a semicolon.



1. Introduction

In the University Library in Uppsala, Sweden, there are a number of Slavonic
dictionaries, both printed and in manuscript, which can be attributed to Johan
Gabriel Sparwenfeld's collection. Most of these works were donated to the
library about 1720. Sparwenfeld was considered to be a great authority on the
Russian language, and his work on lexicography, resulting in his Lexicon Slavoni-
cum, was renowned by scholars in his own time. His major Slavonic dictionary
was never printed, in spite of his many efforts, and one of the manuscript
dictionaries kept in the Uppsala library is this final result of his many years of
lexicographical work, the Lexicon Slavonicum (MSS Slav 37-40). The library
also has the draft of the dictionary (MS Slav 42), plus the handwritten and printed
sources that Sparwenfeld used in his work. The fact that all this material is
preserved gives us a unique opportunity to reconstruct the work of compilation
and to assess the value of the linguistic data given in the final product.

1.1. CATALOGUES

The manuscripts to be dealt with in this study form part of the Slavonic manuscript
collection in Uppsala University Library and are included in the two handwritten
catalogues of the collection existing to date: Claes Annerstedt's catalogue from
1888 (in Swedish), compiled with the help of Maksim Kovalevskij's notes, and
Nikołaj Glubokovskij's catalogue from 1918 (in Russian). Alexander de Roubetz
has translated the latter into French and made some additions to the original.
Michael Eneman has prepared a translation of the Russian original into Swedish.
Both catalogues contain descriptions of the manuscripts, but only briefly mention
their contents.

1.2. EARLIER LITERATURE

Previous scholars have known about the existence of these handwritten dictio¬
naries. They are mentioned by Dobrovsky (1796, 82-84; 1895, 260-61), Pekarskij
(1864, 4), Jagić (1910, 64-65)' and Jensen (1912, 154-57), among others. Howev-

1 Alfred Jensen was Jagić's informant regarding the Uppsala manuscripts. He did not always give
correct information, though.
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er, in spite of this, they have not been subjected to a thorough investigation until
quite recently (Birgegard 1971, 1973, 1975, 1981). We quote the opinion on the
main dictionary of two of the scholars mentioned above: Josef Dobrovsky, who
saw the Lexicon Slavonicum (Slav 37-40) in Uppsala during his visit to Sweden in
1792, wrote of it to Fortunat Durich:

Non magnum ego pretium huic labori seu potius rudimento statuo. Est enim simplex
vocabulorum magno intervallo separatorum collectio cum latina interpretatione, quo fere
nunc jam carere possumus ... Sparwenfeldii opus certe nil aliud est, quam inversus
Calepinus.2

In the report he made on the journey undertaken, he says of the dictionary:
"Lexicon Slaueno-latinum, in 4 Foliobanden abgeschrieben, ist eigentlich der
umgekehrte Kalepin" (Dobrovsky 1796, 82). Dobrovsky's opinion, namely that
the dictionary was a reverse version of Epifanij Slavineckij's translation into
Slavonic of Ambrosius Calepinus' Latin dictionary, has been adopted by other
scholars, among them Jensen. The above-mentioned Prof. Glubokovskij writes in
his catalogue about Slav 37-40: "содержит славянский азбучный словарь с
пояснениями славянских терминов порусеки." Was that Sparwenfeld's goal, to
explain the Slavonic terms in Russian? Thus the question remains about the
degree to which these opinions correspond to reality.

1.3. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

This study aims to present the handwritten and printed dictionaries that have
played a part in Sparwenfeld's lexicographical work and to elucidate the relation¬
ships among them. Much work has been put into placing the Uppsala manuscripts
in the lexicographical tradition of the time and establishing how they relate to
other preserved transcriptions of the same works. As this is not the main aim of
the present study, however, these stemmatic investigations have been included
as a supplement at the end. A detailed account of how the actual compilation of
the dictionary seems to have been carried out concludes the first, philological
part of the study. The second part is an attempt to reconstruct the course of the
work of compilation—when the work was done, who the persons taking part in it
were, what items were discussed during the work, in short, everything surround¬
ing the creation of the dictionary.

It has not been my aim at this stage to make exhaustive studies on the contents
of the dictionaries from a linguistic point of view. This aspect has been treated
rather superficially. Instead I have chosen to try to establish the external facts
concerning the word material included in the dictionary, the methods of compila¬
tion etc., i.e. to present, for the benefit of future scholars, the circumstances
under which the dictionary took shape. The printed Lexicon Slavonicum will then
speak for itself.

2 In a letter dated St. Petersburg 9 October 1792. Cited from Dobrovsky 1895, 261.
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1.4. SPARWENFELD'S BIOGRAPHY

Johan Gabriel Sparwenfeld was bom in the province of Varmland, Sweden, in
1655. He came to Uppsala at the age of seven and stayed for thirteen years.

Exactly what he studied there is not known, but judging from marginalia in
books, he must have been well-versed in law and foreign languages at an early
age. His great interest in and knowledge of history would suggest that this, too,
was a subject he studied in Uppsala.

He set out on his first serious journey abroad in 1677, and this lasted, with a
short break, for about five years. The itinerary included Holland, France, Italy,
England and Denmark. Sparwenfeld knew how to make good use of his time.
Everywhere he went he would make a thorough study of the treasures of libraries
and archives, making contact with learned and influential personages and obtain¬
ing, often with the help of these contacts, books and manuscripts wherever he
could.

In 1684 a large Swedish delegation was sent to Moscow in order to ratify a

peace treaty. Sparwenfeld took part in this delegation as a gentleman-in-waiting
but, as it happened, remained in Moscow for three years, in order to study the
language. The Swedish king awarded him a scholarship for this purpose. His
circle of friends was mainly made up of foreign diplomats in the German (For¬
eign) Suburb (Немецкая слобода) outside Moscow, but he could also count quite
a few Russians, some of them in very high positions, among his friends. In
Moscow he started work on his dictionaries; he had copies made of existing
lexicographical manuscripts and participated himself in the copying work. Here,
as in other places, he was not slow to gain possession of precious and rare books,
both printed and handwritten. When he came back to Sweden in June 1687, he
brought with him large numbers of literary treasures with historical, geographi¬
cal, fictional and linguistic subject matter, which were later to enrich Swedish
libraries.

In April 1689 Sparwenfeld embarked on a journey that was to take him through
most of the European countries and to northern Africa. Karl XI of Sweden had
sent him on a mission to survey, and, if possible, procure the Swedish and Gothic
relics which, according to hearsay, were to be found in different libraries in
Europe. Sparwenfeld searched through all the libraries and archives, private as
well as public, on his itinerary, but nothing of importance from a Gothic-
nationalistic point of view was uncovered. On the other hand, he did manage to
make contact with many influential people and procure books in every possible
field. During a stay in Rome in 1692 Sparwenfeld was granted an audience with
the Pope, Innocent XII, whom he honoured with a copy of a Latin-Slavonic
dictionary in a de luxe binding with silver mounted covers (for more information
on this dictionary, see pp. 77-84). As a token of thanks he received from the Pope
the keys to the Vatican, which meant that he had free access to the Vatican
library and archives, an honour never previously conferred upon a Protestant.
This event caused quite a stir in the learned world.

In the early summer of 1694 Sparwenfeld arrived back into Sweden. He
brought with him a rich collection of books on a variety of subjects that he had
managed to collect in spite of limited private resources. He was in that connec-
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tion undoubtedly aided by his erudition and social talents. Now he looked
forward to settling down to work on his rich material on different subjects, above
all Slavonic studies and history.

Sparwenfeld was appointed Deputy Master of Ceremonies in 1695 and Chief
Master of Ceremonies in 1701, and this served his purposes as the post was not
too demanding. A prosperous marriage alliance contributed further to an im¬
provement in his financial situation. He devoted his leisure to his Slavonic
lexicographical works, and also did translations from Spanish and other lan¬
guages. Besides that he kept up a prodigious correspondence with many of the
scholars of the age, such as G. W. von Leibniz, Hiob Ludolf, Gisbert Cuper and
Eric Benzelius Jr.

Sparwenfeld was considered a great authority on linguistic matters. He is
reputed to have spoken and written fourteen foreign languages, besides possess¬

ing a passive knowledge of others. In other matters, too, his opinion was eagerly
sought, above all on historical questions. There can hardly have been any
academic subject debated in his time on which he was not well informed. A large
portion of Sparwenfeld's correspondence is preserved in the Diocesan Library of
Linkóping, Sweden.

After 1712, when Sparwenfeld resigned from his court duties, he spent most of
his time at the family estate of Abylund outside Vaster&s, where he continued his
work of translating different texts right up to his death in 1727.

It is clear from many remarks made in Sparwenfeld's letters that he considered
that books were things to be read and not hidden away in private libraries.
Faithful to his convictions he started as early as 1705 to donate parts of his
enormous collection of books to Swedish libraries. Several other donations

followed, in which he allocated different subjects to different libraries. The lion's
share of his Slavonic collection went to the Uppsala University Library through
large donations in 1721 and 1722. Part of his Slavonic collection was donated to
the Diocesan Library of Vasteras by his grandson in 1774.

For more detailed information on Sparwenfeld's life the reader is referred to
Jacobowsky's work (1932), from which the cited biographical data are taken.



2. Sparwenfeld's Lexicographical
Remains: The Final Product,
the Draft and the Sources

In this chapter the Slavonic lexicographical manuscripts and printed works
forming part of the conglomerate leading to the Lexicon Slavonicum are present¬
ed. Here it is also established what function the different works have in the

whole. The results of the stemmatic investigations carried out on the Uppsala
manuscripts and other preserved transcriptions of the same works will also be
reported here. For more detailed documentation of these investigations the
reader is referred to the Supplement.

To start with we turn to the last link in the chain and the final result of more

than twenty years' work, the Lexicon Slavonicum.

2.1. SLAV 37-40

MSS Slav 37, 38, 39, 40 in Uppsala University Library (Uppsala Universitets-
bibliotek): Slavonic-Latin dictionary1 in four volumes in folio, grey-blue paste¬
board covers with leather-bound spine and corners. The leather is decorated with
blind-stamped triple fillets; the spine with six bands of triple fillets, the four
middle bands consisting of double triple fillets. The leaves in the respective
volumes have the following measurements: Slav 37: 39x24.5 cm; Slav 38: 36x23
cm; Slav 39: 35x23 cm; Slav 40: 34.5x21 cm.2 Along the top edge of the outer
cover of each volume are letters indicating what is contained in that particular
volume. Vol. I, Slav 37, comprises the letters A—I, 326 leaves; Vol. II, Slav 38,
the letters K-O, CO, 313 leaves; Vol. Ill, Slav 39, the lettersFI-P, 237 leaves and
Vol. IV, Slav 40, the letters C-Y, 279 leaves. About twelve entries occupy each
page. Slav 37 contains 7245 entries, Slav 38—6656, Slav 39—5 285 and Slav
40—6450 entries. Altogether the dictionary holds 25636 entries. The dictionary
has been foliated by machine at the library, each volume beginning with f. 1. Slav
37 had been foliated earlier in pencil. The beginning of Slav 37 (up to p. 55; f. 29r.
according to the machine foliation) had also been paginated earlier in brown ink,
possibly during the compilation of the dictionary. Further references will follow
the machine foliation.

1 The term Slavonic is used here and in the following as a general concept. As will emerge, influences
of different Slavonic languages in the Slavonic column in this, as in the following dictionaries, are

many. I therefore consider it most appropriate to identify the dictionaries as "Latin-5/auon/c",
"5/auo/n'c-Latin" etc.
2 Watermarks will be recorded only when there are not sufficient other criteria for an approximate
dating of the manuscript.
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One page, f. 16r. in Slav 37, is left blank due to mistakes in the alphabetical
order in the Slavonic column on the previous page. Both the Slavonic and the
Latin columns on f. 16v. are written in the Latin hand. One leaf, f. 36 in Slav 37,
containing words from благопопвщеше слбчи! up to and including бла-
гопршт'ный, has been put in later; it is somewhat shorter than the other leaves
and does not have the Swedish translations. The leaf, however, has been put in
the wrong place; according to the alphabetical order it should be in f. 35's place.

The dictionary has no title. The first leaf of Vol. I, Slav 37, contains an
introduction written by Sparwenfeld in Latin on the wide extent of the Slavonic
language area:

L.B. S.P.3
Lingua Slavonica longe lateque diffusa existit: Per Slavoniam, Bohemiam, Moraviam,
Silesiam, Lusatiam, Poloniam, Pomeraniam, Obotritar: terras, Wagriam, Cassubiam, Ma-
soviam, Lithvaniam, Livoniam, Lettiam, Curlandiam, Borussiam, Samogitiam, Wolhin-
iam, Podoliam, Podlassiam, Severiam, Sibiriam, Novogrodesiam, Wlodomisiam, Uk-
rainam, Plescoviam, Tschernigoviam, Resaniam, Russiam utramque, Moskoviam, alios-
que longe lateque patentes terrarum septentrionalium tractus, ab una parte ad Novam
Zemljam, usque, et Jugriam, mareque Glaciale: Ab altera parte: ad Tschirkassos, mareque

Caspium et qvidqvid inter mare [Caspium]4 Balthicum, et magnam Scythiam, seu Tartar-
iam, Partosque et Persas inteijacet. Per Hungariam, Croatiam, Dallmatiam, Illyricam,
Striam, Carinthiam, Carnioliam, Vindiam, Forum-Julij, Serviam, Bosniam, Bulgariam,
Terram Ragusanam, Epirum, Macedoniam, Rasciam, seu Traciam, Transsylwaniam, Mol-
dauiam, Wallachiam, Tartariam Minorem, Perecopensem seu Tauricam Chersonesum,
Partesque illas Mari Euxino, Moeotidi, atque ostijs Tanais et Boristhenis vicinas. Item, per
Asiam Minorem, quae modo a Turcis Anatolia appellatur, nempe per Pontum, Bithyniam,
Lyciam, Gallatiam, Pamphyliam, Cariam, Cappadociam, Paphlagoniam, veterum Hene-
torum et Mosychorum, NB (Ita a Mosoch Japhethi filio, Slavonicae gentis, ut ostendit
Auctor Moravo-Grafiae, Possina L.R.C.S. Conditore primo, Denominati, quorum pos-
teri sunt moderni Moschi, Potentissima ac populosissima, in septentrione, Orienti vicin-
iori, Slavonica natio:) Ciliciam, et Armeniam Minorem etc. Regiones Amplissimas, ad
Colchos uscfue, et supranominatos Circassos, ac Piatighorskios, seu Qvinquemontium
Accolas, Colchidi proximos. Per totum denique Turcicum Dominium, et in Europa et Asia
minori, Dominium, adeoque per tot Centena miliaria, septentrionem, et orientem versus.
Imo Constantinopoli, Magnates, in Aula Turcica, Lingva utuntur Slavonica, et loqvuntur.
Et qvantum in Legationibus Turcicis debetur interpretibus Slavonicis, qvotidiana nos
docet experientia et ingens multitudo nobilium militum svecorum qvi inde, non ita pridem
reversi, qvi qvotidie mecum Slavonice uteunque, loqvuntur, et ex ea lingva Constantino¬
poli, in negotiationibus Regijs sibi utilitatis et jucunditatis multum acqvisiverunt. In
summa, Majestas et utilitas Lingvarum Slavonicarum, satis probatur, ex Aurea Bulla
Carolina, in qva Electorum filijs, inter Europeas lingvas, etiam Slavonica discenda deman-
datur. et alias, lingvas plures scire, semper utile est, et jucundum: qvia per diversa
lingvarum Genera, magis, magisque intellectus excolitur, et in Admirationem omnipoten-
tiae Divinae elevatur. Nam et hie Omniptotens (sic!), in varietate sermonum et lingvarum
suam diffundit sapientiam admirandam. ideo omnes lingvae habent aliqvid, qvo in Com¬
mune prosint. vale, et fave Tuo

J G Sparwenfeldio.5

3 Probably short for "Lectori benevolenti salutem plurimam".
4 The square brackets, here and in the following, denote deletion.
5 Also printed in Jensen (1912) 154-55.
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There are certain similarities between this introduction and the preface to
Adam Bohorić's Arcticae Horulae.6 Sparwenfeld owned a copy of this book and
he could well have modelled his introduction on it. In Bohorić's preface, as in
Sparwenfeld's introduction, the concept of Pan-Slavonic brotherhood is ex¬

pressed; the Slavonic languages and peoples are regarded as a unity. Bohorić,
too, touches on the use of Slavonic languages at the Turkish court in his preface.
There are other similarities as well. Another book that probably influenced
Sparwenfeld in his work on the introduction was Mauro Orbini's II regno degli
Slavi, Pesaro 1601. This book, too, was one that he owned and, judging from
underlinings, notes in the margins and translations of conclusions into Russian-
Church Slavonic, a book that he had read exhaustively. Compare also the excerpt
from Megiserus' Thesaurus Polyglottus made by Sparwenfeld in the beginning of
Slav 41 (see p. 44). The "Aurea Bulla Carolina" mentioned by Sparwenfeld at
the end of the introduction, refers to the Golden Bull issued by Emperor Karl IV
in 1356, in which the study of the Slavonic languages is strongly recommended.

The dictionary begins on f. 2r. with the heading A3 (i.e. the headwords found
on the first page begin with аз-). It is laid out in two columns, the left containing
the Slavonic words, the right containing the Latin. The headwords are in alpha¬
betical order. Each letter has sub-headings, as, for example, the letter P: PA, P8,
РИ, PO, P8, РЫ, РЪ, PA. This use of sub-headings is not consistent at the
beginning of the dictionary but more so towards the end, especially in the last two
volumes. At the end of some letters there are one or two empty pages, probably
for possible additions. Both the Slavonic and the Latin are given with several
synonyms, and sometimes with descriptive explanations. The dictionary is main¬
ly the work of two scribes.

The Slavonic column throughout the dictionary, with the exception of the letter
Б, is written in dark brown ink by a professional hand, writing a well-formed and
easily read script of the transitional type.7 This is clearly the handwriting of
Aleksej Mankijev.8 The Slavonic column under the letter Б is written in black ink
and with a thin pen, possibly by a different hand. It is difficult to decide whether

6 A. Bohorizh, Arcticae horulae succisivae, de latinocarniolana literatura, ad latinae linguae analo¬
giom accomodata ..., Witebergae 1584. This grammar has been republished in a photomechanical
reprint (Bohorić 1969). Re the preface and its place in the Pan-Slavonic tradition, see Matl's article in
Vol. II (1971) of the said publication (pp. 22-28).
7 Śicgal (1947) calls it "переходный тип скорописи". For an illustration, see, for example, fig. 18
(p. 29) in his work.
8 The handwriting in the Slavonic column is identical with that of other Slavonic manuscripts in
Sparwenfeld's collection in which it is clearly stated that the scribe is Mankijev. The first part of Slav
33, for example, entitled Eniicmśma енхирШонъ или мечь славёнски, has in Sparwenfeld's handwrit¬
ing: "... verterat af Latijn 1710 medh tabula coebetis J.G SF. ok renskriffvit i Stockh. aff
manchewitz, secreter. aff Ryska Resid. Chilcow." (... translated from Latin in 1710 in tabula
coebetis by J.G SF (i.e. Johan Gabriel Sparwenfeld, UB's remark) and fair-copied in Stockholm by
manchewitz, secretary of the Russian envoy Chilcow.). The second part of the same volume, entitled
Кевйта Оивёйскаго философа платдшческаго тавлЫ. славёноросс'шски was fair-copied in Vas-
teris in 1710 by "manchaewitsch" according to a note in Sparwenfeld's hand. A specimen of
Mankijev's handwriting from about the time of his copying the main dictionary is found in Slav 36,
entitled Сенёка Христшнскш, which dates from 1702. When comparing the handwriting of the
Slavonic column of Slav 37-40 with that of Slav 36 one becomes fully convinced of the identity of the
scribe. Re Mankijev, see p. 92.

2 —849153 Sparwenfeld
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the differences in the general appearance of the script in this section could be
explained simply by Mankijev's having used a different pen, a factor which
undoubtedly influenced the formation of letters very much, or whether a different
scribe wrote the letter Б. After comparing this section carefully with the rest of
the dicitonary I feel ready to conclude that it, too, was written by Mankijev.

Mankijev's orthography shows characteristics typical of the Russian chancel¬
lery style of the late 1600s. His use of graphic variants corresponds on the whole
to the orthographical norms prevalent in the chancelleries of Moscow at that
time. The following are worth considering:

The distribution of the variants я/и/а: я is by far the most frequent of the
variants, being used constantly and in all positions. The variant a is used in the
word-initial position of all the headwords under the letter 1Й. Synonyms begin¬
ning with the phoneme /ja/, however, are spelt я. Otherwise a is rare, and when it
does appear it is mostly used in word-initial position. The variant я is used
occasionally throughout the dictionary in different positions. It seems evident
that it is used mainly to create variety. See, for example, the soft adjective
endings: в'нбтреннял: внбтрънял (but, elsewhere: вийтргняя: в'нбтрняя);
в'н^шняа, сокром-кшнял (but, elsewhere: в'н-йш'няя). It is also used fairly often
in the word азыкъ when it means 'tongue', but a spelling with я is also used.
Under the letter Б the number of instances with the spelling я is much greater
than in the rest of the dictionary, a circumstance that seems to support the
suggestion that a different scribe wrote this section. Still I maintain that the scribe
of this section, too, is Mankijev. One very trivial explanation of his frequent use
of я here could well be that the very thin pen he was using made it difficult to
form round shapes, and to avoid them he chose the variant with sharp angles
only. In this section as well, я is used to avoid repetition of identical letters in
juxtaposition or in partly identical words: брачюсл: б'рачбся, женюса;
б-Ьл-йюса: бЪлюся etc. It often appears in the reflexive suffix -ca, in adjective
and noun endings (-эа, -ыа, -la), under stress in medial positions (тЯжки,
бЪдЯщв, доносЯщ'ш) and in post-vocalic positions (непостоянный, ожаЯнный,
бвЯю, пиЯнствш, etc.). Smotrickij in his grammar recommended the use of a

initially and я in medial and final positions plus the word азыкъ 'tongue' (cf. also
p. 58).

The distribution of the variants y/oy/s: у is the most frequent letter in initial
positions (see p. 67). It is also used occasionally after prefixes, where the
position is comparable to an initial one (воузвЪряющш, под'умвдряю, предуго¬
товляю etc.). It appears in other positions as well, like in verbs ending in -ую

(упадую, подвязью, согрызую etc., see p. 67). The variant 8 is used in medial
and final positions in the overwhelming majority of words containing the pho¬
neme /u/. It is fairly often used in initial positions as well, noticeably in all the
headwords under the letter У (the heading given as 8/ОУ). It should be noted that
all the synonyms with an initial /u/ belonging to these headwords are spelt oy up
to f. 167r. in Slav 40 and thereafter у (ввЪщйшЕ: оувЪщЕШЕ, ... оумова, ...

оупевнЪнье; but then вствпйю: уствпбю, ... умирйю, etc.). This kind of period¬
icity in the use of different graphic variants is frequently encountered throughout
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the dictionary. The digraph oy is used almost exclusively at the beginning of
words (cf. p. 58). The phoneme /иУ after the hush-sibilants ш, ж, щ is mostly
written 8 (шУтка, глвшУ, сижУ, мажв, мещУ etc.). After ч a spelling with both 8
and ю is found. Under the letter 4 all the headwords are written чю- but an

alternative spelling with 48- is often given: чювственъ: чУвственъ, чувственный;
чюждь: чУждь, чвжш, ...; but чювствую: чюю, ...

The distribution of the variants o/cd: In initial positions о and ш are alternatives, со

being the commoner. The headwords under the letter О (the headings written
ОБ/СЭБ, OB/COB, etc.) are predominantly written with со, but periodically о is
found, like for instance in the words образъ, овца, огнь, орЕлъ and their
derivatives.

Even if aj is used mainly, and most consistently, in initial positions, it is also
written in medial and final positions of words, noticeably in masculine/neuter
genitive singular forms of pronouns and adjectives and in adverbial endings:
KOTÓparco, его), моего), твердо), скоро), оудобно), лацно), etc., but also: закого,

скоро, быстро, готово. It is evident that со often has a decorative function,
alternating with о to create variety: посорйнъ, б-клосод-й анъ (this position can
also be compared to an initial one), воз'всож'дУ: возношУ в'з'гсорв; воз'в'ратъ:
вшз'врйт'ный, всоз'вратйтЕл'ный, тсоч'ный; воз'лсожеше: всозлшженье, etc.

The prefix and preposition от(-): The variant со is used more often than о and the
t is superscribed in most cases: сотзелш, штбкгйю, оугчюждеше, штсна, but
also: отдаю, отнедвга, отповкдйш'е and штъ-скчЕнаго (see p. 67). The prefix от-
in the headwords under COT are written wt- throughout, as are the synonyms

given.

The distribution of the variants и/i: Before vowel letters i' is written in the
overwhelming majority of cases, especially in the suffixes -iń, -1я, -i'e: италшскш,

зел1е, пр1Ем'лю, биб'лю0£ка, б'1Енъ, бнбтмя, дйволъ, НЕблаГОПр1ят'1Е, НЕПР1Й-
скрЕнность, etc. But it is also found in other positions of the word, not uncom¬

monly after prefixes: оотшаю, неш^ющш, шмлеше, книгохранйл1щ£,
пйлич'шковъ, etc. The headwords under the letter И are written with и through¬
out with the exception of dke at the very end. After that Sparwenfeld has added
five headwords of Greek origin also written with i'.

The letter й generally represents /j/ (see some of the earlier cited examples, cf.
also p. 58). Certain isolated exceptions are, however, found where й is used to
represent a syllabic /i/: in the locative forms впЪшй and прй рождЕнш, in the
conjunction, written й, in the nominative plural form бсззУбиш (д-£ти), etc.

The distribution of the variants з/s: The letter S precedes the letter 3 in Vol. I of
the dictionary. Under the letter S are found: set3fla, setpb, белвъ, белю (белсо),
бло, бмей/бм'ш, sp-fehie, б^лш, БЪница and their derivatives. Most of these words
or some of their derivatives are also found under the letter 3, but the spelling with
S seems to be the more common in the words БвЪзда, БвЪрь, бло, бЪло) and
words derived from them (cf. Mathiesen 1972, 130).
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Superscript marks, punctuation, etc. The acute accent is used within a word
and the grave in a final position to symbolize a stressed vowel. An apostrophe is
often put over a vowel in an initial position as well as over a vowel preceded by a
vowel (the apostrophe will not be recorded in the present study). A stressed
vowel in an initial position has, as a rule, an iso ("). A pajerok (symbolized ') is
often placed over consonant groups. The pajerok was used in Church Slavonic to
indicate an omitted jer. In Mankijev's orthography the pajerok over consonant
groups is used more as an orthographical cliche than as a consistent marker of an
old jer. He also sometimes uses a pajerok after word-final consonants and almost
consistently at the end of prepositions and prefixes. In these positions the pajerok
represents omitted jer. In instances of syllable-division a vowel or ъ/ь always
ends the line. Mankijev always puts a period between words and phrases in the
Slavonic column. The headwords generally start with a capital letter (this is not
adhered to in this work for practical reasons).

What has been said above should be seen as general and rather superfluous
observations on the orthography of the Slavonic column. It is striking that the use
of certain graphic variants differs in different sections of the dictionary, although
the hand appears to be the same. One possible explanation for this could be that
Mankijev was now and then reminded by Sparwenfeld to stick more closely to
the orthographical rules given by Smotrickij (see below p. 56ff.) and that the
scribe, after some time, fell back into his own, more irregular use of the variants.
Another possible explanation could be that he would use variants for decorative
purposes to a greater or lesser degree according to his state of mind at the time.
Besides using different signs for the same vowel phoneme, he also forms one and
the same letter differently. For example, he has two main figurations of the letter
ж, one rather spatious and decorative, the other more disciplined. In one section
of the dictionary he will use almost exclusively one type, later to change to the
other type and then back again. On the whole there seems to be a certain
periodicity in his use of different graphic variants.

In the major part of the dictionary the Latin column is written in brown ink in
an easily deciphered hand. This is the handwriting of Matthias Zabani.9 From
f. 12v. in Slav 40 Zabani's hand is replaced by that of another scribe.

The Latin scribe has often changed or added to the Slavonic column. It would
seem that the process of compilation was such that Mankijev wrote the Slavonic
column first, after which Zabani wrote the Latin. While doing so he has some¬
times crossed out entries that Mankijev had failed to place in the correct alpha¬
betical order, and placed them in the correct position. Sometimes, instead of
crossing out and rewriting, he has numbered the entries 1, 2, 3, etc. in order to
give them their correct sequential order. He has also occasionally added further

9 Sure proof of Zabani's Latin handwriting is found in a letter from Leibniz to Sparwenfeld dated 27
December 1698 (Linkóping, Br. 33:116). The latter part of the letter was written by Zabani in order to
provide Sparwenfeld with a sample of his handwriting. That hand is, without doubt, identical with the
Latin hand in Slav 37-40. Re Zabani, see p. 89.
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word material to the Slavonic column. Zabani also intervenes directly in what
Mankijev has written; he changes letters, accentuation, punctuation, and so on
(for more details, see p. 67). In some cases Sparwenfeld has made additions in his
careless cursive (skoropis'). Besides translations of the Slavonic words into
Latin, translations into Swedish have been added under the Latin up to and
including f. 135r. in Slav 37. Not all the entries have been supplied with transla¬
tions into Swedish, though. The Swedish text is written in yet another hand. For
more detailed information about the process of compilation, see Chapter 3.

In the dictionary there are occasional references to other lexicographical
works. References to a quarto volume ("зрй in qto.") are often found at the end
of entries in the Slavonic column (the references are written by Zabani). This
reference is to Pamva Berynda's Church Slavonic-Ukrainian dictionary, being
one of the main sources of the dictionary under discussion.10 Less often refer¬
ences are made to a folio volume ("Vide in fol."). The volume intended is MS
Slav 41 in Uppsala University Library, which was also used as a source during
the compilation of Lexicon Slavonicum. More on these two sources under 2.6 and
2.10 below.

After the installation of a new Latin scribe (from f. 12v. in Slav 40) no more

references to the quarto and folio volumes occur, and no more changes or
additions appear in the Slavonic column.

In different places in the dictionary there were loose leaves, which, in connec¬
tion with machine foliation, were attached at the back of Slav 40 and foliated in
pencil from 1-11. These leaves of varying content were for the most part written
by Sparwenfeld himself. Two deal with the Slavonic languages and their relation¬
ship to other languages and to each other; one contains alphabetical-arithmetical
explanations referring to the Church Slavonic Bible; a couple of leaves are full of
Russian words and phrases, sometimes followed by translations into Latin and
other languages, etc. None of the leaves seem to have any connection with the
dictionary itself. Between f. 168v. and f. 169r. in Slav 37 a loose leaf has been
attached which should rightly have been amongst the others at the back of Slav
40. It is written in pencil by Sparwenfeld and contains Russian names for
mushrooms and berries and names for horses of different colours (Биргегорд
1975, Глоссарий ..., p. 208, note 19 and p. 216, note 250 and 259). In Slav 38
(between f. 249v. and 250r.) there were two loose pieces of paper with word notes.
One is written by Sparwenfeld and contains Russian words for objectionable
persons and occurrences (of the type блвдницы, идолосл8жител1е, тяницы)
with Latin and sometimes Greek equivalents. Re the other piece, see p. 61.

In a handwritten list of Sparwenfeld's donations to Uppsala University Library
1721-22 (Bibl.ark. AT), this dictionary, Slav 37-40, is referred to as "nitide
scripto praeloque paratum (UB's italics)". The dictionary was, in other words,
ready to print, and should be seen as the end-product of Sparwenfeld's long and
persevering lexicographical efforts.

10 The first time such a reference is made is in the entry дондёже, where Zabani wrote in Slav 42:
"NB. зрй бблшее в'кнйзе четвертой." Mankijev has inserted the reference into Slav 37 (entry 1:4488
in the printed edition).
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2.2. SLAV 42

MS Slav 42 in Uppsala University Library: Slavonic-Latin dictionary in folio,
grey-blue pasteboard covers with leather spine and corners, similar to the main
dictionary (Slav 37-40). The volume is made up of four different books, which is
clearly indicated by the fact that the leaves of each book differ in size. The
measurements of Book 1 are 31.5x21 cm; Book 2—31.5x19.5 cm; Book
3—33x20 cm and Book 4—34.5x22.5 cm. In the first two books there was text of

another kind before they were bound. The first book contains the letters А—Ж.
The pages are divided into large squares by means of three vertical and five
horizontal lines. In the margin of each page are rows of figures, which, according
to Glubokovskij, represent different biblical calculations. The figures are upside
down in relation to the text of the dictionary. The second book, stretching from
the beginning of the letter S to the headword шрбжнща, had also been used
earlier in the opposite direction to the dictionary. It contains a concordance of
Latin classics. The regular position of the words in the dictionary is sometimes
interrupted by Latin quotations, which, however, the scribe of the dictionary has
encircled, to keep them separate from the dictionary text. The third book
stretches from the headword брфъ to the end of COT, and the fourth from the
letter Ц to the end of the dictionary.

Pagination has apparently been carried out by the scribe of the dictionary. It is
not continuous but sometimes includes several letters, and sometimes only one,
i.e. after counting one or a few letters together, pagination starts from number
one again. The dictionary contains 1 220 pages altogether. The number of entries
on each page varies a great deal at the beginning of the dictionary (in the region of
10 to 25 per page), mainly because of the scribe having to adapt to an already
existing text. At one point in the dictionary two leaves have been bound in the
wrong order: p. 58, a verso containing words beginning with ка-, is followed by p.
63. At the top of p. 58 is the note (probably written by the regular scribe): "Vide
pag: 59, post 88." In fact pp. 59-60 and 61-62 (two leaves) are bound after p. 88,
with disruption of the alphabetical order as a result. Furthermore, half-pages with
new text have been pasted over the old in two places. This is the case on p. Ill
(containing words beginning with въз-) and on p. 184 (with words beginning with
до-). In both cases the new text has also been written by the regular scribe.

On the inside of the front cover it says: "Viro doctissimo Historicorum, qvos
Svecia habet, facile principi, Jonae Hallenberg,11 Secr°. Reg°. & Historiographo
Regni. Lubentissime in monimentum amicitiae obtulit J. V. Liliestrale12 Holm,
dh. 2 Apr. 1799." As this inscription shows, Slav 42 was not part of the
Sparwenfeld donation, but has in another manner, and much later, ended up at
the library. It was part of Jonas Hallenberg's collection of manuscripts, which

11 Jonas Hallenberg (1748-1834), historian, linguist, numismatist. He became National Historiogra¬
pher in 1784 and was secretary at the Royal Academy of Letters, History and Antiquities 1803-1819.
He was well-versed in Oriental languages. Re Hallenberg, see Svenskt biografiskt lexikon, Vol. 18,
1969—1971, pp. 22-26.
12 Joachim Vilhelm Liliestrale (1721-1807), government official, politician, author. How he came in
possession of the dictionary is unknown. Re Liliestrile, see Svenskt biografiskt lexikon, Vol. 23, 1980,
pp. 144-47.
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came to Uppsala University Library in 1835.13 Letters written by Sparwenfeld in
October 1721 in connection with his donation of Slavica to Uppsala reveal that
Slav 42 was at that time mislaid (see pp. 100-101).

There is a signature at the bottom of p. 32 in the manuscript: "(H)14 Lilie-
marck". Re this, see pp. 40-42.

The layout of the dictionary is in two columns: on the left are the Slavonic
words, on the right the Latin. Both the Slavonic and the Latin are written by the
same person who wrote the Latin and certain additions to the Slavonic column of
the main dictionary, i.e. Matthias Zabani (cf. p. 10). Zabani writes a very clear
and legible transitional type cursive which is almost printed at the beginning of
the manuscript.

Zabani's orthography is especially interesting, as we know from Sparwenfeld's
correspondence that, contrary to expectations, Zabani did not know the Cyrillic
alphabet when he came to Sweden to take part in the work on the dictionary.
Sparwenfeld tells Leibniz in a letter (cf. p. 90) that he had to start by teaching his
new scribe how to read and write Cyrillic characters before he could use his
services at all. This means that Zabani's orthography can be expected to reflect
Sparwenfeld's opinions on Russian orthographic norms. One must, however, also
take into account a strong influence from the orthography of the sources. We will
take a closer look at Zabani's use of graphic variants.

The distribution of the variants я/и/а: In the 'printed' section of the manuscript
(up to and including p. 80, which contains words beginning with be-) the variant я
is used almost exclusively and in all positions. There are occasional instances of
the variant a. From p. 81 and onwards we meet the variants alя in initial
positions. The frequency of the use of я seems to take the upper hand towards the
end of the dictionary. The variety factor seems to play a part here as well:
снТдеше: идеш'е, яства, etc. The variant a is used in the word-initial position of
all the headwords under the letter 1Й whereas synonyms beginning with the
phoneme /ja/ are written with я: ивленный: ... явный, явственъ. In medial
positions я is practically the rule.

The distribution of the variants e/oy: In the 'printed' part of the manuscript the
variant 8 is the most frequent in all positions of the word. After that section the
distribution of 8 and oy word-initially seems fairly even. Under the letter У (the
headings given as 8/ОУБ, 8/ОУВ, etc., but then 83, 8K, etc.) the headwords are
written with 8 and the synonyms almost exclusively with oy: вгашЕнъ: оукро-
ченъ, оупокоЕнъ; 8глЕбаю: оугрязйю, оувязаю (but: вправлЕнъ: встроёнъ). In
medial positions only 8 is used. After the hush-sibilants ж, ш, щ Zabani writes «:
хож&, сл8ж&, крашй, шщвщаю, etc.

After ч both to and 8 are found. Under the letter 4 a few headwords at the

13 A list of the manuscripts constituting Hallenberg's collection is found in Bibl.ark. M3 at Uppsala
University Library. Under no. 250 it says: "Dito (i.e. "In Folio", UB's comment) (inbundit i
pappband med skinnrygg) Ett Schlavonskt och Latinskt Lexicon (utan Forfattarens namn)" (bound in
pasteboard covers with leather spine. A Church Slavonic and Latin Dictionary, lacking the author's
name) (p. 186 in the volume).
14 Angle brackets () are used to indicate that the text cannot be deciphered with absolute certainty.
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beginning are written with the alternative 8 (чббокъ: чюбокъ, ..чбждь: зри

чюждь), then all with ю. The synonyms are often written with an 8, but ю is also
quite frequent: чювственъ: ч8вственъ, чввственный; чювствбю: чюю,
чюждь: чśждь, Ч8ж1й, ... etc.

The distribution of the variants о/ш: Throughout the dictionary the variants о and
о alternate in initial positions with a certain predominance for a>. The letter ш is
also found in medial positions, often after prefixes where the position is compara¬
ble to an initial one: изсобйше, нешчйстенъ, нешмовенъ, пошранъ, вошрбжЕнъ
(in the last three instances the variety consideration probably also carried
weight). The variant ш is occasionally found in other medial positions as well:
шесть сштъ, гшрдо (cf. below), щитшмъ вошрвжёнъ, etc. Like in the main
dictionary, the use of oj in adverbial endings is frequent: бЕзм-йстнш: сквЕрнш;
тбчнш: богатш, изшбйлнш (but also: тбчно). The 1648 edition of Smotrickij's
grammar recommends the use of cv as a grammatical marker for some genitive
plural and dative plural forms (see сштъ above, but щитшмъ, cf.
p. 57). He also recommends its use in adverbs.

The headwords under the letter О (the headings often written with an О on the
left page and an CO on the right, like ОБ-GOB, OB-COB, ... ОП-СОП etc.) are

predominantly written with a», with the exception of certain words. An о spelling
is found most consistently in the words образъ, овца, огнь, орЕлъ and their
derivatives (cf. p. 9) as well as in a few others, where a spelling with cv is also
frequent. The synonyms beginning with /о/ under this letter are generally also
written with an cv: шброснбю: ... шстрвгбю, шбр'йо, оброщйю, шбтираю, etc.

The prefix and preposition от(-): In the first, 'printed' part of the manuscript
Zabani often writes шт(-) with the т on the line: шт'сна, шт'сегЬ, штм!рскйх,
штнам&гностЕЙ. From p. 81 onwards he writes only шт with the т superscribed.

The distribution of the variants и/i: Pre-vocalic /i/ is written i' in the overwhelming
majority of cases, especially in the suffixes -1й, -1я, -i'e: мЕрскш, бЕзм-йрнМшш,
цйрскю, 6e3mójibie, tśtie (but: 6езпл0дйе). It is also used in other instances
before vowels: пргёзнь, нЕпр1атЕль, честно, плют'ка etc. But 'i is also found
before consonants, noticeably in the suffix -ица and in the prefix при-: кравща,
мЕдв-£д'ща, икав'ща, кораблЕнщы, пргзрйтель (see another two examples
above), благоглагблшъ, благоглаголш-к, разд1раю, etc. The headwords under
the letter И are written with и with the exception of 1же (cf. p. 9).

Zabani's use of the letter й (и краткое) should be observed. In fact, it reveals
his lack of familiarity with the Church Slavonic and Russian phonetic and
orthographic system. Far from using it only in a post-vocalic position to represent
/j/, he uses it, especially at the beginning of the dictionary, in all sorts of positions
in words except initially; there he writes и with an apostrophe. See, for example
благохвдбжнйкъ, боговолшебнйкъ, богородйца, не6ожйтелй, мйловаш'е, здо-

рогй, юностй, блазнйтй, чйнйтй-се, бл^дймъ, etc.

The distribution of the variants з/s: The letter S precedes the letter 3 in the
dictionary. Under the letter S are found: SB-кзда, SB-крь, зелвъ, seni'e (бело), бло,
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5/w^2. Both columns are written by Zabani. The alterations and additions in the Slavonic column are
made by Hand c.
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SMEń/sMiń, sptHiE, stjio, Б-Ьница and their derivatives. Most of these words or
some of their derivatives are also found under the letter 3 (звезда is, however,
not found there). For example: з-кгкЬ: stnó, slbiHt, ...; зЪнйца: s-кнйца, stmca,
зренйца (cf. p. 9).

Superscript marks and punctuation: Accentuation is very similar to that used in
the main dictionary (cf. p. 10) with the acute accent within words and the grave at
the end. The apostrophe is used over vowels in an initial position and over vowels
after other vowels. Zabani consistently writes a colon after each headword and a
comma between the synonyms.

If Zabani's orthography is compared with Sparwenfeld's summary of the
orthographic rules contained in Smotrickij's grammar (see p. 57 f.) it emerges that,
to a certain extent, Zabani did take these rules into account.

Zabani's poor knowledge of Church-Slavonic and Russian is obvious from his
spelling out of abbreviations in full, his transliterations of Slavonic words written
in the Latin alphabet into Cyrillic characters and his own additions to the
Slavonic text. (For examples, see pp. 64f., 68 f.)

At the beginning of the dictionary there are many additions and changes, made
partly by Sparwenfeld but above all by other persons. Their interventions are,
almost without exception, confined to the Slavonic column. As opposed to
Zabani's, their expert handwriting indicates that they had had much experience in
writing the Cyrillic alphabet. The three hands belong to three Russian prisoners
of war (see p. 91). The different hands, coded a, b and c, appear in the
following proportions (it is to be observed that the different scribes do not make
alterations in every entry of the stated part, just occasionally): Hand a: entr.
1:12-1715 (авва—велббдъ) with a break for Hand b in entr. I: 191-391 (баба
—безначалЕнъ); Hand с: entr. 1:1722-4877 (велЕр-Ьчйвъ—дисЕнтЕрт). The dif¬
ferent hands have the following characteristics:

Hand a: This scribe, who has a beautiful and legible skoropis\ almost consist¬
ently writes ы after hush-sibilants, see for example: 8жынати (1:62), жывет
(1:133, so in a couple more places, but also жив8 in 1:664 and 685), жыв8шый
(1:954), не имгьющый (1:423), дражайшый (1:495), нечыстый (1:513),
стрыголшык (I: 1409), нацлежачыи до бритья (I: 1412), etc.; genitive singular
masculine of nouns often takes the ending -8, for example: без 8каз8 (1:412), без
ук8с8 (1:436, see also 8к8съ хорошыи 1:854), без сок8 (1:449), ст8к8 (1:524),
какого чын8 (1:825), сщывокъ —> сшывокъ мгьх8 (1:919); сн- is written щ-:

щасливгъ (1:707), щастье (1:708), щастит ми ся (1:709), etc. There are some
indications that Hand a belongs to a person whose primary alphabet was the
Latin one; see for example a mistake like ичоныи (1:738) (observe that Hand a

appears in the Slavonic column only; such mistakes give no reason for conclu¬
sions if a scribe is writing, in parallel, both Cyrillic and Latin characters). There
are other signs, too, indicating that the Cyrillic script was not natively familiar to
the scribe; note for example the unusual superscription of the letter -c- in words
ending with -ость: остростъ (1:739), 8добность (I: 746), etc. One could hazard
a guess and say Hand a belonged to a Pole by birth.

Hand b, rather careless and difficult to read, belongs, without doubt, to the
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Russian envoy to Sweden, Andrej Jakovlević Chilkov.15 These are some of his
characteristics: in the present participle active masculine singular he mostly uses
forms ending in -ей, for example: неимеющей желчи (I: 325), неимеющей жены

(1:327), неимеющей крови (1:364), неимеющей начатков (1:391), but не-

имеющш жала (1:324); the adjective ending in the masculine singular is almost
throughout written -ьи, ui: лысьи(1:290), проапод8шньи, ласковьи, приятней',
приветливей' (I: 293), несовп>тливей', нелюдскш {I: 317), etc. (this is contrary to
the Church Slavonic tradition—maintained by Smotrickij—where prevocalic /i/ is
regularly written / and the juxtaposed letters are regularly written ш); the preposi¬
tion and prefix без- is written with -гь-\ бгъз труда (1:288), бп?зз8бей', бгъзз8бов
(1:349), бп>з лица (1:367), etc.

The third hand, Hand с, manifests itself as typically Great-Russian throughout,
in orthography as well as in language. This hand, with a clear and beautiful
skoropis\ possibly belonged to the Russian prisoner of war Śepelin (see p. 91).
Here are some of the characteristics of his language: he writes рос-1роз- through¬
out: росказъ (I: 1722), росказы (1:1724), розгнтваю, розсержаю (1:3543), etc.;
there are traces of akanje: брассаю (1:1799), которого провертгъти можна

(1:1816), ci'ecme рана зртющее (1:3844); sometimes he uses pleophony, some¬
times not: вороненый, обороченый (1:1813), иже пашню боронами волочатъ
(1:2111), колоса (1:1828) but хлп>бъ изъ класовъ выбываю (1:1832), на

средингъ сп>дящш (I: 1861), etc.
The three 'Russian' hands make alterations to the text written by Zabani,

crossing out certain words and adding others. Re the nature of the alterations and
for further examples, see p. 70ff.

Sparwenfeld himself has also made changes and additions in a few places in
this manuscript (see p. 64, note 8).

MS Slav 42 is the draft of the main dictionary (Slav 37-40), as has also been
pointed out by Jacobowsky (1932, 77). In order to illustrate the relationship
between the manuscripts, a word sequence from the letter В from Slav 42 and
Slav 37 is appended (see Table I, p. 17). In the printed edition of Sparwenfeld's
Lexicon Slavonicum the entries included are numbered 1:1808-1815.

In this section of Slav 42 it is Hand с that has made deletions, alterations and
additions. See for example the entry верйга, where ланцвхй has been deleted and
цепи has been added instead. In Slav 37 Mankijev conforms to these changes,
leaving out the deleted word while including the added one. In entr. 5 in the table,
Hand с deletes all the Slavonic words written by Zabani, then changes his mind
on the last two, and also adds a further synonym. The entry is recorded in its
altered form by Mankijev, but it lands up in the wrong order alphabetically
because of the deletion of the original headword. Accordingly, Zabani crosses out
the entry in Slav 37 and places it further down in the column in its correct
alphabetical position. The Russian hand also makes alterations to the orthogra¬
phy (see entr. 7). The main dictionary consistently adopts the changes of Slav 42.

15 This is verified after a comparison with documents preserved in the National Record Office
(Svenska Riksarkivet) in Stockholm (Krigshistoriska samlingen. Handlingar rórande stora nordiska
kriget 160a. Ryska f&ngar i Sverige, la Chilkov) which have been signed and in one or two cases also
written by Chilkov himself.
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Table 1

Slav 42 Slav 37

1. верйга: еже на нбгй, йлбо верйты (sic!), пёта,
[ланцвхй], цёпи.1—catena, vinculum ferreum.

2. вЕрйга на рёкй: речныежелёза.—manicae, arum.

3. вёрстъ -» вёрста2 [мЪрёш'е], мйля, мгъра

дороги.—parasangae, viarum mensurae.
4. верстй.—quintapars milliaris.
5. [вёртъ: вартёлъ, вертйлъ, Illy, вертоградъ,

шгорбдъ,] вертоградъ, согородъ, садъ.—hortus,
viridarium, hortus apricus.

6. [вертенъ: вёртивый, Illy.] вороненый,

обороченыи.—volutas, revolutas.
7. вёртеше —> вёрт/ьше: шбрацйше —> сибращйше, Illy.

eepHĆHie.—volutio, revolutio, rotatio, circumactio.
8. вертёпъ: пещера, роспйлйна, розсклйна зёмнаа, яма,

лбже.—specus, spelunca, caverna, antrum, crypta,
lustrum.

1. верйга: 8же нанбги, йлбсо верйгы, пёта, цёпи.—ca¬
tena, ае, vinculum ferreum, seu compedes,
quibus captivorum pedes constringuntur.—kiadia.

2. верйга нарёки: речные железа.—manicae, arum, sunt
manuum vincula.—handklofwer.

3. вер'ста: мйля, м£ра дорбги.—parasanges, viarum
mensura, seu quinta pars milliaris.

4. вер'ста3
5. [вер'тоград, огород, сйдъ.]

6. [ворбченый, оборбченый.]4

7. вер'тйше:5 шбращйше, вер'чёше.—volutio, nis, revo¬

lutio, rotatio, circumactio.—waltrande.
8. вер'тёпъ: пещера, распйлина, разсйлина, Ама,

лбже.—specus, spelunca, caverna, antrum, lustrum,
crypta, fovea.—hool, groop i jorden.

1 The words and letters printed in italics in the Slavonic column have been written by a hand other than the regular
scribe, which means, in the case of Slav 42, by Hand c, and in the case of Slav 37, by Zabani. The same persons,
respectively, made the deletions in the manuscripts.

This means that вёрстъ has been changed to вёрста, and by Hand с as the letter changed is in italics.
Between the headwords вер'ста and вер'тоград Sparwenfeld has added: верста дгътская—mensura purilis proprie

et ad literam, младость лгътъ, сравнителство дгътским лгътам, равность дгълами дгътскому развму—barns-
Hghet, (от версты дгьтсшя—ab ipsa capacitate infantiae, a l:et secundum .7 prima capacitate, ipsiusque infantiae
mensura, и>т дгьтскихъ лгътъ, сот младых лгътъ, моей версты члвкъ, иже мнгъ равный лгътами, чспИю,
богатством—mihi in omnibus par, qvasi верста sit mensura [vel] comparativa personarum.

This entry has not been inserted by Zabani in its proper place further down in the column.
An e has been added above the b by Zabani.

Mankijev almost always takes into consideration the orthographical alterations as
well. The words added in Slav 37 are, naturally, not present in Slav 42. In Table 1
one can also see that the word верста (with different stress accents) has two
entries in Slav 42, while in the main dictionary it has been put under a single
entry. This is not unusual, particularly at the beginning of the dictionary. There
are further differences between the versions presented in Table 1: Mankijev has
changed Zabani's рос-, роз- in entr. 8 to рас-, раз-. Mankijev makes changes of
this type quite often as well as changes in orthography and stress accents (see p.
67f.). The omission of a word, however, (as земнаа in entr. 8) is a rare occur¬
rence. In entr. 1 it can be deduced that Mankijev hesitated over the word верйты,
which he could probably not identify, leaving a space later to be filled in by
Zabani. There are also a few examples of Zabani's incorrect use of й (entr. 1, 2
and 8). As can be seen, the Latin translations in Slav 42 are sometimes rather
short, whereas in the main dictionary they are more extensive. This is often the
case at the beginning of the dictionary. The Latin translations are often taken
directly from Ambrosius Calepinus' Latin dictionary (see p. 22).
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The comparison between Slav 42 and the main dictionary makes it quite clear
that these manuscripts are directly related to each other and that Slav 37-40 is a

transcription of Slav 42. Further evidence that Slav 42 is the draft of Slav 37-40
lies in the fact that at the beginning of Slav 37 there is an empty space in the text
every time the bottom of a page is reached in Slav 42.

As can be seen in Table 1 (entr. 5-7), words in the Slavonic column of Slav 42
are sometimes followed by the abbreviation "Illy.", i.e. Illyrian (the remark
appears from entr. 1:626, блабозйти). Words marked in this way (and even some
that are not) are as a rule taken from Jacobus Micalia's Illyrian-Italian-Latin
dictionary.16 We know from a letter to Leibniz that Sparwenfeld had access to
this book. In the letter he expresses his regret that the Slavonic words were

printed in the Latin alphabet.17 A few examples will illustrate Micalia's role as a
source for Sparwenfeld's dictionary (see Table 2, p. 19). The entries included are
not in a sequence in Slav 42 and Slav 37. In the edition they are numbered 1:35,
636, 638 and 639. Note that in the quotations from Micalia the Italian is omitted.

By no means all the ajer entries from Micalia's dictionary were included in Slav
42. Sparwenfeld and/or Zabani probably chose the words they recognized from
their Russian/Church Slavonic equivalents. Among the ajer entries, Micalia also
incorporates: ajer Zrak, ajer vedri, ajer namaghgljen pun maghle, ajer tanahan
and ajer Kusgjan. A further sifting was then carried out by Mankijev before he
entered the words in Slav 37. Note in entr. 1 his omission of ajer sdraw and nie
sdraw, while tesghiak, on the other hand, has been russified to тяжелый etc. In
Table 1 also, there are a number of words denoted as Illy. The words вёртъ,
варталъ, вбрталъ (entr. 5)18 have been deleted by Hand с and are not incorpo¬
rated in Slav 37. The words вёртенъ, вёртивый (entr. 6)19 have suffered the
same fate, whereas вёрттъше, (обраы^аше (entr. 7)20 have been included in Slav

16 Jacobus Micalia, Blago jezika slovinskoga illi slovnik й Komu izgorarajuse (sic!) rjeci slovinsKe
LatinsKi, i DiacKi. Thesaurus Linguae Illyricae siue Dictionarium Illyricum. In quo uerba Illyrica
НаИсё, & Latinć redduntur. Lavreti 1649. The author was an Italian; his real name was Gjacomo
Micaglia, his Slavonic name Jakov Mikalja. We will use the latinized form here since, as a lexicogra¬
pher, he is known under that name. Re the author and his work, see Reśetar 1912, Vanino 1933 et al.
Micalia writes in his introduction to the dictionary that he regards the Bosnian dialect as the most
beautiful one. Sparwenfeld also describes the dictionary as "diet: illyro-Bosnicum" and "bosnicoilly-
rica" in a direct reference in Slau 41 (see entr. II: 1145). The Illyrian language documented by Micalia
in his dictionary is based, according to Reśetar, mainly on the language that was spoken in Dalmatia.
17 The letter is dated 15 January 1699: "a propos iay encore le dictionaire illyrique de la mechante
impression de Loretto, et en lisant les mots come ie lis le Rusien, tout le monde lentende qvasi a
Moskow mćme, ainsy ils ont fort mal fait, davoir abolit lencienne escriture" (Hannover, Lbr: 877).
The poor quality of the typography of the edition is also pointed out by Reśetar, who supposes that
the information about the place and date of printing given at the back of the dictionary, namely
Ancona 1651 and with another publisher, can be explained thus: as the quality of the printing done in
Loretto was considered too poor, the last part of the dictionary, from p. 707, was printed in Ancona.
18 M: (= Micalia) Vert. Vartal. Vrrita. Periuoj.—Viridarium, ii. Pomarium, ii. Hortus, i; Vertal.
Vrrita suprouh sunęu—Hortus Apricus (cf. p. 47, note 75).
19 M: Verten. Vrriten, a, o. Obrachjan.—uolutus, a, m. Reuolutus, а, т.; Vertiui. Vrritiui, koji se

mosge urritit.—uolubilis, le.
20 M: Vertenje. Obrachjanje.—uolutio Reuolutio, is.
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Table 2

Micalia Slav 42 Slav 37

1. ajer dobar, zdrav ..; ajer ne zdrav. 1. аеръ: пов-йтре, айръ, 1. аеръ: пов£тр'1'е, айръ, вбздвхъ,
ajer tesgjak.—Caelum.grave Caeli воздвхъ.—[ajer] illyr. ajer sdraw, аеръ гЪжелый.—coelum grave,

grauitas; ajer oblacjan.—Caelum nie sdraw, tesghiak—coelum облаченъ—nubilosum,
nubilosum ..; ajer debeli.— grave, ajer oblacian— дебелый—crassum, seu

Caelum crassum ..; Ajer cist.— nubilosum, debeli—crassum, spis sum, чйстъ—purum,
Caelum purum; ajer тёк ..— cist—purum, miechk— мяхксой—molle seu temperatum.
Caeli temperatio ..; ajerski..— temperatum, ajerski—aereus.'
Aćreus, a, m ..;

2. Blago Dobrostivo—Humanitćr 2. блйго:добростйво 2. блйго: добрбстивсо,
Humanć. Benigne. Comitćr. Illy.—Humaniter, humanć, добрw2—Humaniter, adverb:
Blandć. benigne, blande, comiter. humane, benigne, blande,

comiter.—wanligen.
3. blagovanje izvan vijemena— 3. благовйше йзвёнъ вр'гёмена, 3. благовйше из'вйнъ времена:

Comestatio, onis. Intempestivum Illyr. безвременное безвременное пироваше.—
convivium. пироваше3—commessatio, onis, comessatio, onis, intempestivum

intempestivum convivium. convivium.—;frosseri.
4. blagovati dobro, gospodski—lautć 4. благоваты —* благовйти добрб: 4. благовйти доб'рб: господск! —>

opipare, apparatć Commedere. госпбдскй. Illyr.—laute opipare, господски.—laute opipare,
apparatć commedere. apparatć commedere.—

uppenbarliga ata.

1 This text has been added by Sparwenfeld.
2 It is, as expected, Zabani who has intervened in the main dictionary.

The 'Russian' hand active in this section is Hand a.

37. The words marked as Illyrian have generally been written by Zabani in the
Slavonic column of Slav 42, except in a couple of cases (for examle the ajer
group) where they have been added by Sparwenfeld. Very few words have been
taken from Micalia, altogether about 150. As the Illyrian words in his dictionary
were printed in Latin letters they had to be transliterated into the Cyrillic
alphabet by Zabani in Slav 42. In fact, the words taken from this source reveal
conclusively the extent of Zabani's knowledge of Russian/Church Slavonic ortho¬
graphy and morphology (for examples, see p. 64f.). Since the words from Micalia
appear only at the beginning of Slav 42 (the remark Illy, is not present after part
of the letter B) we never get the opportunity to verify in these words the gradual
improvement in Zabani's knowledge of Russian/Church Slavonic. The remark
Illy, does not appear at all in Slav 37 even if, as we have seen, Illyrian words are
included there. Micalia's dictionary has played a very marginal role as a source.

There is a high frequency of changes and additions in Slav 42 up to and
including the letter Д, after which they abruptly cease. It seems as if the proof¬
reading carried out by the three 'Russian' scribes and Sparwenfeld was interrupt¬
ed at this stage.

MS Slav 42 provides the vital link in the chain of Sparwenfeld's lexicographical
works where, for the first time, the material from the different sources is
collected and processed. We have a unique opportunity to examine additions and

3—849153 Sparwenfeld
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changes, to note the interventions of different scribes, and thus to reconstruct in
detail the work on Sparwenfeld's Lexicon Slavonicum.

2.3. SLAV 11

MS Slav 11 in Uppsala University Library: Latin-Slavonic dictionary in quarto,
wooden covers bound in brown embossed leather. The volume is held closed by
two clasps. The leaves measure 18.5x 15.5 cm. Watermarks: Foolscap, not unlike
Geraklitov no. 1225 (1644) or 1250 (1656), and Eagle, not unlike Geraklitov no.
132 (1644). The volume contains 595 leaves, but the foliation is misleading.
Traces of a pagination are visible from p. 17 to p. 201. Up to p. 153 every other
page (the verso) has been numbered; after that, every one. The pagination after p.
201 was possibly cut away when the paper was trimmed for binding. There is
some confusion in the sequence of numbers between pp. 30 and 50 in the
paginated part, but the dictionary entries are in the right order, which indicates
that the pagination had been carried out before the dictionary was made and the
book bound. After p. 201, which is a recto, a foliation in pencil follows from the
next recto. This is continued from f. 202r. to the last leaf in the volume, which is
numbered 681. This leaf is preceded, however, by f. 687, which in its turn is
preceded by a consecutive numeration (except f. 681). The nine last leaves are

empty, as is f. 576. At the beginning of the book seventeen leaves are inserted
that have obviously been removed from the end of the volume. These have a
somewhat confused foliation beginning with 703. The foliation is done in pencil in
the same handwriting as the rest of the volume. The watermarks on the inserted
leaves are identical with the ones we see in the rest of the dictionary.

The verso of the fly-leaf carries the text, in Sparwenfeld's handwriting:

R. [P] Hieromonachi, Patris Epiphanij, e sacro Monasterio Chiovo-Petschiarico Mos-
kuam [evocati], ab illustri viro THeodoro dicto Ertisch-tschevo evocati et in Monasterio
Tbansfigurationis dńi nri Ice Xsti ab eodem [viro] nobile Moskvae extructo, [habitantis]
commorantis. Lexicon Slavonicum ex Calepino translatum et Manu Propria Joh: Oserovij
Tsaris Theodori Alexei filij Praeceptoris qvondam exaratum Ego Joh: Gabr. Sparwenfelt,
Moskvae praecibus et pretio emanibus Stachaej Godzalowskij Translatorijs Regij redemi
et ex hoc alijsqve lib. Slaveno-Russ. alterum confeci Thomum Slaveno-Latinum cum
annexa Grammattica, Holmiae A0 1695 in Majo.

On the opposite page is the beginning of the same text in Russian. It is written
in a richly decorated frame with a medallion at the top showing the Revelation of
Our Lord. The text is written by Sparwenfeld and appears thus:

сщеннсо-монаха сотца бпифашя из стыя Лавры киовопечерскй сот млстиваго межа
©еодора звашЕм ртищЕва к'Москвк призваннагсо в —> и на монастирк прЕображ£н1я га
ба на xfa сот ртищЕва строЕннагсо живуща Ле^иконъ с'калЕпина на славЕнскш язык

предложенный, рекою 1ооанна СОзЕрова (?).21

21 I have not succeeded in deciphering the last word because an ink blot covers part of it.
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So credit for the dictionary is given to Father Epifanij, i.e. Epifanij Slavineckij,
who, for 17th century Ukrainian and Russian culture, was such an important
figure. He came to Moscow from Kiev in 1649. The information given by
Sparwenfeld on the reason for Slavineckij's journey is cause for further com¬
ment. Sparwenfeld states that Slavineckij was called to the Monastery of the
Transfiguration (Преображенский монастырь) in Moscow by its builder, Fjodor
Rtiśćev. This information corresponds with data found in an anonymous biogra¬
phy, Kumie милостивого мужа Оеодора звашемъ Ртищева, two copies of
which are preserved.22 There it says: "Еще же призва (i.e. Ртищев, UB's
comment) отъ Kieea, изь св. лавры печерскш, священно-монаха Епифашя,
мужа мудраго и вь языцЪ славенскомъ и греческомъ и во иныхъ изящнаго
..." (Харлампович 1914, 125-26). This information was accepted by many
scholars23 until I. Rotar, using original documents to support his argument,
clearly demonstrated the real facts: Father Epifanij came to Moscow as a result
of a letter,24 sent by Tsar Aleksej Michajlović on 14 May 1649, to the Metropoli¬
tan in Kiev, Sil'vestr Kosov, with a request for some learned monks25 to be sent
to Moscow to take part in the revision of the Russian-Church Slavonic translation
of the Bible from the Greek. (This could, however, have been done upon the
initiative of Rtiśćev.) Slavineckij, together with two other monks from Kiev,26
arrived in Moscow as early as 12 July of the same year. Also the statement that
Epifanij lived at the Monastery of the Transfiguration (that information comes
from the same source) is inaccurate.27 For a detailed account of the whole
subject, see Харлампович 1914, I, 119ff.

Slavineckij became renowned on account of his lexicographical works, com¬

prising a Latin-Slavonic dictionary, of which Slav 77 is a copy, and a Greek-
Slavonic-Latin dictionary28 which was the part of his work most highly valued by
his contemporaries. Both these dictionaries remained unpublished despite exten¬
sive plans to publish at least the Greek-Slavonic-Latin lexicon.29 It is only quite
recently that a manuscript based on Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary has

22 One in a volume (no. 716) in the collections of the Moscow Synodal Library, now kept at the State
Historical Museum in Moscow; the other in the Library of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad.
The Moscow copy has been printed twice (see Харлампович 1914, 126, note 1).
23 But not by Filaret (1884, 236), who states that Slavineckij was called to Moscow by the Tsar.
24 The letter is published in Воссоединение Украины с Россией, 1954, 197.
25 Damaskin Ptickij and Arsenij Koreckij-Satanovskij were mentioned as eligible, but not Epifanij.
26 These were Arsenij Koreckij-Satanovskij and Feodosij SafonoviC. For further details of the
journey, see Акты относящиеся к истории южной и западной России, III, 1861, nos. 259 and
267. Ptickij came to Moscow later and worked with Slavineckij 1650-1656.
27 For further details re Slavineckij's and Koreckij-Satanovskij's activities see Nimćuk 1973. A
detailed bibliography is found in Укршнсью письменники, 1960, 514, 539-42.
28 This dictionary was compiled upon the advice of Rtiśćev. The original is preserved at the State
Historical Museum in Moscow under the catalogue number Патриарш. 383. Re this dictionary, see

Брайловский 1890, Филологические труды ..., 236ff. A copy of the dictionary is preserved at the
State Public Library in Leningrad (собр. А. А. Титова, № 67).
29

According to Charlampović (1914,1, 371) a publication of the Greek-Slavonic-Latin dictionary was

planned in the 1680s by Porfirij Semjonnikov. The Patriarch Adrian, some decades later, was counting
on the help of Fjodor Polikarpov in the publication of this dictionary (Брайловский 1890, Заметка
..., 231 ff.). Iov, the Metropolitan of Novgorod, considered in 1707 a plan to publish the book under
the guidance of the Lichudy brothers (Евгений 1827, I, 175-76).
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come from the press.30 Evidently, Slavineckij contributed to the compilation of
yet another dictionary, a Slavonic-Latin one, of which there is also a copy in
Uppsala. See pp. 50-51 and 136-37.

Seemingly, Slavineckij originally compiled his Latin-Slavonic dictionary to be
used in the School of the Brethren (Братская школа) in Kiev, where he worked
as a teacher, probably from 1642. As a basis for his Latin-Slavonic dictionary,
Slavineckij made use of Ambrosius Calepinus' (1435-1511) Latin dictionary,
Ambrosii Calepini Dictionarium Latinum, which since 1502 (the first edition was

published in Reggio) appeared in many editions and was provided with transla¬
tions from Latin into more and more languages. Some editions of Calepinus'
dictionary printed in Basle are equipped with eleven languages. Russian was,
however, never incorporated in the dictionary, although Polish was.31 Slavi¬
neckij furnished the Latin headwords in Calepinus' dictionary with translations
into Slavonic, primarily Church Slavonic and Ukrainian. A few headwords have
been left out, others added. It is not known for certain which edition of Cale¬
pinus' dictionary Slavineckij used. According to some accounts he used an
edition printed in Basle in 1577. In the bibliography Оглавление книгъ, кто ихъ
сложилъ (published by V. Undol'skij, Moscow 1846)32 it says under no. 19:
"Калепшъ преложи (i.e. Епифаний Славинецкий, UB's comment) безъ тол¬

кована, отъ книги изданныя въ Басилш, лЬта Хр. MDLXXVII, марта, нач.
лЪта 7151 (i.e. 1643, UB's comment)."33 The same information, possibly taken
from Оглавление, is given in a handwritten miscellany from the beginning of the
18th century, from which Nimćuk quotes.34 According to Labarre (1975, 67)
there exist two editions of Calepinus' dictionary from the year 1577, neither of
them, however, printed in Basle. One, printed in Paris, contains seven languages,
the other, printed in Venice, contains five. Brajlovskij (1892, 80) claims, having
read Undol'skij's posthumous papers on the subject, that Slavineckij used an
edition from the 16th century in which there were no translations into French,
Italian, etc. In my opinion, however, judging from certain observations concern¬

ing the vocabulary in preserved copies of Slavineckij's work (see pp. 25-26), it
seems certain that he used an edition of Calepinus' dictionary that was equipped
with eleven languages, among them Polish. The only editions containing eleven
languages were, according to Labarre, the following: 1590, 1598, 1605, 1616 and
1627, all printed in Basle. Polish was included in the dictionary from the ten-
lingual edition onwards.

Nimćuk makes it clear that Slavineckij, after moving to Moscow, collaborated
with Arsenij Koreckij-Satanovskij on a new version of the same dictionary. This
new version had a stronger Church Slavonic flavour than the original, making it

30 Лексикон латинський €. Славинецького. ГПдготував до видання В. В. Ншчук, Кшв 1973.
31 Re different editions of Calepinus' dictionary, see Брайловский 1892, Horbatsch 1962, Labarre
1975 and Index Aureliensis, VI, 1976.
32 Re the long and lively discussion regarding the originator of Оглавление, see Прозоровский 18%,
393-415 and Здобнов 1955, 36.
33 Quoted from p. 22 in Undol'skij's edition.
34 "Зд-fe лежащая словеса сочиненная щромонахомъ етфашемъ славшецкимъ ..." in the
Central Library of the Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine in Kiev under the catalogue number
290П/145 (Ншчук 1973, 9-10).
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more literary than its model, which had clear Ukrainian traits both in orthography
and vocabulary.

Now back to Slav 11 in Uppsala: The "Stachaej Godzalowskij" from whom
Sparwenfeld, with some difficulty, extracted the dictionary, is identical with his
teacher in Moscow, the Pole Stachej Ivanović Godzalovskij, who, at the time of
Sparwenfeld's sojourn in the Russian capital, was employed as a translator at the
Chancellery for Foreign Affairs (Посольский приказ) (re him, see pp. 74-75).

Further in the manuscript: on f. 2v. we read in Sparwenfeld's handwriting in
Russian and Latin a comment on Epifanij, taken from the Patriarch Ioakim's
Увгьтъ духовный, Moscow 1682, p. 100:
Elogium Patris Epiphanij Chiovici. jepoMOHax же епифйшй был бгословъ чином о^чешя
мвдрости йзвкстный, и вцарстввющем град-fe /москвк/ члв-Ькъ именитый, истини

христйшинъ и поборник православно)-ка0олическ1я цркве восточный. гЬмже 8боо да

заградятся всяюя вста глющая неправде на праведнагш и да постыдятся посрамятся
вси враждвющш bcśe. листъ р в'книзк глаем-кй: о^в-ктъ дховный. коакима патриарка

московского), на москв-к изданной зрча35 occasiones demit a versione eius in Joan:
Damasceni e Graeco-Sla(?) nomen libri 4to Coeli. capite 27 pag 56 novae editionis quam
spernunt et oppugnant novi Schismatici Moskovitici.36
After this the same text follows in Latin.

The dictionary itself starts on the opposite page. The original dictionary, i.e.
the text written by Ivan Ozerov (the scribe as recorded by Sparwenfeld, see

p. 20), does not start until p. 17, but fifteen of the seventeen leaves that have
been inserted before this page (cf. p. 20) contain dictionary text, too, namely the
beginning of the letter A. Where the dictionary begins, at the top of f. 3r., it
says in Sparwenfeld's handwriting: "ЛЕЕЖОНЪ латшо-славен'скш ситца

Спифашя." The beginning of the dictionary was evidently missing when Spar¬
wenfeld became its owner. In order to make it complete, seventeen leaves from
the back of the volume were fastened at the beginning on which Sparwenfeld,
with the help of a scribe, could furnish the missing part. Sparwenfeld himself
wrote the Latin on the inserted leaves containing dictionary text, and also the
Slavonic on the first two pages. From p. 3 an extremely flowing hand37 takes
over the writing of the Slavonic column. The first nine pages are filled with
words, but on the remaining leaves inserted later, there are spaces between
separate entries or groups of entries. In this way, headwords derived from the
same root are placed together. The last entry on the later inserted leaves is
acicula—рыба тбнкая, игблница, идблга.

35 See Сопиков 1904, I, no. 499 and Зернова 1958, no. 377.
36 Cf. the Latin version where it says: "en occatione versionis qvam fecit (?)i P. Epifanij, libri Joh.
Damasceni e graeca in Slavonicam lingvam, in 4to, dicti Coelum cap: 27, pag. 56 novae editionis
Moskvae, quam spernunt et oppugnant moderni Schismatici Moscovitici." See Зернова 1958,
no. 311.
37 The same handwriting appears in many Slavonic manuscripts owned by Sparwenfeld. Among
those kept at the Uppsala University Library, it appears in Slav 18, Slav 23, Slav 34, Slav 57 and Slav
61. The same scribe has written most of Codex AD 10 in Vaster&s, which is also part of Sparwenfeld's
literary remains (cf. p. 4). Re Codex Ad 10, see Dahl 1949; he refers to the scribe as Hand A (p. 17).
The characteristics of the said scribe are analysed by Cecilia Borelius (1952) in her work on the copy
of SafonoviC's chronicle, found in Codex AD 10 (she refers to the scribe as Hand V). See also the
review by Shevelov.
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A further leaf seems to have been missing when Sparwenfeld got the dictionary
from Godzalovskij; between f. 439 and f. 440 there is an inserted leaf of a

different, rougher quality; it is written by Sparwenfeld. The last word on f. 439v.
in the original dictionary is mercatus—квпленъ, the first word on f. 440r. is
mesarchon, зрй mesenterium. The inserted leaf contains words from mercatus
(here as a noun: mercatus sg., mercatura, mercatio—торговля, к8пля) up to
and including mesarium (mesarium, i.e. mesenterium—кожица жиловатая noc-

реде внвтренная) and thus fills in the gap that existed in the dictionary. It is
possible that Ozerov inadvertently skipped a leaf of his original or that a leaf
detached itself later. In any case there is no gap in the pencil foliation, which
indicates that the gap in the dictionary text was there by the time the foliation was
done.

From p. 17 the original dictionary starts with the entry acidoton—жилинец
ЗЕЛ1Е. The dictionary is written in two columns, but without a clear dividing
space; the Slavonic translations are written directly adjoining the Latin head¬
words. On the right of the Slavonic words about half the page remains empty in a
vertical direction. Probably it was intended from the start to add a further
language. The same scribe, according to Sparwenfeld Ivan Ozerov, has written
both the Slavonic and the Latin. His handwriting is small, neat and beautifully
formed. The Slavonic column is written in a clear skoropis\ which in its general
appearance is of the Moscow type, though there are a few traits characteristic of
the scribal tradition of this period in Kiev. Some of the characteristics of this
scribe can be mentioned: The letter я never appears, only a and я. The variant я
is written only in word-final position, a in all positions, including, though rarely,
word-finally. Before a vowel /'is always written, never u. The letter sLrio appears

only in the word s&no/s^i'e—'plant', otherwise it is used only in its function as a
number.38 The variant a> is written preferably in a word-initial position and in the
prefix/preposition сот(-); in other positions о is generally used. In words contain¬
ing the phoneme /u/, the letter 8 is used in the overwhelming majority of cases; oy
is sometimes written in an initial position. A vowel in initial position is mostly
furnished with an apostrophe. The majority of the Slavonic words have been
given a stress accent.

On the whole, the orthography of this manuscript has an archaic flavour and
makes a literary/Church Slavonic impression. See, for example, the use of ъ
instead of the full vowel in words like възрастъ, съвершенъ, съвоквплию,
съгромаждаю; the writing of old sonant liquids: чръта, чрънйч'1а, ис'тръгйю,
тръзати, плъзкш, плъкъ, тлъсткти, клъцйше, длъгъ; the use of -a- after
vowels: НЕсЪанный, разстоаше; forms like пса, просА, прилвждЕнъ, etc.39 (See
also p. 131.)

The reported scribe of the manuscript, Ivan Ozerov, is probably identical with
a student of that name whom we have some information on. Two students, Ivan
Ozerov and Porfirij Semjonnikov-Zerkal'nikov (cf. p. 21, note 29) managed to
gain
38 The absence of я and of s-kno in its letter function is usually pointed out as being typical of the
Kiev School.
39 It should be noted, however, that the above-mentioned words could be found in a more modern/
Russian spelling in other places in the manuscript. The archaic stamp is not consistent.
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this gap is obtained if pp. 1064-65 (a left- and right-hand page) are bypassed. In
Slav 11 Sparwenfeld has filled in the missing part in the margin of f. 505r.v. and
f. 506r.v. He has added entries from peripneumaticus morbus (which is the first
entry on p. 1064 in Calepinus) up to and including perlonginquus (which is found
in the regular column too, but with a different Slavonic translation; that headword
appears at the top of p. 1066 in Calepinus). As a matter of fact, the above-
mentioned gaps in the archetype prove that Slavineckij, when compiling his
dictionary, used an edition of Calepinus' dictionary that was equipped with
eleven languages (cf. p. 22). The patterns with which these gaps occur cannot be
explained in any other way.

Besides Sparwenfeld's additions in the margins of Slav 11, there are occasional
entries43 added in his handwriting as well as separate words here and there and,
rarely, changes.

Evidently, the chronology of the additions made in Slav 11 was as follows: The
additions made by Hand x are the earliest, then come the complementary leaves
inserted at the beginning of the manuscript, after that Sparwenfeld's additions in
the margins and, finally, the few words added by Zabani (for an explanation, see

p. 39). See further 2.4. and 2.4.1.

2.3.1. Slav 19

MS Slav 19 in Uppsala University Library: Latin-Slavonic dictionary in folio,
wooden covers bound in brown embossed leather of the same type as Slav 11.
The volume was once furnished with two clasps, both of which have been torn
off. The leaves measure 20x31.5 cm. Watermarks: Seven Provinces of a type
similar to, but not identical with Geraklitov nos. 304-306, all dated 1697; Arms of
Amsterdam, not exactly identified, most closely resemble Geraklitov no. 1393
(1697). Each gathering consists of eight leaves and is numbered at the bottom of
the respective page: Aa, Вв, Cr etc. Pagination extends up to and including p.
123, which page contains words beginning with ca-. The dictionary comprises
about 425 leaves. Each page contains about 35 entries, which means that the
whole dictionary holds about 30000 entries.

The first leaf is torn vertically. On the remaining half of the verso Sparwenfeld
has written very carelessly in pencil: "NB de tollenda prima syllaba in omni
dictione ad facilitudinem impressione et minuendos typos et labores superfluos
ex inventione Spen(?)s Lexic. Danico Latino :-80 apud me JGS NB." The sense
of the words which can, with any certainty, be deciphered, is that the first
syllable of each headword was to be left out in order to reduce the work of
printing. In accordance with this idea, Sparwenfeld has crossed over the syllable
ab- in the Latin headwords on the first three and a half pages. Evidently there
were plans to print this dictionary (cf. p. 94).

At the top of each page is a heading consisting of the first two letters of the

43 Ex.: antebiennium—пред двп>ма годы, прежде двою годовъ, или лгътв, до двою годовъ, за

два года до сего времяни (р. 74 in Slav 11).
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headwords contained on the page in question. This continues, however, only up
to and including p. 123, indicating that pagination and headlining were carried out
at the same time. Up to and including p. 122 there is a third column, with German
translations, in the dictionary. Judging from the colour of the ink and the above-
mentioned particulars, the German scribe did the headlining and pagination.

At the bottom of some of the early pages of the book there is a so-called
skrepa, where it says in Sparwenfeld's handwriting: "ci'a кнга 1вана ^ановича44
Спарвенфелдта цвремошмастера при двор-fe Корола Свщкогсо в'стокголм-fe
лЪта 1713 e'jaHBapt. а жаловашв Комиссара Палмсрауха в'Банк-fc." More¬
over, Sparwenfeld has signed his name in pencil: "Johannes Gabriel Sparwen-
feldt". The "Комиссаръ Палмсраухъ" who was the earlier owner of the
manuscript must have been identical with Gerhard Palmstruch (1656-1736), a
native of Livonia, who became Bank Inspector in 1698 and Inspector of the Bank
Chancellery in 1712. Because of the war with Russia, he had lost his property in
Livonia and lived in very modest circumstances (Elgenstierna, V, 1930, 651-52,
Tab. 21).

The dictionary itself begins on p. 1 with the words: "Gratia Christi Praeeunte!"
It is compiled according to the same principle as Calepinus' dictionary, i.e. the
headwords are sorted according to their roots. Two different scribes have written
the Latin and the Slavonic. The Latin is neatly and pleasingly written in a flowing
hand. The Slavonic is written in a legible skoropis\ in a hand that in its general
appearance is similar to Sparwenfeld's. Jacobowsky, Sparwenfeld's biographer,
writes (on p. 76) regarding Slav 19: "I Slav 19 synes dock den ryska oversattning-
en mójligen kunna vara av Sparwenfelds hand." (The Russian translation in Slav
19, however, is possibly in the handwriting of Sparwenfeld.) This opinion is
based, among other things, on Bibl.ark. A7, a list of the donations made by
Sparwenfeld to Uppsala University Library 1721-22, where this manuscript is
presented thus: "Illustris Sparvenfeldii Auxoypatpov" (see further p. 102). But in
Sparwenfeld's own list of the 1721 donations (Bibl.ark. K52), dated 11 November
and 23 December 1721, it says under no. 55: "Dictionarium Latino-Slaweno-
Rossijcum, secundum Calepinum in fol. MSS. apographon meum (UB's italics),
satis nitidum." The person compiling Bibl.ark. A7 has, evidently, interpreted
Sparwenfeld's "apographon" (= 'transcription') as autograph. The wording
"apographon meum" can well mean that Sparwenfeld simply had the transcrip¬
tion made. Anders Grape, who was the first opponent at Jacobowsky's disputa¬
tion, was of the opinion that Slav 19 was "absolut icke" (absolutely not) in
Sparwenfeld's handwriting. Grape's opinion seems to be correct. The handwrit¬
ing in the Slavonic column of Slav 19 has many orthographic characteristics
foreign to those found in the handwriting of Sparwenfeld. Unlike Sparwenfeld,
this scribe never writes a kratkaja over и to signify и краткое; -и- often precedes
a vowel, especially in the combination -ив; a point in a semicircle (°) is often
written instead of an apostrophe over a vowel in initial position and after another
vowel; о is frequently used in initial position, whereas Sparwenfeld in corre¬
sponding cases usually writes ш. The Slavonic hand in this manuscript is also
different from that of Sparwenfeld in the formation of certain letters. The only

44 His father's name was Johan Gabrielsson Sparf, knighted Sparwenfeld.
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conclusion to be drawn is that Sparwenfeld did not write the Slavonic column in
Slav 19.

The column with translations into German which appears at the beginning of
the dictionary is written by a third person.45 It was obviously not the original
intention to make the dictionary trilingual. The Latin and Slavonic columns fill
the pages leaving very little space to the right of the Slavonic column. The
German translations could have been entered long after the rest of the dictionary
was written. A few headwords (before p. 123) lack German translations.

Very few changes and additions have been made in this manuscript. In Slav 19
one leaf in folio lies loose. One side of it is full of Latin words beginning with U
followed by translations into Slavonic. Both the Latin and the Slavonic on the
leaf are written by the scribe of the Slavonic column in the manuscript. The Latin
scribe in Slav 19 has skipped a number of words beginning with U found in
Calepinus' dictionary; there is a jump from urceus to urvus. This could be due to
the fact that there was a leaf missing in the edition of Calepinus' dictionary used
by the scribe; urceus stands at the bottom of a left-hand page (p. 1570) and urvus
stands as the first headword on p. 1573, a right-hand page. This evidence suggests
that the leaf paginated 1571-72 was missing. The loose leaf fills in this omission.
The first word on it is urceolus, which, in Calepinus, is the word succeeding
urceus. The last seven words on the loose leaf (urvus to usąueąuó) are also to be
found in the regular column of Slav 19.

The dictionary ends with the words: "Gloria summa Deo qui regit astra poli",
written by the Latin scribe, after which Sparwenfeld has signed his name. See
further 2.4. and 2.4.1.

2.3.2. Slav 21

MS Slav 21 in Uppsala University Library: Latin-Slavonic dictionary in folio,
leather bound with four leather straps, of which two are partly torn off. The
leaves measure 20x32.5 cm. The volume, in brown leather with decorations
embossed in gold, resembles several other volumes in the Sparwenfeld collection
which were taken home from Moscow (e.g. Slav 11 and Slav 19). Watermarks:
Foolscap, one resembling Geraklitov nos. 1195 (1674) and 1197 (1674), one
reminiscent of Geraklitov no. 1222 (1681). Each gathering consists of eight leaves
and is numbered in the bottom right hand corner in Cyrillic letters. A foliation is
carried out from f. 12 up to and including f. 81; f. 2 is also foliated, after which
there is a jump to f. 12. On the inside cover of the book it says: "Biblioth.
Univers. Upsaliensis Don. Celsii 28."46 On the recto of the third leaf it says:
"Lexicon Latino-Schlavonicum Auctore Theodoro Ignatio de Gordon cum filiis
Moscua secum in Sueciam traduxit Magist. Andreas Sóderman, Past, in Ekeby

45 Jacobowsky (1932, 76) considers it possible that the German translations, too, are in Sparwen-
feld's handwriting. I am not of the same opinion.
46 The manuscript, which was part of the Celsius collection, came to Uppsala University Library in
1795. The collection was bequeathed by Bishop Olof Celsius Jr. (1716-1794). A catalogue of the
donation can be found in Bibl.ark. M2. The dictionary has no. 28 among the folios (p. 382): "Lexicon
Latino-Sclavonicum; auctore Theodoro Ignatio de Gordon cum filiis."
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etc. et О. С. dono dedit А. 1731." This dictionary was apparently never owned
by Sparwenfeld. Regarding the Andreas Sóderman who took the dictionary home
with him from Moscow, some information is available. He lived from 1673 to
1752, was the Adelsfanan (= equestrian noble regiment) chaplain in 1701 and was
taken prisoner at Poltava in 1709. During his imprisonment he made a living as a
tutor and returned to Sweden in 1713. Three years later he became the Vicar of
Ekeby and Bladaker (Fant/Lastbom 1842, 315-16). The "O.C." who received
the dictionary in 1731 was Olof Celsius Sr. (1670-1756), who became Professor of
Greek in Uppsala in 1703, Professor of Oriental Languages in 1715 and Dean of
Uppsala in 1736 (Svenskt biografiskt lexikon, Vol. 8, 1928-29, 249ff.).47 Do¬
brovsky saw this manuscript when he visited Sweden. Bishop Celsius of Lund,
the future donor, sent it to his quarters for inspection. Dobrovsky says regarding
the originator of the dictionary: "Ob Patryk Gordon, der 1699 zu Moskau starb,
oder Alexander Gordon, der eine Geschichte von Peter dem Grossen in eng-
lischer Sprache schrieb, Sóhne des Theodor Ignaz von Gordon waren, kann ich
nicht gewiss bestimmen" (Dobrovsky 1796, 28).48

The Theodor Ignatius Gordon who was credited as the originator in the
dictionary was the father of neither of the two people named above, but on the
contrary was the son of Patrick Gordon, to be precise, the only surviving son of
Patrick Gordon's second marriage. Theodor Ignatius was born in 1681 in Kiev,
where his father was stationed, and died a Colonel in 1714. He took part in Tsar
Peter's war against Sweden. In Patrick Gordon's diary one can find the following
information about his son Theodor: In July 1692 Theodor sets out on a journey to
the Jesuit College in Braunsberg,49 arriving at the end of the same year. His
father wants him, above all, to learn Latin (Patrick Gordon was a pious Catholic),
arithmetic, and to read and write Russian. He is taken care of by a Russian monk.
His father now and then makes inquiries about his son's progress with the
headmaster, Pater Schmidt. He wonders on one occasion (in a letter to Henry
Styles) if his son has forgotten Russian, never mind made progress. Theodor
stayed in Braunsberg until the summer of 1695, when he travelled to Gdansk in
order to receive military training, "insbesondere mit den Fahnen und der Lanze
umzugehen". After that he returned to Moscow. The last piece of information
available in his father's diary is that on 5 August 1697 Theodor Ignatius was

appointed Second Lieutenant in the Butyrki-Regiment (Gordon 1849-52, passim).
We shall have reason to come back to him later.

In spite of the fact that Slav 21 was never part of Sparwenfeld's collection, it
cannot be disregarded, as it bears a direct relationship to a dictionary owned by
Sparwenfeld. This manuscript also springs from Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic
dictionary. The original dictionary starts on f. 2r. with the headword abhorreo.

47 Celsius, together with Eric Benzelius Jr., published a catalogue of Sparwenfeld's donations to
Uppsala University Library in 1705, Catalogus centuriae librorum ..., Upsaliae 1706.
48 Dobrovsky also mentions the dictionary in a letter to Durich, written in Stockholm on 20 July 1792
(see Dobrovsky 1895, 251).
49 The Tsars Ivan and Peter AleksejeviC "пожаловали генерала иноземца Петра Ивановича
Гордона, велели по ево челобитью сына ево ©едора для науки отпустить въ Прусскую землю
..." (Дневник генерала Патрика Гордона, ч. II, 1892, Приложения, 227-28).
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On the previous leaf an unknown hand has written words from a, ab, abs up to
and including abhinc followed by translations into Swedish and Slavonic. The
Cyrillic letters are clumsily formed as if by an untrained hand and some errors

appear.50 Quoted here are the first entries written by the unknown hand: a, ab,
abs, Praeposit. reg. Ablat.—af, utaf, ifran,—cor; abacus, i, m.2.—skankeskifwa,
bord, raknetafla,—свщь.; [abax, cis, f.3.—jdem\\ abaculus, i, m.2. Dimin.—litet
skankebord, skriftafla, rakenpenning,—столи (!), etc. As can be seen, some

grammatical information is given about the Latin words. The handwriting is
probably not, as one might suspect (and as Dobrovsky presumed in his above-
mentioned letter to Durich, p. 29, note 48), that of Andreas Sóderman; there is a
sample of his writing in a preserved letter,51 and it does not correspond with the
handwriting in question. The translations into Swedish indicate, however, that
the additions have been made by a Swede. The extra text is, in fact, a comple¬
ment to the dictionary, the beginning of which was missing before. It is, without
doubt, a copy of Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary that has served as a
source for the added text too.

The original dictionary is written in two columns: on the left are the Latin
words, on the right the Slavonic. The Latin is written by two scribes, the second
taking over from f. 77r. The scribe writing from the beginning of the dictionary up
to and including f. 76v. sometimes adds translations of headwords into English52
and occasionally Latin words. In fact, having compared this hand with the
facsimile of Patrick Gordon's handwriting in the German edition of Gordon's
diary, I am almost convinced that the first Latin scribe in our manuscript was
none other than the well-known Patrick Gordon, the father of Theodor Ignatius
(re Patrick Gordon, see also Bruckner 1887). The Slavonic column is written by
several scribes, each in a flowing and expert hand. Up to and including f. 9r. a
translation into Swedish has been added by the hand that wrote the complemen¬
tary text at the front of the book. Even after the said page, translations into
Swedish are found here and there. About 500 leaves of the manuscript comprise
dictionary text. Each page holds about 30 headwords, so the whole dictionary
should contain about 30000 entries. About 40 leaves have been left blank at the

end of the manuscript.
At the conclusion of the dictionary there is an appendix with the following

heading: "Hie Subsequitur, Quo, Rundam vocabulorum, Series, inordine super-
iori, praecedente, ex, invita animi, praemeditatione per peram omissa." On the
following pages, with the headings А, В, С etc., are further Latin headwords with

50 Ex.: abbas, atis, m. 3.—abbot,—авва, преимбщш въ обители, ирбмеиъ (!) (and later on:

ирёменство and ирбменш).
51 Letter from Andreas Sóderman to A. Akerblad dated 14 June 1725, now in Uppsala University
Library.
52 Ex.: adecastus—an uncorrupt iudge or magistrate; aethiologia—a showing of a reason; agri-
canthae—a wild thorne; agricola—a husbandman; albucum—a kind ofwhite daffodill; allodium—free
land hawing no superiour but God; amblothridion—a med: causing birth befor the tyme; ama-
tio—wanton love or lust; anacollia—a medicine to take away superfluous haire or to correct the
corrupt aire; arsenotheta—a boy abused contrary to nature, etc. The translations into English are not
taken from Calepinus. There are about 50 headwords translated thus. Sometimes these headwords are
translated into Slavonic as well (by a different hand), sometimes not.
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translations into Slavonic. Under the letter A are eleven Latin headwords with
translations into Swedish and in a couple of cases into Slavonic, written in the
same hand as the complementary text at the beginning of the book. These eleven
entries seem to form a continuation of the said supplement. The other additions
are made by one of the regular scribes. The number of words on each page varies
considerably; on a few pages (G, M, N, etc.) there are no words at all. See further
2.4. and 2.4.1.

2.4. THE CORRELATION BETWEEN SLAV 11 AND OTHER
PRESERVED COPIES OF THE SAME WORK

A comparatively large number of transcriptions and revisions of Epifanij Slavi-
neckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary are preserved in different archives and librar¬
ies. This fact gives reason to believe that Slavineckij's work was widely used in
its time. In the Supplement other copies of his dictionary known to me are

presented. There, too, fairly extensive stemmatic investigations, carried out to
elucidate the relationships among the manuscripts in question, are recorded.
Besides the three Uppsala copies, an additional eighteen copies originating in
Slavineckij's translation of Calepinus' dictionary are dealt with. In all probability,
the number of preserved copies is much larger. In this chapter only a short
account of the results of the investigation will be given. The interested reader is
referred to the Supplement for the actual investigation. A discussion on Slav 19
and Slav 21 in relation to each other and to Slav 11 is found in 2.4.1.

To arrive at a point where a genealogical tree can be produced, illustrating the
correct relationships among the 21 manuscripts, is not possible. Their reciprocal
correlations are much too tangled, too many intermediate links are missing, etc.
But on the basis of the material quoted in the Supplement (I, p. 117 ff.), one might
venture to claim that there were two main redactions of Slavineckij's Latin-
Slavonic dictionary, represented in our material by the 241 group and the Slave 6
group, respectively. The fact that two redactions seem apparent corresponds
with the information that Slavineckij first compiled a Latin-Slavonic dictionary
alone, based on Calepinus' Latin dictionary, and later made a revision of his
dictionary together with Arsenij Koreckij-Satanovskij. The manuscripts in the
241 group should, in that case, be referred to the earlier version and the manu¬

scripts in the Slave 6 group to the later. That the 241 group really does represent
the older version is partly confirmed by the dates on various copies, (241 has the
date 1642, 242, representative of the Slave 6 group and with the same title as the
Paris manuscript, has the date 1650) and partly by linguistic data to be found in
the different groups. The manuscripts in the Slave 6 group are, without doubt,
more influenced by Russian-Church Slavonic and more literary in quality than the
241 group, which is more Ukrainian in character, both phonetically and in the
vocabulary. The Slave 6 group is also closer to Calepinus than the earlier version;
one of the manuscripts most representative of the Slave 6 group, namely 1760,
follows Calepinus almost exactly, as was pointed out by Pogorelov (1899, 90).
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Slavineckij and Koreckij-Satanovskij simply used Calepinus as a director when
they set themselves the task of producing a more Russian-Church Slavonic and
more literary version of Slavineckij's work, which, in its original form, was meant
to fill quite a different function than the Moscow version (cf. p. 22). In perform¬
ing this task, they excised prominent Ukrainian features, archaized the spelling
somewhat, so that it became more Church Slavonic/literary in character, and in
the choice of headwords followed the example of Calepinus almost exactly. MS
Slav 11 in Uppsala belongs, without doubt, to the Slave 6 group and is, in fact,
very close to the Paris manuscript. MSS Tum. 3313 and ДА/П-68 comprise a
further development of the Slave 6 group's manuscripts. The whole of this
complicated net of reciprocal relationships, however, will probably never be
revealed to us.

2.4.1. The correlation between Slav 19 and Slav 21 and their relationship
to Slav 11.

We shall now turn to a closer inspection of Slav 19 and Slav 21, the remaining two
copies of Calepinus' dictionary with translations into Slavonic to be found in the
Uppsala University Library. How are these two manuscripts related to each
other, to Slav 11 and to the manuscripts already discussed? Alfred Jensen (1912,
156) claims that Slav 19 is a copy of Slav 11, and Jacobowsky (1932, 76) seconds
that opinion. Is this really the case?

After the comparison of the manuscripts in question in Table 3 (p. 117ff.) one
finds that Slav 19 and Slav 21 can undoubtedly be referred to the same redaction
as Slav 11, and that they bear a strong resemblance to this manuscript. It is also
evident that the two manuscripts have direct bearings on each other, and that
they differ from all the other manuscripts included in the comparison (see, for
example, entr. 8, 14-16 and 23 in Table 3. In all the cases mentioned the two
manuscripts have common errors. Slav 21 displays many errors in the Latin
column, especially from f. 77r., where the second Latin hand takes over. Both
manuscripts have errors in the Slavonic column, and here, too, most mistakes are
found in Slav 21. The material examined shows that the selection of words in the
two manuscripts differs somewhat. In Slav 19 gaps are sometimes left in the
Slavonic column, where translations are given in Slav 11 and Slav 21. The
manuscripts also display some orthographical differences. Slav 19 bears a 'mod¬
ern' stamp in comparison with the other two.

With regard to the Latin headwords, a further examination shows that the word
order is not always the same in the three manuscripts. We have one example of
this among words beginning with the letter C: Slav 11: concolor, concoquo,
concoctio, congero, congestus, congeries, congesties; Slav 19: concolor, conco¬

quo, concoctio, concordialis, concorporo, concors; Slav 21 agrees with Slav 19.
After a comparison with the word order in Calepinus' dictionary, one can see, as

expected, that Slav 19 and Slav 21 correspond with Calepinus, while Slav 11
makes quite serious inversions in the word order in this section. This is true of the
other known manuscripts too; there are substantial inversions in the word order
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among words beginning with con- in all of them. Evidently these inversions
originate from the archetype. We find inversions of the expected word order in
other places, too, in Slav 11. Slav 19 corresponds almost word for word with
Calepinus' dictionary. On the whole one could say the same of Slav 11, if it were
not for the above-mentioned inversions. As a consequence it is sometimes
difficult to find words in Slav 11, but generally the body of words is not affected.
Slav 21 is in an intermediate position as regards its relationship to Calepinus'
dictionary. It can further be pointed out that Slav 11 (and also Slav 21) sometimes
includes more Latin words than the headword, which is not usual in Slav 19, and
that both the others (especially Slav 21) include more frequent inflectional
endings of headwords and grammatical comments.

Let us look at the versions of the three manuscripts in some, hopefully,
conclusive cases. As was mentioned earlier (p. 24) a leaf with words
beginning with mer- was missing in Slav 11 when Sparwenfeld gained possession
of it. He filled in the missing entries himself on a leaf which he inserted in the
correct place. What do the other two manuscripts look like at the same point?
The Slav 21 version is interesting. Here too we have a gap from mercatus to
mesarchon (note that this gap is not to be found in the other manuscripts). The
words in question are found at the top half of a left-hand page and have to the left
the symbols ф (for mercor, aris, mercatus) and x (for mesarchon). The scribes
finish the page with the words following mesarchon. On the two following leaves
the regular scribes fill in the words that should have appeared between mercatus
and mesarchon. The sign ф heralds the beginning of the supplementary text and
the sign jt the continuation of the 'normal' word order ("mesarchon supra jc").
The contents of the complementary leaves in Slav 11 and Slav 21 are, but for a
few exceptions, identical. Slav 19 has these particular headwords in correct
sequence, but otherwise resembles the other two versions.

The above-mentioned (p. 28) gap in Slav 19 between urceus and urvus is not to
be found in Slav 11 and Slav 21. In order to compile the loose leaf that fills in the
gap, the Slavonic scribe of Slav 19, judging from some remarkable correlations
between the two manuscripts, used Slav 21 as a source: Slav 11: vrgeo, es—npi-
ганию, пристою, понвждйю; Slav 21: urgeo, es—п'ригоняю, прис'тою,
понвж'даю, пристав'ллю; Slav 19: urgeo, es—приганяю, пристою, понвждаю,

приставляю. Slav 11: vrica, сае—загорЪше живота (!), рожа; Slav 21: urica,
сае—загор-Ьние живота; Slav 19- Slav 21. Slav 11: vrus, i—звбръ звЪрь; Slav
21: urus, ri—звбь (!) з'верь; Slav 19: urus, i—звбъ звЪрь. (The other copies agree
with the Slav 11 version.)

Let us take a closer look at another controversial and, hopefully, revealing
instance in the three manuscripts. How do they compare around the above-
mentioned (p. 25) gap among words beginning with sup-l Here a reminder would
be in place of the appendix in Slav 21 following the dictionary text (see p. 30f.).
Under the letter S among these additions is a whole series of words beginning
with sup- filling the aforesaid gap. In Slav 11, too, the said gap has been filled by
means of Sparwenfeld's marginal additions on three pages (see p. 25). After a
comparison of the additions in Slav 21 and Slav 11 respectively, it becomes clear
that there is a close connection between them. With regard to this, it should be
said that almost every addition made by Sparwenfeld in the margins of Slav 11

4 — 849153 Sparwenfeld
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can be found in the supplementary glossary at the back of Slav 21.53 Did the
scribe of Slav 21 find his additional material in the margins of Slav 11, did
Sparwenfeld, conversely, find the material for his marginal notes at the back of
Slav 21, or did they both find their supplementary material in a third copy? Some
further evidence is needed.

Calepinus has the word order suo, sutores, sutorius, sutura, sutilis, sutrina,
sutrinus, supellex, etc. Slav 21 has under 5 in the appendix the order sturnio,
sutrina, sutrinus, supellex. The words sutrina, sutrinus have been added by
Sparwenfeld in the margin of Slav 11, but next to the headword suterna, a word
standing after supellex, which is correct if one follows an exact alphabetical order
and not, as in Calepinus, a word order with derivatives under their respective
roots. If the scribe of Slav 21 had methodically copied all the marginal additions
from Slav 11, sutrina, sutrinus should have come after supellex in the list of
additions under the letter S. Therefore, at least this instance seems to show that
the appendix at the back of Slav 21 was not compiled with the marginal notes of
Slav 11 asa. source. The word order in Slav 19 is identical with that in Calepinus.

Let us also take a look at the additions of words beginning with per- made by
Sparwenfeld in Slav 11 (see pp. 25-26). In this manuscript there is a gap between
the words peripneumonia and perlonginquus. The same gap is found in the
remaining copies of Slavineckij's dictionary. Sparwenfeld has added words from
peripnevmaticus morbus up to and including perlonginquus. In Slav 21, on the
same level as peripneumonia, is written: "NB. vid. in posteri indice". Among the
additions at the back the gap is accounted for. There can be found the words from
peripneumaticus morbus up to and including perlonginquus. In Slav 19 there is no
such gap. The Slavonic translations of the additions in Slav 11 and Slav 21 agree.

Slav 21 has inversions in the word order among words beginning with del-.
There is a gap from delachrymare to deleteria medicamenta, but the gap has been
discovered and filled in after the headword delinitio. The following page in Slav
21 contains the omissions, but at the point where the regular word order was to be
resumed the entries delinimentum, delineo, delino, found in the other copies of
Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary, happened to get left out. It is interesting
to note that in Slav 19 there is a gap in the Slavonic column at precisely the place
of these three words, a fact that indicates that Slav 19 (the Slavonic column) is a

transcription of Slav 21.
In Slav 11 part of the bottom edge of p. 20 had been torn away. Sparwenfeld

has mended the edge, by gluing a piece of paper onto it, and has written three
entries on the new piece, probably those found on the torn part of the page:
adaestuo, adagerro and adagium. These three words are missing in Slav 21,
which is logical if Slav 11 served as an original before the page was mended and

53 Some examples of additions: Slav 21m (m = margin, i.e. an added version): antebiennium—пред
двема годы, п'режде д'вою годов, прежде двою лп>ту, до двою годов, за д'ва года до сего

времяни. This addition is identical with the one found in Slav II (cf. p. 26. note 43). The headword is
not found in Slav 19 or Calepinus. Slav 21m: caecus caecum ducit—с'лепецъ слеп'ца вож'дест-
вветъ; Slav 11т: (added by Sparwenfeld on p. 147) caecus caecum ducit—слгьпъ слгъпца вож-
дествяет. This is not to be found in Calepinus, nor in Slav 19.
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completed. Another possibility is that a copy of Slav 11, from which the said
entries were also missing, was used as an original. Slav 19, as expected, has the
three Latin words, but without translations into Slavonic.

On comparing Slav 11 with the other manuscripts belonging to the same group,
it appears that Slav 11 lacks the entries dorcadias, dorcas, dorcidion and dori-
phagi (these come after the entry donaticae coronae in the others;54 cf. p. 131,
note 20). These four entries are also missing in Slav 21, while Slav 19 has the
Latin headwords but lacks the translations into Slavonic, which is logical, as the
Latin in Slav 19 has been taken directly from Calepinus (see below) and as Slav
21 did not supply a Slavonic translation.

On comparing the Latin words in Slav 19 with Calepinus' dictionary it is
evident, as implied earlier, that Slav 19 is almost identical with Calepinus,
something that cannot be said of the other two manuscripts. The compilation of
Slav 19 was probably accomplished in the following manner: the Latin scribe first
transcribed the Latin headwords from a copy of Calepinus' dictionary. The
assumption that he used a copy of Calepinus' dictionary and not a copy of
Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary is proved correct by the fact that each
entry in Slav 19 is allotted only one line. This entailed difficulties for the Slavonic
scribe in finding room for the Slavonic translations, which, in some cases,
demanded several lines. See for example: Slav 11: dos—bLho, прика, посагъ;
Slav 21: dos—bLhcd, прика, писаг (!), изящество, 1зрадность, преимущество,
достошство (the last four words have been added later judging from the colour of
the ink); Slav 19: dos—bLho, прика, посагъ, изящество, изрядность, до¬
стоинство. There is not enough room in Slav 19 for the whole version from Slav
21, even though the scribe starts well into the line with the first Slavonic word,
which indicates that he had in front of him an original with many words, a fact
that excludes Slav 11 as an original. These conditions imply that the Latin scribe
did not use an original that had the Slavonic column written out. The scribe of the
Slavonic column then supplied the Latin headwords with translations, with the
help of Slav 21.

Finally, here are some diverse examples to illustrate the relationships among
the three Uppsala copies, after which we are ready to draw our conclusions. In
some examples given one notices a certain tendency in Slav 21 and Slav 19 to
modernize and russify: Slav 11: emo—к8п8ю; Slav 21 (and Slav 19): emo—к8-

плю, поквпаю. Slav 11: catulus—скйменъ, пса, проел; Slav 21: catulus—ски-
менъ, ПЕрикъ(!), порося; Slav 19: catulus—скйменъ, песикъ, порося. Slav 11:
sulphur—жбпель; Slav 21: sulphur—жвпель, ctpa гора горючая; Slav 19: sul¬
phur—ж8пель, сера, СЕра горячая. Slav 11: origanum—чгрвона лобода; Slav
21: origanum—чгрвл-кная л-ЬбЪда; Slav 19: origanum—ЧЕрвлЕная ЛЕбЕда. Slav
11: gena, ае—ланита; Slav 21: gena, ае—лакита(!), щака(!), скраниа; Slav 19:
gena—ланита, щока, скрания. Slav 11: vectis, is—завора, вереа, дрвкъ; Slav

54 The version in the Moscow MS 243 is interesting. There we find in the column: donaticae coronae,

doris, dormio, dormiens (like in Slav 11). To the right of the column are added (probably by a different
hand): dorcadias, dorcas, a reference to dictamnum (241 has dorcidion, зрй dictamnum), doriphagi
plus translations into Slavonic. Re the complex relationship between Slav 11 and 243, see pp. 131-32.
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21: vectis, is—завора, верел, дрвкъ, рычакъ, пеш'ня; Slav 19: vectis—завора,
верея, дрвкъ, рычар(!), пешня. Slav 11: deludo—рвгаюсл, смЬюса; Slav 21:
deludo—ратуюся, боруюся; Slav 19: deludo—ратвюся, борюся. Slav 11: lage-
па—м-£хъ, чванъ, лагва; Slav 21: lagena—xtxb(!), чванъ, лагва; Slav 19: lage-
па—хехъ, чванъ, лагва. Slav 11: sinistra—швица, ЛЕвйца, t; Slav 21: sinistra
—шуища(!), лЪбица(!); Slav 19: sinistra—шеища, лЪбица. Slav 11: fusura—
лиаш'е, истаЕваш'Е; Slav 21: fusura—лианиЕ, истаниЕ ваниЕ; Slav 19: fusura—
лианиЕ, иствканиЕ, ливаниЕ. See also the entries from the three manuscripts
quoted in Table 3. The incorrect versions of Slav 21 and Slav 79 in entr. 8,15 and
16 are probably the result of the scribes' having failed to read the superscribed
letters in Slav 11 or another original. The reader should also note entr. 45 and 46
in Table 3.

Now where does this relatively detailed analysis lead? We know from a note in
Slav 11 (see p. 20) and also from the donation documents (see p. 78 ff.) that
Sparwenfeld compiled a dictionary in Moscow, with the help of Slav 11 and other
sources, and that he provided his copy with a grammatical appendix. That
dictionary was donated to the Pope in 1692 but has since been lost. My hypoth¬
esis is the following: Sparwenfeld succeeded, with some difficulty, in obtaining
Slav 11 from his teacher Stachej Godzalovskij. In Moscow, maybe as part of his
studies, and maybe before he was the owner of Slav 11, Sparwenfeld undertook
the work of copying that manuscript. While working he probably noticed that
there were a number of gaps in relation to the vocabulary found in Calepinus'
Latin dictionary (as for example the gap between peripneumonia-perlonginquus
and between suo-superficio). There were also inversions in the word order (as
among words beginning with con-). These inadequacies must have been discov¬
ered by Sparwenfeld, all the more so if he had a copy of Calepinus' dictionary in
front of him while at work. He must have felt a need to fill in gaps, like those
mentioned, with Calepinus' Latin dictionary as a guide, to increase the number of
Slavonic synonyms given in certain entries, and so on. With the help of other
sources he supplemented the vocabulary found in his main source Slav 11,
possibly in the form of an appendix at the end (cf. the appendix in Slav 21, where
the Latin heading, judging from mistakes in word boundaries, seems to have been
copied from elsewhere by a scribe who did not know Latin). Then he completed
his own original by adding the new word material from the revision to the margins
of Slav 11. All the new synonyms added to separate entries were not, however,
filled in.

Sparwenfeld left Moscow in the spring of 1687 and took Slav 11 and his copy of
that manuscript out of the country. Before that Sparwenfeld's friend Patrick
Gordon, the father of Theodor Ignatius Gordon, had a copy of Sparwenfeld's
transcription made.

This hypothesis would explain the striking similarities between Slav 11 and
Slav 21, both in the original text and in the additions, and would also explain the
errors, looking like typical errors of transcription, found in Slav 21 (пЕрикъ,
щака, лакита and others, only ланита is found in Slav 11). Perhaps the words
песикъ, щока and others were added in Sparwenfeld's copy but not written
clearly, which made the Slavonic scribe of Slav 21 misread them. Like Slav 11,
Slav 21 also ended up in Sweden. There, too, the Slavonic column of Slav 19 was
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written,55 Slav 21 being used as the original. The binding of Slav 79 is of the same

type as those brought home from Moscow by Sparwenfeld. The Latin column
might already have been written in Moscow. Slav 21 was brought to Sweden by
Andreas Sóderman in 1713. He earned his living during his imprisonment in
Moscow by tutoring. Could it be that he worked as a teacher for Theodor
Ignatius' sons and received Slav 21 as a gift or as payment? Sparwenfeld acquired
Slav 19 in January 1713. Perhaps he had the Slavonic column transcribed from
Slav 21 by one of the Russian translators at the Translators' Chancellery in
Stockholm. If so, the transcription must have been made some time between 1713
and 1721, when Slav 19 was donated to the Uppsala University Library. The
person who made the transcription of the Slavonic column must have had a good
deal of Russian at his command, as in many cases he recognized the errors that
appeared in Slav 21 and gave the correct version in Slav 19.

Although this hypothesis might appear somewhat daring, it is supported by both
internal and external data.

2.5. SLAV 18

MS Slav 18 in Uppsala University Library: Slavonic-Latin dictionary in folio,
wooden covers bound in decorated leather, with clasps that are torn off. The
leaves measure 31x20 cm. The dictionary comprises about 1200 unnumbered
pages. At the end of each letter a few pages have been left blank in order to make
later additions possible. Under the letter A the number of words on each page
varies considerably (see below). Full pages contain 27-30 headwords. The
dictionary contains about 30000 entries. Each gathering consists of eight leaves.
From the beginning of the letter Б the gatherings are numbered, starting from
number one for each new letter. The title page is decorated with trailing leaves.
At the top in the middle is a medallion with Christ sitting on the heavenly throne.
The decoration is reminiscent of that found in Slav 11. Inside a square, bordered
with trailing leaves, it says in Sparwenfeld's handwriting: "Ле^икон СлавЕ-
нолятйнскш (these words are written in заглавная вязь) сирЪчъ Йменъ Толко¬
вание йзъ разных славенских книгъ, наипачеже з'калепина на язык славенскш
предложенагсо мнсогим тщаш'ем и великим тр8долюб1ем собираное, й оустрое-
ноЕ чрез 1соанна Гаврила 1вановича Спарвенфелта шлахтв56 свейскагсо. со-
вершеное в'црстввющем великом градЪ Москв-fe лЪта^зрчд (i.e. 7194, UB) а сот
спсЕН1я рода чЕлов-ЬчЕскагсо^ахпд (i.e. 1686, UB)." Under the text is the date in
pencil, "1686". At the top of the page it says in Sparwenfeld's handwriting: "Le
Calepinus, Renverse tout entier d'un bout a l'autre et fait Esclaveno-Latin, et
Latino Esclavon, d'une methode inconnue a Moskov par J. G. Sparwenfeldt et ab
eodem Publ: Bibl: Upsalensi dicatus in hoc autographo."

The dictionary is written in two columns; in the left is the Slavonic, in the right

55 Cf. also Bibl.ark. K52, where Sparwenfeld defines this dictionary thus: "apographon meum", i.e.
'my transcription' or 'transcription arranged for by me' (see p. 27).
56 Changed by Sparwenfeld himself from шлахта.
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the Latin. The Slavonic is written in a neat and flowing skoropis', the Latin in
another, also very neat and experienced hand.57 As a heading at the top of each
page is the initial letter of the Slavonic headwords contained on that page. For the
duration of the letter A the first two letters in the headwords are used as

headings. At the end of each letter is a larger or smaller number of Slavonic
words with Latin translations added by the scribe of the Latin. After that there
are sometimes further words added by Sparwenfeld. Zabani has also made a few
additions. Under the letter A the additions are made at the bottom of the page in
question. Under other letters, too, a few additions are made at the bottoms of
pages, the result being that they end up in the wrong Latin-letter order (an
explanation for this follows). Undoubtedly, the Slavonic column was written
first, whereafter the Latin scribe added the Latin translations and, in connection
with this, some entire entries.

As can be seen from the title page, this dictionary is "Le Calepinus, Renverse
tout entier d'un bout a l'autre et fait Esclaveno-Latin, et Latino Esclavon, d'une
methode inconnue a Moskov ..." By "Le Calepinus" Sparwenfeld alludes to
Epifanij Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary, which, as was shown above, is
based on the Latin vocabulary of Calepinus. In fact, almost the only source used
by Sparwenfeld when compiling Slav 18 was Slav 11, which, as we know, is a

copy of Slavineckij's dictionary. The new method Sparwenfeld used, and which,
according to him, was unknown in Moscow, has resulted in a half-reversed
version of Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary. The method consisted of the
scribe of the Slavonic column going through the right-hand Slavonic column of
Slav 11 and placing the Slavonic translations from there, according to their initial
letters, in the left-hand column of Slav 18. Where the Slavonic word is followed by
synonyms, which is usual, it is the initial letter of the first Slavonic word that
counts. When the Slavonic column was written, the Latin hand wrote the Latin
words from Slav 11 in the right-hand column of Slav 18. These words came to be
written in alphabetical order (not in an absolute order, however, but according to
the principle followed by Calepinus and Slav 11, see p. 25) as Slav 11 is arranged
according to the Latin headwords. The fact that there are numbers written to the
left of the Slavonic column in Slav 18, which refer to pages in Slav 11, proves that
this manuscript was used as the original. These page references have been written
by the Slavonic hand, probably to aid the Latin scribe in quickly finding the
words to which he was to give Latin translations. The page references do not
appear at the beginning of letters, but further on. The first reference given is p.
204. It was only when he had got this far that the Slavonic scribe hit upon the idea
of writing page references in order to help the Latin scribe in his work. When
several Slavonic words beginning with the same letter appear on the same page in
Slav 11, the page reference is not repeated. The direct connection between Slav
11 and Slav 18 is apparent, quite apart from other evidence, if one compares the
entries in the two manuscripts. There are, however, some instances where the
two versions differ: more or less throughout Slav 18 uses the full vowel (o) in
strong positions where Slav /7, as a rule, has hard jer (ъ) (on the whole, in terms

57 It is identical with the hand responsible for the major part of the Slavonic column on the inserted
leaves at the beginning of Slav 11 (cf. p. 23).
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of orthography, Slav 18 bears a more 'modern' stamp); sometimes the scribes of
Slav 18 copy Slav 11 incorrectly or, conversely, recognize and correct errors
found in Slav 11; sometimes one or a few words are skipped in Slav 18, and so on.
For examples, see p. 63.

As has already been mentioned, the letter A in Slav 18 is headed with two
letters: АБ, AB, АГ, etc. It seems that initially a more sophisticated classification
of the Slavonic vocabulary was planned. When writing the headings of the letter
A the Slavonic scribe has allotted two pages for common combinations of letters,
and one page for unusual ones. Many pages (such as AB, AS, 3) contain but a
few words, some (such as АЦ, АЧ, АШ) are quite empty; other combinations
(such as AP) have proved more common, but nowhere has all the space allotted
been necessary. From the letter Б this sparse classification system was dropped
—maybe because of the waste of space and therefore paper—and the words were

arranged according to the initial letter in the first Slavonic word only. At the
beginning of the letter В an unknown hand has written the Latin words again,
sometimes to the left of the Slavonic column, sometimes in between the Slavonic
and Latin columns, depending on where there was room. The motive for these
additions is not apparent. The same hand has, at the bottom of a page, written
something in Swedish that is difficult to decipher, "denne penna den (???) verk
.." (this pen the (???) work ..).

Before each entry, to the left of the Slavonic column, is a horizontal pencil line,
sometimes covering the beginning of the first word. Probably each entry was
marked in this way when it had been entered in its place in the draft (Slav 42).

What about the words added by the Latin scribe and by Sparwenfeld? Where
were they obtained? Sparwenfeld says on the title page that Slav 18 obtained its
material "йзъ разных славенских книгъ, наипачеже з'калепина". This an¬
nouncement indicates that Slav 11 was not the only original for Slav 18. Con¬
spicuously, the majority of the words added begin with mer-, per- and super-,
something that leads one to consider the additions made by Sparwenfeld in Slav
11. It can also, as expected, be clarified that almost all the additions made by
Sparwenfeld in Slav 11 have been added on at the end of each respective letter in
Slav 18 by the Latin scribe. The fact that they were added in this way in Slav 18,
too, indicates that Sparwenfeld had not completed Slav 11 when the major part of
Slav 18, at least the Slavonic column, was being compiled. But the additions
made to Slav 11 by Hand x (see p. 25) can be found in the column of Slav 18, in
their regular places. This means that these additions were already made when
Slav 18 was being compiled. The contents of the pages inserted at the beginning
of the letter A in Slav 11 were, evidently, also in place, as the Slavonic scribe of
Slav 18 has included these words in the column.

Some examples are given here of words added on to both the above-mentioned
manuscripts. The versions found in Slav 21 and Slav 19 are also presented, in
order to prove further our hypothesis about the relationships among the manu¬

scripts. Ex.: Slav 18m (m = margin, i.e. an added version): железник,

желгьзница трава, кожищко трава—peristerios; Slav 11т: peristerios—
желтзник, желгьзница, кошищко трава', Slav 21т: peristerios—желгъзникъ
Или железница трава, кошищ'ко трава; Slav 19: peristereos—желЪзникъ )'ли
желЪзница трава (not acute lack of space). Slav 18m: блгоприятный,
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бЛгозрачный, миловитный (!)—periucundus;58 Slav 11m: perjucundus—
бЛгшпрЫтный, бЛгозрачный, миловидный; Slav 21т: perjucundus—
бЛгоприятный, бЛгозрач'ный, миловид'ный; Slav 19: periucundus—
бЛгоприятныи, блгозрачныи (no lack of space). Slav 18m: понеряю, пото¬

пляю, погрешаю —> погрежаю (by the same hand)—immergo, aqua obrugo (!);
Slav 11m: mergo, is, immergo, aqva obruo—понераю, потопаю, погрешаю —>

погрежаю (by Zabani); Slav 21m: mergo, is, immergo, aqua obruo—понуряю,
потоп'ляю\ Slav 19: mergo—пон8ряю, потопляю (added, probably by another
hand:) погрежаю.

There are additions in Slav 18 that are not identical with additions in Slav 11.
The Slavonic scribe of Slav 18 has inadvertently missed a word here and there
when going through the Slavonic column of Slav 11, and the Latin scribe has
added these later. Amongst them are some words beginning with a: Slav 18m:
агростгь зелие—agrostis; алатернъ древо—alaternus\ амфре-врахи—amphi-
brachus (the last entry added by Zabani). One probable explanation for why these
words were not discovered by the scribe of the Slavonic column is that the a at
the beginning of the Slavonic words mentioned was formed by Ozerov in a way
he does not generally form that letter (a). But some words were, naturally, simply
overlooked.

Slav 18 was donated to Uppsala University Library in 1721. In Sparwenfeld's
list of the donations, Bibl.ark. K52, it says under no. 56: "Dictionar. Slaweno-
Russico-Latinum ordine particulari, ita ut inservire posset unum, ad invenienda
vocabula et verba tarn Slavonica quam Latina NB fol." This "ordine particulari"
could have been planned as the first step in the work of reversing Slavineckij's
Latin-Slavonic dictionary to make it Slavonic-Latin. But it is also possible that
Sparwenfeld believed his new method to be sufficient for using the dictionary
both ways (something confirmed by the wording "ita ut inservire posset unum, ad
invenienda ...", UB's italics) and that no further work on Slav 18 was planned.

2.5.1. The Stockholm Fragment

In connection with this examination of Slav 18 I would like, briefly, to relate an

interesting circumstance. At the National Record Office in Stockholm there are

kept in the Novgorod Collection59 papers covering a variety of subjects, earlier
pointed out by Anders Sjóberg (1966). He deals with a fragment of Smotrickij's
grammar translated into Latin which is found among these papers, and, in order
to answer the question of the identity of the translator, a letter written by Enok
Lilliemarck60 to Sparwenfeld in Russian. Sjóberg also mentions that among the
58 Sometimes the additions in Slav 18 are made under the initial letter of the synonyms also, in this
case, besides Б, also under the letter M, though in a shortened version: миловидныя—iucundus.
59 Ryska handlingar XIX, Novgorodsamlingen 139 i bunt (roda nummer).
60 Enok Lilliemarck (1660-1736), a student in Uppsala from 1673. Lilliemarck, like Sparwenfeld, took
part in the delegation to Moscow in the spring of 1684. He returned there with another delegation in
the autumn of the same year. In 1690 he started working at the Royal Chancellery and was proclaimed
Russian translator to the Swedish Governor in Narva in 1692. Lilliemarck took part in yet another
delegation to Moscow in 1699 as a secretary. During the years 1701-03 he served as the King's
personal translator. From 1704 he resumed work at the Royal Chancellery and in 1714 became first
secretary to the Swedish Senate. (Elgenstierna IV, 736.)
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papers there is a fragment of a Russian-Latin dictionary. It is this fragment that
holds a certain interest for us.61 It includes the letters K, M, H, CO and П. The
dictionary is arranged in two columns. In the left are the Slavonic words, in the
right the Latin. Both columns are written by the same clumsy and uneven hand.
The Slavonic column is however, relatively speaking, easier to read than the
Latin, which indicates that the scribe was more used to writing Cyrillic letters. At
the top of the pages are the two first letters of the words contained on that page
(MA, МГ, ME, МЖ, M3, etc.) but no regard is given to the third letter of the
word when placing it in the column. The Latin translations of the Slavonic words
are in alphabetical order. It becomes clear after a closer examination that the
Stockholm dictionary fragment, as Slav 18 in Uppsala, is Slavineckij's Latin-
Slavonic dictionary in a half-reversed form. The interesting thing about the
fragment, though, is that the work of reversing Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic
dictionary and making it Slavonic-Latin has been taken a step further than in Slav
18. In the latter manuscript the Slavonic words are arranged according to their
initial letter; in the fragment they are ordered according to their first two letters,
i.e. in the same way as the words under the letter A in Slav 18 (cf. p. 39). We
will take an excerpt from the Stockholm fragment and compare it with the
equivalent words found in Slav 18. The comparison comprises words beginning
with на-: Fragm: накривляю—distorqueo', накривлеше, кривша—distortio;
надмЕше натЕЛЕей—dothien', наЕЖЕныи—echinatus', научаюся—еdisco',
навчимный(!)—ediscendus; научаю—edoceo. The equivalent words in Slav 18
are not in consecutive order, as in the fragment, which is only natural as a
somewhat different method is used there, but are spread out amongst words under
H. However, the sequence among them is the same, as the Latin translations in
the right column are in alphabetical order. The words in Slav 18 beginning with
на- and found between distorqueo and edoceo are the following: накрив'ляю
—distorqueo', накривлёшЕ, кривина—distorceo(\); назидаю—distruo', навчЕнъ,
мдръ—doctus; надмеш'Е натЕЛЕей—dothien; на£ж£ный—echinatus; навчйю-
ся—edisto(\); навчймый—ediscendus; наж&, поведаю, [тож сказбю]—edis-
sero(!); навчаю—edoceo. As can be seen, Slav 18 gives more words beginning
with на- than the Stockholm fragment. With further comparisons between the two
manuscripts the first impression is confirmed: Slav 18 has more entries. Occasion¬
ally Slav 18 also gives more synonyms than does the fragment: Fragm: пары сот(!)
сотш£Ств1Е—evaporatio; Slav 18: пары штшествие, кврЕШЕ—euaporatio.
Fragm: палит слнце, зноит—exaestuo; Slav 18: палит слнце, зноит, собврЕ-
вйюся—exaestuo, etc. The explanation for why the fragment includes fewer
words than Slav 18 could be either that it was modelled on a different version of
the dictionary, or that a conscious selection was made by the scribe.

Is it pure coincidence that there are two manuscripts in Sweden that constitute
stages on the way towards a reversed version of Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic
dictionary, or is there some connection between these two manuscripts? Maybe
the Stockholm fragment is a further revision of Slav 181 The fragment lies
together with papers that lead us, in all probability, to Enok Lilliemarck. The

61 Another dictionary fragment, a German-Russian one, found in the same batch, is dealt with by Siri
Sverdrup Lunden (1969, 19 ff.).
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clumsy hand in which the fragment is written has nothing in common with that of
Lilliemarck. However, one can find a few Slavonic words in the fragment
beginning with во- and rp- with Latin translations that are undoubtedly written by
Lilliemarck. He has evidently had the fragment in his hands and could possibly
have arranged for the work to be done. Lillemarck had, as we know, contact with
Sparwenfeld and must have been well informed about his lexicographical work.
Lilliemarck had a good command of Russian and it is possible that he, at some

stage, took part in the work (cf. p. 13). On the other hand, the fact that he has
written a few words in the fragment does not necessarily mean that he instigated
the work. It seems quite clear, though, that the fragment cannot have played a

part in the work of compiling the draft. It could have been intended for use, if so
in a completed form, in connection with the compilation, but for some reason it
was never finished and never used. Or could it have been quite a separate work,
instigated by Lilliemarck or someone else for a different purpose? In either case it
must be seen as a strange coincidence that a person acquainted with Sparwenfeld
had at his disposal material, which, if it had been complete, ought to have
facilitated the compilation of his major dictionary considerably.

2.6. SLAV 41

MS Slav 41 in Uppsala University Library: Slavonic-Latin dictionary in folio,
wooden covers bound in decorated leather. The leaves measure 31 x 19.5 cm. The

dictionary was foliated, probably in conjunction with its production. The foliation
proceeds normally up to f. 116, whereafter a new system is introduced and mainly
every seventh leaf is numbered. The last folio number given is 235, after which
there remain fifteen leaves of the volume. The gatherings, generally consisting of
eight leaves, are numbered in Cyrillic characters in the bottom margin.

On the inside cover are a number of notes made by Sparwenfeld. These are

partly bibliographical in character but cover other subjects too. They are some¬
times written in Latin, sometimes in Russian. An example of the bibliographical
notes is the following: "[оучеш'е й хитрость ратнагю строёшя пехотных людей
напЕчатано в'москв-fc при цря Але^-Ья Михайловича ^зрнЕ] (i.e. 1647, UB)."62
The bibliographical notes are not confined to Slavica: "L'histoire De St: Louis en
vieux Gaulois par Mons. Jonvillaeus." There are some Russian proverbs: "he
спит кто бдит. члвчЕСИЙ оум за горами, а смерть за плЕчами. ОдЕжда члвка

62 This book was in Sparwenfeld's possession and was donated to Uppsala University Library in
1721. It is incorporated in Bibl.ark. К52, Sparwenfeld's list of the donations, under no. 68: "Milite-
risk Exercitie Bohk werterad aff Hollendska Tryckt i Arnheim, ok i Moscow tryckt anno mundi 7155
under Tsar Alexej Michajlowitch, denna Tsar Petters H. Fadher. fol. medh figurer." (Military
exercise book translated from Dutch. Printed in Arnheim, and also in Moscow in the year 7155 under
Tsar Alexej Michajlowitch, the father of Tsar Petter now in power, fol. with illustrations.) On the
recto of the second leaf of the book is written in Sparwenfeld's hand: "Жаловаше Андрея Артемо-
нов(ча МатфеЪва спалника о£ цря Петра Але^Ъевича. J: Г: Спарвенфелтъ." Re Matvejev, see

Брокгауз-Ефрон, Vol. 36, 1896, p. 778. The title page, where Sparwenfeld has written the title in
Russian, has the same decorations as the title page of Slav 18 (cf. p. 37). The language of this
translation has been dealt with by Chr. S. Stang (1952).
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стрбчаЕт,63 а оумъ провожаЕт. вЪкъ жит, вЪкъ оучит. клинъ клином
выбит." There is also a description of how to damascene steel:

"к'бвлатному припвщенпо надобнсо нашатыр: селитръ: разтвореные 8^8сом гзакъ
ренским жарким ащелиже булатъ торецкш надобно и мышак mere: subl: к'вычищенпо
булатному надобно нЪждак с'салом: klóóffett: каменем мяхким вычистит, потом

нЪждаком с'салом и клином деревяным твгым яко двбовым и прочъ: по том в'лице
поставится кременем или сердалыком и по том лиц-fe припвщается по обычаю."64

The Turkish language, too, was an area of interest to Sparwenfeld: "маслахь
—quo Turci utuntur loco opij, ad pugnam ituri, fit ex summis capitibus Canapis.
NB.;65 NB. хонгхар i.e. sangvinaire, s'est ainsy qv'appelent le Grand Turqve les
chrestiens (done) qvi sont sous luy ..."

On the recto of the first leaf, at the top to the right, are the words: "relie a
Moscow le 16 Decemb. -84. J. G. Sparwenfeld. 30 cop." Here are some examples
of the notes on this page:

NB. Joh: vel Danielis Weleslawina Dictionarium Latino: Boemicum. et Boemo Latinum:
4to minori Pragae.66 ... Skinneri Diction: Ethymolog: linguae anglic: Londini 1671. ...

NB. praefation. ubi de linguis matricibus in nostra Europa, i.e. Graeca, Latina, Germ:
Sclauonica, Cambrobrittanica, Cantabrica, Wasconica, et tandem Hibernica. a Lingua
Sclauonica (above the line: "i.e. Sarmatica", UB) Descendunt: 1. Sclavonica proprie
dicta. 2. Boemica. 3. Morauica. 4. Polonica. Croatica. Dalmatica. Transyluana. Tacalorum
(л/с!). Ruthenica. Moldaua. Bułgara. Sorabica (above the line: "Serbica", UB) [Tartar]
(above the line: "rascica", UB, and added later:) illyrica cujus dialetus (!) bosnicus melior,
est et similis satis sclavonicae lingvae .. ,67 (cf. p. 18, note 16).

Further down on the page one can read: "кнга кормчая или правилная: Петра
Могила трЕбник слвжЕбник ex his tribus pergnoscitur religio et ritus Rus-
sorum."

On the verso of the first leaf can be read a syllabic poem by Sparwenfeld:

Прежде неже что изречеши кому,

разевдити tó должно ти самому,

еже имаши j к'кому вЪщати
истинно ci'e потребно все знати,

раземотрятиже в'сЬмъ мЪсто и время

63 Changed from стрещает.
64 Re this, see also Биргегорд 1975, Глоссарий ..., 208-209, commentary to entr. 22.
65 Cf. entry 11:2489 in the dictionary: маслбкъ тврецкш: ебкъ маковый.—Opium, meconium,
succus ex papavere. The phrases originate from Slav 41 and Slav 11/Slav 18 respectively.
66 Daniel Adam Veleslavm, Nomenclator Qvadrilingvis Boemicolatino-graecogermanicvs, Pragae
1598. This book was owned by Sparwenfeld and donated by him to Uppsala University Library. It is
recorded as no. 36 amongst the quarto volumes in Bibl.ark. A7, a list of the 1721-22 donations. In the
book is Sparwenfeld's signature and "Pragae 1694".
67 S. Skinnerus, Etymologicon Linguae Anglicanae, Londini 1671. Cf. pp. 3-4 of Skinnerus' preface:
"Matrices in nostra Europa (nam cum Orientalibus res mihi non est) sunt Graeca, Latina, Germa-
nica, Sclavonica, Cambro-Britannica Britannicae antiquae, Cantabrica seu Vasconica Hispanicae
priscae reliquiae & tandem Hibernica ... Sclavonicae omnium amplissimae propagines sunt Sclavo¬
nica recentior & proprie dicta, Bohemica & Moravica, Polonica, Croatica, Dalmatica, Transylvana
Zaculorum, Ruthenica, Moldavica, Bulgarica, Sorabica et Bosnica, possem addere Moscoviticam &
Turcicam."
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дане бвдЕТ ти сот словес тяжко бремя
словеса вмных да будет сицевы.
яко семена чистая без плевы,

йхже аще кто й мало имЪетъ
но веема плода в'надежди ихъ сЬетъ
всякъ день последний непщвй теб-fe быти
тако можеши блгео честно жити

ибсо кто близкв смерть си помышляет
блгео вмрети печали пологает
помышлай всякъ день последний быти
той живя в-Ькъ свой не будет грешити

всегдабо смерть есть пред сочима егсо
тЬмже хранится зря сот Благсо всегсо.

There is a photocopy of this poem in Jensen (1912, 158). It has been printed by
Petrovskij (1914, 537-38).68

On the opposite page is the title of the dictionary: "ЛбЕЖОНЪ СЛАВ8НО-
ЛАТИН'СКШ ИМЕНЪ ТОЛКОВАН18". and underneath in pencil are Spar-
wenfeld's initials: "JGSF". On the top half of the page Sparwenfeld has jotted
down in pencil: "ar mitt Eget Concept Slaweno Lat. Moskow giordt NB NB" (is
my own Slaweno Lat. draft made in Moscow NB NB). On the same page and on
the verso there are different tables of dates reckoned from the creation of the
world and from the birth of Christ respectively.

On f. 3r.v. and 4r. (the top half) is a table of the Cyrillic alphabet with the
heading Ordo lit: Slavicarum and with the following sub-headings: Numerus (the
numerical value of each letter), Figura (the symbol for the letter), Potestas (the
Latin equivalent of the Cyrillic letter), Nomen (the Slavonic name of the Cyrillic
letter) and Significatio (a translation of the names of the letters into Latin). In the
margin the equivalent sounds in German, English, Italian, Spanish, French,
Latin, etc. are sometimes given (cf. Sparwenfeld's "harmonious table", p. 86,
note 20). On the bottom halves of f. 4r. and v. is an excerpt from Mutio Pansa's
Delia libreria vaticana. Ragionamenti diversi, Roma 1590. On the top half of
f. 4v. Sparwenfeld has made an excerpt "Ex Thesauro Polyglotto Megiserri
1603".69 He has copied a table from Megiserus' work70 (cf. p. 7) dealing with
the Slavonic languages and dialects. On the next page (f. 5r.) is a prayer: "Бгя
всемогвщагш, и во вскхъ всяческая деистввющагш ...", and the Polish alpha¬
bet and its Cyrillic equivalents. The names in Polish of the Cyrillic letters are also
given. After that follows another prayer: "Бже вЪчный й црю всякагш созда
..." (the margin is worn away here), with a Polish translation inserted between
the lines.

68 Concerning two other poems in Russian-Church Slavonic by Sparwenfeld and his possibly
important contribution to the introduction of tonic verse in Russia, see also П. H. Берков (1935,
67-69) and Т. А. Быкова (1958).
69 Hieronymus Megiserus, Thesaurus Polyglottus vel Dictionarium Multilingue, Vol. I, Francofvrti
ad Moenvm M.DC.Ill, 1603. In Uppsala University Library there is a copy of this book that was
owned by Sparwenfeld. In his handwriting it says: "J. G. Sparwenfeldij 1687". It was donated to
Uppsala University Library together with Vol. II in 1721 and is catalogued as no. 53 in Bibl.ark. K52.
70 In Megiserus the table is entitled: Tabula quinta. Sclavonica. It is placed in the introductory
section, before the actual dictionary starts.
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On f. 5v there is a series of Slavonic words beginning with a with Latin
translations in Sparwenfeld's handwriting. They are untidily written and seem to
be jotted down as a complement to the letter A in the dictionary. The words are

mainly in alphabetical order. They are undoubtedly from Slavineckij's Latin-
Slavonic dictionary (probably from Slav 11): Slav 41m: адипсавей, древо терно¬

вое—adipsatheon, arbor spinosa\ Slav 11: adipsatheon—адиграОей, древо тер¬
новое. Slav 41m: адонискш праздники—adonia festa\ Slav 11: adonia festa—
адонискш празник. Some of the words are contained in the regular column of
Slav 41 as well but there they are provided with quite different synonyms and
Latin translations. Ex.: Slav 41m: алавастръ, (очное врачество, cmWiu—sti¬
bium, oculorum medicina; Slav 11: stibium—алавастръ, сочное врачество

стйбш; Slav 41: алавастръ—alabastrites. In the same folio there lay a loose
double-folded leaf which has now been bound in here. On it are a number of
words written by Sparwenfeld in pencil; about 70 Russian words for ordinary
phenomena are given with translations into Kalmyk.71 The Kalmyk words are

written, sometimes in Cyrillic and sometimes in Latin letters. Ex.: земля—ra-

зеръ, звЪзда—ощ&, солнце—Nara, зыма—erhiil, лЪто—звнъ, осенъ—kawur,
весна—namur, etc.

And so the dictionary itself begins. Each page containing words beginning with
a new combination of letters in the alphabetical order is provided with a heading:
ГА, Г8, ГИ, TJIA, TJI8, ТЛИ, ГЛ8, ГЛЪ, etc. At the end of every sub-division
within a letter, the remainder of the page, and sometimes one or more pages
besides that, have been left empty in order to facilitate possible later additions.
Each entry is contained, as a rule, on one line; the Slavonic words are on the left
and are followed directly by a Latin translation. The headwords are not always in
exact alphabetical order: бйбы звезды, бабка зёл1е, багбръ, багрянйца,
багряна хламйда, for example. In the same way three words beginning with бла-
are placed among words beginning with блв-, etc. Deviations from alphabetical
order are sometimes corrected. A regular scribe has written, for example, бго-
сл8жйтель directly after бголюбныи. Another hand has deleted the first-men¬
tioned word and put it in the right place further down the column. A fully written
page contains about 30 entries. The dictionary consists of about 230 leaves and
comprises approximately 7500 entries. It is written by several hands, as follows:

A to БA incl.: both Slav, and Lat.: Sp. (= Sparwenfeld)
БД to великом^дрыи inch: Slav.: Hand 1, Lat.: Sp.
великом8дръств8ю to BH inch: both Slav, and Lat.: Sp.
BO to ГЛА inch: Slav.: Hand 1, Lat.: Sp.
ГЛ8 to ГНИ inch: both Slav, and Lat., Sp.
ГНО to 8 inch: Slav.: Hand 2, Lat.: Sp.
Ж to крамар inch: Slav.: Hand 1, Lat.: Sp.
красногльный to the end of the letter K: both Slav, and Lat.: Hand 3.
ЛА to ЛЪ inch: Slav.: Hand 2, Lat.: Sp.
ЛЮ to the end of the letter M: Slav.: Hand 2, Lat.: Hand 3 (though f. 108v.,

любезный to любостранство is written by Sp.).

71 The Turkologist Lars Johanson, Professor at the University of Mainz, has been kind enough to
identify these words for me.
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the vocabulary in Slav 41 are Berynda's74 and Micalia's75 dictionaries, the
glossary Supplementum .. .76 at the back of Slav 41 (see below), Sparwenfeld's
supplements to Smotrickij's grammar77 and religious texts. Occasionally there
are long religious discourses, for example in connection with headwords denoting
the seven deadly sins. These discourses are written in Russian-Church Slavonic.

It seems possible that, to a large extent, these texts originate from Pjotr
Mogiła's Orthodox Confession.78 Sparwenfeld was the owner of the first edition
of Mogila's work, a Greek version, printed in Holland in 1667 (no. 474 by
Legrand, II, 1894, 202-16; Sparwenfeld's copy has the catalogue number UUB,
MS Slav 57). This edition had already become very rare by the end of the 17th
century. According to Sparwenfeld's own notes in the book, some corrections to
the Greek text found in the margins were made by the Lichudy brothers.79
Sparwenfeld's copy has an interfoliated, handwritten translation into Russian-
Church Slavonic. According to a note by Sparwenfeld in the book, this transla¬
tion was the origin of the subsequent Russian-Church Slavonic edition of this
work printed in Moscow in 169680 (no. 470 by Зернова 1958). The Sparwenfeld

74 See, for example, next to the headword брёше, where Sparwenfeld has added: глина, болбто,
калъ, грязъ. Berynda (see pp. 54-55) has: брёш'е: глйна, болбто, кйл', грАзь.
75 Slav 41т: вертъ—hortus; vert, vartal, vertal—hortus; vertliuh mali—petit iardin, illyr:
vertlar—hortulanus. M: Vert, Vartal ...—Hortus, i; Vertal ...; Vertliuh mali...—Hortulus, hortuli;
Vertldr.—Hortulanus ... (cf. Table 1 and pp. 18-19). Very few additions are taken from this source.
76 Slav 41m: доспгьлося—contigif, что тебгъ доспгълося—qvid tibi accidit. Suppl: доспклося—
skadar, nocef, что тебЪ досп&лося—hwadh skadar dig, hwadh har g&tt ath dig. See entr. 1:4520 in
the edition. Slav 41m (under дра): драхло и впхло—marcescens, lividum; Suppl: дрйхло, и вяхло
—lam, slap, slaak och fórwisnad, a verbo обвяну. See entr. 1:4570 in the edition. Very few additions
are taken from this source.
77

By the headword з& in Slav 41 Sparwenfeld has written: "pro causa, vel pretio, adsunt accusati-
vum—за единв гривне, pro tempore, genitivum sumitur. за иря авгвста—sub caesare augusto, pro
loco vel potestate cum verbis motus petit accusativ. пдсадися за столь—accumbe mensae, пошла
за мужа—nupsit viro, cum verbis autem qvietis postulat instrumentalem. сгъдит за столомъ—ac-
cumbit mensae, жена живет замвжемъ—uxor vivit in conjugio, сей град есть за кралемъ—in
potestate regis est haec vrbs." Almost exactly the same text has been written by Sparwenfeld in the
copy of Smotrickij's grammar which was in his possession. The text can be found on f. сбз г. in Slav
69 (see p. 57). See also entr. 1:5550 in the edition. A further example: Slav 41m: "зъ et со pro circiter
qvoad sumit accusativum. будет брашна зъ насъ, cum significat йзъ—ex, vel шт—ab, summit
genitivum. со всякихъ странъ, vel йзовсяких странъ, съ небесё vel небесъ, зъ горы, pro
collectione vel conjunctione usurpata summunt instrumentalem зъ бгшмъ— cum Deo, сомною,

стобою, совсими", etc. In Sparwenfeld's copy of Smotrickij's grammar (Slav 69), a text is added
which obviously served as a source for the text quoted above. This text, also, is found on f. сбз г., in
the chapter on prepositions. See also entr. 1:6316 in the printed edition.
78 See the introduction by Malvy and Viller to Mogiła 1927.
79 Slav 57: "NB. quae pag ge in margine notata, et passim correcta sunt, adscripta sunt a reverendis
Patribus Graecis Gioannichi et Sophroni Licudi ex Kefalonia, cum qvibus Moskwae famililiaritas (!)
mihi magna erat per integros tres annos 1684, 85, et 86 .." Sparwenfeld does not, however, remember
the years correctly. The Greek brothers arrived in Moscow 6 March 1685. Re them, see Русский
биографический словарь 1914, 499-510.
80 "NB dhenna slavoniske MSS tra(cta)ten ar sedhermera i Moskow nytt corrigeradt ok lampatt till
dagi bruhkte Sprdhket (UB's italics), i dh edition som i Moskwa in folio try(k)ter ar &hr ... 16%
indicta 4 mens. Martij Hwarest ok tillagde finns 2 skrifter aff Joh. Damasceno, om bilder ok dheras
hedrande, et hic qd sub Tsar Petter alexewidz ok Patriarca Kyradriana ok Alexei Petrowidz" (NB this
Slavonic MSS treatise was subsequently corrected again in Moscow and adapted to the every-day
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collection also contained a copy of this book (UUB Ksl F29). Evidently, Slav 57
fulfilled yet another important function. According to another note in the book
(see Jacobowsky 1932, 73), Sparwenfeld instigated, with the help of this copy, the
parallell Greek-Latin edition of Mogiła's work prepared by Lars Norrman (Lau-
rentius Norrmanus) and printed in Leipzig in 1695 (no. 664 by Legrand, III, 1895,
38-40).

Sparwenfeld's excerpts in the margins of Slav 41 are made from neither Slav 57
nor Ksl F29. Compare, for example, the following passages:

Slav 57: (p. 206)
вопросъ кг
Колици сеть гр-Ьхи тыжчаишш
сотв-ктъ.

Сш гордость, сребролюб!е ствдод-кышё чревоб-feci'e в брашн-fe
и штш, гнкв или собещала зависть вныние тщеслав!е

Ksl F29: (р. рмд)
Вопросъ, кг.
Кш сбть рбдишш смертнш гр-ксй;
сотв^тъ: Сш: гордынА, многшеймство, блбдъ, зависть,

чревонейстовство, памАтоБлбб'гё, и вныш'е.

Slav 41т:

гргьхи смертыи началнгъйшш с8ть седмъ. гордость,
лихоимство, нечистота, чрево8годи, зависть, гнгъвъ и
лгьностъ. vide suis locis

Slav 57: (p. 208)
вопросъ. ks
что есть сребролюб!е или лихоимаше.
(ответь.

лихоимства есть, или лакомство безрыдное хоткше hmLtj
богатства и кровысти ...

вопросъ. КЗ.
кш гр-кси из него произходят.
штвктъ.

сот лихоимства раждаются гр-Ьси тш граблеше; 8б1иство. обмань
окрадоваше HauiecTBie нacилie, нeмлcpдie не члвкколюб1е,
(ожесточен1е срдца, ненависть, безвкр!е преобидкше нищим,
и протчшх, сквпость татба и протчая ткм подобная ...

Ksl F29: (р. рмё)
Вопрбсъ, ks.
Чтб есть многшеймство:

(ответь.
Многшеймство ёсть безчйнное пожелаше, ёже им^ти ком&

language, in the edition printed in Moscow in folio in the year ... 16% indicta 4 mens. Martij in which
there are two added pieces of writing by Joh. Damasceno, on pictures and their worship, et hie qd sub
Tsar Petter alexewidz and Patriarca Kyradriana and Alexei Petrowidz).
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богатство, и СТАЖаш'А. ...

Вопрбсъ, кз.
Кш грЪсй раждйютсА сот многшеймства;
(ОТВЕТЬ.
СОт многшеймства раждйютсА сш гр-Ьсй: хищеш'е, вбшство,
лесть, лжа, матежь, насйлство, и лютость, немилосерд1е,
6езчелов£ч1е, жестбкость срдца, зйвисть, нев-kpi'e, собйда
нйщихъ, и иныхъ члксовъ. скупость, крадба, и йнаА подббнаА ...

Slav 41т:

лихоимство, лакомство, сребролюбие, излишное желаше имгьти что или
желаше паче меры стяжавати, или оудержавати богатство, имат сей
грехъ противный себе в'с8ехлзн8рёше марнотравство или излишное бо¬
гатства расточение, плоды лихоимства с8ть 1. окаменение срдца 2.
смещение мыслй, неспокойность или излишшнее попечеше о стяжанш бо-
гатцва. 3. насйлле или хищёше приторёше (!) себе добродетели, еяже кто
неимати явлешё —> явлёме ея [при л(юд)ъ] предъ чЛвки. 4. ложь или лестъ
в'словесех Math. 23. Luc. 16. Math. 24. 5. клятва неправедна еюже кто лож
свою клятвою оутверждая шболщает ближнагш, при зывашемъ имени бшя
в сведителство. 6. лестъ в самой вещи или деле в'квпёцтве 7. преда-
т елстео о: прелщете противб верности шткрывашем тайного) что ко
повреждёнгю, любо чрез словеса любо чрез дело кое.

Certain peculiarities in the language suggest that the text might be a translation
prepared by Sparwenfeld himself. See, for example, the changing of [при
л(юд)ъ] to предъ члвки in the last quoted example from Slav 41, which seems to
indicate that Sparwenfeld hesitated as to how to translate this passage. A cursory
examination suggests that there is no connection between Sparwenfeld's excerpts
and the Latin version of Mogila's text in Norrmanus' edition. Possibly Sparwen-
feld's religious elaborations in Slav 41 are a translation and free revision of the
Greek version from Slav 57, made perhaps before the interfoliated Russian-
Church Slavonic translation was prepared.81

Many of the supplementary additions in this manuscript have, in all likelihood,
been derived from Sparwenfeld's own vocabulary. Ex.: Slav 41: насл-£д1В—hae-
reditas, possessio (Sp:) заднща; Slav 41: насл-кдшкъ—[haepes] haeres, posses¬
sor (Sp:) задшчшкъ, составшш наследшкъ. Sometimes he gives examples of
the use of words: Slav 41: прив-£тст8ю(!)—gratulor, congratulor (Sp:) поздра¬
вляю, приветств8ю тебе щастливаго начало: или тя щастливым на¬
чалом новаго года: поздравляю тебе (тя) новым годом: (праздником), etc.
By the headword лена he gives the Russian terms for the different phases of the
moon: л8нное движён'ё—motus lunae, рождение мёсеца—novilunium, пере¬

крой—1. qvart., подполнь—2 qvart., полный месяцъ—plena luna, оущербъ
месяца—diminutio, изходъ—exitи vel fine. 1. на молоду. 2. на перекрое. 3.
подъ полнь. 4. подъ изходъ.82 5. на вятху. Under the letter JI Sparwenfeld has

81 The reader with a special interest in this area is referred to Bergius 1704, 13ff., who deals with the
discussion about Mogila's work going on at that time.
82 Changed from изходу.
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written a whole page with words beginning with любо-. Some of the words seem
to be concocted (for example любозеляделателныв—amator agriculturae). At
the bottom of the page, after the last words, is written: "м прочил безмгърная
таковая яже гдстеронъ протеронъ произритися могвтъ".

Slav 41 makes quite a 'messy' impression, because of the large number of
additions. Sparwenfeld himself indeed describes the manuscript as a 'draft'. But
the additions, particularly those which seem to come from Sparwenfeld's own

vocabulary, enrich Slav 41 considerably, and additionally Slav 42 and the main
dictionary, since most of them are taken up there.

The last eighteen pages of Slav 41 consist of a supplement to the dictionary
with the title: Supplementum uocum Russicarum vulgat: This supplement is
written by Sparwenfeld and contains Russian words and phrases translated into
either Swedish, French, Latin or German. What we are dealing with here is
Sparwenfeld's personal glossary in which he wrote down words and expressions
which he heard in daily life, but which he had not, in many cases, seen in writing.
The glossary is very valuable from a linguistic and cultural-historical viewpoint.
But as it has been published and commented upon elsewhere,83 we shall only
mention here that material from it has, with but a few exceptions (see p. 47, note
76), not been included in the large dictionary.

2.7. THE CORRELATION BETWEEN SLAV 41 AND

OTHER PRESERVED COPIES OF THE SAME WORK

What is the rightful place of Slav 41 in the Slavonic lexicographical tradition? Are
we dealing with an original work or a copy? If the latter is the case, is it possible
to trace an original? Jensen (1912, 156) says, with reference to Slav 41: "ist wohl
in der Hauptsache nur eine Wiederholung des vorigen Wórterbuches (i.e. Slav 18,
UB)". Jensen's assumption does not fit with the real situation, which should
emerge from the following.

Slav 41 is not an original work, but belongs, like Slav 11 in Uppsala, to a group
of manuscripts with almost identical contents which were very widespread and
frequently used in 17th century Russia. In my investigations in archives and
libraries I have found seven parallel manuscripts of Slav 41. The total number of
copies preserved is presumably larger. Only a few of the ones I have seen provide
information on their compilers and appearance dates. Slav 41 lacks such informa¬
tion, but is definitely one of the copies of the Slavonic-Latin dictionary compiled
by Arsenij Koreckij-Satanovskij in conjunction with Epifanij Slavineckij which
have been left to posterity. To my knowledge, no one has managed to establish a
definite date for the appearance of their dictionary. Different scholars have,
however, contributed to a likely scenario of its appearance, working from differ¬
ent copies of the dictionary. Kochman (1967), using MS 2313 at the State
Historical Museum in Moscow, has demonstrated that the compiler, unknown to

83
У.Биргегорд, Глоссарий русского разговорного языка конца 17-го века, (Russian Linguistics,

2, 1975, 193-218).
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him, used Cnapius' Thesaurus.84 Jakubović (1958) has established, from the
same copy, a connection between 2313 and Fjodor Polikarpov's trilingual dictio¬
nary.85 Speranskij (1960) analyses 2313 rather thoroughly and also demonstrates
that Polikarpov used the dictionary as a source. Horbatsch (1968) and Nimćuk
(1975) have examined another copy of this work, namely Slave 6 in Paris. In that
manuscript there is information on the compilers. Neither scholar is aware,
however, that more copies of the same dictionary have been preserved. Hor¬
batsch examines connections with Cnapius' work, and also names Berynda's
dictionary as a probable source. Nimćuk clarifies the dictionary's big reliance on
the work of Berynda.

The interested reader is now referred to the Supplement (II, p. 134ff.) for an

investigation aimed at elucidating the relationship of Slav 41 in Uppsala to the
remaining seven preserved copies of the same work known to me. Only a short
account of the results of the investigation will be given here.

The following conclusion was reached by comparing the eight manuscripts in
question. There seem to exist two redactions of this dictionary; one represented
by the MSS 2315, 244 and 245, the other by 2313, Slave 6, Slav 41, Строг. 17 and
N80. Slav 41, however, differs in many respects from the other copies in the
group. The redaction closest to the archetype is probably the former group, as it
contains fewer errors and is briefer than the latter. All the manuscripts included
in this investigation, though, are transcripts. The archetype has not been estab¬
lished and has probably been lost.

2.8 SLAV 61

MS Slav 61 in Uppsala University Library:86 Polish-Russian/Church Slavonic
dictionary in folio, a fragment. The leaves measure 32x20 cm. The dictionary,
which lacks covers, contains 69 leaves according to a foliation in pencil. The
foliation has been done by the library in connection with cataloguing. The
dictionary covers the letters A to M. The last entry is miscurka—шлемъ. Above
the dictionary text on the first page we can read in Sparwenfeld's handwriting:
"оотца иеромонаха Симеона Полоцкого) словник полонш-славенскш. Si-
meonis Połscij Lexicon Polono-Slavicum Fragmentum."

84 Gregorius Cnapius, Thesaurus polono-latino-graecus, Cracoviae 1621. Further editions of the
Polish-Latin material were published under the title Synonyma seu dictionarium polono-latinum,
Cracoviae 1643, 1649, 1664, 1669, Calisiae 1681, 1682, 1683, according to Budzyk/Pollak/Stupkiewicz
1954, 398.
85 Ф. Поликарпов, Ле^Ыднъ треязычный, сйргъчь речёнш славёнских, еллиногрёческих и
латтских сокрдвище ..., Москва 1704 (Сопиков I, по. 602).
86 Although Slav 61 plays a minor, if not insignificant, role as a source for Lexicon Slavonicum, I
have considered it appropriate to treat it in this connection, as it is one of the handwritten Slavonic
dictionaries taken to Sweden by Sparwenfeld, and as, in all probability, there were plans for it to be
used as a source, even if they were barely realized. Slav 61 also represents a group of dictionaries in
use in the Slavonic world of the time, and as such belongs to the Slavonic lexicographical tradition,
which to a high degree was represented among the dictionaries owned by Sparwenfeld.
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Dobrovsky (1796, 83-84) mentions this dictionary, and the fact that Sparwen-
feld took it to Sweden, but Jensen (1912, 157), who read his account about it
being in the Uppsala library was not able to find it there.

There were three main scribes working on this dictionary. One hand, here
called Hand 1, is identical with the one that wrote the Slavonic on the inserted
leaves at the beginning of Slav 77 as well as the Latin and a few full entries in Slav
18 (cf. pp. 23, 38). This hand has written the Russian-Church Slavonic up to
part of f. 26r., to the entry gardło gardziel. The same scribe has also written the
Polish up to the middle of f. 2v., whereafter another Polish hand {Hand 2) takes
over. On f. 25, and from the middle of f. 26r. continuously, another hand, Hand 3,
takes over the writing of both languages. Leaf 25 is a loose one, and was probably
written by Hand 3 at a later date. This leaf seems to be a supplement to the end of
the letter F, which was written by Hand 1 on f. 24v. In the original version there
was a jump from formierz to futro. The five entries which in Hand 7's version
made up the end of the letter F have been deleted and in their place there is a
reference mark, which is reiterated on the loose leaf. Leaf 25, which contains 39
entries under F, fills this gap and includes at the end, inter alia, the five deleted
entries. Hand 3 writes the text up to and including f. 61v., whereafter Hand 1
again takes over the writing of the Russian-Church Slavonic column and Hand 2
the writing of the Polish up to the end of the fragment. Hand 3 makes a few
additions to the text written by Hand 1 in the earlier part of the fragment. On
f. llr. there is an addition made in Sparwenfeld's handwriting. Considering the
large number of errors in the Polish column it seems clear that none of the scribes
had Polish as their mother tongue. The Russian-Church Slavonic column also
contains many errors.

The dictionary is arranged in alphabetical order with the Polish headwords to
the left and the Russian-Church Slavonic translations following directly after¬
wards. Headings appear within the text, such as AK, AL, AM, etc. One can

conclude, in view of the many errors and of Sparwenfeld's statement regarding
the originator, that this is not an original work. In this case, too, parallel copies
have been preserved. The interested reader is referred to the Supplement (III, p.
145 ff.) for a description of these manuscripts and an investigation of how they
relate to Slav 61 in Uppsala.

In the cardboard covers containing, among other things, the dictionary frag¬
ment ascribed to Polockij (the catalogue number of the whole folder is Slav 61)
are to be found a number of loose leaves (numbered from 70-91) that vary in
content. Many of these contain notes on words. Leaf 70, with the heading
juridica, judicia et ordinatio is full of, inter alia, legal terms87 very carelessly
jotted down by Sparwenfeld. Ex.: оуказъ—index, et [mandatio] Reg[ia]\ показ
—monstratio; заказ—prohibition приказ—mandatio, et locus cancellariae\
бгоохвлникъ—blasphemator, кто х8л& возложити на хрста, и бгшоугодников,
etc. Sparwenfeld probably made these notes while studying Russian in Moscow.
On f. 73 he seems to have written down words he did not understand; after the
words follows an explanation of the meaning in an extremely flowing handwrit-

87 Another leaf of Russian legal terms can be found among Sparwenfeld's excerpts in X 240 in
Uppsala University Library.
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ing. The explanations are given in Russian for the most part, but Latin and
German are used too. As examples the following can be quoted (the explanations
given follow the dash): наскакать лошадью—прибежать или набежать на кого
на лошеди; пожога—коли кто зазжетъ дворъ или деревню; о^помню—памя-
таю, memoria teneo\ прижити д-Ьтей в'блудЪ—сот налож'ницы прижити i'
сдЪлати рабенка. Not all the words are explained. Leaves 81-84 are written by
the Russian hand and comprise lists of words with explanations in Russian or
Latin. Ex.: уплата—solutio quando quis поп отпет pecuniam quam debuit
persolvet cui debuit sed partem aliquam tertiam v. quartam, et inde dicitur
уплатилъ мн-fc половине или треть—solvit mihi mediam v. tertiam partem
debiti. It is tempting to suggest that this 'Russian' hand belonged to Sparwen-
feld's language teacher in Moscow, Stachej Godzalovskij (see p. 75 and pas¬

sim). The word material above does not seem to have been used in Sparwenfeld's
Lexicon Slavonicum.

2.9. THE CORRELATION BETWEEN SLAV 61 AND
OTHER PRESERVED COPIES OF THE SAME WORK

There are at least two more copies preserved, this time complete, of the diction¬
ary of which Slav 61 is a fragment. In spite of rather substantial differences in a
large section of the Uppsala fragment, it seems possible that MS 1792 in Moscow
has served as an original for both Чуд. 366 in Moscow and Slav 61 in Uppsala.
The reason why Slav 61 in a large section departs from the versions in the
Moscow manuscripts is probably that the scribe of that section, Hand 3, had a

very relaxed attitude to his original.

2.9.1. Simeon Polockij, the stated compiler of the dictionary

It is interesting that Sparwenfeld names Simeon Polockij as the originator of the
dictionary underlying Slav 61. Information about the author can be found in
neither of the Moscow manuscripts. Simeon Polockij (1629-1680) was a Belorus-
sian who received his education in Kiev (at Киево-Могилянская коллегия).
From 1664 he lived in Moscow, where he became one of the more prominent
cultural personages of his time. Polockij was very productive as a writer in the
1660s and 1670s (poetry and plays,88 sermons, religious polemics, and transla¬
tions). He was tutor to the princes Aleksej and Fjodor Aleksejević and to Sofija,
and became Court Poet. As a translator from, among other languages, Polish, he
may well have sensed a need for a Polish-Russian/Church Slavonic dictionary.
Polockij also took part in the planning of an academy (Московская академия)
which was modelled on Mogiła's Kiev College. In the new academy, teaching

88 A copy of his comedy Комедш притчи о блудномъ сынгъ is included in Codex AD 10 in
Vaster&s, a volume containing transcriptions of different works, taken from Moscow by Sparwenfeld.
See Dahl 1949, 108 fT.
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would be given in four languages: Russian-Church Slavonic, Greek, Latin and
Polish. As it happened, the plans for the academy could not be realized then, but
Polockij must have seen it as desirable, in this context, that a dictionary with
Polish as its point of departure should come into existence. (Re literature by and
about Polockij, see Полоцкий 1953 and Укршнсъш письменники, I, 463-66.)

MS 1792, marked with the date 1670, was earlier included, as mentioned (p.
145),inSil'vestr Medvedev's library. Smirnov (1855, 41-42) relates that the books
collected by Polockij and Medvedev were probably incorporated in the Church
Slavonic-Greek-Latin (then Еллино-греческая) academy's library in 1689. In
September that year an inventory89 was made of the books in that library.
Among a host of lexicographical works, such as those of Calepinus and Cnapius,
a Polish-Russian/Church Slavonic dictionary in quarto (no. 242 in the list) is
mentioned. It could be that MS 1792 is hidden under that number. Sparwenfeld's
information in Slav 61 that Simeon Polockij is the author indicates that the
original of the Uppsala fragment was recognized in Moscow in the 1680s as being
Polockij's work. I see no reason to doubt this information. The dating of 1792 as
well as linguistic data in the manuscript might imply that this is the original
version of the work. Whether MS 1792 is an autograph or not remains to be
decided. Sparwenfeld's note in the Uppsala fragment may in fact have been
instrumental in filling in one more gap in our knowledge of 17th century Slavonic
lexicography.

2.10. PAMVA BERYNDA'S DICTIONARY

As was reported above (p. 11) there are in Slav 42 and the main dictionary
references to a quarto volume ("зри in qto."). The work referred to is Pamva
Berynda's Church Slavonic-Ukrainian (Ruthenian) dictionary,90 which was one
of the three main sources used in the compilation of Sparwenfeld's major Sla¬
vonic-Latin dictionary. The original edition of this dictionary under the title
Ле^Ыбнъ славеноршсскш и именъ Тлъковаше .. (Каратаев 1883, по. 311) was

published in Kiev in 1627.91 A second edition was printed in Kutejinskij Monas¬
tyr' in 165392 (Сопиков I, no. 601). Berynda's dictionary consists of two vol¬
umes. The first is comprised of 4980 Church Slavonic words which are explained,
for the most part in Ukrainian, but also in Russian, Belorussian and Polish.
Sometimes translations are given into Greek and Latin and occasionally into
some other language, such as Czech or Serbian. Berynda's aim was to collect and

89 The inventory was kept in the archives of the Armoury of the Kremlin (Оружейная палата) in
Moscow at the time of Smirnov's work. It is published in Временник Имп. московск. общ. ucmop. u

древн. российск., 16, 1853, смесь pp. 53 ff.
90 Re his life and work, see П. Горецький 1956. A well-stocked bibliography of what has been
written about Berynda and his dictionary is found in Monika Didiakin-Leeming 1969, 11-13.
91 A photocopy of the first edition appeared in Kiev in 1961: Лексикон словенороський Памви
Беринди, Пщготовка тексту i вступна стаття В. В. Шмчука, Ки1в 1961.
92 The 1653 edition has been reprinted, though badly, by I. Sacharov in Сказания русского народа,
II, СПб 1849, pp. 7-118.
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explain literary Church Slavonic words which could not be understood by the
ordinary reader. The Ukrainian vocabulary in the dictionary is taken mostly from
the south-western Ukraine (West Podolia). The second volume mainly contains
names of foreign origin, partly personal names, partly geographical, mythological
and historical names and some loan-words. The number of words explained is
2002. Berynda's dictionary was much appreciated by contemporary lexicogra¬
phers, mainly because it was so rich in synonyms. Consequently Epifanij Slavin-
eckij used it to some extent when compiling his Latin-Slavonic dictionary93 but
much more so in the compilation, done together with Koreckij-Satanovskij, of the
Slavonic-Latin one94 (cf. p. 51). The partly identical vocabulary found in
Berynda's dictionary and Fjodor Polikarpov's Ле^Ыонъ треязычный arose, not
because Berynda was used by Polikarpov, but indirectly, through Koreckij-
Satanovskij and Slavineckij's Slavonic-Latin dictionary, which was an important
source in the compilation of the trilingual dictionary (cf. p. 51).

In the Uppsala University Library there is a copy of the 1653 edition of
Berynda's dictionary which belonged to Sparwenfeld. It was donated to the
library in 1722.95 The two quarto volumes are bound in the same kind of blue-
grey pasteboard covers as Slav 42 and the main dictionary; the bindings were
made in Sweden. At the top of the outer cover of the first volume Sparwenfeld
has written: "Lexicon Slawicum". At the top of the title page he wrote his name

together with "Lexicon Slawicum, et Russie: vulgar: (UB's italics)". He has
underlined some sections of the text in the introduction. In the second volume he
has written at the top of the cover: "LEXICON Nomin: Proprior: Sclaweno-
Latin: ex LL Orientalibus." On the second leaf he wrote: "сот еврейскагсо,
греческагсоже й латинскагсо, й сот иных языковъ начинающаяся именй
своиствЕнная з'многих, малая и сот различна толковаша мйлыми назнамЕнася
ПриданыжЕ суть именй прЕложёшя на пострижёша калоугЕрства. знаки

кало^гЕромъ йли йноком кл а инокинямъ: кж:" Apart from Berynda's ono-
masticon, Volume II contains a number of pages from Smotrickij's grammar, the
1648 edition. The fragment includes f. тЁд—тов together with a transcription
made by Sparwenfeld of f.тогг. The section included is entitled: "Cocjióbie
имёнъ по &зъ, в£ди, стыхъ со^щихъ вь свЖтцахъ, столков&нш словёнска
языка."96 It comprises the names of saints, which is evidently why Sparwenfeld
thought it appropriate to add this material to Berynda's onomasticon.

93 Ex.: В (= Berynda): гнюсъ: брйдкость. лег)it. ш.; Slav U: torpor—гнюсъ левит. 18; В:
желтАнйца, салюта лЪснйа. исход, Bi. й ...; Slav 11: astylis—желтмнйца, исход. 12. The fact that
the references to sources correspond in Berynda's and Slavineckij's dictionaries is no certain proof
that the former served as an original for the latter. But considering that Slavineckij seldom gives
source references and that when they do appear they correspond with Berynda's, it seems reasonable
to assume that they have been taken from Berynda and do not name Slavineckij's direct sources. For
further examples, see Нмчук 1973, 39.
94 In the edition of Sparwenfeld's dictionary, where every word is provided with source references,
the high degree of correspondence in the vocabulary of Berynda's and Satanovskij/Slavineckij's
dictionaries becomes apparent.
93 Bibl.ark. A7, no. 82 amongst the quarto volumes: "Lexicon Nominum propriorum Slaveno-
Moscorum eorundemque etyma ex lingvis Orientalibus. NB. pars II. Lexicon Slavonicum et Moscovi-
ticum vulgare (UB's italics), pars I. 1653. (in Sparwenfeld's handwriting:) adsunt."
96 This section was missing in the first edition of Smotrickij's grammar (Евгений 1827, II, 54).
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2.11. MELETIJ SMOTRICKIJ'S GRAMMAR

Slav 69 in Uppsala University Library: Meletij Smotrickij's Church Slavonic
grammar of 1648, known as the "Moscow edition" (Каратаев 1883, no. 637).97
On the verso of the fly-leaf Sparwenfeld has written in pencil: "Grammatica
Slawonico-Rossijka Dni Smotritzkij, Consecrata Bibliothecae Upsalensi a J. G.
Sparwenfeld 1721." As can be seen, this grammar was included in the 1721
donation.98 There is no printed title. On the recto of the second leaf there is a

comparison of Polish and Russian sounds and combinations of sounds written by
Sparwenfeld. On the recto of the third leaf, above the beginning of the introduc¬
tion, Sparwenfeld has written: "на MockbL к8пил сию книге 1ванъ Спарвен-
велтъ л-Ьта сот воплощения бга слова ахпе (i.e. 1685, UB), дана р8бль." This is
the amended version; originally he wrote: "b'MockbL квпил сие книга Двана
Спарвенвелт в'лЪто сот боплощены бгсо слова ахпе п рвбл." At the time of his
buying the book, he evidently had not quite reached perfection in his knowledge
of Russian accidence. After the introduction Sparwenfeld wrote his name and
"Moscwae 1685". The grammar itself begins on a recto page; on the opposite
verso Sparwenfeld wrote the title of the original edition printed in Jevje near
Vilna in 1619" (Каратаев no. 247): "Грамматикй Славенския правилное
Синтагма, Потщашемъ многогр-йшнагсо Мшха Мелетия Смотрйскогсо в'Кос-
нбвш Брат'ства церковнагсо виленскагсо ... л-^та сот воплощешя бга слова
ax0i (in another hand:) 1619."' After the title Sparwenfeld added: "а сот Jcoamia
Гаврила 1вановича сот Спарвенфелта слово в'слово на латинскш язык переве-
денна для CBoegco вченёя на Москв-fe." Evidently Sparwenfeld translated the
grammar into Latin in connection with his studying Russian. He did not translate
the whole work, though; certain pages were left without a translation or only
partly translated (see note 98: "et passim (UB's italics) versionem latinam adapta-
verat").2

Sparwenfeld supplemented the grammar with a few added leaves: Between
f. p3i v. and f. ршг., two leaves containing grammatical comments to and inflec¬
tions of proper names and loanwords of Greek and Latin origin have been put in.
At the top of the first inserted leaf is written: "часть, а, и ймя склонеше в.

оув-Ьщеше со именехъ греческихъ и латйнскихъ славенски по cercb склонены

правилом, скланяемых: a." Between f.pwv. and f.рлаг. a further leaf with

97 Re the different editions of Smotrickij's work and earlier literature, see Horbatsch 1964.
98 Bibl.ark. K52, no. 57: "Grammaticae Slaweno Rossicae in 4to auctore Smotritzkj, Exemplar qvo

ipse usus sum Moscwae, et passim versionem latinam adaptaverat, qvo facilius, qvis possit proficere,
qvam ex pura Slavonica, non translata."
99 Re the differing information regarding the year of printing, 1618 and 1619, and the different
versions of this edition, see Baumann 1958, 682-85. The first edition has been reprinted by Horbatsch
and Freidhof in Frankfurt in 1974. In 1979 a further new edition (in facsimile) of Smotrickij's grammar

emerged, this time in Kiev, with V. V. Nimćuk as the editor.
1 Sparwenfeld had a copy of this rare edition in his possession for a time. In a letter to Leibniz dated
15 January 1699 (Hannover, Lbr. 877), Sparwenfeld says that, since this edition was recommended to
him by Spatharius (see p. 76), he managed to secure a copy from a merchant in Pleskov on his way
back from Moscow (in March 1687). But N. M. Thćvenot, Royal Librarian in Paris, later managed to
obtain Sparwenfeld's copy.
2 Re two other translations into Latin of Smotrickij's grammar, see Sjoberg 1966.
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inflections of words of Greek origin has been inserted. At the top of this leaf is
written: "оув-кщЕше со множественномъ срЕднихъ сказатЕлномъ." The three
leaves are excerpts from the 1619 edition of Smotrickij's grammar. That edition
contained inflections of words of Greek and Latin origin which were excluded
from the 1648 edition. The text on the first two leaves is found from the bottom of

p. 52 up to p. 56 (up to the paradigm for the word домъ) in Horbatsch's edition.
The text on the latter leaf is found on pp. 69-70 of that edition (the last words
being: "оувЪщЕше w звйтелном единнственном.").

A further excerpt from a grammar is included in Slav 69. This was written on
the empty verso of f. рни. At the top of the page is written: "Alia minor
Grammatica Uilnensis ex anno 1596 Decern facit Declinationes." Underneath

Sparwenfeld records the ten declensions. The grammar in question is Lavrentij
Zizanij-Tustanovskij's Church Slavonic grammar entitled: Грамматика Сло-
венска Съвер'шён'наг иск8ства осми частш слова ..." printed in Vilna "В
дрвкар'ни Брйт'ской" in 15963 (Каратаев 1883, по. 145). The excerpt from
Zizanij's grammar is more like a summary, greatly shortened and without para¬

digms. In Freidhof s edition the text in question can be found from the bottom of
p. 25 up to p. 42 (in the original the pages are paginated ке-мв).

Sparwenfeld made further additions to Slav 69. On f. сов v., corr.v., and
сод r., in the chapter on adverbs, he wrote at the bottom of the pages a large
number of adverbs in Russian, with their Latin equivalents. Ex.:

когдй, коли—qvando; древл-fe—olim; давно—pridem; йздавнй—ab antiqvo; рйно
—manć; пбзно—sero; сегбдня, днеска—hodie; вчерй—heri; завтра—eras; трепего
дне—nudius tertius; после завтра—perendie; нйн-Ь—nunc" etc.

In the same way on f. сое v., cosr.v. and созг., in the chapter on prepositions, he
has added a series of prepositions with grammatical comments and examples of
their use. Ex.:

"Prepositiones inseparabiles sunt: ви—ex: вивбдъ—eductio; вибирйю—eligo; возъ—sus,
su: воз'зрилъ—suspexit; возток—oriens; возвисити—exaltare; пре—trans и пере: пре-
вестй—traducere; преводъ—translatio; преломъ—fractura ... Genitiuo serviunt: сверхъ
всего)—super omnia; мимо пвтй—praeter, fórbij vel extra viam; 8 теб-fe—apud te, hac
Russi utuntur pro verbo habeo ... Accusativo: Genitiuo et instrumentario postponantur: за
и со: 1. за: cum significat pretium vel causam, cum accusativo: за еднв гривне. 2. они
пропйли за свою злобе—perire pro sua malitia vel per malitiam. 3. за cum significat
tempus, cum Genitiuo: за цйря авгвета—sub augusto, etc. (cf. p. 47, note 77).

Sparwenfeld made yet more additions. The empty verso of f. сбз has been filled
with notes on inteijections, and at the bottom of f. содг. a few conjunctions have
been written in, paradigms are written here and there in the margin, and so on.

On f. и v. and наг. Sparwenfeld made a summary in Latin of the orthographic
rules contained in Smotrickij's grammar.

3 Zizanij's grammar was reprinted by Gerd Freidhof in Frankfurt in 1972. V. V. Nimćuk in Kiev
published a photo-edition of the grammar in 1980. For literature references re Zizanij's life and work,
see Укратсый письменники, I, 1960, 346-49.
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in singulari num: inservit o ut hoc homine—гЬм члвЪком, in plurali а. ш ut тым члв"Ьк(ом
—his hominibus. inter u et i differentia f, cum й in initio ponatur et in fine et in omnibus
vocabulis in medio potest poni, ut истинни, вериги [имЪнше] нъ: имЪш'е. и in principio
crasse pronunciatur, ut истинна, in fine molliter, ut истиннш, et in medio molle ut троица,

двоица, бояащшся, qvando a. cum accentu est ut й, coit cum antecedente syllaba, ut
истинный, твой, й conjunctio crasse pronunciatur, иже a. pronomen molliter. oy in
principio vocabuli у et 8 in medio et fine, шт syllaba non litera sive diphtongus et vix inter
literas numenda ut ы, nunquam in initio ponitur. и et я differunt, priori ab initio, postero v.
in medio et fine, inpsilon Graec: tant: vocabulis, et valet aliqvando vocalis u ut иакшвъ
—hyacintus, aliqvando loco в consonantis, ut еиари(ск)тъ(?). s propter numerum tantum
ex graecis lit. pro 6, numeratur qvantitatem ejus explet з. ob. duplex нн scribitur in
adjectivis, ut смирённый—humilis, смиреныи—humiliatus in participiis ab adject, deriva-
tis, e.g. йстинныи—certus, йстиныи—certus factus, (окаянный—infelix, ожаяный—infe-
lix redditus.

On the whole he followed these rules when he wrote in Russian.



3. The compilation of the Lexicon
Slavonicum

What are the details of the compilation of the main dictionary, Slav 37-401 How
did Sparwenfeld deal with his rich material? Is it possible to trace a definite goal
in his work?

Having prepared the printed edition of Sparwenfeld's Lexicon Slavonicum,
having gone through the sources, the draft and the final dictionary word for word,
I think I have gained a relatively clear impression of how this 'dictionary
workshop' operated. The working material which was used was Slav 11, Slav 18,
Slav 41, Berynda's dictionary, Micalia's dictionary, in a few cases probably Slav
61, Calepinus' Latin dictionary, and, presumably, in certain cases one or another
further written source. The people involved were: in the first place Matthias
Zabani, a Slovak by origin, and at the beginning not very conversant with either
Church Slavonic, Russian or the writing of Cyrillic letters, although he was

proficient in Latin, Slovak, and possibly Polish (see p. 89); Aleksej Mankijev,
Polish by origin, who had earlier worked in Russia, an experienced and able
scribe with much greater proficiency in Church Slavonic and Russian than
Zabani; for shorter periods three 'Russian' prisoners of war, amongst them the
Russian envoy Andrej Jakovlević Chilkov and a prisoner by the name of Śepelin.
Then there was Sparwenfeld himself, who was always in the background super¬

vising the work, judging from his notes in the margins, his corrections, and
additions here and there in the draft and the main dictionary. But, evidently, he
did not take part in the practical work of compilation.

The one who did the 'donkey-work' was, without doubt, Zabani.

3.1. TECHNICALITIES IN THE COMPILATION OF THE DICTIONARY

As regards sources in which the material is arranged according to the Slavonic
headwords, compilation causes no great problems, since the entries are, on the
whole, already in the right order. Zabani takes almost every headword from Vol.
I of Berynda's dictionary. If an entry in Berynda is very long, or if he thinks that
there is already a sufficient number of synonyms under the headword in question,
even without the full version of Berynda's dictionary, he would write in the draft:
"зрй in qto." to show that there is further material in Berynda. Seemingly, the
idea was that the person who wrote the final version would be able to transcribe
these places directly from Berynda. But Mankijev did not do this, so Zabani had
to repeat his "зрй in qto." in the main dictionary as well, when he added the
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Latin (cf. p. 11). Or was he hoping that the printer would print directly from
Berynda?

Zabani continually left out Latin equivalents, which in the 1653 edition of
Berynda were printed in the Cyrillic alphabet.4 He sometimes leaves out one or
two synonyms from an entry, although not always, it seems, because he thought
them to be unsuitable for some reason or other, but because he thought he
already had enough material for his entry. A certain number of full entries were
omitted (more about these below). A few entries have been taken from Vol. II of
Berynda's dictionary, the onomasticon.

Zabani takes almost every word from Slav 41 too. Usually he transcribes the
words exactly as they are in the source, and thereby inherits many of the
mistakes made in Slav 41. From that manuscript he obtains Latin translations as
well. Here it should be remembered that the vocabulary in Slav 41 and Berynda's
dictionary is partly the same. In many cases, though, a version with a more
Russian/Church Slavonic flavour appears in Slav 41.5 In cases where Slav 41
gives a different version, both Berynda's and Slav 4Ts variants are mostly
included in the draft and the main dictionary. Mostly Zabani also includes the
many notes in the margins from Slav 41. In a few cases where there are very long
excerpts from religious discourses, etc., in Slav 41, only parts of them are written
in the draft, and Zabani refers the reader to the manuscript: "зрй in fol." In the
case of these references, too, Mankijev refrains from copying the whole text,
which makes Zabani repeat his references in the main dictionary (cf. p. 11).

One special difficulty for Zabani in using Slav 41 and Berynda as sources is that
the alphabetical order in the two books is not always correct (cf. p. 45). In
fact, problems with the sometimes incorrect alphabetical order seem to be part of
the reason why Zabani left out certain entries from these two sources. In a
number of cases, entries appear to have been neglected due to their placement;
this is true especially of entries in Berynda: The entries рбдъ and родн-ййшш are
found under entries beginning with p8-: рвда, рвкоАть, рвкомыкъ, родъ,

родн^йшш, рыбйръ. The synonyms belonging to родъ have been added later to
the headword рбдъ found in its correct place in Slav 42 (taken from 11/18) and
have thus been included. The entry родн-ййшш from Berynda was left out in the
draft. See also the placing of the entry вбрбсецъ in Berynda: вблажаю, 8блаж&,
вбЪждйю, вбЪждеше, вбрбсЕцъ, вбЪлАю. The entry вбрбсецъ was not included
in the draft. The entry is found in Slav 41 too: вбЪждйю, вб-кждЕШЕ, вбрбсЕцъ,
вбЪляю. The placing in that manuscript was the same as in Berynda and gave the
same negative result.

Besides the problems with the sometimes incorrect alphabetical order, the
compiler(s) met with another difficulty when they, in one or two cases, chose to
put the letters in another order than did the sources: Berynda and Slav 41

4 See, for example, in В: беш'лптас, клеменцыа (in the entry блгостына); серенггасъ (блговтйиие);
/аррйлггасъ (блАдёше); нв/^ъ (блждйвый). The Latin word есврщю (йлчба) was included in Slav 42
(entr. 1:57) by Zabani, but was deleted by Sparwenfeld.
5 Ex.: В: ищеръ: бстраж скбра, котброи оуживйют' дб pskoacta шабелного, цйпа; Slav
41:шцер: кожа котбрвю «потребляют дорвкояпя шабелнагш. In this case Zabani chose Berynda's
version.
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correspond in the alphabetical placing of words beginning with о and at, yet their
system is not carried over into the draft and the main dictionary. The two sources

put words beginning with о after the letter H, and words beginning with a> after
COT (found after the letter X). But the draft and main dictionary place words with
0 and о together after the letter H. (Smotrickij, when presenting the Church
Slavonic alphabet, places о after the letter н and "ш илй о" after mlл).

So putting words from these two sources in the right place was fraught with
difficulty for Zabani, resulting in many crossings-out and alterations to make
everything right. The aim in the Lexicon Slavonicum was to arrange the material
in absolute alphabetical order.6

Arranging the material from Slav 11/Slav 18, i.e. from Slavineckij's Latin-
Slavonic dictionary, was, however, much more difficult. As we have said, Slav 18
comprises a half-reversed version of the lexical material in Slav 11. Slav 11 can
only be used if one has a Latin word to look up, which Zabani apparently did not
have except in cases where the word in question was found in Slav 41, so that he
could look up the Latin words given in that manuscript as translations. In that
situation, the half-reversed version of Slav 11, that is, Slav 18, was a great help in
the compilation of each individual letter. There the lexical material beginning
with, for example, the letter n, is gathered in one place (i.e. the first word in the
Slavonic column in the Slav 11 version begins with n), even if it is not arranged
according to the second and third letter. (On working on the letter A he did,
however, have the material arranged a step further, namely, also according to the
second letter, see p. 39.) A clue as to how the material from Slav 11 and Slav 18
was compiled emerged thanks to a piece of paper lying loose in Slav 38 (see p. 11).
Zabani made most of the notes on this piece of paper. There is, among other
things, a list of entries containing the following:
ПОТО

10 потбпъ—abluvium, catachismus(\), diluvium
3 потбкъ алмо реченъ—almo, nis
12 потопляю: наводняю—diluvio
11 потоплешв: наводнЕШ'е—diluvies
4 потолйкв: даже до—eatenus, intantum
9 потомв: зас£, сего радй—proin, proinde
1 потбкъ: рЪка—riuus, torrens
13 поточникъ трава—sion
2 потбкъ: бродъ, проходъ—vadum

After examining this material it becomes apparent that it has been taken from
Slav 18 and Slav 11. Zabani has, evidently, from the beginning of the letter П in
Slav 18, looked for entries where the first word begins with пото-. He has then
found потопъ—abluvium', потокъ алмо реченъ—almo, nis', потбпъ—catachis-
mus(\) (the Slavonic word is not repeated but the Latin translation is added above
abluvium); потбпъ—diluium (!) (as above); потолйкв, дажв до—eatenus', по-

6 The difficulty this involved is reflected in the entries from в'жигйю up to and including в'займъ
даю in Slav 37. They are found in two places: among words beginning with вж-, вз- (entr. 1:1905-18)
and among words beginning with въж-,-въз- (entr. 1:2479-%).

6— 849153 Sparwenfeld
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толйкв—infantum; потбкъ, р-Ька—riuus; поточникъ т'рава—sion; потбкъ
—torrens; потбкъ, брод, проход—vadum. In this way most of the words on our

piece of paper are covered. But how about the remaining words? The entries
потопляю: наводняю—diluvio and потоплеше: наводнеше—diluvies are not
found under the letter П in Slav 18, but under the letter H: наводнение—diluuies;
наводняю, потопляю—diluuio, as. Possibly Zabani, when working on the letter
H, wrote down the synonym потопляю and its headword наводняю to use them
under the letter П as well. The word наводнение, being directly above наводняю
under the letter H, was probably furnished with the parallel synonym пото¬

пление, also to be placed among words beginning with пото-. In the same way,
while working on the letter 3, also preceding П in the alphabet, Zabani wrote
down the entry засе, потому—proin with the Slavonic words in the reverse

order, plus the entry directly underneath: тож. сего ради—proinde, later to place
them among words beginning with пото-. In the first phase these additional words
were, evidently, placed with their Latin translations in an alphabetical order
(more or less) in relation to the translations belonging to words already found
under the letter П. The numbers in front of each entry on the note give the almost
exact sequence of the entries as they stand in the draft and in Slav 39. Cf. this
sequence of entries in Slav 39 (re the source references used, see the explanations
on p. 70):

Потбкъ41"1,11718: р*кй11718, брбдъ11718,
ПрОХ0ДЪП/18.

Потбкъ11/18 йлмо11718 речёнъ11718.
Потолйк8п/18: дйже дб11/18.
Потбмъ41,11/18: посйхъ11/18, посл-Ьжде11718.
Потомнбсть41: посл-£д1е11718, внбки.

Потбм'ный41: посл^дши11718, зйднш11718.

ПО

Потбмокъ41: внбкъ11718.
Потом&11718: засе11718, сегбради11718.
Потбнк84,т: по мйлв11718.
Потбпъ4,,,,/18: наводнешЕ41т,11/18, собливйше.
Потоплеше11718: потопа, втоплеше.

Потопляю8,41,11718: погрвжаю8, оутопляю(В).
Потбчникъ11/18 трава11/18.

Rivus, torrens, vadum, aqva fluens per qvam
pedibus transire possumus.

Almo, onis, rivulus est ita dictus.
Eatenus, intantum, usqve eo.

Posthac, postea, postmodum, deinceps.
Posteritas, atis, ipsi posteri vel aetas sub-

seqvens, nepotes, progenies.
Posterus, a, um, seqvens, subseqvens.

Nepos, qvi ex filio filiave natus est.
Proin, proinde, propterea, propter.
Subtiliter, tenue, exigue, leviter.
Diluvium, cataclismus, inundatio, abluvium.
Diluvies, terrae inundatio ab immodicis

imbribus.

Diluvio, as, mergo, inundo, immergo.
Sion, sii, herba est in locis aqvosis nascens.

As can be seen, the numbers not found in front of entries on the loose piece of
paper (5-8), are taken up by headwords from Slav 41, i.e. a source where the
Slavonic headwords stand first. The attentive reader will notice that the above

explanation is not fully satisfactory (see, for example, entr. потбпъ, потоплеше),
it does at least account for most of the words found on this valuable scrap of
paper. It should be added here, that the method of using earlier headwords as

synonyms later on in the dictionary is not carried through in a consistent way.
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On the reverse side of the loose paper are excerpts from Berynda's dictionary:
сабава, илй шбаваше, лй шбавлешЕ, etc., with Latin translations taken partly
from Calepinus' dictionary. That Zabani performed an astronomical feat in
compiling Sparwenfeld's dictionary seems quite clear.

Another question to be answered is this: In the relatively few instances where
Slav 11 and Slav 18 differ (see pp. 38-39) which version does Zabani choose to use
in the draft? Sometimes, it seems, he chooses the Slav 11 version and sometimes
that of Slav 18, possibly with more emphasis on the latter. In the following cases
Slav 11 was probably the direct original: Slav 11: obdureo—жесточЪю, твердЪю;
Slav 18 has жесточею, Slav 42 жестрч-йю. Zabani's version can be explained by
the fact that under the о in жесточЪю in Slav 11 there is a

superscribed ж belonging to a word on the line beneath. A loop in this letter has
become joined to the о so that, on cursory inspection, the о looks like an p. A
further example: Slav 11: obtestor, aris—съклитворю —» съклитвою прошв,
засвид-ктелстввю; Slav 18 has склятвою, Slav 42 съклятворю, npouifc. Zabani
understood the first, incorrect substantive form in Slav 11 to be a verb. Slav 11:
calcitro, as—ногою пркбно; Slav 18 has пръбйо, Slav 42 ногою пръбшю.
Zabani's version is taken from Slav 11 since the letter t there is very similar to a
hard jer and the two dots over the i' are written as dashes, making them look like a

superscribed к or н if read carelessly.7
Here are a few cases where Slav 18, undoubtedly, served as the original:

Slav 11: maiestas—величество, великочест1е, достоинство, преизищЕСтво,

могвтство; the last three words are missing from Slav 18, as from the draft and
main dictionary, which can be explained by the fact that in Slav 11 they appear on
the line underneath the beginning of the entry. In the following cases the draft has
the same errors as Slav 18: Slav 11: mimicus—блидо словный, кощенный; Slav
18 has блядо сложный, as has Slav 42. Slav 11: superstes—еще живый; Slav 18
has ащЕ живый (under АЩ), the draft follows Slav 18. Slav 11: diribitorium—
д-Ьлител'йце пкнмзЕЙ воем; Slav 18 has п-£нязем, Slav 42 has пЪняземъ (changed
to п^нязей by Hand с). Slav 11: candicantia—бЪлость, сиашЕ; Slav 18 has
скаш'Е, as has Slav 42, where the word has been crossed out by Hand a.

Zabani apparently had both the manuscripts in front of him when he was at
work, and sometimes he looked up the Slav 11 entry, sometimes he did not. In
certain cases he probably used only Slav 11, namely when he looked up the Latin
translations from Slav 41, in order to find further synonyms of headwords taken
from that manuscript. In this way he expanded his entry using material from Slav
11. It is possible that his knowledge of Latin was so good that he could draw on
his own spontaneous translations of words in Berynda for further synonyms and
explanations of the headword (the difficulty for him was, perhaps, to understand
the meaning of words in Berynda, rather than to find the right Latin words). It
can be proved that Zabani had Slav 11 in front of him when he was compiling his
draft, because certain words which have been added in the margins in Slav 11
(mostly by Zabani himself), and which are not in Slav 18, are included in the
draft. Most of the additions to Slav 11 are also found in Slav 18, though (this goes

7 The five Moscow manuscripts all have the correct ногою пере, бию. MSS 241 and 243 both give the
Latin headword as calcitio.
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for those made by Sparwenfeld and by Hand л), and they were probably noticed
by Zabani primarily through Slav 18. In the case of Slav 11/Slav 18, too, it seems
that almost all the entries have been used. The few entries left out were more

likely omitted accidentally than deliberately excluded for one reason or another.
When it comes to the Latin translations and explanations of Slav 42 and the

main dictionary, they were most often taken from Slav 41 when that manuscript
was being used as a source. When Slav 11/Slav 18 were used, the Latin was

usually derived from Calepinus' Latin dictionary. Apparently, Zabani also used
Calepinus to obtain more Latin words to look up in Slav 11. As far as Micalia's
dictionary is concerned, it is of limited importance as a source. It seems to have
been used in order to somewhat broaden the scope of the vocabulary in the
dictionary. The number of words derived from it is limited to a few hundred.

Zabani's own quite significant additions to the lexical material in Sparwenfeld's
large Slavonic-Latin dictionary were made in both the draft and the main diction¬
ary. We shall look more closely at these later (see under 3.5).

Sparwenfeld also took part in the work on the draft, though mostly in the same

capacity as the Russian prisoners, i.e. as a proof-reader. His handwriting crops

up throughout the draft. Sometimes he made corrections or deletions, sometimes
an addition.8 But he only entered a small number of words in the dictionary at
this point.

3.2. ZABANI AS A COMPILER

Zabani must be credited with being a very good and conscientious copyist, if one
means by this someone who transcribes correctly an already existing text. He
makes very few errors that could be ascribed to carelessness. On the other hand,
his insufficient knowledge of Russian and Church Slavonic sometimes got him
into trouble, especially when it came to decoding abbreviations and transliterat¬
ing words from Micalia, in which the Illyrian words are printed in the Latin
alphabet. It seems that he never consulted others on these matters, but rather
made inspired guesses. A few examples of less successful decodings of abbrevia¬
tions follow (in most cases his version was corrected in the draft by one of the
'Russians' or by Sparwenfeld, and if the mistake managed to find its way into the
main dictionary, it was taken care of by Mankijev): Slav 11: блгогливый, Slav
42: благоглааивш (1:673); Slav 11: блжства, Slav 42: блажства (1:917); Slav 41:
наслицы (!), Slav 42: наслЗнцы (1:1565); Slav 41: сщвнная, Slav 42: сватвщвн-
ная (I: 2179); Slav 11: кнзь, Slav 42: кназь (1:2246); Slav 11: глю, Slav 42: говлю

(I: 3561); Slav 11: xca ради, Slav 42: хасть радй (III: 4272), etc.
Here are a few examples of how Zabani transliterates from Micalia's diction¬

ary: M: blagovati Jesti, Slav 42: благоваты 1ёсты (1:640); M: и govorenju, Slav
42: 8 говорвн18 (1:857); M: Blizanęi. Dojęi zajedno roghjeni', Bliznaę\ Slav 42:

8 See, for example, under the entry естество, where Sparwenfeld added: естество мвжеское:
женское i.e.: родителный оудъ, срамный оудъ, тайны оудъ, хуй, пизда—membrum genitale
masc. et foem. (I: 5083). Cf. Биргегорд 1975 (Глоссарий ...) entr. 157 and 224.
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близанцй: блйзнацъ, дощй заодно рожгёнЪ (1:959). Incorrect transliterations
which were not spotted by the proof-readers led to further mistakes: Slav 41m:
6e3Kostie (!), Slav 42: безкосгЬ —> безкбстЬй (changed by Hand b), Slav 37:
безкбстЪй (I: 363).

Zabani's insufficient knowledge of Church Slavonic and Russian led him astray
in other connections, also. See for example: В: штзде: .. из'сегш мЪстца, Slav 42
has из'сегш мЪсйца; Zabani interpreted мЪстца as a form of the word месяц. A
further example: in the main dictionary we come upon three entries under the
letter П which might seem difficult to understand: прилагъ дрбжескш—amicus,
a, um, benevolus, amicitia conjunctus (III: 3233); прилагъ каччш—anatarius, a,

um, qvod ex anate est (111:3234); прилагъ недоношеный—aborsus, us (!),
abortus, intempestivus ortus (III: 3235). The word прилагъ in these cases, look¬
ing like a noun followed by an adjectival qualifier, derives from the abbreviation
found in the source (Slav 11) прилаг. i.e. прилагательное, which is given as

grammatical information about the adjectives amicus, anatarius and aborsus
respectively. In all three cases these same words serve as nouns on the line above
in Slav 11, which is why the scribe felt a need to point out that the words, though
similar in form, were in these cases acting as adjectives. Zabani did not under¬
stand this, and took the abbreviation as a complete word. To some degree he can
be excused, since the scribe of the Slavonic column in Slav 18 placed the three
entries under the letter П, evidently also taking the abbreviation as a complete
word (Slav 18 has прилаг without a period in all three cases).

An entry unique in its own way is the following: Slav 40: свщестъ: угото-

влеш'е, потребляющш плода, динарь—apparatus, apparatio, praeparatio, mag-

nificentia, fructuarius, qui fructum alicujus rei percipit, denarius (IV: 2777). How
could one compose such an entry? By mechanically putting wholly unconnected
words preceded by the grammatical notation с8щест. (i.e. существительное)
together and then giving each word's Latin equivalent—i.e. apparatus, fructua¬
rius and denarius—plus synonyms and some explanation. Perhaps this entry
demonstrates better than any other the mechanical way in which Zabani worked.
We shall look at one further example of a confused entry, even if the elements
involved are less disparate than in the above case. Slav 39: ржавый: ржаный,
жйтный, железный шаръ, ржавный, ржавелый—ferrugineus, a, um, qvod
refert colorem ferruginis, aeruginosus, rubiginosus, frumentaceus (111:4807).
The main components of this mixture are ржавый and ржаный, that is 'rusty'
and 'rye-, grainy', in the Latin column: ferrugineus and frumentaceus. The
causes of this kind of confusion are insufficient knowledge and a purely mechani¬
cal method of compilation. (See also entr. 1:3039, 1:3045 and others in the
edition.)

3.3. CRITERIA USED FOR OMITTING ENTRIES

As mentioned above, certain words and entries in the three main sources were

left out by Zabani. Some entries from Berynda and Slav 41 were evidently left out
for practical reasons, to avoid confusion in the alphabetical order (cf. p. 60). I
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have tried hard to find a connecting theme in the entries omitted for other
reasons. Some general observations will be noted here.

Sometimes there seems to be a tendency to leave out entries where the
headword is declined, especially if the same word appears as headword in an

entry in its undeclined form as well (which means, for nouns: the nominative
singular, for adjectives: the nominative singular masculine and for verbs: the first
person singular, present tense). For example, the entry гаждёшв with many

synonyms (from Berynda) has been included in the draft and, eventually, the
main dictionary, but the entry гаждвшемъ: длымъ сославленьемъ was ignored.
The headword дреколь with synonyms (from Berynda) is found in the draft and
main dictionary, but the entry дрекшли—the same word in the plural—was
omitted. Often declined forms are included, though, and sometimes certain
declined forms are included and others not: The entries л^нйваго and лЪниви

(from Berynda) are not found in the draft and main dictionary, but the entries
лЪнйтса, лЪн-ймоса and лЪнАйса are.

In certain cases—and this applies above all to Slav 41—entries seem to have
been left out because Zabani (or Sparwenfeld) recognized the headwords as
incorrect. See, for example, the entries партахь—veteramentarius, and nap-
таиство—ars veteramentaria (for партачь, партачство) in Slav 41, both omitted
from the draft. See further крал-Ь—basilinda, ae, alveolus, i, ludus latruculorum
(for креглЪ), found under краю in Slav 41, but left out of the draft and main
dictionary.

Sometimes, though, Zabani (or Sparwenfeld) chose to leave out entries for
other reasons: seven entries in Berynda beginning with см-fe- have been disregard¬
ed: смЪреннаа молёш'а, см-Ьренный, смЪрЕномёдр'гё, смЪрЕномвдрствёю,
смЪрЕнномёдрый, см-fepEH-fe 6i'ET, and смЪрЖюсА. Slav 41 has two of them
(among words beginning with смЪ-): смир£нномёдр1Е and смирЕнномдрств8ю.9
Slav 42 has смЪрёшЕ: зрй смирёш'Е, and among words beginning with сми- a
series of entries with this root are found, among others смирёш'Е and смиренный
(also found among words with сми- in Berynda and Slav 41). So in this case, the
compiler(s) consciously chose the Great Russian смир- instead of the West
Russian CMtp-. Here is another example of the same occurrence: Slav 41 has the
entries тёнкш, тёнкость and тенч-£ю (Berynda has only тёнкш). Slav 42 has a
reference: тёнкш: зрй тбнкш. The entries тёнкш and тёнкость are included as

synonyms of the forms beginning in тон-; ТЕНч-йю was omitted. There are more
such cases.

A large number of words from the latter part of the letter III in Slav 41 have
been left out: шйна жел-йзна, шйна вознаго колесе, шинкар, шинкарство,
шинкёю, шипЕр, шляхтич, шостак числб, шостак грошь, шрамовйтыи,
штврмёю, штыхйю. All these entries are taken from Cnapius' dictionary, as with
so many other entries in Koreckij-Satanovskij/Slavineckij's dictionary (cf. p. 51).
Although the words were incorporated in the vocabulary of 17th century Polish
evidently Zabani (or Sparwenfeld) reacted against them, perhaps for being insuf¬
ficiently Slavonic in character. Most of them were originally German and were,

9 MS 2315 in Moscow and MS Slave 6 in Paris have the same version as Slav 41; MS 2313, though,
has a version with смЪ-.
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clearly, recognized as such by the compiler(s). Three of the words of German
origin that were included in Slav 42 (the verbs of the same root were omitted, see

above) were provided with references to their Slavonic counterparts: шрймъ: зрй
язва натрЪскана; штбрмъ: зрй воеваше, или поборете; штыхъ: зрй бодеш'е,
или колете. The German words are not given as synonyms under these head¬
words.

In some cases, rows of words derived from the same root in Slav 41 were

omitted. Here, too, we must be dealing with conscious selection. See, for
example, the following entries: розвалюю, розвалете, розвалныи —> роз-
валйыи (for розвалины); танш, тан^ю, таность; тачаю, тачаюся, тачка. All
these entries originate from Cnapius' dictionary. The reason why they were not
accepted might have been that Zabani (or Sparwenfeld) did not recognize them.

In all probability, a number of entries from Slav 1IISlav 18 have also been left
out, but they are difficult to discover. I have come upon a few by chance. Also, a
number of words added in the margins of Slav 41 have been omitted. In this case,
a likely explanation would be that the words were often carelessly written and
rather difficult to read; besides that, it could sometimes be difficult to form an

opinion as to where they belonged.
Though some of the omitted material could be said to fit into these rather vague

and inconsistent categories, I have come to the conclusion that in most cases the
omissions are due to simple oversight—something which would not be surprising
in a work of this magnitude.

3.4. THE LAST LINK IN THE CHAIN

We now come to the last stage in the work on the dictionary, the compilation of
the final version (Slav 37-40). One of the two main participants in this work was
the experienced scribe Aleksej Mankijev, secretary to the Russian envoy Chil-
kov. He was given the task of making the fair copy of the Slavonic text of the
Slavonic-Latin dictionary which Zabani had compiled. The Latin column was
written by Zabani himself (up to and including f. 12r. of the fourth volume, Slav
40, after which another, unknown person took over). Mankijev used on the whole
the orthography current among official scribes in Moscow at that time (cf.
p. 8ff.). One individualistic exception was that he sometimes wrote the preposi¬
tion and prefix cot/wt- as cdt/wt- or от/от-, i.e. with the т on the line. Zabani often
reacted by moving the т above the line. One other habit of Mankijev's which
Zabani often did not accept was his writing of y- at the beginning of words (cf. p.
8). Zabani mostly completed it to oy- (in line with the orthographic rules in
Smotrickij's grammar, which served as a guide for Sparwenfeld, and consequent¬
ly also for Zabani (cf. p. 58). Zabani also often changed Mankijev's verb ending
-ую to -śk>. Very often he deleted the pajeroks written by Mankijev.

Mankijev makes a few small changes in the text taken over from the draft. Here
are some examples of the kind of changes he makes: The draft has рос-, роз-,

Mankijev writes рас-, раз-: Slav 42: роз8м8, роз8\г£нье—Mankijev: развмв
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(1:761), раз8м-£шв (1:902); often the draft's hard consonants at the ends of words
are changed to soft by Mankijev (usually in line with the Russian language norm):
Slav 42: есмъ, н-£стъ, с8тъ—Mankijev: всмь (1:781), нЪсть (11:4939), сеть

(II: 5486); the draft has the Church Slavonic -жд-, Mankijev writes -ж-: Slav 42:
8тв£рждЕнйе, н8ждныЕ—Mankijev.: 8тв£рж£ШЕ (1:286), н8жные (1:768); un¬
stressed о after hush sibilants is generally written as e by Mankijev: Slav 42:
бичонбсЕЦЪ, чорнов4лал(!)—Mankijev: бичЕнбсЕцъ (1:603), ЧЕрнов&гсаА
(1:607), but: Slav 42: хорошее—Mankijev: хорошоЕ (1:791). Finally, here is a
collection of examples of mixed changes: Slav 42: благомыслн-fe, внвтрная

—Mankijev: благомысленнк (1:765), внбт'рЕнняА (1:886); Slav 42: постоян¬

ность—Mankijev: постоянство (1:770); Slav 42: мнкманье—Mankijev:
в'нимйше (1:739); Slav 42: oy людш—Mankijev: влюдёй (1:742); Slav 42:
штправбю—Mankijev: ытправляю (I: 900);5,/ду42:довлюса—Mankijev: дово-
лстввюсь (1:1102); Slav 42: пророквю—Mankijev: пророчЕстввю (1:1116); Slav
42: щаслйвый—Mankijev: щас'тлйвый (1:705); Slav 42: лю6ачш—Mankijev:
любящш (1:756); Slav 42: доброго—Mankijev: добраго (1:812); Slav 42:
зсоббхъ, пб (оббхъ—Mankijev: с'шбойхъ (II: 5489), по собойхъ (II: 5492); Slav
42: глас'—Mankijev: глЖсъ(!) (I: 235); Slav 42: ш собк—Mankijev: w себЪ etc.
Very often Mankijev changes the stress accents given in the draft (Zabani as a
rule follows the sources). See entr. 1:3029 in Slav 42: врата: ворота, брона,
двЕрй—porta, ostium, ... (the Slavonic as in Berynda); Mankijev: в'рата: во¬

рота, брона, двЕри. In many cases where Mankijev has made changes diverging
from the draft and the sources, Zabani, so to speak, changes them back again.
This is frequently true for the stress accents. Besides, Zabani often pushes
through his own opinions on, which syllable should be stressed. In just a few
cases Mankijev has added words.

Mankijev's was not a totally foolproof check on the mistakes made as a result
of Zabani's insufficient knowledge and the sometimes corrupted versions in the
sources. We have earlier seen examples of peculiarities and mistakes from the
draft being accepted by Mankijev (see p. 65), who periodically must also
have worked mechanically and who probably had insufficient knowledge or
imagination to identify the words created by the circumstances. See, for example,
the following entry in Slav 37: 6'лиз'нецъ: близ'някъ, двойстый, метйЭъ,
двод$шенъ, к8пно идвое8мёнъ. In Berynda the entry looks like this: блйзнЕцъ:
близнАк, мЕтаб: двод8шен к8пно и двоеЗмен' ... Berynda's stylistic remark
МЕтаб: i.e., 'metaphorical', is written мЕтав in Slav 42, and in the main dictionary
it looks like a synonym of the other words.

3.5. ZABANI'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE VOCABULARY

Let us look a little more closely at how Zabani contributes to the vocabulary.
He makes additions both to the draft and to the main dictionary. His additions to
the main dictionary are more evident since one can easily identify his handwriting
in the Slavonic column written by Mankijev. Earlier (p. 63) we noted that
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Zabani looked up Latin headwords in Slav 11 in order to give fuller entries.10 But
he does not restrict himself to additions using material from the sources, making
additions and explanations out of his own head, too. One method he often uses to
explain the meaning of a headword is to make translations into Slavonic of
explanations given in the Latin column of the draft and/or main dictionary. The
Latin explanations are derived either from Calepinus' Latin dictionary or from
Slav 41. Here are some examples of this kind of addition: MD (= main diction¬
ary): младый оучёникъ, или. той, которой нгъчто з'порадкомъ азбвчнымъ
справлаетъ—rei literariae tyrunculus, seu is qui aliquid per ordinem alphabeti
digerit (1:2); MD: жйла чрёзъ которвю дёхъ тягнётся к'плющь—fistula qua
spiritus ab ore fertur ad pulmonem (1:129); MD: жёне раждящгъей полагаю

—parturientem adjuvo (I: 199); Slav 42: глъаснйкъ ночньй—nocturnus custos
(1:252); Slav 42: зле nei's—male sono (I: 308); Slav 42: безглвбокбстйь—sine
fundo (1:309); MD: нестыдливо живл/д—impudenter me ago (1:470); Slav 42:
блещвгься мгьсецъ—luna pallet (1:947); Slav 42: стретаючы, или мтъсто кд'е
deoMÓpie ся стречаетъ—locus ubi duo maria concurrunt (1:4088); Slav 42:
нгьстъ ми воля—поп est mihi voluntas (II: 4939); Slav 42: пръвшй дёнь
мгъсяча—prima dies lunae (11:5100); Slav 42: к'торёмъ обое pśąe праве

сётъ—qui utraque тапи aeque utitur (II: 5486); Slav 42: каплХе воднее з'тгъла
выходящае—excrementum aqveum per cutem exudans (III: 1999); Slav 42:
смаркй зноса вып&щаю—mucum naribus attraho (IV: 1043); Slav 42: малый
чланъ пёрстохъ—junctura articulorum in digitis eminens (IV: 5805).

His added explanations do not always have their equivalent in the Latin
column, though. See, for example: MD: насёлникъ, или обиватель арапский
(1:113); MD: обиватель арбанскш (1:115); MD: вещи вдннее (1:124); Slav 42:
бедровникь влъасшй (1:260). Additions of this kind quite often crop up: зёл'Хе,
камень, камень драг'ш, зовгьтся тёжъ, etc.

Apart from additions in Zabani's handwriting in the main dictionary, a few are
made in Sparwenfeld's hand. In Slav 37, f. 54r. Sparwenfeld wrote: боярской
сын—Filius Senatoris, Magnatis', боляринъ el. бояринъ—Senator, qvi dolorec-
tema status publicus gravator\ сынъ боярской—simplex nobilis.

3.6. LATIN AND SWEDISH PARTICULARS

It should be pointed out that the fact that one of the main sources is a Latin-
Slavonic dictionary (Slav 11), with the Latin cultural sphere as its starting point,
leads to quite amusing consequences when, as in this case, the dictionary is
simply reversed to a Slavonic-Latin one. The result is that in cases where the

10 He quite often makes synonyms himself by adapting word material found in Slav 11 (or Slav 18, cf.
p. 62) to the grammatical form he needs: Ex.: MD: вйстый: (Zb:) натресканный, извйстый—cica-
tricosus, a, um, cicatricibus plenus (I: 2030). Slav 11 has cicatricosus—вйстый (for язвистый); cica¬
trix—tasea(!) натрескана. One further example: MD: благоизвбливый: (Zb:) соизволёмый, со¬
гласный—consensus, particip: confessus, conveniens (1:733). Slav 11 has consensus—блгоиз-
воливый; consensus, us—съизволеше, съглйае.
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Slavonic column contains an explanation of a Latin term that has no one-word
equivalent in Slavonic, this explanation, or rather the first word of it, constitutes
the headword in the reversed version. This explains entries like the following:
MD: за тйв'ромъ живбщш—transtiberianus, trans Tiberim incolens (I: 5925);
MD: истргйш'Е в'лйссовъ олг'нбз'дрей—paratilmos, dicitur evulsio pilorum e
naribus (1:7162); MD: покрывало главное у женъ—calantica, calyptra, tegmen
muliebre qvod capiti accomodatur (III: 1369); MD: рЪшйтелнш кнйги аристо¬
телевы— analytica, orum sunt libri Aristotelis ... (Ill: 5272).

As was mentioned earlier (p. 11) a translation into Swedish was added in Slav
37 up to and including f. 135r. by an unidentified hand. This person evidently did
not understand Russian, but worked from the Latin text in his translation into
Swedish. Apart from quite frequent more or less imprecise translations of Sla¬
vonic headwords, there are a few examples where the Swedish translations and
explanations are completely erroneous. See, for example, the following entry:
MD: б-Ьснйца: жена гнЪвлйвая—baccheis, dos, mulier dementia correpta
—brudskatt (dowry) (1:1570). The seemingly inexplicable Swedish translation
arose because the translator paid too much attention to the inflectional ending dos
(for baccheidos) in the Latin column, understanding it to be the word dos, dotis,
which correctly means 'dowry'.

On the whole the translator seems to have carried out his task rather careless¬

ly. See entr. 1:437: безсловес!е: дйкость—alogia, irrationalitas, rationis caren-
tia—ar ett diur sa stort som en mulasna hafwer inga leder i frambenen (is an
animal the size of a mule, has no joints in the front legs). Evidently the translator
looked up alogia in Calepinus' Latin dictionary, but by mistake he read from
under the headword aloia instead, where it says: Aloiajuxta Plinium dicitur esse
animal mulae, propemodum carens flexura poplitum in anterioribus cruribus ...

See also entr. 1:228: барвенка: мйлая барвенка рыбка—mullulus, diminut: a

mullus, parvus barbus— en liten mulasna (a small mule). In this case the Swedish
translator confused mullus with the word mulus, 'mule'.

3.7. ANALYSIS OF A FEW ENTRIES

As an illustration of the discussion in this chapter, let us finally follow the
compilation of a few entries in detail. The following abbreviations will be used: В
= Berynda's dictionary; (В) = the word derives from Berynda but has been
changed; 41 = Slav 41; 41m = in the margin of Slav 41, i.e. the word has been
added; 11/18 = Slav 11/Slav 18; С = Calepinus' Latin dictionary; 42 = Slav 42,
the draft; a, b, с = the three 'Russian' hands in Slav 42; { } = deletion made by
one of the three 'Russian' hands; MD = the main dictionary, Slav 37-40. The
version from Calepinus' dictionary is given only when relevant. For Latin words
to look up in 11/18 we go to 42 and MD.

1. В: винй: емлёше, причйна, албо оууо, рвкоЖсть всАкои рёчи, албо подложёше,
непщевашЕ, основные, шбдръжйшЕ, ключка, изв^тъ, илй пбвод;
41: вина—causa, ratio;
11: causa—винй, причйна; (=18); actio—дЪиство, д-Ьлйше; (=18); ratio—рйзвм, винй,
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довбд, счислеше, (обычай, слбво, (Sp:) выводъ', (=18, with the exception of the addi¬
tion); principium—начйло; (= 75); origo, inis—початокъ, рсод; (=75); fallonia—вина;
(=75); crimen—вина, прествплёше; (=75); noxa, ae—винй, тщетй, гркхъ; (=75); delic¬
tum—прествплёше, гркхъ, падёте; (=75); culpa—вина; (=75); iniuria—собйда; (=75);
С: Fallonia, Est culpa, injuria, ...; Noxa, f. p. delictum, sive culpa.',
42: вйна8'41',1/18: тщетй"/18, начйло|1/18, прест8плёшеп/18, гр-£хъ11/18, (емлё-
нУев}, причйна8,1|/18, {албов оууо8, рвкоясть8 всякой8 речи8, албо8 положё-
н1е(в), непщвйн1е(в), основйше8, (обдръжйше8}, ключка8, изв^тъ8, илй8 поводъ8,
крйвдас, шбйдас, беззакош6е—causa, action(l), ratio, principium, origo, fallonia, cri¬
men, noxa, delictum, culpa, injuria',
MD: вина8'41',1/l8: т'щетй11/|8, начйл(о11/18, прествплёшЕ11'18, гр1>хъ|1/18, при-

чйнав,,,/18, ключ'ка8, изв-йтъ8, илй8 пбводъ8, крйв'дас, шбйдас, бЕззакс0ШЕс—
causa, ae, actio, ratio, principium, origo, fallonia, crimen, noxa, delictum, injuria,
culpa—orsaak (1:1957).

From this example we can see that the only words taken from 11/18 are those
found under the letter В in Slav 18 (i.e. entries where the word вина is placed first
among the Slavonic words) with the exception of начало—principium. The
entries found under other letters in Slav 18 are included in the draft and main

dictionary under the initial letter of the respective first Slavonic word: the words
under actio in Slav 11 are found in the entry действо, the words under ratio in
the entry рйз8мъ etc.

2. В: бЕз'о)браз8ю: спрбснЕ в'справах поствпйю, не шхендожне хож&;
41: бЕзобразбю—deformo',
41т: безобраз8ю, шемражаю—deformo',
11: deformo—бЕзсобразвю, сосмражйю; (=75); foedo, as—сосмражйю, осквернию;
(=75); macule, as—скверню, nECTpib; (=75); turpo as—калию, сквЕрню; (=75); соп-
spurco, as—калию, скверню; (=75); inquino—скверню (the с looks like an о); 18:
соскверню (no Latin);
С: Deformo, as, act. p. Foedo, turpo, maculo.; Maculo, as, act. p. Foedo, turpo,
conspurco.', Turpo, turpas, act. p. Foedo, turpitudine afficio.', Maculo, as, act. p. Foedo,
turpo, conspurco.', Conspurco, as, are, act. p. Commaculo, inquino.',
42: безобразию8 414lm (ocмpaжйю4",, {спрбсне8 в'спрйвах8 поствпбю8, не8 сохен-
дожне8 хожй8 }, д8рноа илиа съ скаредствовдгьлгь" поступаюа—deformo, foedo,
maculo, turpo',
MD: безобразйю8 414|п, |1/18: (осмраж0ю4|т """.д^рно/ илйа с'скйредством" вд-Ъл-Ь"
поствпйю"—deformo, as, turpo, turpitudine afficio, foedo, maculo, conspurco, inquino,
inhonestd in re aliqua procedo—iag giór wanskapeligen (II: 6325).

This example shows the same pattern regarding the entries taken from 11/18 as
the previous one: only deformo—бЕзсобразвю, сосмражаю (found under Б in
Slav 18) is used.

3. В: багрлнйца: шарлйтъ, албо едвйбъ багрбвои фарбы, илй шарлйтнал шйта;
41: багрянйца—purpura',
41т: червленица',
11: purpura—багринйца, червленица; (=75);
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С: Purpura, rae,f. p. Piscis ex concharum genere, in faucibus habens liquorem, tingendis
lanis maxim# expetitum.;
42: багрАнйца8,41, n/18: чЕрвлЕийца41"1'll/l8, шарлйтъ8, {албо8} илйь {Едвйбъ8}
ш0лкъъ багрбвои8 фйрбы8, илйв шарлйтнал8 {шйта8} одеждаь—purpura, seu seri-
сит purpurei coloris;
MD: багрАнйца8,41, ,,/18: чЕрвлЕнйца41"1'll/18, шарлйтъ8 илйь шблкъь багрбвой8
фйрбы8, илй8 шарлйтнал8 одЕждаь—purpura, гае, piscis ex concharum genere, in
faucibus habens liquorem, tingendis lanis maximi expetitum. Accipitur quoque pro veste
purpurea, seu serico purpurei coloris—purpurfarga (1:208).

4. 41: 6езж£нств8ю—coelibem vitam ago\
42: бЕзжёнстввю41: неимеюъ женыь, холоствуюь, вдовствуюь—caelibem vitam ago;
MD: бЕзжёнстввю41: н£1\гЬюь женыь, холоствёю8, вдбвств8юь—caelebs sum, caeli¬
bem vitam ago, absque uxore vivo (1:329).

The role of the Russian prisoners of war becomes apparent in the examples
chosen.



4. The Gradual Development of
the Dictionary: A History

In this final chapter I shall try to reconstruct the course of Sparwenfeld's work on
his major dictionary. When and for how long did he work on his lexicographical
manuscripts? What problems did he face? What did he hope to achieve by his
work? I hope to be able to answer these and similar questions in what follows.

4.1. THE YEARS IN RUSSIA

I choose the year 1684, when Sparwenfeld set out on his journey to Russia, as a

point of departure. A lively description of the long journey to Moscow in the
spring of 1684 is given in the diary1 which Sparwenfeld kept then and during the
first year of his stay in Moscow. The diary was interrupted on 25 June 1684 (cf. its
title) to be resumed only on 26 February 1687 in connection with Sparwenfeld's
journey back to Sweden. In between these two dates there are notes on a variety
of subjects, inter alia on different languages. The diary is mainly in Swedish, but
there are also parts in French and Italian. Sparwenfeld, being the linguist he was,
used to keep his travel diaries2 in the language of the country he visited, but
evidently he could not live up to this principle when it came to the Russian travel
diary. He seems to have been aquainted with the Cyrillic alphabet, however, as in
the diary he often records Russian place and personal names in Cyrillic letters. In
all probability he took lessons from the Russian translators of the delegation.

Sparwenfeld had possibly been in contact with the Russian language while still
in Sweden. At this time there were some books in Russian in Sweden, printed at
Peter van Selow's printing press in Stockholm. Here, in the year 1628, there was

printed a Russian translation of Luther's Catechism, a few copies of which still
exist (Tarkiainen 1969, 55ff., Sjóberg 1975, 1984).3 Alfabetum Rutenorum (with¬
out a date, but printed before 1639), a small primer containing explanations of the
Russian letters and their pronunciation, reading exercises, as well as prayers, was

1 Giornale dun Viaggio Di Muscouia ... nell'anno doppo la nascita dell N.S. 1684 ai Cinque di
Febraro e finite nell Mese di Giunio I'istess anno, lo scrisse io Giouanni G. Sparwenfeld pell'aiuto di
memoria. The diary is preserved in the original at the National Record Office in Stockholm under the
catalogue number Tidoarkivet 501. The author of this study is preparing a publication of this very

interesting document within the next few years.
2 Of all the diaries Sparwenfeld kept on his travels, the Russian one is the only one preserved for
posterity.
3 Prof. A. Sjóberg, Stockholm, is planning a facsimile edition of the Catechism, furnished with an
introduction and commentary.
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also printed there; a couple of copies have been preserved to this day (Tarkiainen
1969, 47ff., Sjóberg 1975). Sparwenfeld was possibly aquainted with this litera¬
ture before he left for Russia. At the Chancellery for Translations in Stockholm
Russian interpreters and translators were employed from 1650 onwards. They
could possibly have given Sparwenfeld some teaching prior to his Russian
journey. However, since Sparwenfeld's involvement in the journey was decided
upon at very short notice, it is most likely that he had no time to gain any

proficiency in the Russian language before he left.
The Swedish delegation, with Sparwenfeld functioning as a gentleman-in-

waiting, arrived in Moscow in April 1684. Initially it was not intended that
Sparwenfeld should stay in Russia—he should have returned with the embassy
—but on the way to Russia Sparwenfeld's desire to study the language in depth
awakened. On one occasion, for example, he asked for permission to stay for a
few months in a monastery on the way home in order to study the Russian
language. After the arrival of the delegation in Moscow, a petition was sent to the
Swedish government for an annual scholarship for Sparwenfeld, to give him the
opportunity to stay in Moscow and learn Russian. The petition was granted and
Sparwenfeld was promised an annual allowance for as long as he stayed in
Moscow (Форстен 1899, 52-53 and Jacobowsky 1932, 57ff.).

Sparwenfeld's stay in Moscow, which is of great cultural and historical inter¬
est, will be dealt with here only as far as it concerns his lexicographical work.
Other aspects of his three-year stay in the Russian capital will be dealt with in
connection with the projected publication of his diary.

According to the diary, which unfortunately contains very little information
about Sparwenfeld's language studies, finding a language teacher was not an easy
task. On 29 December 1684, more than six months after his arrival in Moscow,
Sparwenfeld writes: "war och hoos Knes W. Wasilivitz och upwachtadhe honom
beklagade oss att ingen mastare kunde fas. han sadhe sig skohla dar om ordres
stalla i Possolsci pricaset. badh oss lata see oss offtare." (I also went to pay my
respects to Knes W. Wasilivitz and expressed our regret that there was no
teacher to be found. He said he would issue an order about it to Posol'skij prikaz
and asked us to visit him more often.) "Knes W. Wasilivitz" is the well-known
Vasilij Vasiljević Golicyn, head of Posol'skij prikaz 1682-1689 (Bruckner 1887).
Evidently his intervention produced results, because on 9 January 1685, Spar¬
wenfeld wrote in the diary: "talte iag mz Knes W. W. och adverterade honom att
iag effter hans befaldning har sókt och funit en sprakmastare Stackei polak
possolski pricas perevonik, han gaf mig handen uhr sladan dar iag rnotte honom
pa gatan och badh mig komma till honom med translatorn, dhet iag och giorde dh.
10 (?) om morgonen." (I spoke to W. W. and informed him that, in compliance
with his orders, I had looked for and found a language teacher Stackei, a Pole,
possolski pricas perevonik, he gave me his hand out of the sleigh where I ran into
him in the street and asked me to come to him with the translator, which I also
did on the morning of the 10th.) A few days later Sparwenfeld began his studies:
"dh. 15 begynte iag medh Stachej Iwanowitz en polsk translator att studera dhet
ryska spraket efter bojarens befaldning." (On the 15th I started studying the
Russian language with Stachej Iwanowitz, a Polish translator, in accordance with
the orders of the boyar.)
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So the person who was eventually responsible for Sparwenfeld's studies in
Moscow was Stachej Ivanović Godzalovskij, a nobleman from Vilna, who
worked as a translator at Posol'skij prikaz.4 It was from him that Sparwenfeld
"praecibus et pretio" managed to gain possession of Slav 11, the transcription of
Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary which came to be one of the main sources
used in the compilation of Lexicon Slavonicum (cf. p. 20). Possibly it is his
handwriting we find on some of the loose leaves which contain explanations of
Russian/-Church Slavonic words and phrases in Slav 61 (cf. p. 53). One of the
transcriptions included in Codex AD 10 in Vasteras is Godzalovskij's translation
of Haljatovskyj's Алкоранъ Магометовъ, produced in 1683. Included are also
the anonymous virsi of which he might be the author (see Nilsson 1964, 68 f.).5
Being Sparwenfeld's teacher, Godzalovskij's opinion on what would be worth
transcribing must surely have had a great impact; it would hardly be surprising if
he chose some of his own works to be copied and taken to Europe.

Besides Sparwenfeld's search for a language teacher, there is not much more
about our subject to be found in the diary, other than the name of a scribe who
was of help to him: "Cusma Nicitoff". He is probably identical with the Кузьма
Никитин who according to Veselovskij (1975, 370) was employed in 1674 as a
clerk (подьячий) at Posol'skij prikaz. The name of a djak is also known: Semjon
Dmitrijević Ypolitov. He gave Sparwenfeld a book6 and was possibly used in the
capacity of scribe. Ypolitov, according to Veselovskij (1975, 219), was employed
as a djak at Поместный приказ from April 1682 and at Стрелецкий приказ from
January 1683.

We learn from a note made in Sparwenfeld's copy of the 1648 edition of Meletij
Smotrickij's grammar that this book played an important part in his studies of the
Russian language. In order to practise, he translated the grammar into Latin (cf.
p. 56). We can read about Sparwenfeld in the Latin introduction to the Czech
Jesuit Jiff David's (1647-1713) grammatical 'compendium', Exemplar Characteris
Moscovitico-Ruthenici Duplicis Biblici & Usualis ..., Nissae 1690. There it says
(David was in Moscow 1686-89):

Quod meum studium cum approbasset Nobilis Dominus Joannes Spahrenfeld (!) Suecus,
Juvenis Praeclarissimus, et suae gentis spes maxima, plurimarum linguarum peritissimus,
qui eo ipso tempore agebat Moscuae, eamque linguam didicit Ruthenam pariter, porrexit
mihi Grammaticam fusam, sola lingua Ruthenica editam, ut pro meo exercitio earn
latinitati donarem. Qua ego perlecta, utilius fore judicavi, si earn in compendiosiores
terminos, et clariorem methodum redigerem (Florovsky 1941, 173).

4 Godzalovskij was employed as translator from Latin and Polish from 21 December 1667 (Харлам-
пович 1914, 431). In 1685 he translated О конской гьздгь in four volumes from a Polish original. Two
copies of this translation were known to Sobolevskij (1903, 112-13). He says with regard to Godza-
lovskij's language in the translation: "язык—русский, с церковно-славянизмами, тяжелый и не
везде удобопонятный."
3 In my view it seems quite possible to suggest another person as the author of the virSi: Andrej
(Ivan) Christoforović Belobockij (see Горфункель 1962 and 1965).
6 The djak Semjon Dmitrijevii Ypolitov—according to a note in the book—gave Sparwenfeld a
translation of Johannes Damascenus' tale about Barlaam and Josaphat, printed in Moscow in 1681,
now in Uppsala.
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Evidently, Sparwenfeld had placed his 'Bible' in the hands of David and recom¬
mended him to do the same as he had done, namely to translate the grammar into
Latin for the sake of practice. With this grammar as a basis7 David proceeded to
produce his Exemplar, one of the first efforts in Western Europe at describing the
Russian language (Unbegaun 1958, 99-100).

Sparwenfeld's circle of acquaintances in Moscow was large and varied. Few of
these are of interest to us from a linguistic/lexicographical point of view. One of
those who, apparently, was influential in this respect, though, was the learned
Vlach Nicolaus Milescu-Spatharius8 who worked as a translator at Posol'skij
prikaz from 1671. In 1673 Spatharius had finished the compilation of a Latin-
Greek-Slavonic dictionary in folio9 which he, according to the diary,10 offered to
lend to Sparwenfeld. As far as I know, this dictionary has not been preserved for
posterity and nothing indicates that it had any measurable influence on Sparwen¬
feld's lexicographical works. Spatharius recommended, as already mentioned
above (p. 56, note 1), that Sparwenfeld should get hold of the 1619 edition of
Smotrickij's grammar, which he in fact did.

It is our good fortune that Sparwenfeld kept a record of his book and manu¬

script purchases in Moscow, at least some of them. In the folder in which the
Russian diary is kept (the National Record Office, Tidoarkivet 501) is a loose leaf
in folio containing about 30 book titles and information about the prices he had
paid for them. The list gives the books according to format (folio, quarto and
octavo and smaller). After the title is the number of volumes and to the right is
given their price in roubles. Some especially interesting titles are quoted below.
In parenthesis is the suggested identity of the manuscript. Among "libri Sclavon-
ici in folio" are found:

iter Spatharij in Chinam MS 1 4
Lexicon Latinosclavonicum MS 1 5 (the donation copy?)
Lexicon Sclavenolatinum MS 1 2 (Slav 411)
Dito Lex: Sclav: latinum MS 1 6 (Slav 181)
1

Dobrovsky (1822, LXI) speculates that the Latin version found in the margins of Sparwenfeld's
copy of Smotrickij's grammar, Slav 69, was produced by David. In David's introduction it transpires,
though, that he never took Sparwenfeld's advice but instead compiled his Exemplar.
8 In Russian: Николай Гаврилович Милеску Спафарий; born about 1635 in Moldavia he died in
Moscow in 1708. Spatharius undertook a journey to China in 1675-78 in the service of Aleksej
Michajlovii and wrote journals about his travels. Sparwenfeld had his "Описание Китая" copied in
1685. That copy is now kept at the National Library in Paris under the catalogue number Slave 35
(Черепнин 1961, 225). A. I. Jacimirskij and A. A. and N. F. Katanov published this work in Kazan' in
1910 under the original title Описание первыя части вселенныя именуемой Асии, в ней же

состоит Китайское государство с прочими его городы и провинции. Ursul's work on Spathar¬
ius (1980) contains an extensive bibliography.
9 Cf. Kudijavcev 1963, 193: "В указе Монастырскому приказу от 30 мая 1672 года предписы¬
валось: 'и жить ему, Миколаю, на том подворье в его митрополичьих хоромах и переводить

греческие и латинские книги и писать греческой, и словенской, и латинской лексикон.' (ДАИ,
т. VI, 217)." According to information in a letter from H. W. Ludolf to G. Pastriccio dated 9
February 1705, Spatharius' dictionary was then in press in Moscow. (The letter has been published in
Россия и Италия, 4, 1927, 297.)
10 In the entry for 16 January 1685: "offererede (i.e. Spatharius, UB) mig communication af ett
Diction: som han giort har, latin: Graecae linguae antiqvae et modernae cum Sclavonico." (He
offered me a look at a dictionary that he had made, with Latin, Ancient and Modern Greek and
Church Slavonic.)
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Among the books in quarto are found:

Lexicon Sclaveno rossicum 1 (Berynda?)
Lexicon latinoslaven. MS 5 (Slav 111)

The first named Latin-Slavonic dictionary could be identical to the copy Spar-
wenfeld gave to the Pope (see under 4.2.). The supposed Slav 18 was one of the
most expensive books, which seems reasonable, taking into account that it was
not a mere copy, but a further revision.

In February 1687 Sparwenfeld left Moscow after having brought upon himself
some Russian ill-will when employed as an interpreter at a border dispute. With a

large number of books and manuscripts in his luggage he returned to Sweden in
June 1687. He hoped now for an opportunity to work on his rich material, above
all on the lexicographical part. He was granted a continued annual scholarship
from the government in order to be able to do his research in peace and quiet.

4.2. THE DONATION TO THE POPE

After less than two years, however, he was off on the extensive Gothic journey,
on a royal mission to seek and try to regain the Swedish and Gothic relics which,
according to hearsay, were to be found hidden in libraries and archives on the
Continent. How far he had progressed in his lexicographical work before he left is
impossible to say.

The Pope in Rome, Innocent XII, planned a revision of the liturgical books of
Roman Catholic ritual written in the Illyrian language. These liturgies were used
in Croatia and Dalmatia, where the Roman Catholic population had for genera¬
tions celebrated the religious offices in their own language. Sparwenfeld had
probably heard of these plans. At an audience with the Pope on 4 June 1692,
Sparwenfeld honoured him with a large Latin-Slavonic dictionary with silver-
ornamented covers. This donation, made by a Protestant for use in the Catholic
mission, was looked upon as remarkable, to say the least, by the Protestant
world. Sparwenfeld was said to have sat for his portrait in Rome, holding this
dictionary.

My own and other scholars' efforts to trace this book have proved fruitless.11
Which dictionary could it have been? Two documents in Sparwenfeld's handwrit¬
ing throw some light on the question. One of them is found among the loose
leaves of varied content in the folder which is mainly made up of Sparwenfeld's
Russian diary (the National Record Office, Tidoarkivet 501). It is very carelessly
written in Russian-Church Slavonic with a lot of deletions and additions and

appears to be a rough draft of the letter of donation which probably went with the
dictionary. It reads thus (alterations and deleted words will not be recorded here
as that would make the document practically unreadable):

11 I have made inquiries at the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana and at the Congregatio de Propaganda
Fide.

7—849153 Sparwenfeld
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Святейшему, й Блаженному сотцв

1ННС0К8НЦ1Ю BI
Папе йзряднейшему вящемв

лишающвся даже до нынешнагш дня блгоизквсному и любомудрому огненно(му)
мире ле^икбна некогсо или словшка языка славянскаго) чйстагсо илй веткаго), о£-
потребляющагсося в'слвжбк не токмо о£ рбскихъ й москбвскихъ разширЕнныхъ

народехъ в'томъ пространнемъ госвдарствк даж£ до рвбежъ сино-китайских, сиречь
в божЕствЕней библие в прЕподобных книгъ отцъ, в'трЕбникахъ и в цЕрковнемъ
чине и в литвргиахъ, и сицевым образом до посланиахъ священническихъ з-Ьлб и

н8ждным свщагсо творешя, но и пач£ в'далмацгЬ и оу харватскихъ священниковъ и

архиерЕовъ слвжбы и чина римского) приквчимым прЕбывающаго).
Се зде пЕрвв(ю) часть сиречь латин славЕн р8с(к)вю р£кшаго)ся того) лЕ^икона

обявляю еже 0)т мене неким трвдолюбиЕм и ЧЕТЬфЕлеТНЫМ ПОПЕЧЕШЕМ на самом

црствющ(?) граде москве с'приданными некоторыми грамтики(!) славенск1я о£-
чен'ми сотворЕннаго), не отставши до благшлкпаго) славЕнског(о)) дКалекта вет-
ког(оо) приложите от слав£но-россиискогих(!)—московскихъ словесъ немало гла¬
голимых по вседневному йбичаю в'синклите дворском царей и великихъ князей
московских и во всехъ техъ странахъ и о^дклехъ к'посполитому и пос'солско)му
деле оудобных и оуживаемых йбявляю, и книжке до ногъ ваш(?) при влекшаяся
с'челом о^дарешем блаженстве вашем(?) поднесу, малое о^бо) трвдолюбш моего)
даровйше шднакоже для Единства, и животополезнаго) Его) качества не мерн(?)
похвал(?), и может быта достойное ймже (?)бы святый соборъ w разширении веры
своим имянем могь быстъ оукрашатися а израд(?) нне и вне коли книгохранилище
школы врвйнскш посланичества тамо )ерейская наказаются пытомцы, й яко слышу
нне ПЕРЕВЕДЕНЫ имуть 6ЫТИ НОВЫЕ ЛИТврГШ СЛ8жбы бжСТВЕШЕ и ТрЕбнИКИ рЫМСК1Е
с'лати(?)го) на славенск(?) языкъ донележе и покаместь первая cia часть из латаны
начинающаяся в'печатном веро-разпространителном дворе римском раз-
личныхъ языковъ буквами обидным аще сице йзволяется печатом изображена быстъ
в'торвю от языка славен(с)кого) починенную под именем ле^икона болшаго) славено-
росииско-московского)-латин(с)кого) о^стоеннвю и до печати готову имеетъ о)тче
святый блаже(?) вашего)

8ниженны раб
Iwan Гаврила сынъ свединъ
ег. кор. вел. свейского) столник

пытомецъ в весь миръ и в градъ рымский
к'изсыскан!ю ветких делъ свиогоЭскихъ

о(т) (?) кроля посланной.

The other document, of similar content, kept in Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana
(under the catalogue number Borg. lat. 482, f. 472r.v.) was found there by Prof.
Carin Davidsson in the 1950s. The Rome document also contains a somewhat
shortened Latin version of the Russian-Church Slavonic text. The latter docu¬
ment also has quite a few changes in the text which indicate that it, too, is a draft
of the final letter of donation. It reads as follows (alterations and deleted words
are not recorded):

Ле^иконъ латино-славяно-россшскш
всехъ латинских словесъ яже Амврос1я Калепина обретаются йзтолковйше
языком чистим и ветким славенскимъ правописашем же а азбвквою особою кирил-
скою обявляющш с1ею чистотою языка сего) матернагсо, внемже оу стародавных
славянских народовъ, и нынкже между славяне россшскими и московскими людмй из
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самыхъ источшковъ еленскихъ переведены читаются святая библйя и преподобные
отцы восточшй (и) елвжба, литврпа, и везь чшъ церквы славенсюя днесъ {отпра¬
вляются, и егсоже о^потреблешЕ в'приказкхъ царскихъ великихъ гдрей московскихъ
в'посолствахъ и вдоговорахъ посполитых и политическихъ д-клъ, также в'послйшахъ
в'пространномъ том гдрством даже до рвбкжъ китайскихъ тако нвжденъ бывает и

животополкзный дабы без выо^ченш сего языка вся треды безпол-Ьзные были (еще)
вторыя своея часты сиркчь ле|икона болшагсо славяно-россшско-латинского,

в'ползу дюбомудрым в'чатырилкткхъ на москв-Ь изображен(агсо), и к'печати
в'скор-fe готов (а) передпосланного и славному сонмище в'разширеше вЪры к'изданно
подарсованнаго о^ ногь святыхъ вниженъ низлогает сам творецъ его сва(?) кор. вел.
свицкогш столник, питомец и в'вселеннвю к'изеищешю стародавнихъ дклъ славни

свкоготск(?) народовъ посланой
jcoaH Га

What can we gain from a study of this material? Let us try to organize the
information found in the two documents. In the Rome copy we read that the
Latin-Slavonic dictionary given to the Pope by Sparwenfeld was based on Am-
brosius Calepinus' dictionary and that the Latin in Calepinus had been translated
into Church Slavonic ("йзтолковйше языком чистим и ветким .."). After that
follows a discourse on the use of Church Slavonic, in which Sparwenfeld men¬
tions the political/administrative as well as the religious sphere. In the Stockholm
copy Sparwenfeld emphasizes the usefulness of the dictionary in the Propagan¬
da's missionary work in Dalmatia and among the Croatian priesthood. In this
copy, too, it is pointed out that the Slavonic column of the donated dictionary
also includes the language used in the chancelleries of Moscow. Here it is said,
though, that words of that kind have been added, while in the Rome copy it is
implied that this is one of the contexts in which Church Slavonic is being used. In
the Stockholm copy Sparwenfeld says that he compiled this first part, a Latin-
Russian/Church Slavonic dictionary, in four years (!) in Moscow "с'при-
данными некоторыми грамтики (!) славенскш о^чен'ми сотвореннагш". It
seems as though some grammatical appendix was added to the dictionary donat¬
ed, probably from Smotrickij's grammar (cf. p. 82, note 15).

In both documents a second part is mentioned, which was intended for "слав¬
ному сонмище в'разширЕше в-Ьры", i.e. Congregatio de Propaganda Fide (the
Congregation of the Propaganda), the missionary centre in existence in Rome
since 1622. This second part, which according to the Rome document had been
sent in advance to the Propaganda ("пЕрЕдпосланного"), was said to be a large
Russian/Church Slavonic-Latin dictionary "к'пЕчати e'exopt готова". To con¬
clude, there is a presentation of the originator/donor, who humbly lays his work
"o^ ногь святыхъ".

The Rome document is, in all probability, the more recent of the two as it
contains fewer changes than the Stockholm copy and seems to summarize the
contents of the latter. The fact that it is kept in Rome indicates also that it was
more intimately connected with the act of donation than was the copy kept in
Sweden.

The Latin-Slavonic dictionary that Sparwenfeld honoured the Pope with was

probably a transcription of Epifanij Slavineckij's dictionary, i.e. a parallel manu¬

script to Slav /7 in Uppsala. The wording in the Stockholm copy "... еже шт
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менё h-fckhm трвдолюбием и ЧЕТЬфЕлЪтНЫМ ПОПЕЧЕН1ЕМ НЯ СЯМОМ ЦрСТВЮЩ(?)
грядЪ Москва ... сотворенняго), ..." indicfltes tlrat БряпуепГеИ himself tran¬
scribed this dictionяry in Moscow. The Ыгсшт^япсез surrounding the second
ряг1, the Stavonic-Iratin dictionяry sent in яdvяnce to the Congregution of the
Propяgяndя, яге more obscure. The infornration tlrat Spurwenfeld guve uwuy я
further dictionury in Rome Iras, up to now, been impossible to verify through
other sources. It is possible tlrat he gяve (or ptanned to give) яwяy я copy of
5я1япоУ8кц/81яутески'8 Stavonic-Iratin dictionяry, i.e. я nranuscript рягя11е1 to
Slav 41 in ирр8я1я. Another, perlraps more ргоЬяЫе, hypothesis is tlrat the
dictionяry he writes of in the two documents is я further revised version of Slav
18, i.e. Stavineckij's Iratin-Stavonic dictionury in reverse. Here I would like to
remind the reяder of я note я1 the beginning of MS Slav 11 in ирр8я1я: "et ex hoc
яlijsqve lib. Staveno-Russ. яЬегит confeci Thomum Staveno-Iratinum cum яп-
пехя Огяттяиюя" (cf. p. 20). This note seems to tie in rather well with the
infornration given in the two documents under discussion, яlthough there is some
confusion as to whether the dictionяry supplied with я gramnrat^l яppendix wяs
in fяct Iratin-Stavonic or Stavonic-lratin. My hypothesis is tlrat the note in Slav 11
refers to the dictionяry (one of the dictionяries?) donяted to the Pope, яnd tlrat
8рятег^еМ compiled tlrat copy himself. On the one Irand, if it were Iratin-
Stavonic, it would fit in well with the wording of the Stockholm document яЬои1 я
Iratin-Church Stavonic dictionяry with яdditions from the Russiяn chrancellery
lяnguяge яnd supplied with gramnrat^l rules. On the other Irand, the second
dictionяry—the Church Stavonic-lratin one—could Irave been supplied with я
gramnrat^l яppendix as well, all the more so if tlrat second ряН wяs я reversed
version of the first. This might яНо be the р1ясе to 1яке into яссоиФ я note by
8ряпуе^еМ я1 the beginning of Slav 18: "йзъ рязных слявенских книгъ,
няипячеже з'кялепиня ня язык слявенскш прЕдложЕнягсв ..." (cf. р. 37). In ту
view, it is even сопсе^яЫе tlrat the second, Church Stavonic-Iratin ряг! spoken
of wяs Slav 18 яnd tlrat it wns never, in fяct, given яwяy or tlrat it сяте Ьяск to
Sweden tater (perlraps Ьесяиве it wяs of minor interest to the Propяgяndя).

There Iras been some specutation as to whrat led ЗряпуепГеМ to тяке his
dictionяry яvяilяble for use in the СяНюНс mission at a time when яntяgonism
between Cfitholics яnd Protestflnts was very strong. Did 8ряпуе^еМ sympflthize
with the Catholics? Spurwenfeld does not seem to Irave been я тяп of рягЬси1яг-
ly 'religious' clraracter. It was not until he reяched old яge thrat he begяn to
consider religious nratters. He gives the impression of Iraving been я tolerant яnd
broяd-minded тяп with я ргясЬся1 яnd sober view of life. I am inclined to believe
tlrat the motivntion behind the donfltion was of я completely pragnratic пяШге.
His dictionяry hяd the clrance of being printed я1 the Propяgяndя printing press,
which wяs well stocked with type for different я1рЬяЬе18,12 яnd then being spreяd
nnd used. The Pope might яЬо, as a token of tlranks, яllow him much-coveted
access to the rich collections of the Vuticnn. The tatter wяs яchieved я! 1ея8С

12 See the Stockholm document: "... и покамЪсть первая ci'a часть из латины начинающаяся
в'печатном вЪро-разпространителном дворЪ римском различныхъ языковъ буквами обилным
аще сице йзволяется печатом изображена быстъ в'торвю от языка славен(с)когш починенную"
etc.
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when the Pope gave him the keys to the Vatican, which meant he had unrestrict¬
ed admission to its archives and library.

Are there any further traces of the dictionary/dictionaries that Sparwenfeld left
in Rome? Yes, the Latin-Slavonic dictionary that Sparwenfeld personally gave to
the Pope is referred to in different places in the ensuing years. Sparwenfeld's
correspondence with Leibniz (see p. 85ff.), as in all questions to do with Slavica,
is a gold-mine. Leibniz writes in a letter dated 6 December 1695: "On m'a mandć
aussi que Vous avez fais imprimer dans 1'imprimerie della propaganda quelque
choze qui regarde la Langue Illyrique."13 Leibniz is, probably, referring to
Sparwenfeld's dictionary which he had heard had been printed in Rome. The
information given in Sparwenfeld's answer to Leibniz' letter, dated 11 November
1696, can, supposedly, be taken as a comment on this: "J'auois bien donne au

Pape mon dictionaire Latino-Esclavon. Sa Sainte proprio motu qvelques mois
apres mon depart de Rome lauoit enuoye au propaganda, ie ne scay si Ion a
commencć a limprimer, on aura de la peine a le faire, il a ny ame vivante a Rome,
qvi soit assez propre pour cella" (Hannover, Lbr. 877).

Finally someone did, however, consider himself capable of taking on the final
editing of Sparwenfeld's Latin-Slavonic dictionary. This person was Giovanni
Pastriccio (Ivan Paśtrić) (1636-1708), originating from Split in Dalmatia and
attached to the Propaganda (Golub 1968). He took part in the said revision of
books of Catholic ritual written in Illyrian. At the Propaganda printing press a

Glagolitic Missale was published in 1688 and a Glagolitic Breviarium in 1706.
Both works had been edited by Pastriccio. In the list of acquaintances that
Sparwenfeld wrote some time between 1720 and 1723, Nomina Illustrium virorum
Quibuscum Familiariter et in Continua uixi amicitia in aetate virili .. .",14
Sparwenfeld introduced him in the following way: "II Dr Regente dell Collegio
propaganda fide il Sigr Gioanni Pastrizio Dalmatino, Professore Theolog: colleg.
propag. fide:". Sparwenfeld had met him in Rome and had since exchanged a few
letters with him. In a letter from Pastriccio dated 8 May 1698 he says with regard
to Sparwenfeld's dictionary: "II suo Vocabolario Latino-Slavonico per tanto
tempo non ё stato stampato, perche поп п'ё stato chi le copiasse." (Linkóping,
Br. 33:115.) Pastriccio relates further that a person had been found who was

willing to undertake the work, but that he had later withdrawn from the enter¬
prise. Pastriccio now begins to think that he himself, though overloaded with
work, might be able to take it on. Then he makes a suggestion for the arrange¬
ment of the dictionary. He proposes a four-column layout. "1. Lat. 2. Parola
Slavon. in Cirrilliano ó Ruteno. 3. in Hieronimiano. 4. la stessa signif(ic)ac. in
Dalmatino con carattere Italiano hor la med(esim)a, hor la diversa parola." He
continues: "Ma questa parte sara difficiliss(im)a perche ё cosi abondante il suo
vocabolario, e cosi singolare che bisogner& circonscrivere." So Pastriccio envis¬
aged Sparwenfeld's dictionary as follows: it would be in four columns with the
Latin headwords in column 1, the Church Slavonic words printed in Cyrillic
letters in column 2, the Church Slavonic words in Glagolitic letters in column 3,

13 Linkóping, Br. 33:108. The letter appears in Bring (1754, 138 ff.) and Wieselgren (1884-85, 3 ff.).
14 The original list is kept at the Royal Library in Stockholm, bearing the catalogue number Ep. S45;
printed in Jacobowsky 1932, 374 ff.
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and the Dalmatian equivalents (the direct, related equivalent plus synonyms)
printed in "Italian", i.e. Latin letters in column 4. Because the dictionary was so
extensive, Pastriccio believed it might be necessary to shorten it. Approximately
half a year later, Sparwenfeld writes to Leibniz (the letter is dated 15 January
1699) and asks him to send the first edition of Smotrickij's grammar for a time:
"ie vous la demande par la raison ditte (because it contained Greek inflections
which had been omitted in the Moscow edition, cf. p. 57, UB) et encore parce

quon m'oblige de Rome de la propaganda, de leur donner Cette gramaire traduitte
en latin15 affin que Ion la puisse imprimer auec le 1. tome Latino Slawonique que
Mr. Pastricio a commence a copier, а у adjouter quelques autres dialectes
Esclavons, et ensvite limprimer au Colege De Propaganda ..." (Hannover, Lbr.
877). Whether Sparwenfeld completed this translation into Latin or not, I do not
know. (He had, of course, most of the work done in the form of his Moscow
translation of the 1648 edition of Smotrickij's grammar, cf. p. 56.) Later in the
above-mentioned letter Sparwenfeld says: "le Latin Slav est sous la presse a
Rome a ce que me escrit Pastricio". In a letter to Leibniz dated 31 January 1700 it
transpires that the dialect Pastriccio was about to add to Sparwenfeld's Latin-
Slavonic dictionary was Dalmatian.

In 1971 Ivan Golub in Zagreb published an article with the title Rad Ivana
Paśtrića na izdavanju glagoljskih liturgijskih knijga which is of great interest to
us. There he gives an account of an uncompleted work by Pastriccio, begun by
him at the end of 1688 and interrupted in the year 1700 or later. The work bears
the title De Missalis, Breuiarij Illyrici Romani et similium diuinorum officiorum
Origine, charactere, continuatione, scriptione impressione, usu et locis, ac modo
intelligendi scripta, et impressa offlciaque noua uertendi. Opus in gratiam,
decus, utilitatem turn Nationis Illyricae in Dalmatia tum praecipue Cleri Glagoli-
tarum concinnatum a Joanne Pastritio Dalmata Spalatensi Philosophiae ac
Sacrae Theologiae Doctore et in Collegio de Propaganda Fide Sacrae Theolo-
giae Polemicae seu Dogmaticae Lectore inchoatum ab anno 1688 circa finem
absolutum. Three versions of the work are preserved: a very incomplete draft in
the Vatican Library, the complete text in the library of the Propaganda, and an

incomplete transcription in the Scientific Library (Naućna Biblioteka) in Zadar.
The work, referred to by Golub as glagolska summa, seems to have been written
for the purpose of enlightening and guiding those editing Glagolitic religious
books in the Illyrian literary language. It is divided into nine chapters and the
ninth chapter has, in its turn, nine sub-divisions. These deal with the different
alphabets and the language used by the Illyrian nation in Dalmatia. The last of

15 In the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, in the collection Borg. lat. 747, f. 3, is a note containing the
following: "Grammaticae Slavonicae sue Illyricae literalis a Smotriscio typis editae compendium a cl.
et ill. viro Io. Gabriele Sparwenfeldo Nob. Svevo Regisque Suec. ad colligendas Gothorum Vandalor-
umque antiquitates in omnia Regna misso mihi scriptum 24 mense Augusti Romae 1692 dono
oblatum." The note is, apparently, written in Pastriccio's handwriting. It seems that Sparwenfeld gave
Pastriccio a compendium of Smotrickij's grammar during his stay in Rome in 1692. Is this perhaps the
"annexa Grammattica" spoken of in Slav 11 (p. 20) and the "с'приданными некоторыми грамтики(!)
славёнскш о^чен'ми" spoken of in the Stockholm document (p. 78)? Evidently Pastric¬
cio wanted something more elaborate than this compendium, as he asks for a full translation of the
1619 edition.
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these sub-divisions contains the beginning of a dictionary of the words included in
the Illyrian breviary (published in 1688 with Pastriccio as editor) and the New
Testament in Church Slavonic. Pastriccio seems to have been planning a gram¬
mar and a dictionary of the literary Illyrian language, i.e. the language in which
the Glagolitic religious books were written. Let us consider what Golub writes
about this dictionary fragment: it bears the title Dictionarium Illyricum and
contains four columns: Latin, Church Slavonic (in Cyrillic letters), "brevijarski"
(in Glagolitic letters) and Dalmatian. The dictionary was never completed. Pas¬
triccio accounts for this in the following way:

Mi fermai dal far questo Dittionario di gran fatica dopo che il Signore Gio. Gabriele di
Sparvenfeldt Svezzese inviato dal Re ai Principi dall'Europa, Asia et Africa per trovar
memorie della Svezzia, mi mostró da se fatto in Moscua un copioso Dittionario prima
Latino e poi Slavonico con carattere bellissimo Moscovitico, che s'usa in carte da
scrivere; donandolo al Papa, ed io fui cagione che gli suggerisse nella donazione che era
bene darło al Collegio di Propaganda Fide per esser necessario in ordine ad aggiunger
Officij nei Breviari Illirici ... Ma donato alia libreria i Superiori non pensarono altro пё di
stamparlo пё di farlo copiare. Onde non vi essendo chi copiasse, benche nel 1697 il Signore
Card. Barberigo di Fiascone sollecitasse uno Ruteno Alunno Basiliano dotissimo ...

scusandosi questo che non haveva tempo пё gli lo concedeva il Rettore P. Giulio Rossi di
Mondoni della Missione mi risolsi tardi io stesso dopo haver havuto licenza di partirsi (19.
aprile 1698) il Ruteno D. Giacomo ... di Russia negra copiar primo la parola Latina, e poi
con carattere da stampa la parola Slavonica in carattere ciriliano, 3 in carattere di Bucviza
o Hieronimiano, 4 in carattere latino la parola Dalmatica.

II detto Signore Spervenfeldt haueva promesso di mandar una Grammatica Slavonica di
un P. Gesuita stampata.

Ma il P. Giacomo mi ha detto che vi ё Grammatica diligentissima di Mons. Smotriski
Saulus Paulus Arcivescovo Santissimo che поп ё stampata et un altra stampata poco fa da
un loro Monaco Macario сЬ'ё bellissima e cosi faró sulla Grammatica (?) quello che fo (?)
sul Ditionario se Dio darii vita e forze (the Scientific Library of Zadar, Ms. 521, f. 10v.-ll,
quoted from Golub).

In this document Pastriccio relates that he stopped working on his own

dictionary after Sparwenfeld had shown him the Latin-Slavonic dictionary that he
had compiled in Moscow and that he was to give to the Pope. Pastriccio probably
realized that this would be as useful in the revision of religious books as the one

planned by himself. It also transpires that it was Pastriccio who advised Sparwen¬
feld to point out to the Pope in connection with the donation that it would be
suitable to hand the gift over to the Propaganda. There they could complete the
dictionary by adding the words from the Illyrian breviary. However, the diction¬
ary remained there until 1697 before anybody made an effort to find someone able
to copy and complete it. After an unsuccessful attempt, Pastriccio himself took
on the job (cf. p. 81).

It is most likely the result of this work of his that we find in the Biblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana: amongst Pastriccio's bequests in this library Golub has
found a dictionary fragment {Borg. lat. 484, f. 141—44) which corresponds well
with the description given by Pastriccio of how the donated dictionary should be
revised. It has four columns: Latin ("Latine"), Church Slavonic in the Cyrillic
alphabet ("Slauonico-Ruthen. char. Cyr."), Church Slavonic in Glagolitic letters
("Slauon. char. Hieronym."), and Dalmatian ("Dalmaticd"). The Cyrillic words
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in the second column are for the most part transliterated into Latin characters
underneath according to the Italian orthographical norm. The fragment covers ab
to abbreviatura inclusive. The first two columns are filled with words, the fourth,
the Dalmatian column, is almost empty. Pastriccio probably got no further in his
work of copying, abbreviating and adding to the dictionary donated by Sparwen-
feld. Upon reading the Latin and Church Slavonic columns on the first page of
the fragment (reproduced in Golub) one can establish without doubt that the
dictionary given to the Pope by Sparwenfeld really was a copy of Slavineckij's
Latin-Slavonic dictionary. It is also evident that the donated copy was very close
to Slav 11. So the information given in Golub's article, combined with information
in the letters of donation, notes, and the correspondence, gives a relatively clear
picture of the circumstances surrounding the donation.

4.3. THE MEMORANDUM

In the early summer of 1694 Sparwenfeld returned from his long Gothic journey,
bearing home literary treasures in the form of books and manuscripts, as was his
wont. Among the books he had with him were some Czech, Croatian and
Slovenian works he had obtained in Rome. Sparwenfeld, proposed as a possible
member of a delegation to Poland, was now eager to settle in Sweden in order to
be able to sort out his collected material. For this reason he wrote a memorandum
to the government in 1695,16 in which he reports on his immediate plans. Number
one on this list is his lexicographical work. He is planning at this time the
compilation of a Russian-Church Slavonic dictionary in two parts; the first was to
be Latin-Slavonic with translations into Swedish, the second Slavonic-Latin, also
with translations into Swedish. The dictionary was to be as rich and varied as

Calepinus' work, which was used as a model. It was to be of use even without the
help of a teacher, especially if one had a copy of the Church Slavonic grammar

(no. 2 in the memorandum), which he says he has already completed. The
grammar to which he refers is, undoubtedly, Smotrickij's grammar in his own
Latin translation. For the printing of these works, he says, he has found van
Selow's printing press (see p. 73) in Holland on which he has been given an
option by Joan Blaeu in Amsterdam (see below). He points out the desirability of
the government's procuring the copper matrices of this printing press; then his
works and all sorts of religious books could be printed in Sweden for the
conversion of Russian-speaking Swedish subjects. Sparwenfeld rounds off the
memorandum with an application to be allowed to stay in Sweden and be
provided with a suitable 'part-time' job, so that he could give the rest of his time
over to research. His wish was granted in that he was appointed Vice-Master of
Ceremonies at Court.

16 The memorandum is kept among Sparwenfeld's correspondence in the Linkoping Diocesan
Library (Br. 33:180). It is printed in Jacobowsky (1932, 369-72).
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4.4. THE CORRESPONDENCE WITH LEIBNIZ

An important source of information as to how the work on the Slavonic diction¬
aries proceeded is Sparwenfeld's correspondence with Gottfried Wilhelm von
Leibniz (1646-1716). This correspondence,17 kept up during the years 1695-1704,
is a veritable gold-mine when it comes to finding out about Sparwenfeld's
academic activities, especially with regard to Slavica. Leibniz was, at the time of
the beginning of this correspondence, already passionately interested in Russia.
In Tsar Peter he felt that he had found the person who would be able to establish
a link between enlightened Europe and barbaric Russia. At the same time Russia
was a tabula rasa with unlimited potential for development. He saw it as
desirable that this development should be guided in such a way as to avoid the
mistakes already made by Europe. Russia was important also from another point
of view: it constituted a connecting link with the highly civilized China, a country
which, through the missionary activities of the Jesuits, was by this time about to
be discovered by Europe. Leibniz eventually put much effort into the enlighten¬
ment of Russia. He sent a number of memoranda to Tsar Peter offering sugges¬
tions on how to create an effective system of education and how to raise the
general cultural level of the country. In his letters Leibniz often turns to Spar-
wenfeld with questions on Russia and the languages spoken there and in other
countries in the Slavonic world.18 In what follows we will often have reason to

refer to this correspondence.

4.5. DISCUSSIONS ON ALPHABETS AND LANGUAGE

In different letters making up Sparwenfeld's correspondence one can see that
several people tried to persuade him to print his Slavonic lexicographical works in
the Latin alphabet. The first time this question arises is in a letter to Gisbert
Cuper,19 dated 29 October 1695. There it transpires that he has been under
pressure from, among others, Joan Blaeu in Amsterdam (see p. 93) to use Latin
letters in his planned edition of the dictionary. Sparwenfeld himself is very

negative to this and retorts that it would not take any longer to learn the Cyrillic
characters than it would to learn the use of the Latin characters when transliterat¬

ing Russian. He also doubts the possibility of expressing fully "naturalem sonum
literar: slavenorussicarum" in Latin letters. However, he asks Cuper for advice
on this, which the latter does not give.

17 Twelve letters from Sparwenfeld and eleven from Leibniz have been preserved. Sparwenfeld's
letters are kept in Niedersachsische Landesbibliothek zu Hannover, Lbr. (= Leibnizbriefwechsel)
877. Leibniz' letters are kept in the Linkóping Diocesan Library, Br. 33. Leibniz' letters to Sparwen¬
feld have been published by H. Wieselgren (1884-85), except for two letters, one dated 13 July 1697
and the other dated 10 March 1702. The latter is also missing from Lidćn (1791).
18 For further information on Leibniz and Russia, see Guerrier 1873, Bittner 1931-32, Richter 1946
and Benz 1947.
19 Gisbert Cuper (1644-1716), Professor of History in Deventer from 1668, mayor of this town from
1675 (Jócher 1750, Vol. I, column 2254).
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This question also arises in his correspondence with Leibniz. In Sparwenfeld's
letter to Leibniz dated 31 January 1700, he says with regard to the transliteration
of Church Slavonic into Latin characters: "... et autant de livres imprime que
vous trouvez, autant de diff(er)ense dans 1'ortographie, qvelqves uns observans
la pronunciassion Allemande, les autres l'italienne, de sorte que la теше langue
paroit fort peut samblable a elle тете, si ce nest que Ion veuille et scache reduire
les mots a la veritable encienne lettre Cirulique, ou a une nouvelle mais univer-
selle ortographie .. ."20 Cf. also p. 19, note 17.

What was Sparwenfeld's attitude towards the Russian literary language (Rus¬
sian-Church Slavonic) as against the spoken language? How did he regard the
Slavonic languages as a whole? Sparwenfeld's dictionaries contain a great deal of
Church Slavonic, but the glossary at the back of Slav 41 (see p. 50) and
additions in the margins of several manuscripts are evidence of his interest in and
familiarity with the spoken language.

The correspondence with Leibniz often touches on questions dealing with how
languages relate to one another. In particular Leibniz turns to Sparwenfeld for his
opinions on the relations between the Slavonic languages. Sparwenfeld often
states in his letters, expressing his opinion in various ways, that the Slavonic
languages are very close to one another. All, as he puts it, are daughters of the
same mother, i.e. Church Slavonic. He regards the Slavonic languages as dialects
of one and the same language, and he is convinced that, with a fundamental
knowledge of Church Slavonic, one could understand all the other Slavonic
languages as well.

In a letter dated 29 January 1697, Leibniz asks which of the Slavonic languages
Church Slavonic bears most resemblance to, whether it is more like Polish or

Czech or if it is maybe closer to the Slavonic spoken by the Adriatic. Sparwenfeld
gives an answer to the question in his letter of 3 March the same year: "Ie vous

envoye un paralelle de quelqves langves Esclavonnes par la vous verrez que la
Dalmatienne, illyr: Carniole. etc. sapprochent plus de la mere, que le Polonois et
le Bohem: qvoy qvun home instruit au fond de la Mere pourrut fort bien
debrouller le sens des autres, ie le fais tous les jours quoy que ie naye passe en
Bohem, que 3 ou 4 semaines nayant fait aussi que passe le Crain, ou iay parlć

20 In his letter of 27 December 1698 (Linkóping, Br. 33:116) Leibniz came up with the suggestion that
Sparwenfeld should work out a universal Slavonic alphabet: "C'est a dire une maniere de Table, ou
selon l'Alphabet Latin, enrichi et diversify par qvelqves langves Europeennes plus connues, vous
pourries exprimer la veritable valeur de toute sorte de caracteres non seulment Ciruliqves ou

Russiens, mais encor Glogoliques (!) et тете les notes et lettres dont les Polonnois, Bohemiens et
autres se sont servis pour modifier l'Alphabet latin ou Allemand й leur faęon, car il semble qve
l'ecriture des ces peuples est plus differente qve leur pronontiation." Sparwenfeld then worked out
his "harmonious table" of the Slavonic languages, which was not entirely to Leibniz's satisfaction.
This extremely interesting subject will, however, be dealt with elsewhere. From the letter dated 31
January 1700, a very significant one from a Slavonic Studies point of view, a few of Sparwenfeld's
comments on the table, dealing with Russian letters and sounds, can be briefly related here: "Dans
limprimerie et la bonne orthographie il у a tousiours difference entre o et a», et la grammaire la
montrera, mais dans lescriture ordinaire on ne se met guere en peine de les distinguer." He talks
further of the letter еры "dont la prononciassion est la plus difficile cepandent quand on ne la scay

pas on confonde fuit—былъ, auec verberavit—билъ." One will be understood, however, if one

pronounces fuit "Boul ou bull, ou byll" (Hannover, Lbr. 877).
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avćc les paissans, on ma fort bien entendu aussi en Meil(?) et a Prague, item les
Ragousiens mont fort bien entendu qvand ie meluy le bas Moscovite auec le haut
language."

The "paralelle de quelqves langves Esclavonnes" spoken of in the letter is
probably the one published in Leibniz's Collectanea etymologica 2, p. 352ff.
under the heading "Comparatio Dialectorum Slavonicarum, missa ab 111. Viro
Dno, de Sparwenfeld". There he compares the Fiftieth Psalm written in "Slavon-
ica vetus (mater non propriis, sed Lat. Uteris) & Illyrica (filia moderna)." He
further makes a comparison of Luke chapter 21 between the following dialects:
"Slavonica vetus, Craino-Carintica filia, Boemica filia, Polonica filia" and "Rus-
sica vulgaris". The comparison concludes with the remark: "De caetero nulla
lingua minorem patitur in suis Dialectis differentiam, quam haec: omnes enim
parum a matre abeunt. Secus a Latina omnes ejus filiae & c.". Some more

comparisons between Slavonic dialects are made on the ensuing pages.
In a letter to Leibniz dated 11 January 1698, Sparwenfeld says: "si ie pouru

seulment faire un vocabulaire Latino Esclavon, et Esclaveno latin pour faciliter la
lecture et l'entendment d'un auteur Esclavon ou Russe. Car qviconque scauray
bien le pur encien Esclavon, aprendra facilement les autres langues ou dia-
lectes21 ... ie lay veu et experimentć moy meme ..." Further on in the same
letter he says he is convinced that the Bulgarians are Slavs and that "pure Church
Slavonic" is to be found in Bulgaria.22

Earlier in the same letter he makes a statement about Arabic which is also very

interesting for us: "Tout homme qvi na pas apri l'arabe viva voce, et qui ne s'est
ехегсё au pais тёте parmi les enfans et les femmes Marchands et soldas, meme
les plus scavans de l'Europe—leur erudition arabique nestant que domestique
nest qune erudition supperficace, et ne suffira jamais a traduire touttes les
matieres indififerament et les textes sans accers ... Qvand ie lis le plus grand
arabes que nous ayons eu en Europe, et qui ont fait imprime quelque chose, ie
mettone de ce que leur scavoir soit si Ьогпё, et quils (untroventent) tant de ce
qui ne merite pas parmi les arabes, cest que l'usage du vulgaire leurs manque, et
sans elle le plus grand scavoir est imparfait, et le vulgaire nest rien sans le
fondement (UB's italics)..." We can presumably take for granted that what goes
for Arabic in his opinion goes for Russian too. In his perception of the great
importance of the spoken language we must agree that Sparwenfeld was ahead of
his time. Especially interesting is the emphasis he places on the importance of
being able to converse with people from all walks of life, and even with children.
It would seem that the reason Sparwenfeld allowed Church Slavonic to play such
a major part in his dictionaries was not because he held the spoken language in
contempt, but because it was most practical: with a grounding in Church Slavonic

21 Cf. Leibniz's Collectanea etymologica 2, p. 358: "Qui callet linguam antiquam Slavonicam, qualis
adhuc in libris Ecclesiasticis apud Russos in usu, & in Ecclesiis legitur & cantatur: omnes filias
dialectosque sine molestia intelligit; & si quae hie cernitur differentia, ea provenit ex variis textibus,
unde versae sunt hae dialecti."
22 Leibniz comments on this in his letter dated 27 December 1698, saying that it seems very likely
that the Bulgarians are Slavs, because their name reveals that they originate from the River Volga.
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one could understand and be understood not only in Russia, but in all the other
Slavonic-speaking countries as well.23

Another view on this question was published in Leibniz's Collectanea etymolo-
gica 2, p. 360, where Sparwenfeld is quoted as saying: "In scripturis autem &
sublimibus scientiis non sufficit communis lingua Russica, nec se bene exprimere
valet: siquidem in ea obsoleta facta sunt optima & sublimia verba & vocabula
propter ignorantiam. Ideo recurrendum est ad purum etymon Slavonicum."
Ludolf, in his Grammatica Russica (see p. 95) also points out that a learned
discussion cannot be carried on without the use of Church Slavonic. He also

gives this summary: 'Adeoque apud illos (i.e. Russos, UB) dicitur, loquendum est
Russice & scribendum est Slavonice."

4.6. PROBLEMS OF COMPILATION

Thoughts on concrete methods of compiling the planned dictionary/dictionaries
are also mirrored in Sparwenfeld's letters. In a letter dated 11 January 1698,
Sparwenfeld discusses the question of a "harmonious grammar", i.e. a grammar
that gives equivalents in several languages. In connection with this he mentions
his projected dictionary: "Lay promi un dictionaire Esclavon et latin, mais non

pas Harmonique", because, he says, he is convinced that such a work would be
too much for one person to undertake. For such a task a group of five to six
people, knowledgeable in all the Slavonic dialects and with the time and inclina¬
tion for the work, would be required.

In his letter of 27 December 1698 (Linkóping, Br. 33:116) Leibniz says: "Pour
venir a vostre Dictionnaire Esclavon, je vous diray, Monsieur, qv'il seroit bon
qve vous eussićs le Thesaurus polyglottus de Megiserus, si vous ne l'aves pas.
C'estoit un homme extremement versć dans les langves et particulierement dans
les Slavoniqves car je croy qv'il estoit natif de ces pays la ou du voisinage ..."
Sparwenfeld replies on 15 January the following year that he has had this book for
a long time (as was mentioned on p. 44, there are excerpts from it in Slav 41) as
well as Veleslavfn's Czech dictionary (see p. 43) and Cnapius' Thesaurus polono-
latino-graecus (see p. 51), besides other works. He adds: "donnez moy la

23 I would like to take this opportunity to make a correction: In his letter dated 27 December 1698
(Linkóping, Br. 33:116) Leibniz says that he has a "Nomenclateur Russien" in manuscript. Regard¬
ing this, Sparwenfeld replies in his letter of 15 January 1699: "Le nomenclateur Russien, sil est
purement Russien, ne me peut servir de rien, mais bien les livres de la langue Lucace ..." Leibniz
answers in the next letter, dated 7 April 1699 (Linkóping, Br. 33:117): "Le Nomenclateur est
purement Russien et se rapporte a ce qui est dans l'usage commun en Moscovie; ainsi je ne vous

l'envoye pas: Mais je ne scay ce que c'est que la langue Lucale, dont vous dites que si c'est d'elle
qu'il traite, que je vous le dois envoyer." Guerrier (1873, 37, the note) has misinterpreted the word
"Lucace" (because Leibniz had failed to decipher it) as "lucale, locale", i.e. 'local', which Guerrier
presumes to mean "die eigentlich russische Umgangssprache". In fact Sparwenfeld himself gives a

satisfactory explanation in his reply of 12 April 1699: "Par la Lucace ie veut dire Lusaticam, qui est
un dialecte corrompu del'esclavon." Consequently the word which was hard to decipher was not
evidence of Sparwenfeld's interest in spoken Russian, but related to the Sorbian language.
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methode et la maniere la plus facile pour lexecution, la matiere у est et tous mes
mots Esclavons rangćs, cest a dire la partie qui commence par l'esclavon car le
Latin Slav est sous la presse a Rome a ce que me escrit Pastricio" (cf. p. 82).
Considering the fact that he had earlier stated that he was not planning a
harmonious dictionary, it is rather surprising that he emphasizes here that he has
dictionaries in other Slavonic languages as well. He has possibly started consider¬
ing whether he should include words from other Slavonic languages in his work,
i.e. to work in the direction of a harmonious dictionary. Or maybe he wishes in
this manner to dissuade Leibniz from making any further suggestions regarding
material, as he considers that he already has enough and besides that, unlike
Leibniz, has the knowledge of the languages necessary to compile his dictionary.
One can discern a slight irritation at Leibniz's 'elementary' suggestions. What he
does need help with is the method, however. As far as I can see none of the three
dictionaries mentioned above have served as sources for Sparwenfeld's diction¬
ary.

4.7 MATTHIAS ZABANI

At the end of 1698, the figure of Matthias Zabani enters into the correspondence
between Leibniz and Sparwenfeld, though he is not mentioned by name.24
Leibniz writes in his letter dated 27 December (Linkóping, Br. 33:116) of a young
man he has taken under his wing since he had been shamefully left in the lurch by
his employer. Regarding his origins Leibniz says: "II est Hongrois de nation, et
entend et parle egalement le Hongrois et le Slavaqve, car c'est ainsi qv'on appelle
le Slavon en Hongrie." Regarding his qualifications it appears that he had spent
some time in Poland and that his former employer had engaged him as his
German interpreter.25 "Son caractere est fort bon et fort lisible, de sorte qv'il
m'est venu dans l'esprit, en ćcrwant cette lettre, qve si vous voulćs pousser vos
travaux Slavoniques, ce garęon vous у seroit tres propre, Vous trouueries en luy
en meme temps un bon copiste et un homme versć dans la practique de ces

langves, car je voy qv'il en scait plusieurs dialectes. Qvand je luy monstray le
Carniolain de Bohoriz (cf. p. 7, UB), il me dit qv'il se rapportoit assez ń
l'ćsclavon qvi est en usage en Hongrie, et se la paroist raisonnable a cause du
voisinage." (Cited from Wieselgren 1884-85, 25.) Leibniz had even considered
taking lessons in Church Slavonic from Zabani, but his time was too limited. In
order that Sparwenfeld should see a sample of Zabani's handwriting Leibniz
encloses a few pages from Bohorić, which Zabani had been transcribing for
Sparwenfeld.

24 Pekarskij (1864, 6-7) draws the wrong conclusions regarding the man's identity. He concludes that
the person referred to is Elias Kopiewicz and that the books that were to be delivered to Sparwenfeld
were printed by the man himself.
25 Prof. L. £)urović in Lund has managed to trace Zabani's background. In all probability he was
born in 1674 in Povaźskń Bystrica in western Slovakia. On 5 September 1695 he was registered as a
student at the gymnasium in Toruń and in July the following year he became a student at the
gymnasium in Gdańsk. See also £>urović 1983, 62, 66.
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In his reply of 15 January 1699 Sparwenfeld agrees to take on Zabani as long as
Zabani is satisfied with what Sparwenfeld can offer him. In addition, Sparwenfeld
wonders if he should let Zabani give his children Latin lessons, provided he
knows the language well enough. Leibniz assures him in his letter of 7 April of the
same year:26 "il sęait assez de latin selon la coutume des Hongrois et Polonois,
et meme quelque chose de plus;" (cited from Wieselgren 1884-85, 35).

The first report on the progress of the young copyist comes in a letter dated 12
September 1699, in which Sparwenfeld coolly and not without a little irony states:
"Mon Zabani est bon garcon, mais comme jusque'a Iheur qvil est, il a fallu luy
enseigner lire et escrire son propre langve Maternelle, qu ie scay mieux que luy,
ie vous laisse juger de qvel secour il me pourut avoir estć encore." Leibniz,
somewhat embarrassed, apologizes in his letter of 4 January 1700 (Linkoping, Br.
33:121): "J'espere qve Zabani ne vous sera pas inutile qvand il aura appris a lire
et ecrire en lettre des Russes. Au moins les apparences estoient favorables pour
vostre dessein, et il me semble qv'il vous falloit un tel copiste. Si ces apparences
nous ont trompe j'en serois fachć ..." (cited from Wieselgren p. 47).

In addition to a mass of raw material, Sparwenfeld now has a scribe in his
employ, who, whether Sparwenfeld likes it or not, must be given work to do. In
spite of the fact that his lexicographical work has long been referred to in his
correspondence, it is apparently not until Zabani appears on the scene that it
actually begins to take shape.

In Sparwenfeld's very interesting letter dated 31 January 1700, we find some
information about how the work is proceeding: "Pour ce qvi est de Zabani, il ny a

que fort peu de jours qve ie l'ay trouuć en etat de copier, et de commencer a

ranger mon dictionaire Esclavon ęa va diablement lantemant, ie crois pourtant
qvavec le temps nous en viendrons a bout. Mais qvelles langues croyez vous les
plus necessaires, que Ion pouroit у adjouter exeptć le Latin et l'allement qvi sont
absolument necessaire." Does Leibniz think that he should add, for example,
Illyrian "comme le plus pur des tous les autres dialectes?" Polish and Czech27
are already found in Calepinus even if they are badly written. How should he
arrange the layout of his dictionary? Should he place each language in a column
by itself and put the equivalents in the different languages on the same horizontal
line? He would be very grateful for advice on this point. Leibniz apparently does
not oblige; his following28 letter contains nothing that could be interpreted as an
answer. Zabani, after a few months of apprenticeship, has now evidently applied
himself to his great trial of strength, the compiling of the draft, Slav 42. As we
know, the plans to incorporate German as a third language were never realized,
but some Illyrian words were included (from Micalia) even though they did not
form a column of their own. Zabani writes on 31 January 1700 an effusive letter to
his former benefactor, in which he says: "Ich lebe hier in spe et silentio ...

arbeite fleissig in unserm dictionario Slave." (Hannover, Lbr. 1020.)

26 Linkoping, Br. 33:117 (according to Lidćn 1791, 153). Wieselgren informs us that the original is
missing so he has printed the letter from Kortholt 1738, Vol. Ill, 355ff. The original is, however,
found in Linkoping.
27 Sparwenfeld is wrong about Czech; this language is not included in Calepinus' eleven-language
dictionary.
28 The letter is dated 10 March 1702. It is not included in Lidćn and Wieselgren.
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The work on the dictionary progresses slowly but surely according to a letter to
Leibniz dated 19 April 1702: "Zabani escrit de temps en temps, pour metre au
net, ou pour mieu dire pour acheuer a ranger le tiers qvi nous reste du Calepin
Russe, il у a parmi les prisoniers Moskovites des Escrivains qui maydont a
coucher au net, leurs mains estans plus propres, qve celles de Zabani, qvi n'en
scait plus que ce quil fallu luy enseigner chez moy, ne scachant aupar(av)ant pas
une sillabe, ce trauail estant tres ennueux comme vous scavez et pouuez croire ie
ne le presse pas, et puisqv'il est laissć entierement a luy, il ne faut pas s'etonner
si le temps sćccoule, et peu de chose s'effectue, ie ne vois pas dapparence aussi
den faire grand usage dans ce temps cij si le B. Dieu veuille nous ramener la
Paix29 un jour on у trauailleroit auec plus de plaisir et d'utilitć." So Zabani is
occupied with the remaining third of the "Calepin Russe", i.e. he is probably
engaged in inserting words from Slav 11/Slav 18 in their respective places in Slav
42. At this stage Sparwenfeld has also enlisted the help of Russian prisoners of
war. Some of these must have been better suited to a task like this than the young
Slovak.

4.8 THE RUSSIAN PRISONERS OF WAR. ALEKSEJ MANKIJEV

Sparwenfeld's relationship with the Russian prisoners was good, and according
to some, too good. He had a lot to do with them through his work, but apparently
he also spent time with them outside that context. This is not strange if one bears
in mind that some of them had been his personal friends in Moscow (amongst
them the Russian envoy himself, Andrej Jakovlević Chilkov, see Русский био¬
графический словарь 1901, 320-21). Apart from this, he must have welcomed
the opportunity to speak Russian. Sparwenfeld also acted as the prisoners'
representative before the Swedish authorities.

In the minutes of a Council meeting of 28 February 1702, we find the name of
one of the prisoners taking part in the work on the draft, Schepelin. The Council
was that day reviewing an application for permission for Śepelin to move to
Sparwenfeld's home in order to help him with the fair copying of "hans stora och
vidlyftiga schlavoniske lexicon" (his large and expansive Slavonic dictionary).
Śepelin acted as scribe to General Golovin, who was also a Muscovite friend of
Sparwenfeld's, mentioned in Nomina (see p. 81). The Council assented to the
application. The minutes mention that Śepelin's father lived in Moscow and gave

lodgings to a captured Swedish cavalry captain, who, judging by the accompany¬

ing letter, was treated in the best possible way. But the arrangement was terminat¬
ed on 3 November of the same year since Śepelin was rushing off to visit the other
prisoners at all hours of the day. Sparwenfeld received a reprimand for exercising
too great a familiarity with Śepelin and the others (Almquist 1942). Since Hand c,
which probably belonged to Śepelin (see p. 16), was the last 'Russian' hand to
appear in Slav 42 it possibly meant that Sparwenfeld was no longer allowed to use
the Russian prisoners (with the exception of one) in his work.

29 He has in mind the war between Sweden and Russia that broke out in 1700.
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The prisoner who was without doubt the greatest assett to Sparwenfeld was
Chilkov's secretary, Aleksej II'ić Mankijev, Polish by origin.30 He was regarded
as very learned, and was well versed in Latin. He was said to be inseparable from
Chilkov, and was kept close watch on by the Swedish authorities because he was
looked upon as Chilkov's spy. Mankijev wrote a survey of Russia's history
during his imprisonment, Ядро российской истории,31 which has a significant
place in the Russian historiography of the time.32 It is very likely that Sparwen¬
feld furnished him with relevant literature, since he himself had brought a number
of historical works from Moscow.33 Chilkov died in captivity in 1716 and
Mankijev returned to Russia in 1718. He was then employed at Posol'skij prikaz
as a translator from Polish, Swedish and Russian. He died in 1723 (Almquist
1942, 54-55). The great contribution that Mankijev made to Sparwenfeld's dictio¬
nary was to lend his mature and beautiful handwriting plus his experience to the
preparation of the fair copy of Lexicon Slavonicum, Slav 37-40, thereby adding a

professional touch to the final version.
The next piece of information on the progress of the dictionary comes from a

letter to Leibniz dated 16 August 1704. Sparwenfeld repeats a request which he
made in his letter of 31 January 1700, in which he asked Leibniz to obtain for him
copies of the works of Abraham Frencelius.34 He himself had only a few theses
plus the first volume of his work De originibus linguae sorabicae.35 In this letter
he asks for the remainder of this work, and in general for anything which
Frencelius had written: "cella auroit donne du lustre et de la richesse a mon

dictionaire Esclavon, au qvel il ne manque plus rien qve de lillustrer par des
fleurs des oevres de telles gens, et dy adjouter le Latin, lalement et le Suedois."
In all likelihood, the work had now advanced to the last link in the chain, to Slav
37-40. Obviously the Slavonic column in the main dictionary was now written,
while the Latin and Swedish columns remained; the German was never to come

about. Sparwenfeld evidently thought about adding words from other Slavonic

30 Sparwenfeld alternately calls him Manchewich, Manchaewitsch, Mankewitz, and Mankewits.
Jensen (1912, 160, note 1) gives his name as Aleksćj 11'ić Mankćev, i.e. using the Russian form. Since
he is known in Russian cultural history as Манкеев/Манкиев, we use the Russian form regardless of
his origin.
31 Concerning two preserved copies, see С. Строев 1841, no. 45, Giinther 1960, 353 (the same copy)
and Boctokob 1842, no. CCLXX.
32 The work was printed in four editions in 1770, 1784, 1791 and 1799 under the name of Chilkov,
implying that the real author was unknown at that time. For further information about Jadro and its
place in Russian historiography, see Соловьев 1901, columns 1317-28, Пыпин 1911, 473-78, Че-
репнин 1957, 141-146, Пештич 1861, 105-07, Рогов 1967, 146-50.
33 Amongst these was a copy of the Russan-Church Slavonic translation of Strykowski's chronicle; it
is kept in Uppsala University Library under the catalogue number Slav 26-28. Re translations into
Russian of Strykowski's chronicle, see Рогов 1963. Another work furnished by Sparwenfeld was

probably Safonovii's chronicle, now kept in the Diocesan Library of Vaster&s under the catalogue
number Codex AD 10 (see Cecilia Borelius 1952). Sparwenfeld was also the owner of Innokentij
Gizel's Synopsis, printed in Kiev 1678 (now in Vaster&s). Mankijev probably also had the non-
Slavonic historical works found in Sparwenfeld's library at his disposal. Traces of such works in
Jadro have been commented upon by some of the above-mentioned scholars.
34 Re him and his work, see Ягич 1910, 59.
35 Tomus I, Liber I, Budisimae Lusatorum, Libri II, Sittaviae Lusatorum 1693-96. This copy was
donated by Sparwenfeld to Uppsala University Library in 1721, according to Bibl. ark. К52, no. 11.
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languages even at this late stage. But I have not been able to find any evidence of
the use of Frencelius' work as a source.

4.9 EFFORTS TO FIND A PRINTER

Early on, long before work had started on the draft, Sparwenfeld began to look
around for possibilities of having his lexicographical works published. From the
beginning he had apparently planned to print Slav 11 (or a parallel copy) and Slav
18 or Slav 41 in the form in which they already were, and possibly also his Latin
translation of Smotrickij's grammar (see, for example, p. 84). But when it looked
likely that the Latin-Slavonic dictionary he had donated to the Pope would be
printed in Rome (or maybe, in fact, after he had lost hope regarding the printing),
he seems to have begun planning a major revision of his lexicographical material
into what were to become Slav 42 and Slav 37-40.

Already in 1688 Sparwenfeld came into contact with a printer mentioned above
(p. 84), Joan Blaeu36 in Amsterdam. They exchanged some letters about the
possible printing of Sparwenfeld's works in Amsterdam, and even drew up a
contract in the early summer of 1689 relating to Russian cartographical works.37
A possible printing of the Slavonic dictionaries was probably also discussed, but
we can conclude from indirect evidence (Sparwenfeld's letter to Cuper, p. 85)
that their views diverged when it came to the question of which alphabet to use.

In the memorandum written in 1695 (p. 84), it is said that Joan Blaeu offered to
sell Sparwenfeld van Selow's Russian printing equipment (see p. 73), which
Sparwenfeld had come upon in Holland. It disappeared from Sweden after the
death of van Selow, when his son-in-law sold it to Holland. Joan Blaeu func¬
tioned as an intermediary in the negotiations between Sparwenfeld and the then
owner of the equipment, Dirk Voskens' widow (Kleerkooper/van Stockum
1914-16, 894). In a letter to Sparwenfeld dated 30 April 1695 (Linkóping, Br.
33:102) Blaeu wrote: "La Vefve Voskens estime ses lettres Russiennes a cent

Escus, et ne les donnera pas a moins; Je ne crois pas que vous voudriez que j'en
donnasse tant: il у a des autres38 qui les ont voulu acheter." In the library of the
Royal Academy of Sciences in Stockholm (Bergianska brevsamlingen, vol. IX,
593 ff.) another letter from Blaeu to Sparwenfeld on the same subject is found.
The letter is dated 10 June 1695 and gives more details about the negotiations:

Voicy l'ćpreuve des matrices & poinęons de la Vefve Voskens, je ne sęay si vous voulez
toutes, ou une partie & la quelle? mandez le moy, je vous en prie, afin que j'y puisse
songer avec plus de fondement: elle dit qu'il у en a eu toute 500—& quelle veut bien en

36 Joan Blaeu (1650-1712) was a cartographer and printer, who was following in the footsteps of his
father and grandfather in editing cartographical works.
37 Seven letters from Blaeu plus the contract are preserved in Linkóping (Br. 33) and have been
published by Kleerkooper/van Stockum 1914-16, 47 ff. For further information about Sparwenfeld's
maps, see Wieselgren 1883, 266-68, Jacobowsky 1932, 103-04, and Bagrow 1947.
38 H. W. Ludolf also conducted negotiations with Voskens for the Russian equipment; he needed it
for the printing of his Grammatica Russica. But he also found the price too high and, apart from that,
considered that the type was incomplete.

8-849153 Sparwenfeld
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faire une fonte pourveu que ce fut au moins de 200 livres, & en prćtend pour chaque livre
trente cinq sols du petit, & vingt cinq sols du grand caractćre. II у manque de lettres, qu'il
faudroit faire tailler, ce que trouveroit de la difficulty parce que son mary est mort,
pourtant on tacheroit de trouver quelqu'un pour cela, pourveu que vous envoyates les
figures des lettres qui manquent. Et comme c'est un langage inconnu icy, il faudroit aussy

luy marquer quel nombre de chaque lettre vous desiriez, parce qu'elle ne peut autrement
sęavoir combien de chaque sorte doivent entrer к proportion dans une escriture complete.
(Quoted from Bjórkbom 1934, 123.)

Evidently, at this stage there were plans that Voskens should furnish not the
matrices, but the cast type.

Possibly it is to this proof print, which he found most unsatisfactory, that
Sparwenfeld refers in his letter to Leibniz of 29 April 1702: "on avoit desja a
Amsterdam fait une espreuve d'une demie feuille, mais cella si mal est (!) si salle,
qve ie souhaiterois faire faire une imprimerie Russe moy meme q.f.fq. sit sous les
auspices pourtant de Sa. Majestć ma altri tempi altre cure."

In a note in the Uppsala University Library (Pmsk. 356, p. 173) we find the
following: "Lexicon Slavonico-Latinum Vid. Nov. lit. Liibec. 1700. p. 269.39
titulus operis hie est: Lexicon latino-Slaveno-Russico.-germanicum (cujus duo
tantum folia speciminis loco prodierunt in Belgio,40 quae habentur in Bibliotheca
doct. Magni Gabrielis Blockii, edita in forma majori." It is not clear from which
dictionary the proof print was made. The above definition seems to apply to Slav
19 in Uppsala, but our assumption is that this manuscript came into Sparwen¬
feld's possession very late, in 1713 (see p. 37, cf. p. 26). It would seem that at
that time Sparwenfeld had long since given up his efforts to find a printer. It may
be that my assumption regarding when Sparwenfeld became the owner of Slav 19
is wrong. However, the watermarks on the paper of Slav 19 suggest a production
year around 1697. On the other hand, certain data in the manuscript indicate that
a proof printing did take place.

The trial pages were said to be kept in Magnus Gabriel von Block's41 library.
But the pages now seem to be lost without trace; they were possibly among the
contents of von Block's library which were destroyed when the Russians took the
town of Norrkóping in 1719 (Sacklćn 1822, 84, note 2). Whatever the case, no

purchase took place.
39 Short for Nova literaria Maris Balthici & Septentrionis, Lvbecae 1700, p. 269, where it says:
"Illustris Dominus Joh. Gabr. Sparvvenfeldt, cui non paucos Thesaurus meus Russicus acceptos
refert numos, eleganti Lexico suo Slavonico-Latino, qvod olim coepit, perficiendo nunc assidet."
This information is taken from a letter written by Niklas Keder (1659-1735), a numismatist, from 1697
on working for the Royal Board of Antiquities.
40 See also O. Celsius Jr., Bibliothecae Upsaliensis historia, Uppsala 1745, 50-51: "Lexicon Latino-
Sclaveno-Russico-Germanicum, cujus duo folia, speciminis gratia, in Belgio prodierunt ..."
41 Magnus Gabriel von Block (1669-1722). He met Sparwenfeld in Venice at the end of 1693.
According to Nomina (see p. 81) they spent a great deal of time together in Florence: "A Florence ...

Doctor Block, Storfurstens i Flor Bibl sk wahl ófr alt bekandt." (... librarian of the Grand Duke of
Florence, so well-known everywhere). Block worked as an interpreter and reader for the Grand Duke
of Florence from 1695 to 1698. Then he went back to Sweden and by 1702 he had become registered as
a medical practitioner. He was very good at languages, speaking eleven and writing thirteen, and
became National Translator in 1720. His richly stocked library was sold over several days in
February, March and April 1723 at the Stockholm Auction Chambers (see Carlander 2:1, 2nd ed.,
1902-03, 210-11; Svenskt biografiskt lexikon, 4, 1923-24; Nordstrom 1965-66, Lindroth 1973).
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Many years later Sparwenfeld comes back to the subject of the Russian
printing equipment in a letter to Eric Benzelius.42 He writes:

Van Selows ryska bokstaffer kópte Keysser43 i Stockholm, ok bytte bort etc. i Amster¬
dam hwar aff ok effter, (?) mester Voskens huus formadde skona Slaviska Carakterer
som iag der sitt, ok H. Doct. har f&tt af mig prow p& for nagra postdagar sedhan. Voskens
larer ha omsmalt dhem, ty nu har ankan ok henes 2 Sóner dhet skónaste Tryck, i alia satt,
som ninsin i werden kan sijs. (Keysser in Stockholm bought Van Selow's Russian
characters and exchanged them etc. in Amsterdam, out of which (?) Master Voskens'
house shaped beautiful Slavonic characters which I saw there, and of which the respected
Doctor received samples a few mail days ago. Voskens must have recast them, because
now the widow and her two sons have the most beautiful type, in all respects, that you can
see anywhere.)

This information seems to indicate that Sparwenfeld approved of Voskens' type
by the time he saw them in Amsterdam. He probably saw them there during his
Gothic journey. The letter also indicates that the Voskens house was still active
in Amsterdam (verified, as it seems, by Kleerkooper and van Stockum p. 895)
and that they had ended up using very beautiful type. Compare this with the less
enthusiastic judgement on the result of the proof printing in the letter to Leibniz
(see p. 94).

After the breakdown of negotiations in Amsterdam, Sparwenfeld made further
contacts with a view of finding a printer for his works. In a letter to Leibniz dated
3 March 1697, he mentions that he has written to Edward Bernhard44 in Oxford
to try to induce him to arrange the printing of his Slavonic dictionaries and
grammar. It was Bernhard who had printed H. W. Ludolfs Grammatica Rus-
sica45 in 1696 at Oxford, having obtained Russian printing equipment (Simmons
1950). But he did not manage to do anything about Sparwenfeld's dictionaries,
since he died in 1697.

42 Linkóping Br. 33:166, dated 10 March 1722.
43 Henrik Keyser, died in 1663. Royal book printer from 1635 (see Klemming and Nordin 1883, p.
163 f.).
44 Edward Bernhard (1638-1697), Professor of Astronomy at Oxford from 1673. He became more
and more interested in linguistics, especially comparative linguistics. He and Sparwenfeld had met in
1682 while the latter was visiting England. In the letter to Leibniz he writes: "... iay escrit en

Angleterre pour voir si Ion у veut au theatre d'Oxford imprimer Mon Diction. Latino-Slav: et
Slaveno-latinum avec toutte la gramaire du pur langage Esclavon, nous verron si Doct: Bernhard se la
rende den entreprendre la correction, et de se cha(r)ger du soin quil faut a limpression."
45 Ludolfs work had been under discussion in the correspondence with Leibniz. In a letter of 11
November 16% Sparwenfeld asks Leibniz to help him find Adam Bohorić's Arcticae Horulae (cf. p.

7). He adds: "ce nest qvasi que ce seul livre, que ie n'ay pas encore veue, qui suspend mes
resolassions touchan mon estude de la langue Es(c)laveno-Russienne, animć par la pettitte grammaire
Russe qvun certain Ludolph a fait en Angleterre, et qui nest rien, de faire quelque choce de plus de
concequence et dćrudition dans le Monde." Leibniz replies to the letter on 29 January 1697 (Br.
33:111, Wieselgren p. lOfT.) and writes concerning Ludolfs grammar: "Elle me paroist trop maigre
aussi bien qu'& vous, et puisqve il dit qv'une certaine langve Slavonne est la langve des Sęavans en
Moscovie, il auroit estć bon d'en dire un peu d'avantage, et de la comparer avec la langue courante
des Moscovites. II falloit aussi un petit dictionnaire. Mais nous aurons tousjours beaucoup d'obliga-
tion & l'auteur de ce liure, s'il a contribuć a vous animer & donner ce qve vous meditćs sur ces

langves." Present day scholars hold Ludolfs work in a somewhat higher esteem (see Ларин 1937,
Unbegaun 1958).
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We find some interesting information about Sparwenfeld's further efforts at
finding a printer in his letter to Leibniz dated 31 January 1700. Speaking about the
"harmonious table" (see p. 86, note 20) which he aimed to add to when he found
time, Sparwenfeld says: "ie presseray meme ce travaill, si ie puis obtenir les
lettres, ou limprimerie Russe, de la quelle iay donnć ordres a un amy a Moskow,
si cella ne reussit, ie seray ambarrasć, car de faire faire une imprimerie en

Hollande, cella nira pas bien, amoin qve ie ne fus moy meme ..Later in the
same letter he returns to the subject: "Ie fay faire les lettres en fonte a Moskow,
on ne me les refusera pas, a ce que ie croy, dont iayray des nouvelles bientot."
Evidently the answer expected from Moscow was negative, however, because no

printing of Sparwenfeld's works with types made in Russia came about. Among
Sparwenfeld's preserved letters there is none from a friend in Moscow about the
desired printing type.

A few years later there came a renewed effort, this time from the Superintend¬
ent in Livonia Nicolaus Bergius,46 to procure the return of van Selow's printing
equipment to Sweden. On 8 June 1704 Bergius handed over a memorandum to
the Swedish king while the latter was in Heilsberg, in which he suggests that van
Selow's matrices be bought from Amsterdam, where they still were at the time,
and that the printing equipment be made complete (Bjorkbom 1934, 124). In a
letter dated 16 July 1704 to von Canstein, H. W. Ludolf said that he had heard
from Bergius that the Swedish king had plans to buy Russian printing equipment
(Winter 1953, 220). But nothing came of this effort.

In a letter from H. W. Ludolf to Giovanni Pastriccio, dated 9 February 1705 we
can read: "II dittionario Schiavonico di Sparvenfeld non si stampó a Amsterdam,
conforme al disegno; un certo Elia Kopievitsch Lituano stampó a Amsterdam,
con privilegio Tzareo, diversi libri Moscoviti, et fra altri una gramatica russicola-
tina ma serve solamente per imparar il latina й Russi. Dr. Bergius, superinten-
dente generale di Livonia a Riga, tratta con detto Kopievitsch per venir con i suoi
typi in Svecia per stampar il ditionario di Sparvenfeld alle spese del re."47 So
Bergius was busy making new plans. The "Elia Kopievitsch" who is spoken of in
the letter to Pastriccio is identical with Elias Kopiewicz (in Russian Илья
Федорович Копиевский) born a Belorussian, but a Pole by nationality. He
worked as a Russian book printer in Amsterdam, at first as an assistant to Jan
Tessing, to whom Tsar Peter had given the monopoly to print Russian books and

46 Nicolaus Bergius (1658-1706) became a student in Uppsala in 1677, so he lived there at the same
time as Sparwenfeld. He was ordained as a priest in Stockholm, and was appointed Superintendent in
Narva in 1700. In 1701 he was appointed General Superintendent in Livonia. Bergius was very
interested in Russia and its culture and language. In his time he became known for his work
Exercitatio Historico-Theologica de statu ecclesiae et religionis Moscoviticae, Holmiae 1704. Ruś-
ćinskij (1871, 33-35 et passim) holds this work in very high esteem. In it, a poem in Russian-Church
Slavonic by Sparwenfeld was published, transliterated into the Latin alphabet and followed by a Latin
translation. It is regarded as the first tonic poem to be printed in Russian. Literature: Svenskt
biografiskt lexikon, 3, 1922, 548ff.; Пекарский 1864, 5; Jensen 1912, 151-52; Петровский 1914,
534-37, Берков 1935, 1968, 12-13. Re Bergius' rich collection of Russian manuscripts and books, see
Davidsson 1956.
47 The original is now kept in Halle, Archiv der Franckeschen Stiftungen, under the catalogue
number D23. The letter is printed in Россия и Италия, 4, 1927, 2%.
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to sell them in Russia.48 Kopiewicz printed books in Amsterdam from 1698 to
1703. The grammar mentioned in the letter is probably Latina grammatica in
usum scholarum celeberrimae gentis Sclavonico-Rosseanae adornata, Amstelo-
dami 1700,49 published by him (Каратаев 1861, no. 1156).

In 1703 Kopiewicz left Amsterdam and went to Berlin, where he offered his
services to the recently founded Kurfiirstliche Societat der Wissenschaften. At
the end of 1703 he met H. W. Ludolf in Copenhagen. He had come on bad times
economically (having pawned his printing equipment), and was trying to earn his
living as a translator at the Russian Legation in that city. Ludolf, who had been
looking for a Russian press for a few years for the headquarters of the Pietists in
Halle, contacted Francke, and after many negotiations by letter, Kopiewicz
seems to have sold his presses to Halle, for quite a high price. Evidently
Kopiewicz kept some of the types (or at least he kept the matrices, enabling him
to make new types), since he was in a position to negotiate a further business
transaction with Bergius, who was operating under the aegis of the Swedish king.
On his way back from Heilsberg, Bergius had incidentally met Kopiewicz in
Gdansk and started trying to persuade him to move to Stockholm to print
Sparwenfeld's dictionary. He wrote a new memorandum (the National Record
Office, Stockholm, Bibliographica, Boktryckerier) signed by him and by Spar-
wenfeld, where he says:

Men efter jag pi min iterresa i Dantzig antraffat en i Polska och Ryska spriket walfórfaren
man, Elias Copiewitsch benembd, som hafwer ett fardigt ryskt tryckerij med Pressar och
alt tilbehor, dermed han ock ryska bócker i Amsterdam tryckt. Dock for vissa orsakers
skul dadan sig begifwit, serdeles at wara Ryssland och Pohlen narmare, hafwer jag
anmodat honom at fórfoga sig hijt til Stockholm med sitt tryck; dertill han ock samtyckte
s& framt man for honom kunde erhilla Kongl. Mayts privilegium at fi obehindrat Ryska
och Polska bócker tryckia, och nigot fórskit til at begynna med. Nu hafwer Walb. H.
Ceremoni Mastaren Sparfwenfeldt sit Lexicon ferdigt det han kunde begynna at tryckia,
och si til en tidh mist fi deraf sit underhild, til des at af Kongl. Mayt. wissare medel dertil
kunde nidigt anslis, eller nigon anstalt gióras, at han sig och sin dotter redeligen kunde
fóda, si at des ankomst nu allenast derpi synes bero, at han af Eder Hóglofl. Excell. med
ett sidant Privilegio blefwe benidat, til des Kongl. Mayt. det i nider ratificerade. Att man

piskyndar med Privilegii erhillande skeer til den endan, at den gode mannen icke mitte
gióra nigon bekostnad att settia sig i Dantzig, eller ock af en annan puissance hindras,
igenom sidana wilkir, som honom borde beweka at preferera des land for Swerige och
sedan wal intet eller itminstone icke utan stoor swirhet kunde ófwertalas samma ort at

forlita. Si ar ock nu denna ihrsens tidh beqvemare at resa och transportera trycket, an dar
det skulle lida for lingt in pi hósten (quoted from Bjórkbom 1934, 125-26).

48 Re the letter of privilege etc., see Сопиков 1, 1904, p. xv, and 5, p. 133 ff.; see also Bergius 1704,
156, Пекарский 1862, I, 11, Адарюков 1924, 130 ff.
49 Re the works he printed and planned to print, see Пекарский 1862, I, 523ff., Каратаев 1861 nos.
1151-60. According to a register compiled by Kopiewicz, a Slavonic dictionary was being prepared
for printing, but the project never seems to have been carried out. In 1700, two editions of a
nomenclature of modest dimensions were printed on his presses, one Russian-Latin-Dutch (Каратаев
1861, no. 1158, see also Croiset van der Kop 1913, 27ff.) and one Russian-Latin-German (Каратаев
1861, no. 1159), see also Быкова/Гуревич 1958, 284-85 and Siri Sverdrup Lunden 1969, 29-30. One
copy of the latter version is kept at Uppsala University Library. Re his planned dictionary, see also
Winter 1953, 215. This dictionary is probably not, as Winter seems to assume, identical with the little
nomenclature mentioned.
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(But on my way back, in Dantzig, I met a man by the name of Elias Copiewitsch, well
versed in the Polish and Russian languages, who has a complete set of Russian printing
equipment with presses and all the accessories, with the help of which he has printed
Russian books in Amsterdam. But as, for certain reasons, he has left, mainly because he
wanted to be closer to Russia and Poland, I asked him to move here to Stockholm with his
equipment; he was willing to do so provided he could be given the King and Council's
privilege to print Russian and Polish books without hindrance, and to get some advance
payment to start with. Now the honoured Master of Ceremonies Sparfwenfeldt has his
Lexicon ready for print, which he could start printing, and thereby be able to live until the
King and Council could amiably procure something more secure or arrange for him and his
daughter so that they can get along. So now his arrival seems to depend on whether he
could be granted such a gracious privilege by His honourable Excellency, until the King
and Council would be good enough to ratify it. It is desirable that he be given the privilege
as soon as possible, otherwise the good man might make arrangements to settle down in
Dantzig, or be prevented by another puissance by means of conditions, which could make
him prefer that country to Sweden and after that could not, or at least not without
considerable difficulty, be persuaded to leave that place. It would also be more comfort¬
able to travel at this time of the year and to transport the equipment, than if it were delayed
too long into the autumn.)

The deal was not carried out, however. The fact that Kopiewicz printed some
further works in 1705 and 170650 is proof that he had retained types or matrices.
In 1707 he was employed as a translator at Posol'skij prikaz in Moscow. He died
in 1714.51

4.10. THE COMPLETION OF THE LEXICON SLAVONICUM.

THE DEPOSITION AND SUBSEQUENT DONATION OF
THE DICTIONARIES

After Sparwenfeld's correspondence with Leibniz ceased in 1704, we lose an

important source of information on the progress of his dictionary work. From this
time on we have to use isolated, scanty and often indirect sources of information.

When was the work on Sparwenfeld's Lexicon Slavonicum completed? In 1706
Sparwenfeld began to prepare himself for a journey to take the waters at Aachen
in an attempt to put his failing health to rights. Before his departure he applied to
leave, among other things, his Lexicon Slavonicum in the care of the Royal
Chancellery for the period of his absence. His request was granted, and it was
decided that his books would be stored in the National Record Office. In

connection with this, the Royal Chancellery addressed a letter to King Karl XII
in which it was said that Sparwenfeld had deposited a historic work "sasom ock
af det Ryskę och Schlavoniske Spraket i nagra och 20. ars tid sammanhamtat til et

50
Among other things Руковедёше въ граммптыку, which was printed in Stolzenberg near Gdańsk

in 1706 (Каратаев 1861, no. 1255). This grammar, together with two others, has fairly recently been
published in facsimile, with an introduction by Unbegaun, in Drei Russische Grammatiken des 18.
Jahrhunderts, Munich 1969 (see also p. 102, note 66).
51 Re him and his work, see Русский биографический словарь, 12, 1903, Быкова/Гуревич 1958,
Арр. IV, 318-41.
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fullkomligit Slaveno-Ryskt Dictionarium eller Ordebok, hwar til ock flere sprak
med Swenskan strax tillaggias kunde tillika med en fullstandig Schlavonisk
Grammatica"52 (as well as a complete Slaveno-Russian dictionary or lexicon
compiled during a period of more than 20 years from the Russian and Church
Slavonic languages and to which more languages including Swedish (or more

languages apart from the Swedish) can easily be added, plus a complete Church
Slavonic grammar). The letter says further that Sparwenfeld has submitted a

"supplique" in which he asks the chancellery to form an opinion as to the
possible usefulness of his works. The chancellery expresses a very positive
opinion, and requests the means for printing Sparwenfeld's works while he is still
alive. In May 1706 Sparwenfeld deposited his books for storage. A catalogue
containing the deposited works says regarding the dictionaries: "I. Ett Lexicon
Slavonicum som Hr. Sparwenfelt skall sidst hafwa utarbetat, best&ende af fern
Tomer eller Band in folio: alia skrefne."53 (A Lexicon Slavonicum which Mr
Sparwenfelt is said to have recently compiled consisting of five tomes or volumes
in folio: all hand-written.)

Four out of the five volumes deposited at the National Record Office were, in
all probability, identical with the main dictionary, Slav 37-40. But it is not clear
whether the dictionary was quite finished when it was submitted, that is, whether
the full Latin column and the Swedish translations had been written. The wording
"hwar til ock flere sprak med Swenskan strax tillaggias kunde" can be interpret¬
ed in two ways: it can mean either "to which more languages including Swedish
can easily be added" or "to which more languages apart from the Swedish (i.e.
which is already there) can easily be added". The Latin column in the main
dictionary, up to a little way into Slav 40, was written by Zabani. His Latin must
have been completed at that time as he left Sweden by the late summer of 1705 at
the latest.54 When the Swedish was written is more uncertain, it could well have
been added later; it looks to me as if the former interpretation of the above
quotation is the most probable. It is possible that the Latin in the rest of Slav 40
still remained to be written or it was perhaps being written during Sparwenfeld's
absence. The fifth folio manuscript to be submitted was most likely the draft,
Slav 42, which must have been regarded as particularly indispensable if the Latin
column of the main dictionary had not by then been finished. Together with the
dictionaries Sparwenfeld deposited a Church Slavonic grammar in quarto, with¬
out doubt Smotrickij's grammar with Sparwenfeld's interfoliated Latin transla¬
tion.

The King's answer to the letter from the Royal Chancellery was headed
"Hufwudqwarteret (Headquarters) Iaroslavice den 12 Junii 1706".55 In it he
gives his assent for the works to be printed and at the same time he orders the

32 Quoted from X208, f. 270r.v. in Uppsala University Library. The original is kept at the National
Record Office, Stockholm, Kollegii registratur, Kanslikollegium till K.M.t. 10 April 1706.
53 Quoted from X208, f. 273r. at Uppsala. The original is kept at the National Record Office,
Stockholm, Palmskioldska samlingen.
54 According td Prof. Óurović in Lund, Zabani's name is found on a "Verzeichniss derer Biirger-
meisterlichen Amt-Schreiber ..." in Gdańsk. According to this list, Zabani took the oath as a

chancellery scribe to the Mayor of Gdańsk on 5 October 1705.
33 The National Record Office, Stockholm, Kanslikollegii arkiv, K.M.t till Kanslikollegium.
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National Treasury to provide the necessary means as soon as negotiations with a

printer are complete and the fee determined.
The planned journey to the spa at Aachen was undertaken in autumn 1707.

When Sparwenfeld returned from the Continent, he wrote to Eric Benzelius56 on
4 May 1708. In the letter it is mentioned that the money for printing had not been
put at his disposal, despite the King's decision. Given the current circumstances,
he saw no likelihood of improvement, "uthan iag lefwererar alt in i archivum,
lefer iag till battre tijdher, sk kunde iag sij der till mz. hwarokicke, sa bruhke sig
dhem till nytta eller forlustelse eho som will. J'en svis fort indifferent, ie n'en
pretend tirer ny honeur ny profit, ceque iay dit aussi a nos seigneur icy au
Conseill."57 (So I deposit everything in the archives, and if I live to see better
times I might make arrangements for it, if not, may anyone who wants to, use
them for a useful purpose or for fun ...)

In depositing his Slavonic lexicographical manuscripts at the National Record
Office, whether all of them or only Slav 37-40 and Slav 42, Sparwenfeld evidently
regarded the work on them as finished. What is certain is that after the deposition
of the works at the National Record Office there is no information about any
further work on them. Sparwenfeld evidently regarded it as hopeless trying to
obtain the money necessary for printing, right in the middle of a war with Russia.
After his many fruitless attempts at getting his lexicographical works in print,
both at home and abroad, he finally said that he was "very indifferent".58

After 1708 a great silence descended with reference to the Slavonic diction¬
aries. It was not until their donation to Uppsala University Library that they
cropped up again in the correspondence between Sparwenfeld and Benzelius. It
is likely that up to this point they had been kept at the National Record Office.
One dictionary, though, seems to have gone astray, a fact mentioned in a letter to
Benzelius dated 7 October 1721 (Linkóping, Br. 33:154):

Kunde Hóge H. Doctoren aff gammal godhet fórm& Doct: O. Rudbek59 att restituera mig,
dhe aff mig lahnte, Lahnte(!) bóker best&ende i 2 in 4to Bohemiska dictionaire Welesla-
vinae. ett MSS in folio, concept till mitt Diction: Latino Sclavonicum in folio, ... wore

mycket wahl ... S& behofwes dhe icke ligga hoos honom uthan allenaste hoos dhem som
dhem forstli ok nytta dar aff haflfwa, eller i allmannelig gornslo ok Bibliotheker, darest
hwar ok een, som n&got rart will sij ok lasa, kan ha frij tillg&ng, darigenom kan landzens

56 Eric Benzelius Jr (1675-1743) was the Librarian of Uppsala University from 1702, becoming
Professor of Theology at Uppsala in 1723, and Bishop of Gothenburg in 1726 (Svenskt biografiskt
lexikon, 3, 1922, 242-56). He undertook a journey abroad in 1697-1700, during which, armed with a
letter of recommendation from Sparwenfeld, he visited Leibniz in Hannover. This first contact
continued by letter, and Leibniz kept himself, to some extent, informed about Sparwenfeld and his
dictionaries through Benzelius, since his correspondence with the former had ceased. Re the contacts
between Benzelius and Leibniz, see Ekenvall 1944-53.
57 Linkóping, Br. 10:2:100. The letter is printed in Gjórwell 1760, 286-87.
58 As an aside we can mention that one of Sparwenfeld's works, although in a modest format, was

actually published. It was the Vocabularium Germanico-Turcico-Arabico-Persicum, of which pages
1-12 were printed. The word material in it is presented thematically. One copy is in Uppsala
University Library.
59 Olof Rudbeck Jr (1660-1740), botanist, linguist, historian, Professor of Medicine at Uppsala from
1692 (Svenska mart och kvinnor, 6, 1949, 385).
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ungdom faciliteras antrade till frammande Spr&hks kundskap, som i Upsala tammelig
Sparsamt ok tunnt sadder ar (Jacobowsky 1932, 308-09).

(Would the Honourable Doctor in his kindness prevail upon Doctor O. Rudbek to
restore to me the books he borrowed from me, consisting of 2 Bohemian dictionaries in 4to
by Weleslavina and one MS in folio, draft to my Diction: Latino Sclavonicum in folio, ...

it would be very good ... In this way they would not be with him but with those who
understand them and can have a use for them, or they could be kept in a public library so
that anyone who wants to see and read something rare, might have full access to them,
thereby facilitating that the youth of the country might get to know foreign languages, a

knowledge which is very scarce in Uppsala.)

In a letter to Benzelius of 21 October 1721 (Linkóping, Br. 33:155) Sparwenfeld
wrote that he had not yet received any of the requested books.60 Concerning the
Slavonic dictionary in folio he writes: "Om dhen Cod. MSS lexici Slaveno-latin.
som D. Rudbek hafft, kommer till ratta, ty hos mig ar hoon aldrig tillbahka
inkommen, ok aldrig sedhan hórt daraff, & c. Sa Skall bibl fa d forra dehlen oks&,
som ar Diction: Latino Sclavonic, in folio, sa mycket som Calepinus. ok dar till
Grammaticam Sclavonicam ..." (Jacobowsky 1932, 311). (If the Cod. MSS
lexici Slaveno-latin., which Dr Rudbek has had, is recovered, because it never
came back to me and I have not heard of it since, the library will receive the first
part as well, which is a Diction: Latino Sclavonic, in folio with the same contents
as Calepinus, and besides that a Church Slavonic grammar ...) In a later letter to
Benzelius (Linkóping, Br. 33:156, dated 7 November 1721), Sparwenfeld says
that Rudbeck had said he had given the dictionary to someone who in turn should
give it to Sparwenfeld, but the person in question had not done this, and Rudbeck
had forgotten whom he had asked. The folio volume which vanished was un¬

doubtedly the draft of the main dictionary, Slav 42. As will be remembered, this
manuscript was not donated to the Uppsala library by Sparwenfeld, but came
there later another way (see pp. 12-13). In the letter of 7 October Sparwenfeld
describes the lost manuscript as the draft to a Latin-Slavonic dictionary in folio,
but this kind of mistake is very common in connection with multilingual diction¬
aries. In the next letter he defines it as a Slavonic-Latin dictionary. The manu¬

script which he intended to donate to the library if the lost one turned up, and
which he described as the first part, a Latin-Slavonic dictionary in folio "with the
same contents as Calepinus", can be reckoned, possibly, to have been Slav 19.

Sparwenfeld donated the larger part of his lexicographical manuscripts to
Uppsala University Library in 1721-22. Slav 37-40, the last of his donated
dictionaries, arrived at the library at the beginning of March 1722.61 Sparwenfeld
himself made a list of the contents of the 1721 donation {Bibl.ark. К52) in which
the following dictionaries are included: no. 55: "Dictionarium Latino-Slaweno-
Rossijcum, secundum Calepinum in fol. MSS. apographon meum, satis nitidum"
(Slav 19); no. 56: "Dictionar. Slaweno-Russico-Latinum ordine particulari, ita ut

60 The reason for Rudbeck borrowing dictionaries from Sparwenfeld was undoubtedly that he
wanted to study them in conjunction with the compilation of his extensive Lexicon Harmonicum or
Thesaurus linguarum Asiae et Europae harmonicus, completed in 1716. This enormous work,
consisting of twelve thick hand-written volumes in folio (Uppsala University Library, R1-12), has to
date not been an object of research.
61 According to the accounts of the library, Bibl.ark. E5, p. 205.
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inservire posset unum, ad invenienda vocabula et verba tarn Slavonica quam
Latina NB fol" (Slav 18); no. 65: "annu ett eget Concept till Lexicon Slaveno
latin in fol." (another draft of mine to Lexicon Slaveno latin in folio) (Slav 41).
The library's list of Sparwenfeld's donations of 1721-22 (Bibl.ark. AT) includes
the following dictionaries: (among the folio volumes) no. 30: "Illustris Sparven-
feldii AuxoYQcupov62 LexiciLatino-Slaveno-Russici. MS. (in Sparwenfeld's hand¬
writing:) adest" (Slav 19); no. 31: "Dictionarium Slaveno-Russico-Latinum ejus-
dem. MS. (Sp:) adest" (Slav 411); no. 32: "Ejusdem Primae Curae Lexici
Slaveno-Russico-Latino (Sp:) adest'''' (Slav 181); no. 33: "Ejusdem Lexicon
Slaveno-Russico-Latinum nitide scripto praeloque paratum voll. IV grandiori-
bus (Sp:) deest volum. qvartum" (Slav 37-40). According to the information
added by Sparwenfeld then, Slav 40 was not present when he checked the books
included on the library's list. Probably he made the check-up some time after the
donated books had arrived at the library, because, according to the library's
accounts, all four volumes arrived together in March. It is possible that the fourth
volume was taken out of storage for completion of the Latin column shortly after
the donation. Or perhaps the reason for it not being there when Sparwenfeld
made his check-up was quite different.63 A catalogue of Sparwenfeld's donations
of 1721-22 was published in Acta literariae Sveciae.64 When the MSS Slav 11
and Slav 61 arrived at Uppsala University Library is unknown. Neither of these
manuscripts seem to be included in the lists mentioned above. According to the
accounts of the library,65 some further Slavica arrived in June 1722, so perhaps
the manuscripts in question were donated then. It is also possible that they
arrived earlier than the others.

A few decades after Sparwenfeld's death his dictionaries became objects of
interest again. In 1753 Michael Groening,66 under the aegis of the Royal Chancel¬
lery, made a review of the Slavonic books in the Uppsala University Library
(Bibl.ark. К 95, 6 a). In the report67 submitted at the end of his work he says that

62 See p. 27.
63 If the assumption is correct that the dictionary lent to Rudbeck was identical with Slav 42, and if
the dictionary had not yet turned up, it means that the newly employed Latin scribe had no original
with which to complete the Latin column in Slav 40 (i.e. if Slav 40 was completed in connection with
the donation). But this could not have been the case, since the Latin column in the whole of Slav 40
has, without doubt, been copied from Slav 42. Thus this contradicts that hypothesis. Theoretically, of
course, it is possible that Slav 42 had turned up, but that the person who had it was allowed to keep it
or bought it. In that case the person completing the Latin column in Slav 40 might have been allowed
to transcribe the Latin column from Slav 42.
64 Acta literariae Sveciae Upsaliae publicata, I, 1720-24, p. 324, under the year 1722. The catalogue
was based upon Bibl.ark. A 7.
63 Bibl.ark. E5, p. 213.
66 Michael Groening (1714-1778), born in Finland, had lived for a long time in Russia (in St.
Petersburg, among other places), and was taken on as translator at the Russian Academy of Sciences.
He returned to Sweden in 1748 and was appointed translator in 1750 and inspector at the House of the
Russians (Ryssg&rden) in 1753. In 1750 he published his Россш~кая Грамматика. Thet ar Gramma-
tica Russica, Eller Grundelig Handledning Til Ryska Spr&ket (Arne 1917, 197-98). The grammar was,

together with two others (see p. 98, note 50), published in facsimile form with an introduction by
Unbegaun in Munich 1969. Re the grammar, see also Успенский 1975 and £)urović 1984.
67 The report was delivered orally at the Royal Chancellery on 11 July 1753 (the National Record
Office, Stockholm, Bibliographica, Bibliotek).
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he has noted the books and manuscripts which he thinks should be examined
more closely by the Chancellery. His list contains, among "Manuscripta in
Folio", the following of Sparwenfeld's dictionaries: "1. Lexicon Russico-Scla-
vonico-Latinum, 4 Tomer" (Slav 37-40); "3. Lexicon Calepini Sclaveno-Latinum
et Latino-Sclavenum" (Slav 18); "4. Lexicon Sclaveno-latinum" (Slav 41). The
government undertook certain preparatory measures, but nothing more came out
of it.

In connection with the donation of Corona Gothica and Slav 37-40, Sparwen-
feld wrote to Benzelius on 17 February 1722 (Linkóping, Br. 33:164). He said that
he was sad and angry that so much work had been done to no avail, since he saw
no possibility that the works would be printed given the nature of the times.
Sk att nu abandoneras altsammans. altri tempi altre cure, ok, i dhetta fallet allena, betianar
mig aff Ryska ordspraket chattja pa mnje trawa nje rassla,№ fastom gras intet skulle waxa
effter migh, sk ar iag d&k i dhetta ena mohlet nogd nyttan kunna f& hafft deraff, men nu an

mindre, sк frampt icke nagon liebhaber ibland Stud: ungdomen tittar n&g&t der uthi, ok
weht Spr&hken nagorlunda, ... sк fóllia ok dheras /gothernas/ gambla camerater dhem aht,
ok ar 4 vol. in fol. diet: Slaveno-Latin som har annu mindre yppades till tryckande; ar ok
ar och(!) icke haller, sк alldeles omistelige, halst i w&ra tijdher, der man medh Tsaren
negotierar genom S&ldater, pk Tyska, ok genom larde p& latijn, ok genom Statz ok
h&ff&lck, p& fransoska, italienska ok h&llandska, som nu ófr alt hoos distingverat Шск
practicabelt ar si lange dhenne herren leffwer. Men sa snart han lagger sijne ogon igen, ar

iag nogh forsakratt pi, at dhet i Ryssland, ihter kommer pi gambla gneet, hwar till heela
Nationen inclinerar, desiderar, ok effter-Suckar, di blij wij ok frij for all Skryth ok
raddhiga, ty ingen larer willia poussera dhennes maximer ok project, uthan heller leffwa i
frijd ok roo, ok handel ok wandel ..."

(So now I give up. altri tempi altre cure. And in this case only I will use the Russian
proverb chattja pa mnje trawa nje rdssla, even if grass would not grow after I am dead I
am satisfied in this aim, few would have had any use for it anyway, and now even less, if
not some liebhaber among the young students would glance at it, someone who has some

knowledge of the languages. ... Accompanying them /the Goths/ are their old comrades,
which is 4 vol. in fol. diet: Slaveno-Latin which were even more impossible to get printed;
they are not, however, absolutely indispensable, especially not in our time, when people
negotiate with the Tsar through soldiers in German, and through scholars in Latin, and
through people in the government and at court in French, Italian and Dutch, which is now

being used everywhere by distinguished people as long as this sovereign is alive. But as
soon as he closes his eyes for good, I am convinced that everything will go back to the old
ways in Russia, something that the whole nation is inclined to, desires and yearns for. And
then we will be free from all the bragging and fear, because nobody is likely to be willing to
continue his maxims and projects but rather live in peace and quiet, in dealings with one
another.)

So Sparwenfeld never managed to get his Slavonic lexicographical works printed,
despite great effort, for the times were against him. In our times, though, his long
cherished dream will be fulfilled.

68 Cf. Даль 1909, IV, 817: А после нас (по нас, после меня, по мне) хоть трава не расти.



5. Conclusion

Sparwenfeld's lexicographical remains present a unique opportunity to look in
great detail into how a dictionary workshop in the 17th century worked. The mere
fact of having access to the sources, the draft and the final version of the
dictionary is, to my knowledge, unheard of in Slavonic historic lexicographical
research. We have here the opportunity of following each individual word from
the sources, through the "filters" of the scribes, to the final version. The
dictionary stands out as being unusually rich in words and having a highly
variegated vocabulary. The sources themselves are extremely varied; they in¬
clude words from different Slavonic languages: Church Slavonic, Russian, Ukrai¬
nian, Belorussian, Polish, Illyrian (i.e. by and large Croatian) and so on. In
addition there are the different colourings left by the scribes, like, for example,
Zabani's Slovak contributions. And it seems as if Sparwenfeld deliberately
pursued this variety. Besides these things, we have at our disposal letters in
which the method and purpose of the work are discussed. Evidently, the purpose
of the dictionary gradually came to be that it should include a variety of words
and features from different Slavonic languages, in that way constituting a step
towards a Common Slavonic dictionary. Sparwenfeld's aim was of a very practi¬
cal nature: the dictionary was meant to make the Slavonic countries and peoples
more accessible to Western Europe.

The purpose of this study has been to present, as thoroughly and as conscien¬
tiously as possible, the perceived facts surrounding the production of the diction¬
ary as a background to the edition. I have almost entirely refrained from elaborat¬
ing on the linguistic side of the lexicographical material. The reason for this is the
same as kept Sparwenfeld, in his time, from compiling a harmonious dictionary. I
fully share the sentiments expressed in his letter to Leibniz of 11 January 1698:

. ie ne crois pas /et ien suis meme tres persvadć/ quil ny a personne au monde
qui soit capable a le faire seul, amoin que Ion ne fut un college de 5 ou 6 scavans
homes dans tous les dialectes Esclavons, et quil eussit le loisir et linclination pour
ce sorte d'ćtudes." Instead my aim has been to present this rich material in as
true a form as possible, so that it might be of use to scholars of the different
Slavonic languages.



SUPPLEMENT

I. The Slav 11 Group

Besides the three Uppsala copies (Slav 11, Slav 19 and Slav 21) I know of
eighteen other manuscripts which have their origin in Epifanij Slavineckij's
Latin-Slavonic dictionary. Here follows a short presentation of the eighteen
manuscripts and a comparison among them and the Uppsala copies in order to
find out, as best as possible, how they all relate to one another. The ensuing
presentation of the manuscripts makes no claim to be complete. Frequently the
time at my disposal has been too limited to allow me to concentrate on more than
the dictionary text itself. My descriptions of the manuscripts are therefore in
many cases relatively scanty.

1:1. PRESENTATION OF THE EIGHTEEN MANUSCRIPTS

1. № 1760, фонд 381 in the Central State Archives of Ancient Documents
(Центральный Государственный Архив Древних Актов = ЦГАДА) in Mos¬
cow: The manuscript was formerly kept at the library of the Moscow Synodal
Typography (Московская Синодальная Типография) under the catalogue num¬
ber 40/1760 and was described by Pogorelov (1899, 1:2, pp. 87-88) in his cata¬
logue. It was mentioned by Petrovskij in his article "О списках латинского

словаря А. Калепина с русским переводом" (1904, 127ff.), in which work the
author lists the copies of Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary that he knew of.

MS 1760, which is in quarto, is bound in brown embossed leather, the covers
held closed with green silk ribbons. Glued to the inside cover is a note saying:
"№5 кнга ле|икон писмен'ный латино славЕн'скш, вполдесть. ис чулана."
Broadly speaking one scribe has written the Latin, and another the Slavonic. The
Slavonic scribe has a small, neat hand. The dictionary is written in double
columns (i.e. four columns) on each page. One column contains an average of 31
headwords. From f. 54v. to f. 68v. there lised to be a gap (from consipere,
consisto—cynegetica, orum, cynips, cynocephalea) because there were leaves
missing from the volume. The gap has been filled in by the insertion of leaves
written in another hand in single columns. The dictionary provides no evidence as
to the production date. Pogorelov maintains that one of the scribes who made
additions to this manuscript was Juraj Kriźanić (see p. 115).
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2. N° 241, фонд 181 in ЦГАДА in Moscow: The manuscript was kept earlier at
the Moscow Main Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Московский
Главный Архив Министерства Иностранных Дел = МГАМИД) under the
catalogue number 241/441. This manuscript and the two ensuing were brought to
light by Brajlovskij (1890, Филологические труды ..237ff.) and were treated
summarily and, in part, erroneously by him. It has also been dealt with by
Pogorelov (1899, 88-89) and by Petrovskij (1904, 127 ff.). Horbatsch writes of it in
his article "Ivan Maksymovyć, ein verkannter ukrainischer Lexikograph des 18.
Jahrhunderts und sein Worterbuch" (1960, 98-103). Finally, the said manuscript
has been edited and described in detail by V. V. Nimćuk.1

MS 241 is in folio, with wooden covers bound in gold-embossed leather. A note
glued to the top of the spine of the book reads: "Калепиновъ латинск. лекси-
конъ 1642." The dictionary has the title: "ЛЕЕЖОНЪ латинский зкалепина

преложенный, на славенский л-£та от созданш мйра^рн (in another handwrit¬
ing:) 1642 года." The dictionary is written in Ukrainian cursives of the 17th
century by four different scribes. It contains 634 paginated pages. Nimćuk finds
that the Slavonic column shows evidence of many phonetic and morphological
features of 17th century Ukrainian and that Ukrainian lexical material is richly
represented. For further details regarding this manuscript, see the introductory
article in Nimćuk's edition.

3. N° 242, фонд 181 in ЦГАДА in Moscow: The manuscript was kept earlier in
МГАМИД under the catalogue number 242/442. It was brought to light by
Brajlovskij (1890, Филологические труды ..., 237ff.) together with the MSS 241
and 243, and has been dealt with by Pogorelov (1899, 88-89), Petrovskij (1904,
128) and Horbatsch (1960, 98ff.). Moreover it has been the subject of V. M.
Undol'skij's research (according to Алексеев 1968, 45, note 129). The latter's
work was never completed and never published, but his papers have been
examined and the contents of part of them have been reported on by Brajlovskij
(1892). This dictionary has also been described in detail by Nimćuk (1973, 22ff.).

MS 242 is in folio and has wooden covers bound in light brown leather. Both
clasps are torn away. On the spine of the book we read: "Калепина Латинск.
Лексиконъ 1650." The dictionary has the title DICTIONARIUM Latinoskla-
uonicum operi Ambrosii Calepini Servata Verborum integra[l]Serie Conforma-
tum Studio atque opera reuerendorum in CHRISTO patrum Epiphanii Slauie-
nickij. Arsenij koreckij Satanouiensis Ordinis S: Basiliy magni. MOSCHOVIAE.
Anno Reparatae2 Salutis 1650. The dictionary is written in very neat and beauti¬
fully flowing handwriting, the Slavonic column in a 17th century poluustav. Each
page is divided by a vertical line down the middle, so that there are four columns
on every page. The manuscript contains 410 pages paginated in Cyrillic charac¬
ters. On the verso of the last leaf it says: "Сия Книга Ильи Неронова".
According to Nimćuk, the said person was probably the brother of the protopope
of the Kazan' Cathedral in Moscow, who is mentioned in documents from the

1 Лексикон латинський £. Славинецького. Пщготував до видання В. В. Ншчук, Кшв 1973.
Nimćuk's edition has been reviewed by Keipert (1975).
2 Changed by another scribe from "Reperatae".
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middle of the 17th century. At the end of the dictionary are the words: "Finis et
Deo gloria". Horbatsch has found a minimum of orthographical errors in this
manuscript. Nimćuk has found that the errors existing in the Slavonic column are
to do with Ukrainian words.

4. Л? 243, фонд 181 in ЦГАДА in Moscow: The manuscript was kept earlier in
МГАМИД under the catalogue number 243/443. It was brought to light by
Brajlovskij (1890, Филологические труды ..., 237ff.) and, like the previous
two, has been dealt with by Pogorelov (1899, 89ff.), Petrovskij (1904, 128) and
Horbatsch (1960, 99ff.). Nimćuk has dealt with it most exhaustively (1973,
24-25).

MS 243 is in folio with wooden covers bound in decorated leather. On the spine
of the book are the words: "Каледина Латинск. Лексиконъ 1685." At the top of
the inside cover we read: "Подаренъ въ Архивъ от Г. ДЪйст. Стар. Сов.
Алексея Малиновскаго въ 1811 году." The dictionary has the title: "Л£Е1-
KOH' латшскш з'калепша преложенный или преведенный3 на славен'скш
дшлектъ л^та шт создашл м(ра зр(?)г4 зрчг годе 1685.,,s A pagination in
Arabic numbers covers 825 pages. Different scribes have written the Latin and
the Slavonic. The Latin headwords and the Slavonic translations are sometimes
not on the same level; lines help to correct this, showing how the rows relate. The
dictionary ends with the words: "Finis coronat opus", after which follows, in
another hand, the days of the week in Latin and Russian. In this manuscript there
are occasional Greek equivalents added after the Slavonic translations. The
manuscript contains many errors, especially among the Ukrainian words. At the
beginning an unknown scribe has added Russian words in the margin as explana¬
tions of Ukrainian, and sometimes Church Slavonic words. Horbatsch has found
that the MSS 241 and 243 contain the most Ukrainian traits, while the Church
Slavonic influence is predominant in 242. There are about ten empty pages at the
end of the manuscript.

5. № 24 собр. Уварова at the State Historical Museum (Государственный
Исторический Музей = ГИМ) in Moscow: Petrovskij (1904, 129) records the
manuscript in his list, but in an erroneous and misleading manner. He says: "По
словам акад. Пекарского, копии этой книги имеются и в рукописных соб¬
раниях Публичной Библиотеки гр. Уварова." Petrovskij cites Pekarskij
wrongly, who, in fact, says: "Списки сего лексикона есть в рукописных

собраниях Публичной библиотеки, гр. Уварова (бывшего царского) и мос¬
ковском архиве министерства иностранных дел" (Пекарский 1862, Vol. I,
189). So one copy was to be found at the State Public Library in present-day
Leningrad and another in Count Uvarov's collection, which is now preserved at
the State Historical Museum in Moscow. The manuscript under discussion is
recorded in Leonid's (1894) catalogue of this collection under no. 2119.

MS Увар. 24 is in quarto and is bound in brown leather with a patterned spine.

3 The text printed in italics has been written by another scribe.
4 An ink-blot covers the third letter.
5 The last italicized section of the text has been written by yet another hand.
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On an ex-libris it says: "Изъ книгъ графа Але^'л 8варова N 24." Another note
says: "почетнаго гражданина И. Н. Царскаго №87." On the verso of the last
leaf are some notes on the former owners. Amongst that which can be deciphered
is: "Священника димитр!я Васильева ... Боже сохрани и помилуи раба своего
Илпо ..." The Latin and the Slavonic columns are written by the same hand; the
Slavonic in Ukrainian skoropis' from the end of the 17th century. The text is very

closely written with double columns on each page, which means about 60 entries
are contained on a page. The beginning of the dictionary is missing. The first
entry is abominosus—исполн' гнюшеша.

б. Ms 17.7.42 (Оси. 586) at the Library of the Academy of Sciences (Библиотека
Академии Наук = БAH) in Leningrad. In the classified catalogue it says:
"17.7.42. (Осн. 586) Латино-русский словарь, скороп. XVII в. (1687 г.), 4°,
1005 л." This manuscript, to my knowledge, has not previously been dealt with in
scholarly research. It is in quarto and is very thick, bound in decorated brown
leather. One of the two clasps has come away. The manuscript is written with
unusually generous spacing by several scribes, and each scribe has written both
the Latin and the Slavonic. Each page contains about fifteen entries. On the
inside of the cover it says: "Лексиконъ латинский съ рускимъ толковашемъ

р-кчей." On the recto of the fly-leaf is the name Брюс.6 At the end of the
dictionary text are the words: "конецъ и бг8 слйва амйнъ". At the bottom of the
same page is: "pAsr гбдв (i.e. 1687, UB's comment) мсца ноем'вр!я въ зщт

совершйся книга cIA". On the first pages of the dictionary there are also
translations into German.

1. Ms 17 собр. Строганова, (иив. Ms 2758) in БAH in Leningrad: In the classified
catalogue it says: "Лексикон латино-русский, скороп. кон. XVII-нач. XVIII
в. 4°, 334 лл." The manuscript has not, as far as I know, been dealt with in
scholarly research. It is bound in decorated brown leather. The volume, which
was extremely dilapidated, has been restored. The first part of the volume, which
will be dealt with in more detail in connection with the analysis of Slav 41 in
Uppsala (see p. 137), contains a Slavonic-Latin dictionary. That part is dated
1730. The latter part of the manuscript contains a Latin-Slavonic dictionary,
similar in content to those already dealt with. The dictionary text is closely
written in double columns with about 35 headwords in each column. The text is
rather carelessly written by several different scribes. In parts of the manuscript
the corresponding words in the columns are not opposite each other, but lines are
drawn to relate the Latin to the Slavonic where a displacement has occurred. The
dictionary text ends with the words: "Laus Deo Semper." Another scribe has
later added: "Gloria sit Patri, sit nato gloria Sancto. Gloria Spiritui, Iriadi sit
gloria sacrae." There are diverse words jotted on the inside of the covers.

6 Possibly referring to Count Яков Виллимович Брюс (1670-1735), General-Field-Marshall and
President of the Mines and Manufactures Authority. He was quite erudite and corresponded with
Leibniz. Br'us bequeathed part of his library to the Academy of Sciences, and the rest to his nephew
Alexander (Русский биографический словарь, 1908, 416 ff.).
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8. N° 17.5.9 (Оси. 49.2) in БАН in Leningrad: The classified catalogue contains
the entry: "Словарь латино-русский. Скороп. XVIII в. (нач.) 4°, 504 лл." This
manuscript, evidently, has not previously been dealt with by scholars either. The
binding is almost black, without decoration, and comprises yet another version of
Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary. On the recto of the fly-leaf it says: "Ce
present Livre est a Abr. Kluck".7 The manuscript is closely written by several
hands and contains about 36 headwords on each page. Many leaves at the
beginning and end of the volume are empty. On the first five or six pages of the
dictionary text, French translations are often added; here and there translations
into German are given. At the bottom of the first page of the dictionary text we
read: "канцеляр1я А Наукъ". At the end of the text is inscribed: "Finis, Tekóę,
Конецъ".

9. N° 16.15.12 (Оси.) in БАН in Leningrad: In the catalogue is the entry:
"Латинско-русско-польский словарь скороп. XVIII в. (нач.) 4°, 778лл." То
my knowledge, this copy has not previously been dealt with. The manuscript,
which is broader in shape than it is long, is bound in decorated brown leather. On
the inside of the cover are the words: "вокабулы Максимовича". On the verso
of the second leaf is inscribed: "A. Ribeyro Sanches St. Peterburg 26/6 1734."8
The dictionary is most correct and is free of changes and additions. The text is
written in small, clear letters by several hands. This dictionary, too, has an

apparent connection with Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary, although it is
attributed to Maksimović (which is doubtful, see Horbatsch 1960), and contains
translations into Polish. After the dictionary text there follows the word "Finis".

10. N° 16.17.6 (Оси.) in БАН in Leningrad: In the catalogue is the description:
"Книга лексикон скорописный на латинском и малороссийском языках,

скороп. XVIII в. (нач.) 4°, 183 лл." The manuscript is bound in light brown, now
worm-eaten, leather. On a note glued to the inside of the cover it says: "SI кнга

ле^иконъ скорописный налатынском и малоросийском изыках." On the
verso of the first leaf are the words: "сия книга столника иполковника 1вана
Кокошкина .. ."9 Before the dictionary text starts we read: "Ле£1конъ
латынскый зкалепша преложеный насловЕнскш лЪта сот создашл мира." The
beginning of the manuscript comprises a fragment of Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic
dictionary. Slavonic translations appear only up to and including the entry
antehabeo, after which follow the words acclamito—acclamatio once again with
translations into Slavonic. After that there follow eight pages containing the Latin
column only. The dictionary comes to an end after that, and a Russian explana¬
tory dictionary takes its place.

7
Possibly identical with or a relative of one of Sparwenfeld's aquaintances in Moscow, mentioned in

Nomina (see p. 81): "Stor kópman: Kluck" (Big merchant Kluck).
8 In Russian Антоний Рибейро Санхец (1699-1783). Ribeyro Sanches was a famous physician of
Portuguese origin. He was called to Moscow from Leiden in 1731 by Tsarina Anna and stayed in
Russia until 1747. Before he left the country, the Academy of Sciences bought his rich medical
library. This dictionary was possibly bought at the same time. Ribeyro Sanches died in Paris.
(Русский биографический словарь, 1904, 198-99.)
9 Probably identical with the Иван Кокошкин who became a stol'nik in 1710 and was appointed the
vojevoda of Tver' in 1711. He died in 1714. (Брокгауз/Ефрон 1895, 630.)

9- 849153 Sparwenfeld
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11. Mś3313 собр. Титова in the State Public Library (Государственная Публич¬
ная Библиотека им. М. Е. Салтыкова-Щедрина = ГПБ) in Leningrad: The
catalogue entry reads: "№3313 лексиконъ латино-словенский, съ калепина
латинскаго на славенский язык переведенный. Въ 2 столбца, скор. XVIII в.,
въ л., на 229 л." This volume is bound in brown leather; it is in very bad
condition. There are a lot of barely decipherable notes on the first few pages
about, inter alia, former owners. The dictionary is entitled: "Лв^конъ латино-
славвнскш с'Калепина латинскаго на славен'скш изыкъ переведеный." Then
there is an introduction in Latin beginning with the words: "LECTORI. Bonum
illud negotium, quod prodesse poterit necessitati omnium, ..." etc. On the
following page is the same text in Russian, and it reads thus:

Читателю. Блгое д-Ьло cie, еже можетъ быти полез'ное к'нвждЪ всякагсо члвка, во
явлеше произведе тщаш'е, ci'ectb Ле^иконъ, который был с'латинскаго дтлЕкта прЕло-
ЖЕНЪ наславЕНорвскш, и паки нн-fc уразвмЪвшЕ вещъ потрЕбнвю с1ю к'д-Ьлв Об'ЩЕМ8
ПрИЛ^ЖН^е ВТОрИЦЕЮ ПОСЛаВЕНСКОМ8 ИСПраВЛЯЕТ'сЯ и спис8ется, и что в'которомъ
Mtcrfe нед08м"ьн1я ради НЕКОЕГО НЕИСК8СНаГ(0 писца nOrp-feniehle какОВОЕ 56рылось,
лвтшимъ исправлЕш'Емъ, яже словЕса явилися не попрямв написанныЕ прилежность
ВОСХОтЬ испрйвити и якц) ПрОМЕЖДв цв-ЬТОВЪ избранныхъ ИСКОрЕНЯЕТЪ НЕПОТрЕбнОЕ
зел1е вЕртоградарь, подобие и зде усмотрЕнная извЕргаЕтся НЕисправка. И сего) ради
читатЕлю усердный cie воспрйгпЕ треда за блго в'нимаи, и cie которое тебе изявляется
дело, за ВЕЛиквю вещъ свди, понеже есть sLno) потрЕбно. наипачЕ ТЫМЪ ЛЮДЕМЪ, иже
в пЕрЕводе кнгь с'латинскаго нар-Ьчы на славЕнскш хотятъ иногда изнвряти время

подастъ СОВЕРШЕННОЕ рвКОВОДИТЕЛСТВО к'познанпо ВЕЩЕЙ, и КОТОРЫЕ слова латйн'сйЕ
на славЕнсчинв покажЕтъ переводи ти трвдность в'сеи кнгё удобеЕ познавши, и ради
ТВОЕЙ н8жды УТВЕРЖДЕННО бвДЕШИ СЕбе ИМеТИ Пр! 8готовленныы ВЕЩИ. Здрав'сТВвИ.

The dictionary text is written very beautifully in double columns.

12. Ms 4400 собр. Титова in the State Public Library in Leningrad: The manu¬
script, which is in quarto, has a brown leather binding. In the volume can be
found notes on the different owners. The Latin and the Slavonic columns have
been written by the same hand. At the end of the dictionary is inscribed: "Et sic
definiui in honorem et in gloriam. in memoriam Sancti apostoli Timotheae. anno
1704. mense Jannuario."

13. Ms 1:5427 in the Central Scientific Library of the Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine (Центральна Наукова БШлютека Академии Наук УРСР = ЦНБ) in
Kiev: The manuscript was kept earlier under Ms XII 26. It is mentioned casually
by Petrov (1875, 30-31), who attributes it to Ivan Maksimović, wrongly so

according to Nimćuk. It has been thoroughly described and analysed by Nimćuk
(1961 and 1973).

The manuscript is in quarto with pasteboard covers bound in dark brown
leather. The text comprises 998 paginated pages. At the bottom of the odd-
numbered pages 1-47, 49-95, 97-143 are the words: "Ex bibliothecae Sanctae
magnae Taumaturgae Kiowopeczariensis Laurae." At the top of the first paginat¬
ed page is the dictionary title: "Л8Н1КОНЪ ЛАТ1НСК1Й с'Калепина прелб-
жоный на славЕнскш." The Slavonic column is written in Ukrainian skoropis'
from the latter part of the 17th century. Two hands are discernible. In this
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manuscript, as in Slav 11 in Uppsala and others (see p. 32f.), inversions of the
dictionary text occur with headwords beginning with con- (concolor and others).
This is also indicated by later additions and references in the places in question.
At the end of the dictionary is inscribed: "Lavs Deo". The Slavonic column
displays many Ukrainian phonetic and morphological characteristics.

14. Ns ДА/П-68 in ЦНБ in Kiev, previous catalogue number J. VI. 107.1: The
manuscript, according to a stamp on the first page, belonged formerly to the Holy
Academy of Kiev (Киевская Духовная Академия). It has been dealt with by
Petrov (1875, 30-31, as no. 68), who attributes this copy too, probably wrongly
so, to Ivan Maksimović. Nimćuk (1973, 27) leaves the question of authorship
open in this case, but makes the assertion that if what we are dealing with really is
a transcription of Ivan Maksimović's dictionary, then his work must consist
mainly of Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary with changes and additions.
Horbatsch's article (1960) seems to prove that Maksimović's dictionary was quite
a different work, even if this lexicographer, too, used Slavineckij's Latin-Sla¬
vonic dictionary as one of his main sources. I would rather suggest another
author of this dictionary: Dmitry Rostovskij Tuptało, who was known to have
made a revision of Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary (re him, see Шляпкин
1891).

The manuscript is in folio with pasteboard covers bound in leather. On the first
page it says at the top: "Смиренный Вешаминъ Епскпъ Нижегородски!",10
and further down on the same page: "Ex libris Petri Komarovs(kii)."11 In the
bottom margin of f. 1-4 is a skrepa with the text: "E Bibliothecae Illustrissimi
Beniamin Metropolitae Kazanensis12 Applicatus bibliothecae Academiae Kiio-
viensis." The dictionary text comprises 163 leaves. After that follows, on
f. 165r.-169v., "Сосл0в1е собственных имен м8жескихъ поалфавит8 зтолкова-
ное наславенский азыкъ." followed by "Собственных имен женских истолко-
ваш'е" and "Hebraicorvm Chaldeorvm Graecorvm nominum interpretatio". This
is, according to Nimćuk (1961, 89), a revision of именъ Тлъковаше, the onomas-
tikon part of Berynda's dictionary (see p. 55). On the first numbered leaf is the
title: "ЛЕЕЖОНЪ латинославенскш з'Калепина латинскаго наславенскй
ызыкъ переведеный." Under the title is an introduction in Latin beginning with
the word "Lectori ...". The same introduction in Russian is on the reverse page.
This introduction is practically identical to the one found in MS Tum. 3313 in
Leningrad (no. 11 in this survey, p. 110). The Kiev copy is written by several
hands from the middle of the 18th century. The watermarks in the manuscript are
dated 1747 by Nimćuk. The copy, which is very neat and without additions, is
written in double columns on each page; therefore, one page holds about 90
entries. For further information, see Nimćuk's works (1961, 89ff. and 1973,
27-28).

10 Possibly the same person as Вениамин Румовский, who was the Archbishop of Niżegorod from
1804 until his death in 1811. (Брокгауз/Ефрон 1892, 920.)
11 The last three letters ended up at the edge of the leaf.
12 Possibly identical with Вениамин Пуцек-Григорович, who was the Archbishop of Kazan' during
the Pugaćov uprising. He became the Metropolitan of Kazan' in 1775. After his death his library
ended up in the Kazan' Seminar. (Брокгауз/Ефрон 1892, 920.)
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15. JSh 1:57485, Лаз. 46 in ЦНБ in Kiev: This manuscript is, in all probability,
identical with the one recorded as no. 10 in Petrovskij's list (1904, 129). The
existence of the manuscript in question was pointed out by the anonymous author
of an article called "Погибшая библиотека".13 The dictionary was then owned
by this anonymous author. He says of his prized possession that, judging from an
annotation in the book, it used to be part of Porfirij Semjonnikov's library. He
cites 55 stray words as examples. Maslov (1910, 22) mentions this dictionary.

It is in quarto, bound in pasteboard covered in leather. The manuscript consists
of 267 leaves. On an ex-libris on the inside cover it says: "Библютека Универси¬
тета Св. Владимфа. ОтдЪлъ А. М. Лазаревскаго. рук. №46." On the inside
cover and on the first leaves are a diversity of notes difficult to decipher, dealing
with, inter alia, the previous owners. Before the dictionary text starts there is an

inscription: "Ex libris Porfiry Siemiennikow" (re whom, see p. 134). The same
hand has written the Latin as well as the Slavonic throughout the dictionary.
Each page contains about 70 entries written in double columns.

16. No. 158 in the library of the Franciscan monastery (Knjiźnica Male Brace) in
Dubrovnik:14 It was N. Petrovskij (1901) who first directed attention to this
manuscript, without, however, then being aware of what dictionary this was. The
observation that it was in fact a revision of Calepinus' dictionary was made by
Pogorelov (1904). Petrovskij (1904, 128) records it thereafter as no. 5 in his list of
Latin-Slavonic dictionaries based on Calepinus. It is dealt with by Horbatsch
(1960, 99ff.), who points out that the orthography in this manuscript tends toward
the archaic. It is also one of the manuscripts Nimćuk (1973, 18-19) analysed in
connection with his publication of one of the Moscow manuscripts.

The Dubrovnik copy, which has recently been restored, has a leather jacket
resembling an envelope and is in quarto. The manuscript is entitled Dictionarium
latinoruthenicum and is written by different Russian hands from the end of the
17th and the beginning of the 18th century. It contains 640 leaves. Before the
dictionary starts there are four leaves with Cyrillic text on the seven liberal arts.
On pages with ink tests at the beginning, the words "... что за Москвою р-Ькою
..." can be deciphered, which, together with phonetic observations, leads Nim¬
ćuk to believe that the transcription was made in Moscow.

17. Slave 6 in the National Library (Bibliothćque Nationale) in Paris: The manu¬

script contains two dictionaries, of which the first is a copy of Slavineckij's Latin-
Slavonic dictionary. S. Strojev (1841, 112ff.) makes this manuscript the subject
of a close examination, where he quotes excerpts from both the dictionaries
involved (both the Latin-Slavonic and the other, the Slavonic-Latin, to which we
will return later). Slave 6 (previously with the catalogue number 2290) is de¬
scribed in I. Martynov's catalogue (1858, 38-39) of the Slavonic manuscripts in
the Bibliothćque Imperiale (now the Bibliothćque Nationale) in Paris. The manu-

13 Киевская старина, 72:4, 1902, 4ff. (the second count).
14 The manuscript is recorded by Kaznaźić (1860) under the catalogue number 187. At the time of
Petrovskij's visit, the manuscript had the number 302 (Петровский 1901). M. Brlek (1952) describes it
under no. 158 in his catalogue.
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script is recorded by Petrovskij (1904, 128) as it is by Horbatsch (1960, 98ff.).
Nimćuk (1973, 19ff.) includes it in his comparative study in connection with the
publication of MS 241 in Moscow.

MS Slave 6 is in quarto and bound in well-preserved brown leather with
embossments. The first part bears the title: Dictionarium Latinosclavonicum
operi Ambrosii Calepini (:seruata uerborum Integra serie:) Conformatum studio
atque opere reuendorum (sic!) in Christo patrum Epiphanii Slawienickii et Ar-
senii Koreckii Satanouiensis ordinis s. Basilii Moschoviae Anno reparatae salutis
16 (sic!). (Cf. the title of MS 242 in Moscow, no. 3 in this survey.) The Latin-
Slavonic dictionary embraces 459 numbered pages. The Slavonic column is
written in a clear skoropis' of the Moscow type from the 17th century. Having
examined Slave 6 in the original, I consider it possible that this manuscript was
written by the same scribe as Slav 11 in Uppsala, i.e. (if Sparwenfeld's statement
is correct) by Ivan Ozerov. In the Slavonic column in Slave 6, Polish equivalents
are sometimes given (cf. Slav 11), probably taken from Cnapius' dictionary (see
p. 51), which served as a source for Slavineckij, especially for the botanical
terminology (Ншчук 1973, 38). The manuscript contains comparatively few
errors; this circumstance leads Nimćuk to believe that Slave 6 is the transcription
most closely related to the revised, 'literary' version of Slavineckij's dictionary, a
revision made with the help of Koreckij-Satanovskij.

18. No. IX С5 in the National Museum (Nśrodm Museum) in Prague: Up to 1923
the manuscript was kept in the Museum of the Czech Kingdom (Museum Kra-
lovstvf Ćeskćho) in Prague under the catalogue number IXF5. It is included in
Petrovskij's (1904, 129) list and is dealt with by Jacimirskij (1921, 857-58), who
was, however, unaware of the identity of the work. The manuscript is included in
Bartoś' catalogue (1927, no. 2468), but, as far as I know, has not been the object
of research since Jacimirskij's visit.

MS IXС5 is in folio, bound in brown leather covers without decoration. At the
top is a note glued onto the cover: "Lexicon Latino Slavicvm". On the inside of
the cover is an inscription, probably made by an official of the museum: "Pfelo-
źeno z Ambrosia Calepina" together with a reference to Sobolevskij's work of
1903 (p. 121). A number of leaves at the beginning and end of the manuscript are

empty. At least two scribes were employed on the manuscript; each has in his
own section written both the Latin and the Slavonic. At the conclusion of the

dictionary text are the words: "finis coronat opus. Конецъ в-Ьнчйетъ д-^ло."

1:2. FURTHER COPIES OF THE SAME WORK

The manuscripts above are the dictionaries based upon Calepinus that I have
seen and examined myself. Apart from these eighteen copies there are the three
copies kept in Uppsala. In all probability there are, in various archives and
libraries, further copies to be found of Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary.
Petrovskij, in his time, knew of ten copies of Calepinus. Of these ten, one has
been destroyed, namely the copy that was kept in the old Academy Library of
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Abo (Turku), Finland. Dobrovsky saw it during his journey of 1792-93 and
mentioned it in a letter to Durich15 and in his printed account of the journey
(1796, 90). Its existence had already been pointed out by H. G. Porthan (1771,
181, no. 35 in octavo). That copy, together with the majority of the manuscripts
kept in the Academy Library, were lost in a fire in 1827. At the end of the 19th
century one of the dictionaries in this group disappeared from the library of the
Moscow Synodal Typography (Погорелов 1899, pp. III—IV). This copy was
attributed to D. Tuptało (Rostovskij) (cf. p. 111). A third dictionary from the same
group, which I have not been able to include in this review, is listed as no. 12 by
P. M. Strojev (1882, 395) among "Переводы сочинений, сделанные неиз¬
вестными лицами". There he mentions a dictionary with the following title: Ad
M.D.T.O.M. gloriam, ЛексХконъ латинскш з Калеп'ша на славенскш прело¬
женный лп>та отъ созданы м'фа 7150 (cf. the title of MS 241 in Moscow, no. 2
in my survey). The manuscript was then kept under no. 36 in the Seminary
Library in Pskov. If this manuscript is still in existence and if so where it is
preserved, I do not know.

However, we have at our disposal a sum total of twenty-one manuscripts
containing transcriptions of revisions of Calepinus' Latin dictionary with Sla¬
vonic translations. Before we begin to compare these manuscripts with each
other in order, if possible, to elucidate their mutual relations, the literary discus¬
sion regarding the dating of certain of them should be related.

1:3. THE DATING OF THE MANUSCRIPTS

Of the twenty-one manuscripts I have looked at, only five are dated, namely the
following: MS 241 in Moscow (no. 2 in my survey), which has the date 1642;
MS 242 in Moscow (no. 3 in my survey) with the date 1650; MS243 in Moscow
(no. 4), which possibly has the date 1685;16 IAS 17.7.42 in Leningrad (no. 6) with
the date 1687; MS Tum. 4400 in Leningrad (no. 12) with the date 1704. It should
also be mentioned that the Slavonic-Latin part of MS Строг. 17 in Leningrad
(no. 7) has the date 1730, a date which should have some relation to the Latin-
Slavonic part as well.

Of the said five dated manuscripts, to my knowledge only the first three have
been dealt with by scholars. Pogorelov (1899, 91) points out that the manuscripts
in question were certainly not written in the said years, but that the revisions of
Calepinus' dictionary, of which they are copies, were carried out then. He
apparently reckons with three different revisions. Brajlovskij (1890, Филологи¬
ческие труды ..., 237) maintains that Slavineckij made two revisions of Cale¬
pinus' dictionary: the first independently in 1642, the second in co-operation with
Koreckij-Satanovskij in 1650. MS 241 would then be a copy of the 1642 revision

15 The letter was dated 9 October 1792 (Dobrovsky 1895, 259).
16 The dating of this manuscript has caused scholars a great deal of trouble as the third letter of the
year зр(?)г is covered by an ink blot and therefore impossible to decipher with absolute accuracy. The
addition "зрчг годе 1685" has been made by a hand other than the one that wrote the original date.
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and 242 of that of 1650. tudinov (1872, 203) relates that in 1643 Slavineckij,
together with Arsenij Koreckij, translated Calepinus' dictionary under the title
Dictionarius latino-sclavonicus(7). He points out that this dictionary was used by
foreigners to learn the written Russian language and that the anonymous dictio¬
nary owned by Sparwenfeld was probably precisely this one. We learn, too, that
Lacroze revised it in Berlin (re Lacroze's dictionary, see pp. 138-40).
Evidently Ćudinov's sweeping statements are only partly true. In connection
with this I would remind the reader that Оглавление (see p. 22) gives the year
1643. Sobolevskij (1903, 121) maintains that 241, judging by the dating, does not
originate from Slavineckij but from one of the translators at Posol'skij prikaz.
Nimćuk (1973, 28) does not agree with Sobolevskij and points out that the latter
has not considered the possibility of the revision being done by Slavineckij before
he moved to Moscow in 1649, i.e., while still living in Kiev.

The date 1685 in 243 has caused much discussion. Brajlovskij (1890,
Филологические труды ..., 239) believes that a further revision of Slavineckij's
dictionary was undertaken that year, but by somebody else, as Slavineckij died in
1675. The accuracy of the stated date 1685 has been doubted by some scholars,
something not unlikely considering that the third letter cannot be positively
identified. Pogorelov (1904, 339-40), who in his analysis came to the conclusion
that 243, without doubt, is a copy of 241, believes that the date of the former
should be the same as that of the later. He even proposes that the date of all three
manuscripts should be the same, namely 1650. As regards the stated date in 243,
1685, he believes that from the beginning the same year зрн i.e. 7150 (=1642) was
to be found in both 241 and 243, but that the date in 243 was later changed to^pnr
i.e. 7193 (=1685). The date given in 241 he believes to be a miscalculation 'from
the creation of the world' (от сотворения мира); the right one should have been
7158 (=1650). Rotar (1900, 13) supposes that Slavineckij compiled the Latin-
Slavonic dictionary for use in the School of the Brethren, where he worked,
probably from 1642 until his departure for Moscow in 1649. He mentions nothing
about possible further revisions of Calepinus.

MS 1760 (no.l here) lacks a date. Pogorelov (1904, 91) argues that this manu¬

script precedes 241, 242 and 243 in time, and that this too is a transcription, as
some obvious muddles and errors occur. In this manuscript other hands than the
regular Latin and Slavonic ones appear. Pogorelov has identified one of them as

belonging to Juraj Kriźanić.17 He has made quite a few additions, which are
sometimes taken up in the other manuscripts, sometimes not. As Kriźanić came
to Russia in 165918 Pogorelov concludes that 241, 242 and 243 must have been
written after that year.

To the problem of dating we shall return later; first we shall see if a complete or

partial solution can result from a comparison of the twenty-one manuscripts in
question. Maybe after that it will be clear how many different revisions of
Calepinus' dictionary we have to reckon with.

17 Juraj Kriźanić (1618-1683), Croat, Catholic priest, has been called "the First Panslavist". Regard¬
ing him and his political-religious and linguistic activities, see among others Jagić 1917, Eekman 1976,
and Golub 1983.
18 He was, however, there on a visit for a few weeks as early as the end of 1647.
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1:4. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE MANUSCRIPTS

For a comparative study of the 21 manuscripts, the following material has been
analysed: 110 consecutive entries at the end of the letter С and the beginning of
the letter D (cynoctomon—debuccinare, in certain of the manuscripts a further
100 entries have been gone through after the last-named headword), 13 entries
beginning with aba- (a, ab—abanec), 20 entries beginning with abo- (aboleo—
aborto, as), 20 entries beginning with cha- {charax—chaus), the 18 stray entries
in the second of Nimćuk's tables (1973, 32-33) plus 17 entries from different
places in the dictionaries suspected to be especially revealing.

Here 40 consecutive entries are quoted (cynoctomon—damnas) plus 12 entries
found to be especially illustrative of the relationships among the copies involved
in the comparative study. The point of departure for the comparison is the Slav 11
version. The other twenty versions are only quoted when they diverge from the
Slav 11 version (see Table 3, p. 117ff.).19 In the following discussion only
examples from the appended sample of entries {Table 3), as a rule, will be quoted,
so as to restrict the length of this chapter. The Uppsala MSS Slav 19 and Slav 21
will not be commented upon in this discussion as they are being dealt with
separately (see pp. 32-37). Let us now make a detailed study of how the manu¬

scripts to be compared relate to each other.
It appears beyond doubt that 241 in Moscow and IX С5 in Prague are closely

related. For example, look at the versions of entr. 12, 15, 24, 25, 30a and 27a
respectively, 34, 37 and 41-45 in these manuscripts. The rest of the analysed
material, which has not been published here, confirms the impression gained
from the above examples. As Nimćuk (1973, 36) pointed out earlier, 241 exhibits
decidedly Ukrainian traits. It seems reasonable to assume that MSS241 and
IXС5 have a direct connection with each other, and, judging from certain
observations, that 241 was the primary of the two. Another possibility is that they
were transcribed from the same original. The Kiev MS 1:5427 clearly corre¬
sponds to the above-mentioned manuscripts, as can be seen by comparing entr. 3,
25, 37, 41, 45 and 50-52. The MS Увар. 24 belongs to this group, too, judging
from examples such as entr. 49-52.
19 As this part of my study was started rather half-heartedly, I have not succeeded in collecting
examples methodically enough to be able to quote all 21 manuscript versions of each of the 52 entries.
In fact, no excerpts from the dictionary fragment in MS 16.17.6 (no. 10 in my account) will be
included here.

Explanations to Table 3:
The version considered valid in Slav 11 is the changed, final one.
Zb = Zabani.

The sign = denotes that the version in the manuscript concerned is identical with that in Slav 11, apart
from the possible use of different graphic variants.
"Extra" words, i.e. words not found in Slav 11, are preceded and followed by + (does not refer to
grammatical comments).
0 = word found in Slav 11 but missing in the manuscript concerned. When a whole entry is missing,
the denotation is only 0.
6 a, 6 b, 6 c etc. = entries not found in Slav 11 have been added after entr. 6 in the manuscript
concerned.



Table 3 

iav 11 

I. cynoctomen -+ cynoctomonzb_JKa6ia KOTKa -+ KOCTKazb 

2. cynodontes-wcTp0386iE 
J. cynoglossos-nEcra 143bJK'b TpaBå 
4. cynomason-nm•u1�a 'IEpHa..&. 

l, cynomorion-nrkJno TpaBå 
6. cynomija-nEcta MBxa 

1, cynothoon-+ cynorrhodonzb_nOJIHa..&. p6JKa 

8, cynosbaton--K8J.14b, TEPHIE DECtE 

9, cynosorchis-nHci:.1. lil�a 

10, cynosolon--nm'IHI(a 

11. cynum-KpBWE�'b, psnå
12, cyparissias-cOCHKa MaJJU, Hnpo'l.

Il. cyperos-KaurraaKH 3EMHblA. 
14. cyphi--6HMlaMa, CJIOJKtHi:E, 8CTJ)OtHIE 

Il. cypirus-wcTpbla: BOHHbni 

16. cyporoa-pon 3EpHaro 3tJJi:A. 

11. cyprinus-Kapn'b, Kapåc& Kapm, 

18- cypselo-pon nåcrosmn, 

19• cymea-<ocsn BHHH&1ii 
10. CYSSUS-KHC'b, 6J110l.14'b 

ll. cystiliti-KaMEHb Br86�ax polll,IIEH'b 

22. cytinus-WHD'!åH'b �tT'b 

1760 

1. JKa6Hlil 

4. cynomazon- +Tpasa+ 

6. cynomyia-nECHlil 

7. cynorchodon 

8. 

9. 

12. 

DECHC 

16. cyporon--

18. cypscli 

19. cymea, cac 
20. KHCC'b 6J110l.14b 

E3EpHaro 

117 
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241

1. жабш =

2. острозвбые
3. cymoglossos—песЬй изикъ
4. = = + трава+

242

1. ЖЙб'1А =

4. cynomazon— = чёрная
+травй+

243

1. cynoctomen—жёбш

4. лептчица —* лепчица =

6. cynomia—песЬи = 6. cynomia—nścia = 6. пёс!я =

7. cynorhodon

8. кущъ = =

9. = = +тр.+

7. cynorhodon—пблнаа =

8. кёщъ = nście

9. = = тёрш'е

7. cynothoon

8. кёщъ = пёс'1Е

10. cynozolon 10. cynozolon

11. КуШЕЦЪ =

12. соснъка = 0 +тр.+ 12. = = 0

13. каштанъки ЗЕМН1А 13. cyporos
14. фиМ1АМа, 8СТрОЕН1Е, СЛОЖЕН!Е

15. cypicus— = вонъный 15. = вбдный

16. сурогоп— = ЕЗЕрнаГО

17. cyprynus—карны, = =

16. сурогоп— = ЕЗЕрнаГО

17. = карйсъ 0 17. = карйсъ =

18. cypseli

19. = винъный

18. cypseli

20. блюшчъкйсъ

22. cythinus—шипшанъ =



Увар. 24 17.7.42 Строг. 17

жабш =

cynomuson—= = +трава+

cynomyia—песш = +тр.+

1. cynoctomen—= котка

3. песЬй = =

4. cynomason —*

cynomazon—(а)пчйца -

лепчйца = +тр.+

6. cynomyia—пЪсеа =

1. жабия =

2. cynodontes —» cynodentes
3. песи = =

4. леписца =

5. гнездо —* гнльздо =

6. cynomyia—п(Ъ)сия =

119

7. cynorhodon 7. cynorhodon

8. квщъ = = 8. квщъ, = = 8. cynosbathon—К8щ(ь) 0 0

9. = = +Тра:+ 9. лйсш = +тр.+

10. cynosolon —* cynozolon 10. липьчица

«• сосенка = 0 +тра: +

cyperus—= земный

'5. состришъ —

12. = =0 тр.

11. крушецьру(п)а-» руда
12. соснка = гор

14. фим(ъс)ама —> фим/шама
= +встроенное+

15. 0

сурогоп—= езернаго

- = 0

16. сурогоп—= езернаго =

17. = = карйсь

16. 0

17. карпь, карасъ 0

cypseli 18. cypseli 18. cypseli

20. cyssus & cystus—— блюшчъ 20. = блюшгь

21. cystileti—камань —» камень

22. шипчань цвЪть
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17.5.9. 16.15.12. I 

I. JKa6llJI 
2. = +nco386i"E+

4. +11>aea+ 4. nEIIHL\a = +TPaså+ 

6. nEClll 6. cynomyia-nEClll

7. cynorrhodon, cynorodon-nonHbli 7. cynorhodon-n6nHa =

WHnOK"b

8. cynosboton-icl�"b, nECiE, TEpHIE 8. cynoslaton-d�"b, ntciE TtpHIE 

9. 

12. COCOHKa 0 +TPa&a+ 

14. 811Mia11a 

16. cyporon- E3EpHaro 

17. 0

18. cypscli 

20. K\JC'C"b 

9. nHKlll

11. KPIWEK"b =

12. c6cEHKa = 0 +11>aså+ 

15. 6cTPl't 

16. cyporon-penå 'IEpHaroo

17. = = 0 

18. cypscl(i) -+ cypsclus- 0
nacroa�a

19. = a6HHblH 

21. cystibiti 

22. WHn'laHbli =

1 The Polish translations arc gcncrally not includcd. 

Tit. 3313 

I. JKa6lll
2. cynoclontcs--O>CTpoSMiE
3. cynoglossus--nECEH =

4. ntnH�a = +TPasa+ 

6. cynomia-nEClll
nCH"b+

+neciH

7. cynorodon & cynochodon 

8. cynoscatos-- +ro•+ K8W"b 
IlECIE 

9. = = +11>aaa+ 

10. ntil'IHHa
I0 a. cynosura-a03"b H6cHblH, set3)13

Kopa6EnHHK(l)B"b 
Il. = 0 +TPa&a+ 
12. cyparisias--cocHHa

+11>aaa+

0 

13. cyperus--KawaHKH 'JEMHblE 

14. cyperis--8iMiaHa, 0 ye1l)OEHiE 
+aoHH+

15. cypirius-- 0 0 +To•+

16. cyporon- 3EMHarol 

17. = = 0 
17 a. cypros & cyprus--K\Jnapic1> 

18. cypselus

20. KHCC"b, 

21. 0

22. WHH'laK"b



Tit. 4400 

I. 0
2. cynodontes gr .--OCTJX>lg6L1E
J. cynoglossus gr. f.
4. 0
4a. cynoides hoc gr.-n6ciH n6H1>

stnit 

6. necia
6a. cynophontes m.

gr,-'i'OKOpMHTEJIL, 'i'åpL 
6b. cynops, pis gr.-KJIOCEHHH'IKa 

stnit 
6c. cynopus gr.-KopqåK1,, Mtpa 
7. cynorodon-p6l1Ca noJIEBålil

8. cynosbaton gr.-dn.n,, = ntci:t

9. cynosorchis gr.- = = 

+Tpaaå+
9a. cynospastos gr.-p6l1Ca n6JIHM 
9b. cynosuras-3Bi.3)1a 

Kopa6JIEHHHK081, 
IO. cynozolon gr.- = +Tpaaå+ 

Il. 0 
12. cyparissias, ae m. gr.--cocEHKa

=, 11) +Tpaaå+
Ila. cyparissUS-KHnapHC1, 
Il. cyperus. gr.- = 0 +stni:E+ 
14. 0

15. cyperis. dis. gr.--OCTP= a6AHL1i
15a. cyphon, onis. gr.-JltBHQa
15b. cyphus. gr.--croKåH1>
15c. cypirus--OCTPHlK a6AHL1i

I: 5427 

I. cynoctom ( e) n-JKa6tlil
2. WCTpo386tE
3. nECtH lil3HK1>
4. cynomison- +Tpaaa+

6. cynomyia-nEctlil

7. cynorbodon

9. +Tp:+

10. cyno(l)ozon -+ cyno{z)olon

12. cyparissia, as-

16. 0 16. cyporon- E3EpHaro 3EJILI 

17. cyprinus. gr.-KapåcL, Kåpn1, 0
17 a. cyprius-M°kJ111HL1i
17b. cypr(a)s ut cyprus.

gr ,-KHnapHC1> 
18. cypselus. gr.

20. 0
20a. cyssites-6mo11.1EBL1i
21. 0

17. Kapac1,

18. cypseli

19. cynea- = BLIBHLli 

20. 6JIJOW'f1,

21. ar86L1cax

AA!n-68 

I. llCa6iA.

3. cynoglossus-nEcEA
4. JIEntAQa 'IOPHU +Tpaaa+

6. nEClll =, +nEci:A JIEH1>+

7. cynorodon et cynorrhodon =

8. cynosbatos- +rollC1>. + K811.1"h
DE'BCEE

121 

9. cynnosorchis- = = +TpaBa+

10. cynozolon
IOa. cynosura 8031, HE6ECHIA, 3Bi.3)1a

KOpa6EJIHHK09 

12. cyparisias--cocHKa 0 
+Tpaaa+

13. cyperus- 3EMHIE 
14. cyperis- = 11) 8CTpEHIE +B011Hi:A+

15. 11) 11) +TOllC1>+

16. cyporon- lEMHaro 3EM.4 

17. = = 0
17 a. cypros et cyptus-KHnapH( c)

18. cypselus

19. = BHHHiJt

21. 0
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I:57485 

I. lKa6ua KOTKa

3. nectii = =

6. cynomyia-nectu

7. cynorhodon

8. Ksuri. 0 0

10. JJ(H)1mu�a

12. 0+-rp+

14. 

15. 0

16. 0

17. = 0 

18. cypseli

+8CTpoEHi'E+

20. 6mom'l'b

Slave 6 

4. +TpaB.+

6. cynomyia-necu.

7. cynorhodon

8. 

9. 

12. 

ntci'e 

+TpaBå+

0 TpaBå 

16. cyporon-

18. cypseli

20. KHC'C'b, 6mo�

Dubr. 158 

1. cynoctomen-lKa6U1 KOTKa

3. nect = = 

4. cynomazon- +TP:+

6. cynomya V: cynips

7. cynothodon

8. cynosbathon-Ksuri. nectH 

9. = = +Tp:+

10. cyno3olon (!)

12. COCEHKa

13. Ka!ll'b TaHKUI 3EMHblll
14. = = 8CTpoEH0E 

15. (the whole entry crossed out by

unknown hand)

16. [ = t 3tpHarro = J (the whole 

entry crossed out by unknown bi 

18. cypselo -+ cypsellus



IXCS 

I.JKa6u.

J. ntct11
4. = = +Tpaaa+

6. DEC$14

7. cynorhodon

8. KYUl'b

9. = = +T))aaa+

10. cynozolon

12. COCH'bKa

14, 8HM114Ma, 

Il. cypicus 

0 +Tp.+ 

16. cyporon- = otpearo 

l7. = Kapac'b, 0

l8. cypseli 

12. cythjnus

Slav 19

I. JKa6HJ1

4. cynomazon

6. cynomyia

8. K81.ll'b TEMHi'e

JO. cynozolon 

11. KP81.l1EU'b

14. 8CTpo'IHi'e

15. (l)CTpblX'b

16. cyporon-

17. 

18. cypseli

)9. = BblHHblH 

21. 

22. 

ers6 0 

UB$Tb 

JEMarO 
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Slav 21

I. JKa6HJ1
2. cynadontes
3. cynaglassos
4. cynamaron

6. cynomyia-nectll

8. KYl.ll'b TEM'HHE

10. cynozolon

11. KP81.l1EU'b

)4. 0HMHaM'b = 8CTpo'l'Hl!e 

15. OCTpblX BOBHbl

16. cyporon- JEMHaro 

17. 

18. cypseli

19. cymea, (a)s- BblH'Hbl 

21. = ery61,1uax 

22. cy[s)tinus
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Table 3

Slav 11

23. cytisus—щодрёнецъ (Zb:) зёл1'£

1760

23. щедрекецъ 0

24. dacrima —» dacrymaSp—слеза

25. dactilus —» dactylusSp—пръстъ, дактйлъ 25. персть, =

26. dactilicus —* dactylicusSp—дактйловый
27. dactilon—пёрстень

28. dactylotheca—перстенохранителнща

29. dactylis—лозй неподвизанал
30. dactilion—сочнща травй
31. daemon—бЪсъ, дЪмонъ
32. daemonicus—дЪмонскТй, бЪсовскш
32 a. (Sp:) daemoniacus, a daem. possessus—бгьснующшся
33. daemonium—б^сы
34. dagnades—птичпци египетстш
35. dalmatica—далматицкал рйза
36. dalum—в4трило мёншее
37. dama—лани, сарна

27. dactylion

28. перстнехранилница

29. = неподвизана

32. дЪмоскш, 6-fecÓBb

33. бЪси

35. dalmatica vestis—далматскаи

37. = серна
37а. damascenum—кам(ка)

38. damassonium—водный пвзыр, пвгв'ща
39. damium—та(н)наа жертва
40. damnas вм-Ьсто damnatus—шсвжденъ

41. danista—заемннкъ, лихоимца

42. dacitia—дйръ полом дйнъ
43. deartuo, as—исглинию —* исчлению21 [гл-Ьны]

39. тайнаи =

40. damnas вместо damnatus

41. = лихоимецъ

42. dautia— = послом =

43. изчленеваю, члЪны + отсЬкаю+

44. charistia—праздники ёжичества
45. abacion—тйвл!а йгрйлнал й числйтелная, скрижйль

46. abaces—хёдш сосёды в'н!хже честнейшая вещи сохраняются

45. [тавьлил] = [ичислительнал], скрыжаль

46. = соседи = = въ щисохраняютьсА

47. chrysogonum—вед мнит зел'1'е намыши

48. chelonium—скорлвпй зелвиечь
49. formositas—блгозрйч1'е, добрбта

50. catułus—скйменъ,псА, просА
51. lagena—м£хъ, чвйнъ, лагвй; laguncula—j

мЪшок

47. седм'Ьлистъ = намышы

48. = зезлвовъ

50. catullus

чванецъ, 51. lagaena— = = =; laguncula— =
= м-Ьшекъ

52. camera—комйра
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n. cythisus-

�. = JlaKT€JI 

n. dactylion 

8. = HEnOBlil3aHa 
�a. dacitia-11apn 

0 

n. itMOHncKHi, 6tcoen 

W. dagnates = ErunETCKiH 
Il. = Pbl3a
h. dacitia-11apö
.q, naHbl, CEpHa 

'· ralieara 

1I. danisia 
Q, 0 
6, RC'IJJtHEBalO, 'lntHH +WTCtKalO+ 

W, DPa:JHHKH 8:JHH'lmll 
U. TallJlm lfPaJJHIIOlatl! 0 = 0

l6, = COC8JIH = = = = 

O. CEAML JIHCT =

i. = lK€JIBtEBn
ij_ fonnositas, tis- 0 0

+11o6po3pa'IHE,Kpac0Ta+ 
.Il, = DEC, nopoclil 
li. lagena, laguncula-Mtxn, 'IBaHö,

nare�a

,lJ, KOMopa, +xonO)IHHK, CKJIED+ 

242 

23. = 0

25. ntpcT1> 0

27. dactylion 

29. 

32. = 6icoa

33. +6icoeE+, 6ice 
34. nTH'lllllla ErunETCKIA.
35. JlaJJMaTHllKaa
36. dalim

37. = ctpHa 

38. 0 roeop.

41. 0 nHXOHMElln, +pOCTOBU(HKn+
42. dautia
43. 0 'lntHbl +(l)TCtKålO+

44. npa3HHKH =
45. TaBnlA. HrpånHU(HU 0 = 0
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243 

23. = 0

25. npnCT1>-> nt'pnCT1>, = (added, 
probably by a non-Russian:)
nE(p) 'cmoKö MOJIOOOU

26. )laKTHJIHOBbIH

34. EnJllETCKIH

37. nåHH -> nåHb, cåpHa (the regular
scribe underlined the first a and 
wrote E above it; another, a non
Russian hand, underlined the whole 
word and added:) c{p11a 

39. 'raMlll1$1-> TåuHl1$1 =

43. H3'rnHHltlO rn$Hbl

44. = hHH'l1a
45. Taenflr HrpånHU(Hl1$1 0

46. X8JlblA. = BHHXnlKE 'ICT!M;HlllblA. 46. = COCgJIH = = = nonaralOTCJI

47. CEJIMb nHCT

48. = 3fnBIEBn

50. = nEcn, nopoc..1. 
51. lagena- = = =;

laguncula-'lårBHQa,

(added above the line by the regular 
scribe:) coxpaHJI 

47. CEJIMb nHCT = =

48. CKopsna lK€JIB$EBn
49. formositas, tis-0 0

+11O6po3på'IJE, KpacOTå+ 
50. = ntcn, nopocil
51. lagena, laguncula-Mixn, 'IBåHn,

nareli:11a

52. KOM6pa, +xonOJIHHKn, CKJJED+

10-849153 Sparwe,ifeld 
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Ysap. 24

23. = 0

25. DEpc-n, )UlKTUJJ 

27. dactylion 

29. dactylis, idis 

34. DTH'l�bl EruDeTCKlll 
35. llaJJM�allf pbIJa

37. = CEpHa

39. TaHHa!lf

42. dacitia, orum-nap'b 0 0 
43. deartu(r)o-H3'IJIEHllflO, 'IJIEHbl

+OOTCtKaIO+
44. npaJHHKH 83HH'IECTBa
45. the manuscript defective

46. the manuscript defective

47. CE)IM'b JIHCT JEJIO HaMb!Wbl

48. 0

49. 0 0 +no6pOJpa'l1E, 1<pac0Ta+ 

50. catalus-= DEC'h, nopoc!lf 

51. lagena, lagencula-Mtx'h, 'IBaH'h, 
naraHQa

52. KOMopa, +KOJIO)IHHK'b, CKJIED'b+ 

17.7.42 

23. = 0

24. dacrimas ..... dacrymas 

25. = llaKTHJJb

27. dactilion ..... dactylion 

30. O'IHHl(a 

34. DTH'IH!WH ..... DTH'IHI.Qö ErHDETCKIH 

37. capHa ..... cqma 

39. TaHHa.t.

41. = JIHXOHMEQ'b 

42. dautia-= nOCJIOM 

43. ICrJIH!ffilO, rntHbl +WTCb!JlaIO+ 

44. npa.JHHKH = 

45. = HrpaJJH'IHa.t., 0 = 0 

46. X8)1blA. = = = = = 

47. BE)IMDHTI, = 

48. = JEJIBHC'lb

49. formositas, is 

51. lagena, ae-
laguncula-

52. +cmponö+

=; 

CTpor. 17

23. = 0

24. dactima

25. Dp'bCTb ..... DEJ)'bCTb, 

27. dactylion

29. = HEDO)IBll3aHa

30. COJlllHI.IE = 

31. = )l'i;MOHb 
32. daemoniacus-ntMOHCKH 6tco 

34. dagnados-DTH'IHI.Qbl ErHDEQCK

35. )laJibMaTHl(Kal! pb13(a)

36. stnpHJJo = 

37. = CEpHa

38. BO)IHbl nyJHp = 

39. TaHHal! =

40. damnas BMtCTO )laMHaTyC'b 
40 a. damnatUS--O>CYJKAEHb

42. = no(?)noMb oa111>
43. H3'1JitHllIO, rntHbl +WTCEKaJO· 

+WTcn,1<a10+

44. = 8lK( ?)'IECTBa ..... 8lKU'IECTB3 

45. TaBJIIllf = H'IHCJIETEJIHal!, = 

46. COC8)1blll = qecHtHWllli 

47. CE)IM'b JIHCT = 0 

48. SEJIBHEBb 

50. CKYMEB, 0 npoca ..... npoCJI 
51. lagina- = 'IBaHb 0; 

laguncula- 0 = MtwoqoK 

52. KOMOpa



'.l.9. 

l lllEJIPEQ'b 0
Ja. cytos, eos-rnasHlUI KOCTb 

I. dacryma loco lacrima 

l.nqx:n, = 

l AaKTIIJlHHK'b' naKTHnffblH
l. dactylion 

l. dactylis, dis 
I. CO'IEBHQa =

! 6tcoscKHi, llEMOHCKHii

I, = Er\JDETCKUI 
J. dalmatia-nanMaTCKlll PH3bl

"· murk, ctpHa 

I. damasonium 
!, raiHlUI =

l damnas, loco damnatus

' = nHXOHMEQ'b 
t 0 

I l. deartUO--H3'1J!EHEBaJO, 
+OlTC"tKaJO+ 'IJl€Hbl 

I, 0Pa3HHK'b, Y3HH'IECTBa 
l. = llrpanH(ll)HU 0 = 0 

l 0

•. chrypogonum-<:enML nHCTD Tpasa 
Hai.tb!IIIH 

l. chelonia- 0 lKEnBHi +KaMEHb+ 
!, 0 0 +no6po3pa111e, KpacoTa+ 

l = ntc'b, nopocA. 
1- lagena, ae- = = narsHQa, 

+<j>n11JKKa, OO'IOHOK+; 
laguncula-roJK'b 

l. tOMopa, +xonOJlffHK'b, cKnen'h+

16.15.12. 

23. = 0 

25. ntpcn,

26. dactylitus- +ntpCTHbtii+,
27. dactylion 

28. ntpcTonon6JKHHQa, +pBKaBHQa+

29. = H€00JlBJi3HlUI 
30. (placed before 29)
31. JlEMOOH'b, 6-kc'b

33. 6"tCH
34. DTHTHUUI 0
35. naMaTHQHlUI
36. MM0€
37. = ctpHa

38. = Il8JIHb!pb, ngroBHQa 
39. TaHHa = 

40. damnas, 3pif damnatus

41. = nHXOHM€Q'b, +3aHMO)låBEQ'h+ 
42. dautia- = nocmoM'b natMbtH 
43. H3'1J!EHEBåIO, 'IJ!Effbl +OOTC"tKåJO+ 

45. abacion, ij, n.g.
CKpbllKMb

46. data missing

47. chysogonum-<:€)lMonncTD

48. lKEJUIIEBa CKOpnsnå
49. formositas, tatis

+KpacOTå+ =

50. = DCH�b, = 

51. lagina, ae f.- = 
+KBBWHH'h+; laguncula, ae 
f.-M'tWEK'b, 'IBåHEQ'b, nårBHQa

52. KaMåpa-komora, chlodnik, sklep

Tit. 3313 

23. �€JIP€HCQ'b 0
23 a. cytos-rnasHa11 KOCTb

24. dactryma BM'tCTOO lachryma

25. ntpcTDgr. = 

28. dactylotheca v dactylothia
nepcTHexpaHHTCJJHHQa

29. = HCOOJ1Bll3a 

32. = 0 
32 a. daemoniacus-6-kcHBIOIQIHCll 
33. 6"tCOBCTBO 
34. = enmETCKIE 
35. )laJ!MaTCKall 
36. MCHWO€
37. = C€pHa 

38. damasonium-
39. TaHHall = 

41. 3allMHIIIC'b, = 

0 

42. dautia- = nocnooM natMbtH 
43. deartUO--H3'1Jl'tHllIO, 'IJl€Hbl

+OOTC"tKaJO+
44. = 8lKH'IH(b1)11
45. TaBnlll HrpaJIHWHall, 0 0

CKpHlKMH
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46. COC8)lbl X8)l!H, B 'HHX'b lKE 'IECTHbllil 

47. data missing

48. data missing
49. data missing

50. = OECII, = 

51. lagena- = = 0 +q>nllWKa+; 
laguncula-Jlllr'IHQa, = 0 
+qimnmca+ 

52. KOMåp'b 
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Tit. 4400 

23. 0 

23 a. cyttarus, gr.
23 b. cytos, eos-rna11Håll KOCTL
23 c. dacia-aon6cKlUI 3EMJIJI
24. 0 

25. (placed after 29) ntpcTI,

26. 0 

27. 0 

28. 0 

29. (placed after 23) dactylis, dis
30. 0 

31. data missing
32. data missing

33. data missing
34. data missing
35. data missing

36. data missing
37. data missing

38. data missing
39. data missing
40. data missing

41. data missing
42. data missing
43. data missing

45. abacium- = Hrpamm-1HaJ1, 0 
= 0 

46. X8)llE COC8)lH

47. data missing

48. data missing
49. data missing

50. catusus- = 0 nopoc11
51. c�a,8nl!rll,=E�'L

52. +K6MHaTa+

I: 5427 

23. = 0 

24. dacrimat

25. npocTI,, )lOKTOJI

27. dactylion

29. HEnO)lBl43aHa

32. 6tCOB'L

34. ErHDETCKiH 

35. PLl3a

37. naHLI, CEpHa

38. = O83Hp, =

39. TUHa!4 =

41. danisia
42. = 0 0 

43. ucqntffEBl4IO, qni;HLI +O>TCtKaio+

44. = 83ilH'IECTBa 
45. TaBnil4 HrpanHJW{a!4, 0 

qffCTHTEJIHa!4 0
46. = COC8)lH BHLIJOKE qECTfftHilliE

47. C�M'L JIHCT = Ha(MHUIH)

48. CKOp8na lKEJIBIEB'L
49. forrnositas, tis- 0 0 

+no6po3pa11iE+
50. = DEC'L, nopoc!4
51. lagena, laguncula-MEX'L, qBaff'L,

JlarBH�a

52. KOMOpa, +XOJIO)lHHK'L, CKJ!En'L+

AAIII-68 

23. = 0

23 a. cytos-rnaBHa..+. KOCTL 

24. dacryma BMtcTo lacryma 

25. nEpcT, naKTIIJIL

26. )laKTIIJIOBIH

28. dactylotheca v dactyliotheca

29. = HEDO)lBl!3aHa 

32. = 0 

32 a. daemoniacus-6tH8toll.liHCA. 
33. 6tCOBCTBO
34. = ErHDETCKIE 

35. nanMaTCKlUI

36. MEHWOE
37. = CEp'Ha

38. damasonium-so)lffii
39. TaHHa..+. =

0 

42. dautia--- = OOCJIOM naEMLIH

43. deartuo--u3qnEHAK>,qJIEHH
+OTCi;KaJO+

45. TaBnUI HrpanHlllHlUI, 0 0

CKplOKliJIH
46. COC8)lLI X8)llH = qECTHLIH

47. C�MOJIHCT = , KaMHW

48. lKEJIBIEB'L

49. = +KpocOTa+

50. DECII, =

51. lagena--- = 0 +q>nl!llla� 

laguncula- 0 

+q>JllllllEqKa +
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I. = 0 

1. dactima

·. dactylion

J. = HEllOABWaHa

6tcoe'b 

I. IITH'UUQbI ErHIJETCKIB
Pbl3a 

CEpHa 

I= D83Hp 0 
ITaiffaJ.I =
'damnas BMtCTO )laMHaTSC'b 

· = (r}ntm.1 +OOTCtKalO+

�M'bJIHCT 0 

l = SEJIBHEB'b

= 0 =

lagina- = = 0 ; laguncula
= = Mtwo'IOK'h 

; kOMopa 

Slave 6 

23. WE.IIPEHEQ'b 0

25. ntpcT'b, 

27. dactilion 

28. nEpcTHEXpllHHTEJIHtQa

29. HEflO.IIBWaHa

31. ntMOK'b
32. 6tC6B'b 

33. 6tCH

35. .llllJIMaTCKa.t.

37. = ctpHa 

39. TaHHa.t. 

41. = JIHXOHMEQ'b
42. = flOCJIOM =

43. Hl'IJIEHEBåJo, 'IJltHbl +OOTCtKålO+

45. 

46. 

= = = CKpbDKMb 

COC8)1H 

47. data missing 

48. data missing 
49. data missing 

50. data missing 
51. data missing 

52. data missing 

Dubr. 158 

23. cytistus- 0 

24. dacrirna

25. naKTHJI, nEpcT'b

27. dactylion 

28. nEpcTEHOrpaHHTEJl!,HHQa

32. 6tcoa

34. fmnETCKlll 

37. [naHH, capHa] Koaa ouKaR

38. = fl83Hp, =

39. TaiiHWI =

40. damnas B'bMtcTo damnatus 

42. = flOJIOMb =
43. [ex] H3rJIHHJIIO rntH'b

+KOCTHJialO+
44. = 8JKbl'lblCTBlll
45. TaBJIUI HrpMll'IHllll 0 

'IHCJIHTEJlbHllll 0 
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46. XB.llblll = = = = coxprutmOTQa

47. chrysoconum-BEAMffHT'b 
KaMblWbl 

48. SEJIBHC'l'b
49. = .IIOOpoTbl

51. lagena- = = mrraa;
laguncula-Jllll'BHQa, =
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IXC5 

23. = 0 

24. 0

25. ITpocT'b )laKTEJIL 

27. dactylion 

27 a. dacitia-nap'b

28. ITEPTEHOXpaHHTEJIHHQa 

29. = HEnO)lli3aHa 

32. 

34. dagnates--

35. = pL13a

37. JlaHLI, CEpHa 

39. Taihfa.A

41. danisia

42. 0

43. HCrJI11HEBaJO - HC'IJl11HEBaJO, 

'1J11IHH + O>TC11Kal0 + 

44. npa3HHKH 83Hl!'IIA 

45. TllBJIIA III"J)aJIHIQHll.A, 0

= 0

46. XY/ILIH = = 'IECrlliwE 

47. data missing 

48. data missing

49. data missing 

50. data missing

51. data missing 

52. data missing 

Slav 19 

23. ll.1O/IPEQ'b 0

24. dacrymas 

25. npocTL 

27. dactylion-ntpcTEH'b

32. 61lcoacKiH, n11MOHCKIH

34. EI'HIIETCKIH

35. dalmatica vestis--nanMaTHQKa

39. TaHHaJI = 

40. damnas 

42. dautia 

43. deartUO-H3rJIHHllIO, rJIHHIO 

44. npa:JHHKH = 

45. TaBJIIUI 0 

46. 0

50. = ITECHX, nopoc� 

51. lagena-XEX'b, = =;

laguncula- = = = 

Slav 21 

24. dacryma [et] pro lachryma

+c,ilsa+

25. npocTL = 

26. dactylicus, a, um-naK'THJIOBbI

27. dactylion

29. dactylis, dis

31. damon

32. damonicus, a, um-ntMoH'CKH 

33. damonicum

35. dalmatica vestis--nanMaTHQ'Ka 

38. BOA!fLI = =

39. TaHHaJI = 

40. damnas--ecylKJIEH'b

42. daucia

43. HJrJIHHlllO, rJIHHIO

44. npa:JHHKH t3Ll'IECTBW

45. 0

46. 0

50. = ITEPHK'b, unopoCSI 

51. lagena-xtxL, =; 

laguncula- = = = 
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The second clearly defined group of manuscripts has Slave 6 in Paris and 1760
in Moscow as its purest representatives. In these copies there are many instances
of a marked difference from the 241 group. Many of the remaining manuscripts
belong to this group rather than to the 241 group. Slav 11 in Uppsala belongs,
without doubt, to the Slave 6 group and displays many similarities with the Paris
manuscript.20 The Uppsala manuscript contains many errors, both in the Latin
and the Slavonic columns: entr. 16, 18, 37, 42, 43, 47 and others (see also note
20). This copy, like Slave 6, Dubr 158 and 1760, displays a more archaic spelling
than the majority of the others. See, for example, the use of ъ in spelling the
vocalic liquid (entr. 25), the spelling -ст- in accordance with the second palatal¬
ization (entr. 34) and the spelling -aa of the feminine adjective endings (entr. 39)
(cf. p. 24).

Two manuscripts conclusively belonging to this group are 1:57485 in Kiev and
Строг. 17 in Leningrad. These two probably have a direct connection with each
other, as can be seen by the correlations between them in, for example, entr. 8,
14-16, 24, 40, 47 and 50-52. The version found in the Slave 6 group is noticeably
adhered to by 242 in Moscow. That copy differs, however, in many instances
from all the other manuscripts. Often it has fewer equivalents in the Slavonic
column than the others. There is a simple explanation for this: each page in 242 is
divided down the middle by a vertical line, giving four columns per page. Each
entry is allotted one line only (possibly because the Latin was written first and the
Latin scribe did not take into consideration the length of the Slavonic transla¬
tions) which in many cases led to compression of the Slavonic translations due to
lack of space. This explanation seems perfectly tenable after viewing the placing
of the words in the manuscript. MS242 is different in other respects, too, from
the other copies. Sometimes headwords appear that are not to be found in either
Calepinus or the others. However, 242 should, without doubt, be referred to the
Slave 6 group, a conclusion supported by the fact that the titles of the two
dictionaries are identical. The spelling used in 242, like in other manuscripts from
this group, shows an archaic tendency.

Another copy that is difficult to place is 243 in Moscow. A matter of special
interest is this copy's relationship to Slav 11. There are amazing similarities in
one section of the two manuscripts, although 243 usually adheres to the version
found in the 241 group and Slav 11 to that of the Slave 6 group. It seems as though
Slav 11 might have served as an original for part of 243. It is also a well-known
fact that several different parallel manuscripts could serve as originals for a

transcription of a work. How else can one explain the astounding similarities
between Slav 11 and 243 in a section of the manuscripts, when they generally
adhere to different archetypes? Look, for example, at the correlations between
the two in the following entries (in some of these entries the Dubrovnik copy

agrees with them): 7, 9, 12, 16, 18, 27, 29, 37, 39, 42 and 43. Entries 39 and 43
especially, seem to point to a direct connection between the manuscripts. Some

20 Slav 11 cannot have served as the original for Slave 6, as these examples will show: Slave 6: alga
et alga marina—пороет зелКе; Slav 11: alga—ларина (!) пороет зел!е. Slave 6 has, like the other
manuscripts, the entries dorcadias, dorcas, dorcidion, doriphagi, while these entries are missing in
Slav 11 (cf. p. 35).
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further examples may be required here: Slav 11: danunae —> danunt (by Zabani)
—задань даютъ; 243: danunae—задань дань —*■ даютъ (probably by another
hand); the other copies have danunt за (or вместо, pro or loco) dant—даютъ.
Slav 11: domitura—8крачЕщв; 243: domitura—оукрачеще; the rest have укро-
чение in different variations. And I could continue to quote convincing examples
(see, for example, p. 35, note 54). So many similarities and common errors, that
are mostly found only in these two manuscripts, cannot be purely coincidental. It
seems clear that this section of 243 was copied from Slav 11 or that they have a
common source. Compare, however, entries 44-52 in Table 3. There, no connec¬
tion is revealed between the two copies; a manuscript from the 241 group,

possibly 241 itself, must have served as an original.
MS 17.7.42 in Leningrad and MS 158 in Dubrovnik also appear, in places, to

have a close connection with Slav 11 (see entr. 1, 37, 43, 47 and 48). They are

clearly to be referred to the Slave 6 group.
The work of comparing the 21 manuscripts has revealed a further undeniable

correlation, namely that between ДА/П-68 in Kiev and Turn. 3313 in Leningrad.
The interdependency of these two manuscripts is obvious after reading the
introduction in Latin and Russian to be found in both. In the dictionary text
almost every entry provides evidence of a direct connection. They depart in
many ways from all the other manuscripts (with occasional reservations for Turn.
4400,, 17.5.9 or 16.15.1221) and are, in fact, a further revision of the version
underlying the Slave 6 group. The revision has dealt not only with the vocabulary
but also with the grammatical forms in which the words are given. The Slave 6
group (and for that matter the 241 group) sometimes gives verbs in the infinitive
and nouns in the plural. Almost throughout, the copies under discussion give
verbs in the first person singular, present tense, and nouns in the singular. On the
question of which of the two copies came first, I am inclined to answer: the Kiev
copy. The Leningrad copy displays quite a large number of errors not to be found
in the Kiev manuscript (e.g. entr. 2, 7, 8, 13, 22, 24 and 28). Cases like entr. 12 in
Table 3 indicate that ДА/П-68 served as an original for Turn. 3313 (and this is not
the only case). The Kiev manuscript displays some Ukrainian traits, especially in
its distribution of и/ы (see entr. 13, 19, 26, 38 and 43). Before leaving these
manuscripts I would like to point out the correspondence between them and an
addition in Slav 11 (entr. 32a and 32 respectively). There are a few more such
examples to be found in the material examined.

In one respect the two groups differ throughout: the 241 group places together
several synonymous Latin words in one entry, the Slave 6 group gives each one
as a headword and refers to the preceding translation with the help of тоже (entr.
51 in Table 3 is only partly an example of this). From the remaining, unpublished
material it can be mentioned that the 241 group has: meracus, meraculus—првз-
рачний, нЕрастворЕН (that version documented also in MSS 243, Увар. 24 and
IXC5). The Slave 6 group has: meracus—презрачный, нЕрастворен; meraculus
—тож. (quoted from Slav 11, the same version documented in MSS 1760, 242,

21 Correlations between 17.5.9 and the two manuscripts in question can be seen in entr. 23 a, 24 and
others; between 16.15.12 and those under discussion in, for example, entr. 42 and between Tum. 4400
and the two, in entr. 9a and 10a respectively.
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Тит. 3313 and Slave 6). The 241 group has: dormito, dormisco—сиплыю (that
version documented also in MSS 243, Увар. 24 and IXC5). The Slave 6 group
has: dormito—сыплию; dormisco—тсюж (quoted from Slav 11, the same version
documented in MSS 1760, 242 and Slave 6). The Slave 6 group agrees with
Calepinus' dictionary, which also gives each Latin word as a headword.

Another diverging point between the two groups seems to be the placing of a
number of headwords related to the verb do, namely datus, datus, us, datum,
datuiri, dato, as, dator, datio, datarius, datatim. 241 and IXС5 place this series
of entries after the headword dasypus, i.e. in exact alphabetical order. The Slave
6 group (and in this case also Увар. 24) places the entries after the headword do,
i.e. according to the system of placing words derived from the same root
together, regardless of the consequences in terms of alphabetical order. In this
case too, the Slave 6 group behaves in accordance with Calepinus' Latin diction¬
ary. Cf. also pp. 31-32. MS243 has an interesting version here. It does not, as

expected, follow 241, but instead, after the headword do with its Slavonic
translation, leaves out the ensuing nine headwords (datus—datatim), only resum¬

ing at the word doceo. The Slavonic translations are given throughout. Did the
Latin scribe feel uncertain about whether the series of words with da- belonged
here?

Finally, a few words about three manuscripts that have an eccentric stamp,
even if they all probably originate from the Slave 6 group: 17.5.9, 16.15.12 and
Turn. 4400. The distinctiveness of the first can be seen, for example, in entr. 7;
the second one diverges in entr. 16, 28 et al., and the third even more so; see, for
example, entr. 1,4, 11, 14 and 20. There is some evidence that the first two of the
above-mentioned manuscripts are phases intermediary to the Slave 6 group and
the thoroughly revised stage made up of ДА/П-68 and Turn. 3313. Turn. 4400
seems to have something in common with the last two of the above-mentioned
manuscripts, but is in many respects quite independent.

The conclusion to be drawn after this comparison, then, is that the manuscripts
fall into two groups: MSS 241 in Moscow and IXС5 in Prague belong to one

group and Slave 6 in Paris and 1760 in Moscow belong to the other. A sub-group,
based on the Slave 6 group, consists of Turn. 3313 in Leningrad and ДА/П-68 in
Kiev. The remaining manuscripts can be defined as belonging, to a greater or
lesser degree, to one of these groups. To the 241 group belong, in addition, MSS
243 (most of it), Увар. 24, and 1:5427, to the Slave 6 group MSS Slav 11, 242,
17.7.42, Строг. 17,1:57485 and the Dubrovnik copy. The entries 49-52 in Table
3 have proved particularly revealing. Now the reader is referred back to p. 31.



II. The Slav41 Group

The following are the copies of Koreckij-Satanovskij and Slavineckij's Slavonic-
Latin dictionary which I have seen, besides Slav 41 in Uppsala (as with the
manuscripts of the Slav 11 group this presentation makes no claim to be com¬

plete; the descriptions are often relatively scanty):

11:1. PRESENTATION OF THE SEVEN MANUSCRIPTS

1. № 2313 собр. E. В. Барсова at the State Historical Museum in Moscow:
Slavonic-Latin dictionary in quarto, bound in a brown, worn and worm-eaten
leather cover. The dictionary contains 265 leaves. Up to and including f. 54v.,
some way into the letter 8 (the last entry is еленый корен зел!е—seselis—ieleni
korzeń ziele) there is also a translation into Polish. The first seven leaves in the
book are blank; on the recto of the eighth leaf is written: "Сеы книги стижатЕЛ
&з Порфирш Семенников, рекою моею написася, рни году ют воплощеша:
1659." The name of the person recorded as the owner is, in full, Porfirij Semjon-
nikov-Zerkal'nikov (see also p. 21, note 29, p. 112), about whom further in¬
formation can be gleaned from Peretc (1901, 430-31) and Charlampović (1901,
221 ff. and 1914 passim). Porfirij Semjonnikov (1623-1695) studied in the school
founded by Rtiśćev in the Monastery of the Transfiguration (see also p. 20) and
also in Mogila's Kiev College (Киево-Могилянская коллегия). As an aside we
can mention that it was he whom the Muscovite government sent to the Metro¬
politan of Kiev in May 1649 to request the sending of two monks to Moscow to
revise liturgical books. Two of those who returned with him were the compilers
of the dictionary now under discussion (see p. 21). The same Semjonnikov went
to Kiev in 1650 with Ivan Ozerov, in order to study (see p. 24). He stayed there,
with a possible break during that time, until 1658. From 1667 onwards he served
as a clerk to the Patriarchate (патриарший дьяк) of Moscow, continuing with this
at least until 1685. Semjonnikov was a great collector of books and lover of
literature.

The Slavonic column of 2313 is written in a small and tidy poluustav. The
Polish is written by another hand.

The manuscript has been examined by Jakubović (1958), Speranskij (1960) and
Kochman(1967)22(cf. pp. 50-51). Speranskij, who like the other two, did not know

22 Kochman gives the wrong catalogue number {2315, see no. 2 in this inventory) in the list of sources
in the back of his book. Semjonnikov's dictionary, which is the one with which he is dealing, actually
has the catalogue number 2313. Kochman wrongly assumes that Semjonnikov is the compiler of the
dictionary. The headword стяжйтель is explained in the following way in Sparwenfeld's dictionary:
держйвца, набывшш—possessor, oris, qui possidet, indagator.
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who the author was, analyses 2313 thoroughly, and comes to the conclusion that
the manuscript probably originates from Belorussia, or possibly the Ukraine, no
later than the middle of the 17th century. He points out the large number of
Belorussian characteristics in 2313, as well as Ukrainian and Polish features. He
also looks at the concocted words, "слова созданные по домыслу", as he calls
them, of which there are quite a few in 2313 (as in Slav 41).

2. JSs 2315 собр. E. В. Барсова at the State Historical Museum in Moscow:
Slavonic-Latin dictionary in quarto, containing 203 leaves. It is bound in a brown,
well-preserved leather cover with patterns. One of the two clasps is broken. The
dictionary has no title or information as to its author. It looks as if both the
Slavonic and the Latin were written by the same hand. The text begins on the
recto of the present fly-leaf. One or a few of the leaves bound in front of it have
possibly fallen out. The manuscript was mentioned by Speranskij (1960, 198) and,
by mistake, in the list of sources in Kochman's work (1967, 157), but it has, as far
as I know, not been examined more thoroughly.

3. Л® 244, фонд 181 in ЦГАДА in Moscow: The manuscript was kept earlier in
МГАМИД under the catalogue number 2441444 (Пекарский 1862,1, 189). It is in
folio format and bound in a brown patterned leather cover. The dictionary
consists of 132 leaves; it has no title. On an affixed label on the spine is written:
"Лексиконъ Россиской-Латинской и Шведской". On the recto of the fly-leaf
are the words: "Лексиконъ Россшскш съ Латинскимъ и Шведскимъ перево-
домъ неизвЪстнаго автора конца 17 стол-Ьтш." The Slavonic and Latin col¬
umns are written by the same scribe. The Swedish script is small and even.

Further, a small and careful hand has made additions in 'Russian', often followed
by translations into Latin. The 'Russian' hand has sometimes added entire
entries.23 On the inside back cover there are a lot of Russian word notes,
sometimes with Latin, German or Swedish translations.24 After the dictionary,
on f. 13lv., a series of Latin words beginning with С have been added, with
translations into Slavonic. A few of the words have been supplemented with
translations into Swedish. The same person probably wrote all three languages,
all in an uneven and clumsy hand. The words are extracted from a copy of
Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary.

23 This hand is very like the 'Russian' hand found on many of the loose leaves contained in the folder
Slav 61 (see pp. 52-53), a hand which might belong to Sparwenfeld's language teacher in Moscow,
Stachej Godzalovskij. In any case, the person seems to have been knowledgeable in Russian, Latin
and Polish, at least. See, for example, the following entries: перворожденное duma короли гишпанс-
кагш или портвгалскогш—infans hisp. infante т: infanta f.; подмызгиваше лошадим—poppysma,
tis; подметные писмы—famosi libelli; пп>сокь или камен'Че немъ корабли грезить—saburra—bal¬
last (could be Swedish!); рой пчелъ—examen apum\ хлп>бъ пресный или опреснокъ—azymus\
хлгъбъ квасный или кислый—panis fermentarius. Sometimes he adds to already existing entries.
Next to the headword завтренникъ he adds—завтрыкъ, by завтренникаю—завтрыкаю. In the
entry неподобйюся he adds ex polon: and to the entry подлёвица he makes the addition ex polon:
iusculum. To the headwords предйше, предатель, п'редаю he adds измп>на (with the remark rus:),
измгънникъ and измтнию respectively.
24 Examples of annotations by a Swedish hand: Platok—nasduk, Ziettat—lasa, Polatna—larfft,
praniek—pepparkaka.
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4. №245, фонд 181 in ЦГАДА in Moscow: The manuscript was formerly kept in
МГАМИД under the catalogue number 2451445 (Пекарский 1862,1, 189). It is in
folio format with pasteboard covers bound in brown leather. One of four leather
ties remains. The dictionary text takes up 113 leaves. On the recto of the fly-leaf
is the inscription: "Fundator Isti Libri Michaił Bycotskiy (Vysotskij?) In Vrbem
Mosccouiam In Anno 1700: in mese(!) Ienuari 20." On the verso of the third leaf
is: "Лексиконъ Быкоцкого (Высоцкого?)". The dictionary text begins on f. 4r.
Among pen tests and notes on the inside of the back cover are the words: "Сия
книга але^-Ья Петровича Шереметева и Ивана Петровича."25 The Slavonic
column is written in true calligraphy. The text is printed in black ink, with the
initial letter of each headword in red ink, in poluustav. The Latin has been written
by another hand. The Slavonic and Latin columns are divided by vertical double
lines.

5. Slave 6 in the National Library in Paris: A description of the manuscript is
found on p. 112-13. As is mentioned there, the later part of the manuscript
contains a Slavonic-Latin dictionary. It comprises 144 leaves and contains about
7500 entries. This part was also written by the scribe who was possibly the same
man as Ivan Ozerov (ibid.). The dictionary has a title which throws light on the
question of who compiled the archetype of the dictionaries in this group—a

problem which the other manuscripts do not help us solve. The title is: "JI6EI-
KOH словено-латинскш, Трвдолюбиемъ Иноков Арсешл и Епифашл, в
Бгшспасаемомъ ГрадЪ Москв-fe составленный." This title implies that Arsenij
Koreckij-Satanovskij and Epifanij Slavineckij compiled their dictionary after they
left Kiev for Moscow, that is, after 1649.

The manuscript has been examined by Sergej Strojev (1841, 112, 114), who
believes that Slavineckij's Greek-Slavonic-Latin dictionary could possibly have
served as a source for this Slavonic-Latin dictionary. He has, however, not
investigated the matter further. After comparing parts of Slav 41 with the original
of the Greek-Slavonic-Latin dictionary (MS Патриарш. 383 at the State Histori¬
cal Museum in Moscow, see p. 21) I am in a position to reject that notion. It is
possible that Arsenij Koreckij-Satanovskij should be regarded the main author of
the Slavonic-Latin dictionary, since his name is given first. As Slavineckij was
the better known of the two, there should not have been any reason to name him
secondarily if he actually played the main part in its compilation. The Slavonic-
Latin dictionary in Slave 6 has been published by both Horbatsch26 and Nim-
ćuk.27 Horbatsch demonstrates that Cnapius' Polish-Latin dictionary was impor¬
tant in the compilation of the dictionary in question. Further, he comes to the

25 The stated owners were sons of the well-known Петр Васильевич Шереметев Меньшой
(16507-1697). Ivan PetroviC (1689-1735) was sent by Tsar Peter to Holland and England to study
navigation, staying abroad from 1708 to 1716. After his return he made a career at the Admiralty
Chancellery in St. Petersburg, and became a senator (Русский Биографический Словарь, 1911,
180-81).
26 О. Горбач, Перший рукописний украшсько-латинський словник Арсешя Корецького-Сата-
новського та Етфашя Славинецького, Рим 1968.
27 Лексикон словено-латинський £. Славинецького та А. Корецького-Сатановського. Пщготу-
вав до видання В. В. Нмчук, Кит 1973.
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conclusion that Koreckij-Satanovskij,28 in all probability, came from central
Podolia or possibly Volhynia, while Slavineckij was a native of the north-east
Ukraine. Nimćuk shows that much of the vocabulary in the Slavonic column of
Slave 6 is derived from Berynda's Church Slavonic-Ukrainian dictionary (see pp.
54-55). In fact, almost all headwords from Part I of Berynda's dictionary are
included in Slave 6 and even a few headwords from Part II. Sometimes parts of
the translations into Ukrainian which follow after the headwords are included as

well, particularly in the case of rare words. He mentions also that a few of the
Ukrainian translations which are included in the Slavonic-Latin dictionary have
been supplied with Church Slavonic features. The Latin translations and explana¬
tions in Slave 6 are often made in the pattern of the Ukrainian translations and
explanations found in Berynda's work. In cases where there are Latin transla¬
tions in Berynda's dictionary they are also included in the Slavonic-Latin diction¬
ary, as a rule supplemented with further Latin words.29 Nimćuk, like Horbatsch,
points out that the work of Cnapius played a prominent role in the production of
the Slavonic-Latin dictionary.

b. Ns 17 собр. Строганова, инв. Л® 2758 in БAH in Leningrad: A description of
the manuscript is found on p. 108. The first part of this volume contains, as has
been mentioned, a Slavonic-Latin dictionary, a copy of the dictionary compiled
by Koreckij-Satanovskij and Slavineckij. This copy is not complete; it begins part
way into the letter Б (the first entry is беззаконен)—inique ago, etc.). The
Slavonic and Latin have been written by different scribes. At the end of this
dictionary is the date "febr. 1730". The manuscript, as far as I know, has not
been dealt with before in the literature.

7. No. 80 in the Royal Library (Kungliga Biblioteket) in Stockholm:30 Slavonic-
Latin dictionary in quarto. The leaves measure 15.5x19.5 cm. The volume
contains 187 numbered and 3 unnumbered leaves. The Slavonic column is written
in a poluustav of a very late type; the Latin is by another hand. The watermark
(the Arms of Amsterdam, not conclusively identified) is a lead to the beginning of
the 18th century. On the recto of the fly-leaf are the words: "Martin Schwanwitz,
St. Petersburg, M.S." Re him and his "Teutsche Grammatica", see Keipert
1983. The Stockholm manuscript has been dealt with by Birgitta Jansson (1972,
119ff.).

28 With reference to Koreckij-Satanovskij's biography, it is known that he studied at Mogila's Kiev
College and that he саше to Moscow in 1649 together with Slavineckij (see p. 21). In 1651-52 he
travelled to the Crimea with the permission of the Tsar, to buy his mother and two sisters out of
Tartar captivity. When his mission was accomplished he returned to Moscow (Харлампович 1914
passim).
29 See, for example, a comparison between Berynda and Slave 6 (the example is taken from the 1653
edition of Berynda's dictionary; in the first edition the Latin words were printed in Latin letters): В
(= Berynda): roeime, венерйцю, реверён'ща: ...; Slave 6: говЪше—veneratio, reuerentia, honor.
30 A. A. Roubetz, Les manuscripts slaves de la Bibliothique Royale de Stockholm (Section Russe),
without a year (not printed). Our manuscript is listed as no. 5.
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II: 2. FURTHER COPIES OF THE SAME WORK

Two other dictionaries, probably belonging to this group, have been described by
scholars in this field. Sergej Strojev (1841, 115ff.) deals in his work with yet
another manuscript that bears a resemblance to Slav 41, namely a Slavonic-Latin-
German dictionary in quarto, which at the time of his travels was kept in the
Royal Library (Kónigliche Bibliothek) in Berlin under no. 12. The manuscript,
containing 439 pages, lacked both title and information regarding the author.
Strojev believes, on the evidence of certain linguistic characteristics (the large
number of polonisms and relatively new words), that he can place the date of its
production at the beginning of the 18th century. He concludes that the originator
of the dictionary is the Frenchman Mathurin Veyssidre de Lacroze,31 a learned
orientalist who worked as a librarian at the Berlin library at the beginning of the
18th century. In 1709 he completed his work on a Slavonic-Latin dictionary
which was kept in his library. Lacroze relates in a letter to St. Gelais that in the
compilation of the dictionary he had used both published and unpublished works,
among which "Le plus ancien & le moins considerable" was a Slavonic diction¬
ary in quarto containing 679 pages (Jordan 1741, 102). We shall return to this
question later.

In Berlin there was another manuscript, a folio volume under no. 17, that
seems to have had some connection with the dictionaries dealt with above.

Strojev quotes no examples from this dictionary but says quite simply that it is a

copy of Lacroze's dictionary.
A. I. Jacimirskij (1921, 488flf.) visited the Royal Library in Berlin several

decades after Strojev and also dealt with the two above-mentioned dictionaries.
His descriptions are more detailed than Strojev's. After reading Jacimirskij's
description of and excerpts from Q12, which is the catalogue number he gives for
no. 12, it becomes quite clear that this is a copy of Koreckij-Satanovskij and
Slavineckij's Slavonic-Latin dictionary. Regarding the identity of the originator
of the dictionary in question, Jacimirskij relates Strojev's opinion without com¬
ment. As far as MS no. 17 is concerned (according to him F17), one is left with a
rather doubtful impression after reading Jacimirskij's account of its characteris¬
tics. Jacimirskij has a doubtful attitude himself towards Strojev's claim that F17
is a copy of Q12. On the other hand, when studying the excerpts quoted by
Jacimirskij from F17, it seems, again, that what we have here is a manuscript
belonging to the group now under discussion, even if it is not wholly identical
with either Q12 or any other of the known copies.

I attempted to order these manuscripts from the German State Library (Deut¬
sche Staatsbibliothek) in Berlin but received the reply that the manuscripts were
no longer there. An inquiry from Berlin to other East and West German libraries
gave the same negative result. These dictionaries are probably among the many
thousand manuscripts that were lost in connection with the Second World War.32

31 Lacroze (1661-1739) was after extensive studies forced to leave France in 16% because of his
Protestant leanings. The year after his conversion, he received employment as a librarian at the Royal
Library in Berlin, where he stayed until his death. He was taught Russian by Johann Leonhard Frisch
in Berlin, according to Eichler (1967, 19).
32 Cf. K. Gunther 1960, 331.
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With the help of the excerpts from the two dictionaries made in Strojev's and
Jacimirskij's works one can, however, gain some impression of how these relate
to Slav 41. The words quoted as examples by Strojev from Q12 are of limited
value. One reason for this is that he never quotes a number of consecutive
entries, but picks out an entry here and there from the letter Б (he never points this
out, moreover, and not until one has read Jacimirskij is this circumstance clear),
which makes it difficult to form an impression of how the vocabulary of Q12
relates to that of Slav 41. The other reason is that his accuracy in quoting33 can
be questioned when one bears in mind that among the 32 entries he quotes as

examples from the Slavonic-Latin dictionary in Slave 6 in Paris, no less than 12
are erroneous!34 From a comparison of the two it becomes clear, however, that
the differences between Q12 and Slav 41 as far as the Slavonic column is
concerned are negligible, while they are more pronounced in the Latin column (a
state of affairs that seems to exist generally with regard to these manuscripts).
Jacimirskij quotes as examples about 130 headwords from Q12, mostly from the
letter JI. Unfortunately he quotes no Latin translations, which greatly reduces the
possibility of referring the two Berlin manuscripts to one or other of the redac¬
tions. That Q12 in Berlin is a transcription of a dictionary that goes back to
Koreckij-Satanovskij and Slavineckij's Slavonic-Latin dictionary is, however, a
fact beyond doubt. Judging from the example words quoted by Jacimirskij from
F17, this manuscript should also be referred to the same group of dictionaries as
Slav 41. Here, because the material is very limited, it is even more difficult to
form an opinion as to its place in the series of manuscripts found in this group. On
the basis of the quoted material it seems unlikely that F17 should be a copy of
Q12.

We return now to Strojev's assumption that Lacroze was the originator of Q12.
At this juncture we can, in fact, discard this hypothesis, as Q12 is so obviously a
copy based on the same archetype as Slav 41.

If the contents of MS Q12 do not lead us to believe that we are dealing with
Lacroze's dictionary we find this suspicion further confirmed by Jagić (1910, p.
909 (62)), who informs us that his dictionary, at the beginning of this century, was

kept in Leiden. According to Mejer (1977 , 264-67) the manuscript is still there,
under the catalogue number March. 75. The dictionary has the following title:
Lexicon Slavonico-latinum, Summo studio et labore ex variis auctoribus partim
manuscriptis partim impressis collectum a Maturino Veyssiere La Croze. Bero-
lini anno domini MDCCIX. The volume comprises 362 leaves; after the diction¬
ary text follow around 50 pages containing, among other things, prayers and
religious reflections. According to Mejer, the Slavonic column contains, for the
most part, Russian, but there are also Belorussian and Croatian words. Jagić
says: "Славянскш слова, снабженныя ударешями, объяснены по латыни, но

этому объяснешю часто предшествуютъ синонимическш выраженш изъ

33 Sergej Strojev did not publish Описание ... himself, as he died in 1840. His brother P. M. Strojev
and A. Ch. Vostokov were responsible for the publication. They discovered quite a lot of errors in the
process and made changes.
34 Ex.: Strojev: фабствую—should be бабстввю; Strojev: magicus—should be magus (бйлш);
Strojev: бердышь—should be бйрдышь; Strojev: vel tela gossypina—should be veltela gospiti
(барханъ); etc.
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живого западно-русскаго (бклорусскаго) и польскаго языковъ." (Ягич 1910,
р. 909 (62).) Mejer gives one page from the dictionary containing the entries
алектрбонъ—ариевъ ледъ as an illustration. The vocabulary of that page clearly
shows that a dictionary of the Slav 41 group must have served as a source, as well
as Berynda's dictionary. Other sources have also been used. One of them was

probably Slavineckij's Latin-Slavonic dictionary, as the characteristics of one of
the sources, given in Lacroze's letter to St. Gelais (see p. 138), seem to corre¬

spond to that dictionary.
It is quite possible that one or both the Berlin manuscripts served as sources

when Lacroze was compiling his dictionary (maybe they belonged then to his
Russian teacher, Johann Leonhard Frisch?), but as long as some of the pieces in
the puzzle are missing we can hardly hope for clarity on this point.

11:3. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE MANUSCRIPTS

A comparison between Slav 41 and the seven parallel manuscripts I have exam¬
ined turns out to be quite revealing. The comparison involves 96 dictionary
entries at the end of the letter О and the beginning of the letter П (брл'ш—персы
невесты). To illustrate the connections among the manuscripts, 30 entries are

quoted (папйр—пйстырскш) from all eight copies. The Slav 41 version is the
point of departure for the comparison, and the versions found in the other
manuscripts are quoted only where they differ from the Uppsala manuscript. It
should be mentioned that the scribe of the Slavonic column in this section of Slav
41 is Hand 5 (see p. 46), a hand that makes many errors. The Latin is written by
Sparwenfeld. See Table 4, p. 141 ff. Re different denotations etc., see explana¬
tions to Table 3 (p. 116).

The comparison enables us to discern two main categories: in the one are MSS
2315, 244 and 245, in the other MSS 2313, Slave 6, Строг. 17 and N 80. Slav 41
does not belong fully to either of the two groups, but should be referred to the
latter rather then the former.

Let us take a more detailed look at the results of the comparison: The
vocabulary of the 2315 group is more limited than that of Slav 41 and the 2313
group. In many cases entries are missing entirely, as in entr. 7-9, 19-21 and 26 (as
regards 2315 and 245). In other cases these manuscripts have fewer Latin
translations than the other group, as, for example, in entr. 14, 16 (as regards 244
and 245) and 30. In 244 one reason for the abridged Latin column is probably the
need for space for the Swedish translations. MS N80 also often has fewer Latin
translations, a fact which almost certainly has nothing to do with the conditions
ruling the manuscripts now under discussion. MS 245 is later in date than the
other two of the same category and has a few unique peculiarities, probably
changes in relation to the original made by the compiler (Bykockij?, cf. p. 136):
sometimes 245 has entries that are not found in any of the other manuscripts;
sometimes it is mainly the Latin that differs from the translations found in all the
other copies (see, for example, entr. 23). Although this group displays fewer
errors than the following, there are some points to be made. MS 2315 contains
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'able 4

lav 41 2313

1. папйр—papyrus, charta
2. папир пробивйющш—carta bibuła
!. папирня—officina chartaria
1. папйрник—chartarius
S. папоротина—filictum
5. папорот—filix, icis

1. пап-Ьръ
2. пап4рь = —charta =

3. пап-ЬрнА
4. пап^рникъ

6. filix

I пйпоротна—polus, podium, filicula
!. папвгай—psittacus, ci
I. папвж&стыи—psittacinus
!. nśpa—vapor, halitus

nśpa чегб— par, ris
!. пара воловъ—-jugum boum
I. пйра кбнЕЙ—bijuges eqvi
I. паралиж—paralysis, morbus articularis

i паралитик—paralyticus
t паргам^н-Ь—membrana vel pergamena

Р. парёш'Е—volatus, meatus
8. napio, лечй—volo, volito, meo
P. пармЕзан сыр чюжеземскш—caseus parmensis
1. партахь—veteramentarius
S. парт&иство—ars veteramentaria

• пйрвсъ—velum, dolon, nis, acatium

пйсмо нйтак

пасмом—tractu longo feror
пёства—pasiuum, pascua
паствйна тоеж

паствичныи жирбвныи—pascualis, (Zb:) пажитный,
пасвщшся

пастЕрнйк—pastinaca
пйстыр—pastor, pecuarius, (Sp:) паствхъ

пйстырскш—pastoralis, pastorius, bucolicus

7. папорбтка—polypodium, =

8. пап8га(й)—psittacus

11. par, +taesco+

13. biiugesequi
14. пара жил— = 00 +recolutio,

neruorum+

16. паргам-йнъ— = 0 =

+charta+

17. = meotus

18. = лечю

19. careus, parmentis
20. партйчь—vetera mentarius
21. партйнство—vetera mentarij ars
22. парёкъ —» парвсъ— = dolon:

m, =

22 a. парюсл
23. = нйтокъ htriginta fala vnius

voluminis+

25. passua, orum, passua, ae
26. = тоже

27. паствйнный = — =00

29. (Lat:) = = 0
30. = pucolicus pastorius

many errors as regards word boundaries in the Latin column. In some cases 244
has the same or similar errors. Ex.: 2315: барханъ—vestis, weltelago, ssipina;
244: барханъ—vestis, [veltelago ssipina] (2313 has vestela gossipina, Slave 6 has
veltela gospiti and Slav 41 has the correct version vel tela gossipina). A further
example: 2315: безмолвный—tumultus expersnori, turbulentus, quietus, sedac-
tus; 244: безмолвный—tumultus expersnori (Slave 6 and 2313 have the correct
tumultus expers, поп turbulentus, quietus, sedatus, Slav 41 has поп turbulentus,
qvietus, sedatus). The word expersnori is the result of a scribe, unschooled in

lOt—849153 Sparwenfeld
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2315 

I. narrkp1>
2. narrkp1> -chartabi-bula 

244 245 

I. = +6BMaza nu144aR1+

2. charta = 2. charta =
3. narrkpHll 3. = +6BMa.lKHblU 3U80Jt+ 3. nåntpH.t.-chartaria, officina
4. nanEpHHK1>

6. fi1ix

7. 0
8. 0
9. 0

11. par, +taesco+

14. (Lat:) 0 0 

16. nopraM'kH'b
cutis+

18. naps,
19. 0
20. 0
21. 0

0 0 +charta 

22. = dolon, m, acacium

6. filix, +po/ypodium+

7. 0

8. 0
9. 0

11. par

13. +bijugi et+

14. (Lat:) = 0 0

15. napanHTHHx1>
16. napraMHlfb.- 0 0 

18. = nEqlO
19. 0
20. 0
21. 0
22. = dolon,m. 0

4. nånf.pHHK'b
5. filectum
6. filix

7. 0
8. 0
9. (21

11. par
12. = bouium
13. = equorum
14. napani)l{1,- 0 0 

16. napraMtff'b- 0 0 

18. (Lat:) = 0
19. 0
20. 0
21. 0
22. vellum (21 (21

23. = HHTOK- +trigintafila vnius
voluminis+

23. = HHTOK'b- +trigintafila vnius
voluminis+

23. = HHTOK'b- +glotus triginta

26. 0
27. naCTBHIIHbri,

29. (Lat:)
30. (Lat:)

= 0 
0 0 

0 (21 

25. 0 pascua-orum
26. = TOlll:E
27. = +pascuus+ 0 0

29. = = 0 +opilio+

30. (Lat:) = 0 0

filorum+
24. (Lat:) = 0 0
25. 0 =
26. 0
27. (Lat:) 0 0 

29. (Lat:)
30. (Lat:)

= 0 
0 0 

Latin, reading expers non wrongly. These similarities between 2315 and 244 seem 

significant. But there are also examples of errors of this type where the two 

manuscripts do not correspond: 2315: 6E33aKOHH8�iniquor, agocontra, legem

ago, pecco, inlegem; 244: 6E33aKOHH8�iniqve ago, contra legemago (Slav 41, 

2313 and Slave 6 have iniqve ago, contra legem ago, pecco in legem). It is 

possible that 2315 is the original of 244, or it could be that both manuscripts have 

been copied from the same original. 

The other group, the 2313 group, displays, as can be seen, many mutual 

similarities. The large number of errors common to 2313 and Slave 6 indicate a 

direct connection. Cmpm. 17 and N 80 do not, as a rule, share these errors. Look 
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Строг. 17 N80

1. папЪръ
2. пап-Ьр = —charta =

3. папЪрня
4. паггЬрникъ

6. filix

7. папоротка—polypodium, =

8. папвга—psittacus

11. par

14. паражиль— = 00 +resolutio
nervorum+

Slave 6

1. пап^ръ
2. пап-йръ = —charta =

3. папЪрнА
4. пап£рникъ

6. filix

7. пйпоротка—polijpodium, =
8. папвга(й)—psitracus
9. psitracinus

10. = halinus
11. par, +tesco+

14. паражйлъ— = 00 +recolutio
neruorum+

16. паргймЪнъ— = 0 = +charta+

17. = meotus

18. = ЛЕЧЙ)
19. careus parmentis
10. партйчь
И. партачство
12. паре

13. пасмонйтокъ— +triginta fala
unius voluminis+

15. pascua, orum, i
16. = Т0ЖЕ
17. пйствинный =

16. паргам-Ьнъ— = 0 = +charta+

23. пасмониток— +triginta folia unius
voluluminis (!)+

1. папсрь—charta, papyrus
2. папсрь = —charta =

3. папср'ня— = charta(c)ea
4. папЕр'никъ

6. папоротъ —>

папоротъка—filicula, +polypodium+
7. папорот'во —» папорогь— 0 0 filix
8. папвга—psittacus

10. halitus, vapor
11. par
12. = bovum

14. паражи(?)ъ —» паралмжъ— =

0 0

16. парям-Ьнъ —» паргямЬнъ— = 0
0

17. (Lat:) = 0
18. = ЛЕЧЮ— = 00

19. пар'мЕванъ —» пар'м&занъ = =

20. пар'тачь
21. пар'тач'ство—veteramentarij ars
22. парвсь— = 000

passua, ае 25. pascua, orum, pascua, ae
26. пастинатожЕ

— = 0 0 27. паствинныи = — =00

23. = нитокь btriginta fila unius
voluminis+

25. (Lat:) 0 =

26. = тожь

27. паствин'ный, = — =00

29. (Lat:) = = 0 29. (Lat:) = 00
30. (Lat:) = 0 =

at the amazing similarity between 2313 and Slave 6 in entr. 14 (also in Строг. 17
and N80), 17, 19, 23 and 30. Judging from certain indications, 2313 is the primary
of the two: Slave 6 contains some freshly added errors (see entr. 8-10) and an

entry like no. 22 seems to point in the same direction. The rest of the material
analysed confirms this impression. An example can be quoted here: in 2313 in the
column itself it says изгнаше, and the regular scribe has added to the left of this
word in the margin: изгнател and изганию наизгнаше. In Slave 6 the words that
have been added in 2313 are arranged in the column: изгнатель; 1. изгнаше; 3.
изгр^би; 2. изганяю наизгнаше. The numbers before the words, giving the order
in which they should come, lead us to believe that the scribe had difficulty placing

17. = meatus, us

18. парюлЕчю
19. = = чюжеземки)
20. партачь
21. партанство—ueteramentaris ars
22. парвкь— = = 0 =

22 а. парюся

'9. (Lat:) = = 0
50- = pucolicus, pastorius
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the words added in his original in the column. Slav 41 has изгнатЕль, изганяю

наизгнйше, изгнашЕ.
There is a great deal to support an assumption that Строг. 17 in Leningrad has

a direct connection with 2313 in Moscow: see entr. 21, 22 and 22a in Table 4.
Строг. 17 being later in time (it has the date 1730, see p. 137) would mean that
2313 was the primary of the two. I would, in fact, like to hazard a guess at a direct
connection between the MSS 2313—Slave 6—Строг. 17. From this group, one
would have to imagine several transitional stages before we could arrive at N80
in Stockholm.

Slav 41 in Uppsala should, without doubt, be referred to the 2313 group, even if
it is a unique version in certain aspects. This is partly due to the fact that some of
the scribes of the Slavonic column (especially Hand 5) make many errors (e.g.
entr. 7, 20, 21, 23 and 27 in Table 4). Slav 41 differs from the other copies as

regards the Latin, too (see, for example, entr. 14), a feature not very evident from
the examples quoted in Table 4. The Latin is, for the most part, written by
Sparwenfeld. My interpretation of the fact that the Latin version in Slav 41 in
many instances is unique is not that Sparwenfeld used an original very different
from those used in the 2313 group, but rather that he had a somewhat relaxed
attitude towards his original, and felt free to change the Latin when he considered
it necessary. As opposed to many of the Latin scribes writing the multilingual
Slavonic dictionaries of the time, he was relatively conversant in Latin.

There are certain signs that indicate that Sparwenfeld actually saw MS 244 and
made some additions on the basis of it: the 2315 group, and with it 244, has an

entry осв-Ьщаю with a Latin translation; this entry does not exist in the 2313
group. The Swedish hand in 244 has deleted the Latin translation and added:
sacrare -qvid -cui. In Slav 41 Sparwenfeld has added in pencil at the end of the
letter О: освгыцаю—sacrare quid cui. In some other cases, too, the two manu¬

scripts have identical additions: 244m: ор8ж\е—arma (added in the small 'Rus¬
sian' hand); Slav 41m: opŚMie—arma, armorum (added by Sparwenfeld). 244:
персы —► пЕрсм (changed by the Russian hand, which has also added:
гряди)—pectus, thorax; Slav 41: пёрсы —> nśpcw (changed by Sparwenfeld)
—pectus, thorax, (Sparwenfeld has added:) nśpcu pluralis, sing: персь non tm.
sic usitatum: dicitur et грвди. Now back to p. 51.



III. The Slav 61 Group

In other libraries and archives there are at least two more manuscripts whose
contents coincide on the whole with those of Slav 61 in Uppsala.

111:1. PRESENTATION OF THE TWO MANUSCRIPTS

1. N° 1792, фонд 381 in ЦГАДА in Moscow: Polish-Russian/Church Slavonic
dictionary in quarto, bound in brown embossed leather, with torn leather straps
and remains of clasps. Earlier the manuscript was kept in the library of the
Moscow Synodal Typography under the same catalogue number. At the top of
the spine of the book is a note glued on: "Lexicon MS Polono Slawienski". On
the recto of the fly-leaf it says: "Ле^икон полонословенскш силвЕстра мЕдв-fe-
дЕва.", and at the bottom of the same page: "печатнагш двора". On the recto of
the second leaf is the title of the work: "Л£Е1К(л)НЪ изыкшвъ, пблскагш,
иславЕнскагш скбрагш ради изобрЪтЕшя ивразвм-йшя бывйющыА внедов£-
домыхъ вещехъ инЕисквс'ства ИЗЫКШВЪ. НаПИСЙСА в'црСТВ8ЮЩЕМ градЕ
MOCKB-ił В0ДНИ блГОЧЕСТЙВЫЯ ДЕрЖ&ВЫ ВЕЛЙКаГШ гсдрл ДРА ИВЕЛЙКаГШ кнзя
АЛ6Н1А М1ХАИЛОВИЧА всед велйк'ш ималыя ибЪлыя ршс'сш самодЕржца.
л-£та штвоплощеша сна бжсгш^ахо (i.e. 1670, UB)." On the verso of the second
leaf follows an introduction extending over three pages, beginning with the
words: "читатЕлю млстивомв во xpcrfc радоватисА".

One and the same hand is responsible for both the Polish and the Russian/
Church Slavonic in the dictionary. The Russian/Church Slavonic is written in a

small, neat poluustav. This copy is complete and comprises 472 leaves. It
contains about 15 200 headwords. Judging from the note at the beginning, the
manuscript was once part of Sil'vestr Medvedev's extensive library. Before this,
according to a skrepa on the first pages, it has belonged to T. D. Litvinov, from
whom Medvedev had received other books as well. This dictionary has been
dealt with in detail by Pogorelov (1899, 100-106); see also Witkowski (1961,
217-25) and Kochman (1967, 29 and passim). Further, Didiakin and Strekalova
(1965) subjected it to a thorough examination, studying, above all, how the
dictionary was compiled. Pogorelov demonstrates that the originator of 1792 used
a copy of Cnapius' Thesaurus (see p. 51) and of Epifanij Slavineckij's Latin-
Slavonic dictionary in the compilation of his work. The compiler has copied
Polish headwords from a copy of Cnapius' Polish-Latin dictionary; but instead of
giving the Latin translations, he has looked up the words in Slavineckij's Latin-
Slavonic dictionary and quoted translations into Slavonic from there. This is not

11 — 849153 Sparwenfeld
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the whole truth, however. Pogorelov points out that the Polish vocabulary does
not quite correspond to any edition of Cnapius' work. The compiler has, on the
one hand, greatly abbreviated Cnapius, and, on the other, added a number of
words himself, or taken them from other sources. Pogorelov finds, after an

analysis of linguistic characteristics in the 'Russian' column, that the author's
language displays typical West Russian traits, and that there is a strong Church
Slavonic influence. Didiakin and Strekalova also compare the Polish vocabulary
in the dictionary with different editions and revisions of Cnapius' Thesaurus, and
conclude that the second edition from 1643 is nearest the Polish column in
MS 1792. The scholars mentioned state, by the way, that Slavineckij's Latin-
Slavonic dictionary played only a marginal role as a source and that the compiler
worked very independently. They also emphasize that the dictionary was defi¬
nitely compiled for use in translating from Polish into contemporary literary
Russian, i.e. a Russian strongly influenced by Church Slavonic. However, the
compiler, in his ambition to clearly define the meanings of the headwords,
sometimes illustrates these with words from a decidedly more prosaic sphere
than that of contemporary literature.

2. № 366, чудовское собрание at the State Historical Museum in Moscow:
Polish-Russian/Church Slavonic dictionary in quarto, wooden covers bound in
brown embossed leather, the spine of the book in black leather. At the top on the
inside cover are the words: "Ле|икон полский с'толковаш'Ем российским." The
dictionary comprises 258 leaves; it lacks a title page. The dictionary text starts on
the recto of the second leaf. Several different scribes have taken part in the
writing of the manuscript, which is cramped and rather untidy. The dictionary is
dealt with by Pogorelov (1899, 106) and mentioned by Kochman (1967, 27).
Pogorelov concludes that 4yd. 366 is a transcription of 1792, even if the diction¬
aries differ from one another on some points. Judging from the quoted title, 4yd.
366 is identical with the manuscript catalogued as No. 2/266 (for 2/3667) men¬
tioned by Didiakin and Strekalova (1965, 125, note 4). They state that the said
dictionary is a copy of 1792 made at the end of the 17th century. The copy

appears to contain fewer Polish headwords than the original, however. Regarding
the 'Russian' column the two scholars say: "... а перевод их сделан в
большинстве случаев заново, без попыток подражать древнеславянским об¬
разцам."

III: 2. A FURTHER COPY OF THE SAME WORK

A Polish-'Russian' dictionary possibly belonging to the same group was part of
Professor Bauze's manuscript collection, which was lost in 1812. V. N. Karazin
(1862, 45), who made a catalogue of his manuscripts, includes as no. 3: "Словарь
Польского и Российского языков, писанный 1688 года; в печати не суще¬

ствует; в лист."



Table 5
1 

!lav 61

I. alchirnia-an' XHMa
2. ale, iednak-tto, s6o, oo6a'IE

J. aJi, alisci-HCE, CEJKE
4. alkierz-Hac11atti"E MHi°iCKOE, 

Il030pHOE,8nOKOEHOE
5. altana-ropHHQa, BE'IEpHHK1,
6. altembaS--WEJIKOBOE nKaHIE

3JlaTOM 8QBt'IEHOE
7. ambra, bursztyn-jnEKTPL,

6ypWTLlB, llBTllp1, 
8. amell-llMHH1,, 68AHTO, BOHCTHBH8,

llaH 6JicE
9. ampulka--coc8A BHHa, JJIH BOALI BO 

(l)J!Tapt, 'IBåJIE._ 
10. anatomiia-pa:ict'IEHi"E 
Il. jablko-J16J1KO, OBOIQ1, Jl6JlOHOBLiii 
12. jablon-116nOHL
13. jad-11A1,, ooTpasa
14. jadam, iem-11Aaio

15. jadfr gdzi-.ns, n8TLlllECTB8IO,
TEK8, rpA,!18 

16. jadowito-llpocTHt, lKECTOKO,
OCTpo,llAOBffTt,HEHCTOBO 

17. jadowitoSC--llpocTL, HEHCTOBCTBO, 
11111,, OCTpolKEJJ'IIE 

18. j�dro orzechowe-11Apo, 3eptto 
optxosoE 

19. j�drko winney iagody-3EPHO
rpo3110BOE, CtMJI BHHHOE 

1792 

I. aJIXHMIA 
2. ale 0-HÖ 0 0
2 a. alembik-Kg61,
2 b. alleluia-xsanHTE rc.na

4. Hll311åHIE MEHIHCKOE, =

6. = TKåJIIE = =

7. jilEKTp1,, = lllHTåp1, 

9. = = = = B00JITapi; =

10. anatomia-+attaT6Mi"a+, 
11. 0 0 0 +lllHnoK1,+ 
12. 0
13. 0
14. 0
14 a. iachanie-ixatti"E, mtcTBIE, 

TE'IEHIE 
15. = n8TEWECTBglO, 0 0
15 a. iadfr wlodzi-OJiåBaJO, BE38CA 

JlOIIIIO, no so.nt EA8 
)6. = IIAOBHTOO, =

17. OCTpolKEJl'IIE, H.IIL,
+rntBJIHBOCTL+ 

17 a. iadowity-11AOBHTL1i, 11pocTHL11i:, 
HEHCTOB1,, OCTpOlKEJl'IIB, 
rntBJJHBLii 

19. 0

1 
See the explanations to Table 3 (p. 116). 

'ly11. 366 

I. anxHMi"a
2. ale 0-Ho 0 0
2 a. alembik-Kg61,
2 b. alleluia-xsanHTE rena 
3. = alisti 
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4. Hll311aHIE MEHIHCKOE, = 800KOEHIE

6. TKaHIE = QBt'IEHOE

7. burcztyn-HJ1EKTp1,, =

jaHTap
8. aMHJU,, 68,nH TO, = =

9. = BOJITapi; 

10. anatomia
11. 116J10Ka, 0 0 +mHnm,+
12. 0
13. 0
14. 0
14 a. iachanie-txaHi"E, WECTBIE,

TE'IEHIE 

15 a. iadfr wlodzi-OJiasaIO, BE38CA 
JlOAIIO, no so11t E118 

16. 

17. 0

0 

17 a. iadowitY-llAOBHTLIH, IIPOCTHLIH, 
HEHCTOB1,, OCTpoJKEJJ'IIH, 
rntBJIHBLIH 

18. 0

19. 0

III: 3. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE MANUSCRIPTS 

In order to clarify, if possible, how the three preserved copies of Polockij's 

dictionary relate to each other, we have compared 88 entries in the three 

manuscripts. As an illustration, 19 entries are quoted here (alchimia-anatomia, 

jablko-jqdrko winney iagody). We have chosen to quote from two different 

places in the dictionary, as the two main scribes of Slav 61 (Hand I and Hand 3) 

apparently bad different relations to the supposed original. The entries under A in 
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the Uppsala fragment have been written by Hand 1, the entries under J by Hand
3. See Table 5, p. 147.

The comparison shows that the two Moscow manuscripts have much in com¬
mon, while the Uppsala fragment differs in several respects. First it must be said
that the text written by Hand 1 in Slav 61 corresponds to a much greater degree
to the versions found in the Moscow manuscripts than the text written by Hand
3. The text written by Hand 1 displays rather a large number of errors, in both the
Polish and the 'Russian' column (see entr. 1 and 6, for example). That section
also displays throughout more West Russian traits than the text written by Hand
3. A characteristic of the hand is the frequent use of я for a (see, for example,
entr. 7 in Table 5). In other places we come across: бябс'къ (babi), рязсвдно,
рязсвдителнЪ, рязвмнЪ, блгорязвмЪю (bacznie), etc.

The text written by Hand 3 in Slav 61 occasionally makes radical departures
from the Moscow manuscripts, above all in the vocabulary. The quoted section of
Slav 61 has a number of entries missing from the other two manuscripts (entr.
12-14 and 19), and in other cases (entr. 14a, 15a and 17a) the situation is the
reverse. The vocabulary in the 'Russian' column differs considerably among the
manuscripts. Hand 3 seems to have had a rather free approach to the original,
something that seems more probable than that his original was different from that
used by Hand 1.

Pogorelov (1899, 106) assumes that Чуд. 366 is a transcription of /792; Didiakin
and Strekalova (1965, 125, note 4) seem to be of the same opinion provided that
the same manuscript is meant by their catalogue number 2/266. I am also of the
same opinion. Despite the big differences, it also seems perfectly plausible that
1792 served as an original when Slav 61 was compiled. Slav 61 was undoubtedly a
commissioned job, as were Slav 41 and Slav 18, arranged for by Sparwenfeld.
However, the work was never finished, maybe because of Sparwenfeld's hasty
departure from Moscow. Now back to p. 52.
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